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About this Book
The assumed reader background for much of this book is
• at least one good year of high school algebra (geometry and a second year
of algebra would certainly be helpful additions)
• a good comprehensive high school physics course1 (electronics and
chemistry would be an added bonus)
However, if you have forgotten everything you ever knew about physics and algebra – or
if you didn’t ever take such courses in the first place, do not despair! The required
background knowledge for this book – a review of the necessary science and math – will
be found in the appendix. From time to time, while you are reading this book, you will
find little footnotes at the bottom of the page like this.2
2

This chapter uses exponential (scientific) notation such as 1.16 x 1017. If you are unfamiliar with
it, you will need to study Appendix C: Review of Exponential/Scientific Notation.

If you see such a footnote, and you already have a good background in the referenced
subject, just continue your reading – obviously. However, if you are weak in that area,
you may want to take the footnote’s suggestion.
Readers vary widely in their background knowledge. Different parts of the appendix will
be important to different readers. For example, one reader may already have a thorough
understanding of atomic structure, yet know nothing about exponential notation, so that
reader would skip atomic structure appendix, and study exponential notation.
To check understanding, each appendix contains a few exercises, with answers at the end.
I know, I know, I know: conventional wisdom dictates that books such as this – intended
for decision makers, students, politicians, and the voting public– are not supposed to
assume any knowledge of science, or utilize any math beyond simple addition. But
don’t you think that’s pretty insulting? And don’t you think that’s a pretty sorry
commentary on the reading public? I’m inclined to answer “yes” to both questions.
I suspect that the important ideas in this book (how the polywell works and why it is
important) cannot be understood without a minimal background in science and math. I
also suspect that more than a few mistakes have been made by politicians and other
decision makers because of the misplaced assumption that, “you really don’t need any
math or science to understand what you read or to make any important decisions.”
I believe that the very survival of human civilization may well depend upon our ability
–and the ability of our elected officials– to understand the scientific and mathematical
implications of the issues set forth in this book.
1

I am painfully aware that some physics educators believe “good comprehensive high school physics
course” to be an oxymoron. These educators are perhaps just a little obsessive in their belief that depth of
physics instruction should trump breadth. I respectfully disagree.
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Introduction: Safe, Green, Clean – the p-B Polywell:
a Different Kind of uclear Energy
Nuclear Energy, Different How?
The nuclear energy from the p-B reaction is different because it comes from the protontriggered fission or “splitting up” of a light element, and no neutrons are released. (Light
elements are considered to be those with a mass number less than 56, which is the mass
number of iron.) 2

This is unusual for at least four reasons:
1. Light elements more often “combine” or fuse to make heavier elements; they
don’t normally fission to make elements that are lighter yet.
2. Heavy elements such as 235U (Uranium isotope – mass number 235) are
traditionally considered to be the more likely candidates for fission reactions.
3. Fission reactions are normally triggered by the absorption of a neutron, not a
proton.
4. Fissions usually result in the emission of neutrons.
Why “Safe, Green, Clean?”
It is safe because it will not melt down like the neutron fission power reactors at
Chernobyl and Three Mile Island, and it will not explode in a mushroom cloud like a
nuclear weapon. It is not possible for the polywell to fail in an environmentally
catastrophic manner. From the standpoint of environmentally catastrophic failure, it is
vastly superior to a conventional neutron fission power plant, and it is somewhat safer
than a coal-fired power plant.
Neutron fission reactors depend on chain reactions to make neutrons: when a 235U
2

If you are unfamiliar with such terms as nuclear, proton, element, neutron, and mass number, you may
need to review Appendix D: Atomic Terminology
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nucleus splits, it makes 3 neutrons. Some of them split other 235U nuclei, which release
more neutrons, which split even more 235U nuclei, and so on. The neutron fission
reactor’s energy comes from this splitting of 235U nuclei. The p-B nuclear reaction makes
no neutrons, therefore the p-B Polywell cannot behave like a neutron fission reactor.
Most nuclear weapons are fission-fusion devices: they use a “super-critical” fission
reaction to heat and compress light atoms to produce a fusion reaction. The “supercritical” fission reaction -like the neutron fission reactor- is dependent on a neutron chain
reaction. Without the neutrons, the chain reaction will not happen, without the “supercritical” chain reaction, the fusion reaction cannot happen. The p-B nuclear device has
no neutrons and therefore it cannot behave like a nuclear weapon.
It is green because the p-B nuclear reaction produces no sulfate or nitrate air pollutants;
and it produces no greenhouse gases (carbon compounds) such as carbon dioxide or
methane. From the standpoint of environmental pollution, the p-B Polywell power plant
is vastly superior to a coal-fired power plant (maybe even infinitely superior, because we
are comparing a LOT pollution with “0” pollution; and when you put the two quantities
in a ratio, some would say that “a LOT” divided by 0 is infinite!).
It is clean because the p-B nuclear reaction produces no neutrons, and no ionizing
radiation such as beta or gamma.3 Neutrons are one of the reasons that other nuclear
reactions are considered dirty: the neutrons spray objects surrounding the nuclear
reaction, and can sometimes make those objects radioactive. Also, neutrons can easily
penetrate heavy materials such as steel, and can be a hazard to living things as well. The
p-B polywell fuels are Boron (a harmless element found in Boraxo™ “20 Mule Team”
cleaning powder) and protons (the nuclei of ordinary Hydrogen, which is the “H” in
H2O). The only product of the p-B reaction is Helium, which is completely harmless.
From the standpoint of radioactivity and nuclear waste, the polywell is vastly superior to
a conventional neutron fission power plant (again, maybe infinitely superior for reasons
similar to those given in the previous paragraph),
What is a p-B Polywell?
The p-B Polywell has the potential to be a cost-effective device for producing vast
amounts of electricity from very small amounts of easily obtained fuels such as the
Hydrogen and Boron. A wheelbarrow load of the Boron in Boraxo™ would be sufficient
to provide all the electrical needs of a small city for a year. A p-B Polywell’s single
emission would be Helium gas, which is so light that any gas which might be released,
would rise to the top of the atmosphere and escape into space. The Polywell itself
3

It is true that in an unfavorable environment, there are side-reactions associated with the p-B reaction that
do produce neutrons; however this is not the case in the polywell. Also, a little bremsstrahlung (somewhat
like x-rays) is a possibility in the polywell, but it is believed that proper attention to electron-boron nuclei
balance during the reaction can keep this to a minimum. For a more complete discussion of types of
radiation, see Appendix D: Atomic Terminology.
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consists of a positively charged set of magnetic coils arranged in a polyhedron. The
coils trap electrons and keep them in a very small, tightly packed group called a potential
well. This well attracts and accelerates the Hydrogen and Boron nuclei. When they
collide, the nuclear reaction is triggered. If there is a system failure, the polywell will
just quit working. Neither the p-B Polywell nor its fuels are likely to be used by
terrorists as either a target, or a source of nuclear weapons material.
Why You Should Care
Most people agree that the carbon fuel4 crisis is real. Even so, there is much debate about
some specific details:
1. Nearly everyone who has been paying attention would probably agree that it is
unwise to buy petroleum from nations who want to see us destroyed.
2. Nearly all of these same people agree that coal mining can be dangerous and
(or) environmentally destructive; and they agree that the burning of coal
releases a multitude of dangerous and environmentally destructive pollutants.
3. Many also believe that the supplies of fossil fuels are finite. Because of
decreasing supplies, petroleum and natural gas are quite likely to become
prohibitively expensive before 2030.
4. Many concerned, capable, and informed people are convinced that carbon
compound emissions from the burning of fossil fuels are causing global
warming. However, it is also true that for various reasons, many other
competent people doubt that global warming can be significantly reduced by
the reduction of carbon emissions. But even when the global warming
component of the carbon fuel crisis is removed, to most people, the remaining
factors -1 through 3- would still be more than sufficient to constitute a crisis.
There are many seemingly plausible answers to the present carbon crisis, but most of
them prove to be less than ideal after one looks at the specific amounts of energy, or
specific financial or environmental costs:
The total amount of energy produced from carbon fuels, world wide, is about 1.16 x 1017
Watt-hours.5 When this specific quantity of energy is considered, four of the traditional
alternatives to carbon fuels prove to be less than ideal. These alternatives are wind, tidal,
solar, and geothermal energy:
When the specific quantity of 1.16 x 1017 Watt-hours is considered, we find that
sixty million (6 x 107 or 60,000,000) standard 1.5 megawatt wind turbines would
be required to replace all the energy produced from carbon fuels, world-wide. If
these sixty million wind turbines were evenly distributed over the entire land
4

carbon fuels are fossil fuels: coal, natural gas, and petroleum (diesel, jet, and auto fuel; and heating oil)
Some chapters in this book assume knowledge of exponential (scientific) notation. If you are not
comfortable with this notation, you may need to review Appendix D: Exponential/Scientific Notation
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surface of the earth, there would be one windmill for every square mile (2.6 sq
km) of land – everywhere – including Antarctica!
When the specific quantity of 1.16 x 1017 Watt-hours is considered, we find that
about 13 BILLIO sun-facing roofs, each one measuring at least five by eight
meters (16 x 26 ft), would need to be covered with solar collector panels to
replace all the energy produced from carbon fuels, world-wide. If every roof of
every person on earth were covered with solar collectors, it would not be enough!
When the specific quantity of 1.16 x 1017 Watt-hours is considered, we find that if
all of the suitable locations for tidal and geothermal energy were utilized worldwide, only about three percent of the energy produced from carbon fuels, worldwide, would be replaced.
Four of the nuclear fusion alternatives to carbon fuels prove to be less than ideal after
financial quantities (such as dollars, pounds, and Euros) are considered. These are
gargantuan projects such as the ITER Tokamak, the Wendelstein 7-X Stellarator, the UK
Fusion Project, and the Lawrence Livermore Nuclear Ignition Facility. Tens of billions
of Euros, Pounds, or Dollars have been spent on each of these projects; yet not one of
them makes even a pretense of being able to produce net quantities of commercial power
at any time within the next twenty years. It is quite likely that tens of years and tens of
billions of additional dollars will be required before a commercially viable version of one
of these systems is in place.
Finally, three additional alternatives to carbon fuels seem less than ideal after
environmental costs are considered: increased use of existing commercial neutron
fission technology, continued use of existing corn alcohol fuel technology, and continued
use of certain existing biodiesel technologies. As yet, no safe storage for the radioactive
nuclear waste from commercial nuclear fission reactors has been established. The energy
cost for producing corn alcohol is very close to the energy produced from it, yet the
nitrate fertilizer necessary for corn production is made from natural gas (!) and it is
disastrously polluting the Gulf of Mexico. Arable land necessary for raising food is
instead being used for biofuels such as alcohol or biodiesel – this has caused food prices
to increase by more than 50% in some areas. Some biodiesel is produced from palm oil;
yet tropical rain forest, needed for carbon sequestration, is being cut to make room for
more palm oil plants.
A better alternative would be one that promises at least a reasonable chance of producing
enough energy to replace the energy from carbon fuels. A better alternative would be one
that shows at lease some promise of commercial viability in the foreseeable future, and
promises to be cost-effective as well. And a better alternative would be environmentally
responsible. The p-B Polywell may be that alternative. It is one of the few choices that
continue to show at least some promise of making sense after considering specific
amounts of energy, dollars, and environmental costs.

4

I. Nuclear Energy
We humans have gotten ourselves into a seriously sorry situation. We have made
ourselves 86% dependent on fossil (carbon-based) fuel. The fossil fuels are poisoning
our planet, but two of them – petroleum and natural gas – will soon be gone anyway. The
oft-proposed fossil fuel replacements (wind, solar, geothermal, and tidal) will not be
sufficient for the job. At this time, the only alternative promising to deliver energy in
quantities sufficient to replace fossil fuels is nuclear energy.
However, nuclear energy is not well understood by most politicians and the majority of
the voting public. Many of them have learned not to trust the advocates of nuclear
energy. They have learned that both nuclear fuel and nuclear waste are radioactive.
They have learned that nuclear reactors can self-destruct and poison the surrounding
environment. They have learned that nuclear fuel and nuclear waste can be used to make
nuclear weapons, and they believe that nuclear weapons can destroy the entire planet.
Also, a limited number of voters and politicians know that nuclear fusion research has
consumed many billions of tax dollars over the last fifty years with essentially no promise
of producing any usable energy in the near future.
It turns out that at least some aspects of nuclear energy do not deserve this reputation:
It turns out that there are a variety of different nuclear reactions, and at least one
of them is completely harmless. The p-B nuclear reaction does not require
radioactive fuel, it does not produce radioactive waste, and neither its fuel nor its
harmless “waste” can be turned into nuclear weapons. Chapter 1
It turns out that there are a variety of different nuclear reactors. The polywell
reactor does not depend upon neutron chain reactions as fission reactors do: the
polywell uses entirely different nuclear reactions. Also, the polywell is much
simpler and much cheaper than the tokamak, the stellarator, or the Lawrence
Livermore NIF. Chapters 2, 3, and 4
Unfortunately, it also turns out that some aspects of nuclear energy’s bad reputation are
well-deserved:
It turns out that there are indeed nuclear fusion projects that are wasting billions
of tax dollars. However, these fusion projects have nothing in common with the
polywell, they cost thousands of times as much as the polywell, and they work in
a completely different way. Chapter 3
It turns out that there are indeed neutron fission power reactors that have failed
catastrophically. It also turns out that these reactors use radioactive fuel and
produce radioactive waste that can often be used to make nuclear weapons. (But
these fission reactors are completely and utterly different from the polywell.)
Chapter 4.
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Chapter 1: Reactions: Fission and Fusion
Our civilization needs nuclear energy to replace the energy produced from the burning of
fossil fuels. Wind, solar, tidal, and geothermal will not be adequate replacements
because their energy cannot be captured in quantities sufficient to replace the energy
from fossil fuels. Without nuclear energy, it is quite likely that sometime in the next 100
years our children or grandchildren will participate in the collapse of human civilization.
Fossil fuels react chemically with oxygen to produce energy, carbon dioxide, and usually
water. In such a chemical reaction, all of the atoms6 that are present before the reaction
are present after the reaction. In this fossil fuel reaction, the arrangements of the atoms
and electrons in the fossil fuels and oxygen are less stable than the arrangements of the
atoms and electrons in carbon dioxide and water. Energy is given off whenever there is
a change from an unstable to a stable arrangement.
In general, an unstable arrangement of bodies is more likely to release energy than a
stable arrangement. When the arrangement changes from unstable to stable, energy is
released. (See diagram below.) Thus an unstable arrangement may be said to possess
greater potential energy than a stable arrangement.
unstable
arrangement

changing arrangement releasing
kinetic energy

stable
arrangement

Some nuclear arrangements of neutrons and protons are more unstable than others, so
unstable nuclei may be said to have the greater amount of potential energy. When a
nuclear arrangement reacts to become more stable, kinetic energy is released. The
nucleus of an iron isotope with mass number 56 is more stable than any other element's
nucleus. Generally speaking, the farther from 56 an element's mass number is, the more
6

Solids, liquids, and gases are made out of atoms. Atoms are made out of electrons, neutrons, and
protons (p). Electrons are much lighter than protons or neutrons; they are found throughout the entire
atom. Protons and neutrons are concentrated in the center of each atom. This concentration is called the
nucleus. Both protons and neutrons are also called nucleons. Nucleons are held together with the
strongest and shortest-range force known, called the nuclear force. Common hydrogen (1H or p) atoms
have a nucleus of one proton and no neutrons. However, some uncommon hydrogen atoms have one or
two neutrons in addition to the single proton. An uncommon hydrogen with one proton and one neutron is
called deuterium (2H or D); when it has a proton and two neutrons it is called tritium (3H or T). Atoms
with an uncommon number of neutrons are called isotopes. Atoms with 2 protons and 2 neutrons are
called helium (4He); atoms with 5 protons and 6 neutrons are called boron (11B) and so on. The number of
protons in an atom determines the name of that atom or element. The number of nucleons determines the
mass number.
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unstable that element's nucleus tends to be. Nuclear energy is released when an unstable
nucleus is rearranged to make a stable nucleus. In a nuclear reaction the specific atoms
present before the reaction are different than those present after the reaction. Also a
nuclear reaction typically produces far more energy than a chemical reaction because the
change from unstable to stable involves the much more powerful nuclear forces, rather
than the relatively modest electric forces. When light unstable nuclei with small mass
numbers combine to make heavier more stable nucleii closer to 56 in mass number,
energy is released and we say that nuclear fusion has occurred. The combining of the
isotope Deuterium with the isotope Tritium to make a Helium nucleus and a neutron is
one common example of a fusion reaction:

The Tokamak/ITER device proposes to use a magnetic containment to heat a plasma of
Deuterium and Tritium and produce nuclear energy from the above fusion reaction.
When elements with very large mass numbers such as 236U split apart to make smaller
more stable nuclei closer to 56 in mass number, we say that nuclear fission has occurred.
In the reaction below, a neutron combines with a 235U nucleus to produce an unstable
236
U nucleus. The 236U fissions to produce 3 neutrons, and Barium and Krypton nuclei.

The multiple neutrons produced are very important in sustaining the chain reactions,
which characterize commercial fission reactors.

8

However, nuclear fission is not necessarily restricted to heavy elements. Energy is
released any time a relatively unstable nuclear arrangement changes into a more stable
arrangement. Here, for example, a proton (hydrogen nucleus) causes a 11B isotope to
fission into three Helium nuclei.

This is the reaction that everyone hopes can be made to happen in the p-B polywell
Nuclear Reactor. (The fact that no neutrons are produced turns out to be the greatest
advantage for this reaction.7) Also, it should probably be pointed out that the simplified
reaction above is not what really happens. In fact, it’s more like the following:

There are two intermediate steps to this more complete description of the reaction: 1) the
Proton fuses with the 11B isotope. 2) the unstable Carbon that is produced breaks down
and fissions into one Helium and a Beryllium. 3) The Beryllium fissions into two more
Helium nuclei. But the details really don’t matter, because the net effect in this full
version is the same as in the simplified one: it starts with a proton and a 11B
7

It is true that in an unfavorable environment, there are side-reactions associated with the p-B reaction that
do produce neutrons; however this is not the case in the polywell.
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nucleus, and it ends with three highly energetic Helium nuclei. It’s called a fission
reaction because it is the fission that produces the energy.
Here is another important fusion reaction to be considered:

This is the reaction that is often used in the fusor (a simple fusion device that led to the
polywell), and it is this reaction that, so far, has been used in the early polywells. It is
somewhat easier to make this reaction happen because it requires a lot less kinetic energy
on the part of the reacting nuclei. Unfortunately the reaction produces neutrons, which
can, in turn, weaken the reaction containment, produce radioactive waste, and possibly
produce Plutonium for nuclear weapons. Fortunately these same neutrons can also be
used to “cook” the nuclear waste from commercial fission reactors that has been such a
problem for so many years. Cooking the nuclear waste with neutrons transforms it into
isotopes with much shorter half-lives, which will decay to relatively safe levels in periods
of maybe 30 years, as opposed to 30,000 years for the present nuclear waste.
There is an ideal kinetic energy for the
colliding particles, for each different
nuclear reaction. Nuclei require less
kinetic energy (speed) for DT (deuteriumtritium) reactions than is required for a DD
(deuterium-deuterium) reaction; and the
DD reaction requires less energy than is
required for a p-B (proton-Boron) reaction.
Even when collisions occur at their ideal
kinetic energies, it is found that one kind of
a reaction is much more likely to occur
than another. The probability for a given
nuclear reaction is measured in uclear
Cross-Section (barns), shown on the right.
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When a configuration of nucleons changes from an unstable arrangement to a stable one,
the nucleons that take part lose a small amount of mass. This loss of mass determines the
energy released by that rearrangement. For example, when a 1H (proton) and a 11B
nucleus combine and then fission to produce three 4He nuclei (alpha particles), they lose
about 0.01 atomic mass units (10-2 amu) or 1.66 x 10-29 kilograms.8
To demonstrate this mass-energy relationship mathematically, we will first need to know
the change in mass of the nucleons taking part in this p-B reaction. We will convert the
change in mass to Joules and then try to give some meaning to the numbers. We will use
the following masses in amu per nucleon:
H = 1.00794; B = 1.00090; He = 1.00065
Subtract the mass of a single He nucleon from the H mass, to obtain a loss of 0.00729
amu for the single H nucleon (the proton). Subtract the single He mass from the single B
mass, to obtain a loss of 0.00025 amu per single nucleon in the Boron nucleus. Multiply
the 0.00025 times the 11 nucleons in B, to obtain a total loss of 0.00275 amu for the B
Total of the H loss 0.00729 plus B loss 0.00275 = 0.01004 amu, about 10-2 amu/fission.
There are 6.02 x1023 atoms in 0.001 kg (one mole) of hydrogen atoms,
So we divide to obtain the mass in kilograms of one hydrogen atom.
0.001 kg ÷ 6.02 x1023 atoms = 1.66 x10-27 kg/atom
Since the loss in mass is about 10-2 of an amu, we can multiply that times the mass of one
atom: 10-2 x 1.66 x10-27 kg = 1.66 x 10-29 kg which is the loss in mass in kg per fission
Here is Einstein’s relativity formula: ∆E = ∆mc2.
In the present case, this means that
energy/fission = mass loss/fission x (light speed)2 or
1.66 x 10-29 kg/fission x (3 x 108m/sec)2 = 1.5 x 10-12 Joules of energy/fission
This is the amount of energy released per fission by the p-B nuclear reaction. It certainly
doesn’t look like much, but let’s use a little bit more Boron, just to put things in proper
perspective. Let’s use 11 grams (about 0.4 ounces or 2 tsp) of Boron instead. 11 grams
of Boron contains 6.02 x1023 atoms, enough for 6.02 x1023 reactions. So we multiply:
6.02 x1023 fissions times 1.5 x 10-12 Joules of energy/fission = 9.03 x 1011 Joules
1 Joule is enough energy to lift 1 kg (2.2 lb) a distance of about 10.2 cm (4 in) off the
ground.9 9.03 x 1011 Joules could lift 9.03 x 1011 Kilograms 10.2 cm (4 in) off the ground.
8

The rest of this chapter assumes knowledge of exponential (scientific) notation. If you are not
comfortable with this notation, you may need to review Appendix C: Exponential/Scientific Notation.
9
Work = magd = 1kg x 9.81 m/sec2 x 0.102 m = 1.00 J
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There are 1000 kg (2205 lb) in a metric ton. So we divide:
9.03 x 1011 Kg ÷ 1000 kg/T = 9.03 x 108 metric tons
Two teaspoons of Boron in a p-B reaction can release enough energy to lift
900,000,000 metric tons 4 inches off the ground! OR
90,000,000 metric tons a full meter off the ground! OR
90,000 metric tons 1000 meters (1 km or 0.6 mi) off the ground! OR…
Wait a minute! What does that space shuttle orbiter weigh anyhow?
109 metric tons? Two teaspoons? How high?

12

Chapter 2: What is a Polywell and How Does It Work?
Brush your hair with vigor on a cold dry day. Then hold the brush away from your hair.
The hair stands on end because the brush attracts it. People standing outside, in the
vicinity of an electrical storm, have sometimes lived to report that their hair stands on end
in the same way just prior to a lightning strike. Tear a piece of tissue into little bits about
this size:
Brush your hair to charge the brush again. It attracts, then repels the tissue
bits violently. These phenomena are electrical.
Hold a magnet about 10-20 cm away from a magnetic compass, but no closer (or you
may ruin the compass). One end of the compass needle will point at the magnet, then
follow it as you move the magnet about. We live all of our lives in Earth's magnetic
field. When more potent distractions are not around, the Earth’s magnetic field usually
causes the north-seeking ends of compass needles to point to magnetic north. These are
magnetic phenomena.
Now hold the magnet near the tissue bits. othing happens! Hold the electrically
charged hair brush near the magnetic compass. othing happens! Electricity and
magnetism are related, but they are not the same thing!!!
There are two kinds of electric charge. A glass rod, charged by rubbing with silk, can be
defined as positive; and a plastic strip, charged by rubbing with paper can be defined as
negative. If the charged glass rod is suspended so that it is free to rotate, and the charged
plastic strip is brought near to it, the glass rod will swing toward the plastic. But if a
second charged glass rod is brought near to the first, it will swing away. Thus:
1. Like charges repel each other.
2. Unlike charges attract.
An atom’s electrons have a negative electric charge; its protons are positively charged,
and its neutrons have no charge. The electrons and protons are held together by their
opposite electric charges. If there are equal numbers of electrons and protons in an atom,
the entire atom is said to be electrically neutral. If a neutral atom loses electrons, its net
charge becomes positive, and it is said to be a positive ion. If an atom acquires extra
electrons, it becomes a negative ion.
Ordinary orange juice contains positive hydrogen ions mostly because the citric acid in
the orange juice tends very slightly to break up into a positive hydrogen ion (H+) and a
negative ion. Strips of two different metals, such as a copper strip and a magnesium
strip, can be placed into the orange juice, with one end of each strip sticking out of the
juice. If a single wire is used to connect the ends of the strips, the positive hydrogen ions
in the juice will start to bump up against the copper strip, and snatch the copper strip’s
negative electrons, leaving the copper strip short of electrons. Replacement electrons
then flow through the wire from the magnesium strip to the copper strip (since hydrogen
is much better at grabbing electrons, and magnesium can’t hang onto its electrons very
well). When a magnesium atom loses its two (easily lost) electrons, it separates from the
13

magnesium strip and goes into the orange juice as an Mg++ ion. Since there are plenty of
(easily lost) electrons in the magnesium strip and a deficiency of electrons in the copper
(because the H+ ions keep ripping them from the copper strip), the electrons continue to
flow through the wire as an electric current. This particular “battery” (technically, an
electrochemical cell) happens to be powerful enough to run an electric wall clock!
It really doesn’t take much to create a hydrogen ion. Even though hydrogen hangs onto
its electrons better than magnesium, a little bit of ultraviolet light or an excited electron –
with an energy of only13.6 electron volts – will easily remove hydrogen’s only electron.
A deuterium atom is just a hydrogen with an extra neutron, so this is also true for
deuterium. Also remember that a deuterium ion is the same as a deuterium nucleus,
because once its only electron has been removed, the nucleus is all that is left.
Every deuterium nucleus has a positive charge and repels every other deuterium nucleus.
To make fusion happen, many deuterium nuclei must be made to move in opposing
directions and rapidly enough to overcome their mutual repulsion when they collide.
One can use a fusor to do this:
A spherical wire screen grid – charged
with a large negative voltage – will attract
the positive deuterium D+ ions (right),
accelerating them into the center of the
sphere. The grid can get the ions moving
fast enough to fuse; however, most of
them pass right through the wire mesh of
the grid, and out the other side. But when
this happens, the negative grid is still
attracting the positive ions, so it –in
effect– brakes them to a stop and pulls
them back through the mesh again. Over
and over again –thousands of times– the
negative grid keeps pulling the D+ ions
through the middle of the sphere. Tens of
thousands of positive ions bounce back
and forth, through the center, over and
over again; until finally there is a
collision, and fusion happens! Sadly –as
you might expect– instead of passing
through the mesh of the grid, far too many
of the nuclei end up actually hitting it.
When they hit that negative grid, they pick up its electrons and become neutral atoms.
Being neutral atoms, they are no longer attracted by the grid, so they are now useless as
potential nuclear fuel. (See Chapter 5 for more information on fusors.)
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To fix this D+ ion loss problem, we must get rid of the grid, and somehow substitute a
spherical cloud of negative charge in its place. If we could just get that cloud of
electrons to stay put, there would be no grid for the deuterium ions to hit, and they could
be accelerated back and forth through the cloud –over and over, as before– until they
finally would collide and fuse.
It is difficult to concentrate a large number of negative charges in a cloud at one
particular location because like charges repel each other; but as it happens, there is a way
to do this: it turns out that electrons moving through a magnetic field are always deflected
at a right angle to it.
Notice! A magnetic field does OT attract or
repel electrons; instead it deflects the path of an
electron with a force that pushes at a right
angle to both the electron’s direction, and the
magnetic field’s direction (where a compass
would point if it were placed in the field).
So how would this work? How is it possible to arrange some magnetic fields so they will
keep a cloud of electrons corralled together? To understand this, we need to spend a little
time with the basics of electricity and magnetism.
When a positive electric charge moves through a wire, it produces a magnetic field,
which is oriented at a right angle to the charge's direction of motion. If a compass –
which always points in the direction of a magnetic field – is placed over or under a
current-carrying wire, the compass will point at a right angle to the wire as shown:
-

battery
+

A compass will point toward you if it is
put on top of a conductor in which the
current is flowing left to right.

"official" current
direction

A compass will point away from you if
it is put under a conductor in which the
current is flowing left to right.

If the wire is arranged perpendicular to a table top, so the
current flows straight up from the table; and compasses are
placed around the wire, they will show that the magnetic
field is circling the wire, as shown on the right. (The
“wire” is the gray arrow shown pointing “up” out of the
page and a little bit to the left.) No matter which way the
current-carrying wire points, the magnetic lines of force
form circles around it. The direction of the circling is
determined by the direction of the "+" charge's movement.
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If instead, the charges are negative electrons – and are flowing in the same direction– the
lines of force will circle in the opposite direction.
We already established that when an electron is fired
into a magnetic field, the magnetic field pushes it
sideways. However it is important to realize that
after the magnetic field changes the electron’s
direction of motion, the magnetic field continues to
push the electron at a right angle to its motion for as
long as it is in the field. In other words, the direction
of the sideways force changes as the direction of the
electron’s motion changes! The magnetic field on the
right is pointing into the page (the blue “X”s that you
can see are the “tailfeathers” of the arrows.) So a
magnetic field can make an electron do a 90 degree
turn (as shown on the right); or even make it do a full
180 and reverse course!
If an electron is fired at a current-carrying conductor
(gray arrow pointing toward the top of the page
pictured on the left), the magnetic field surrounding
the conductor will deflect the electron away from the
conductor (the electron’s deflected pathway is
shown in red). The electron cannot hit the
conductor because it is deflected by the magnetic
field. This is the key to “herding” the electrons into
a dense negative cloud at the center of the polywell.
The current-carrying conductors are
wound into coils of wire, but they
are still surrounded by magnetic
lines of force, and the electrons are
still deflected away from the
conductors, as shown left.
Our goal, to capture and contain a
cloud of electrons, can be
accomplished by arranging six of
these coils of wire in a cube. The
cube is given a positive charge, to
attract the electrons, just as the
negatively charged grid attracted
the D+ ions in that earlier device.
The magnetic fields will keep the
electrons inside of the cube.
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A polywell uses six Magnetic coils,
arranged in a positive polyhedral
(cubic) grid, called a Magrid, to
create a concentrated cloud of
electrons, called a Potential Well, at
its center. The setup operates in a
Vacuum Tank, which prevents
electrical arcing and interference
from air molecules. Negatively
charged electrons, fired from
Electron Guns, are attracted by the
positively charged magrid. The
electrons fly at high speed through
the centers of the donut holes in the
magrid. The magrid’s magnetic
field keeps the electrons away from
the magrid and trapped in the center.
“Polywell” is short for polyhedral
potential well.
Each of the magrid’s “donuts” is really a coil of
electric wire (right). When an electric current is
applied to the wire in the coils, a magnetic field is
created. The magnetic field does two things, it keeps
the electrons concentrated in the potential well, and it
shields the positive magrid coils from the electrons.
If the electrons collided with the positively charged
magrid they would be lost, in much the same way that
the D+ ions were lost in the earlier device; and the
electron-storing efficiency of the polywell would be
compromised.
Here’s a “cut-away” view of a slice through the center
of the magrid. You can see the black potential well of
electrons at the center; and you can see the dotted-line
magnetic fields created by the coils of wire. If the
electrons run into a magnetic field when they try to
escape from the potential well, they will be deflected
back into the well, as per our earlier discussion.
However, if you look at Tom Ligon’s drawing
carefully, you can see that there are eight potential
pathways for escaping electrons, where the lines of
force will OT be perpendicular to the electron motion.
These escape pathways are called cusps.

EMC2

Tom Ligon
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If an electron’s motion closely
parallels the magnetic lines of
force – as it would in escaping
through a cusp – it will still be
deflected somewhat by the
magnetic field, but now it will be
forced into a spiral that follows
the magnetic lines of force out of the magrid, and around one of the coil cross-sections.
Electrons that spiral along the magnetic lines of force out of the magrid and back in
again, are said to be circulating.
When the electrons are first shot into the center of the magrid, they circulate easily,
following the lines of force in and out of the magrid (below left – the electrons are shown
as black dots). At first, all the magnetic lines of force loop through the center of the
magrid, so the electrons are naturally more concentrated at the center of the magrid. This
concentration has the effect of pushing the magnetic field away from the center,
squeezing the magnetic lines of force against the magrid (below right).

When the lines of force are pushed against the magrid, the cusp “escape paths” are
squeezed into a much smaller size, and the electrons can no longer circulate as easily.
This newly formed sphere of confinement is called a Wiffleball. The electrons bounce
violently back and forth inside of it, trying to escape.
Picture a real Wiffleball with a few marbles
inside. The marbles are very close to the
diameter of the holes in the Wiffleball. If
you shake the Wiffleball violently, a few
marbles will fall out from time-to-time; but
mostly, they will just bounce off the walls
of the Wiffleball. The marbles are the
electrons, the Wiffleball is the magnetic
confinement, and the holes are the cusps.
Every once in a while, an electron will
escape, but when it
18

does, it will just spiral its way along a magnetic line of force, and back into the magrid
again.
So, at long last, we have our densely confined cloud of electrons – our concentration of
negative charge – ready to attract and accelerate the D+ ions.
Deuterium gas D2 is
“puffed” into the
space just inside the
magrid as shown on
the right. The
violently bouncing
electrons strip the
deuterium molecules
of their electrons,
making them into D+
ions. The negative
potential well attracts
and accelerates the
positive D+ ions into
the well where they
collide at a speed
great enough for
nuclear fusion to
happen.
If a collision does not happen on the first pass, there is no problem. The D+ ion just
glides on through the electron cloud (the potential well) and out the other side. But when
this happens, the negative electron cloud is still attracting the positive ions, so it pulls
them back through the cloud again. Over and over again –thousands of times– the
negative potential well keeps pulling the D+ ions through the middle of the cloud. Tens
of thousands of positive ions bounce back and forth, through the center, over and over
again; until finally there is a collision, and fusion happens!
Annealing
The deuterium ions must have uniformly high energies in order for fusion to occur.
(Recall the nuclear cross-section discussion in Chapter 1.) When they first accelerate into
the center of a fusor (with the negatively charged metal mesh grids), they all have the
same energy. However, as the ions bump together at glancing angles (not head-on, when
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fusion might happen), you
quickly get a wide variation
in the speeds of the ions
(called a Maxwell
Distribution, near-right), with
the result that only a small
fraction of the particles have
enough energy for fusion to
occur.10 However, in a
polywell, all of the atoms
falling into the well acquire
the same amount of energy,
causing them all to have sufficient energy to make fusion. But unlike the fusor, the
polywell uses a potential well to confine the ions. The ions which do not fuse
immediately bounce back and forth – in and out of the potential well. But they do not
end up as a Maxwell distribution. Instead they are “annealed” – that is, their uniformly
high speeds are restored on each bounce, and they each retain a uniform amount of
energy.
If the deuterium ions are created – all at the same potential – at the edge of a spherical
potential well, then the ions will all speed up by the same amount as they reach the
core.11 At the core, they are moving so fast that their cross-section for glancing collisions
is far less then at the edge. As a result, most non-fusion collisions at the core are only
glancing perturbations. After every pass through the core, they bounce back to the edge.
Because the ions are moving more slowly at the edge, their glancing cross-section is
larger, and they collide more frequently. Also, because they are moving so slowly, they
spend more time at the edge so the number of collisions they have there is larger. This
smoothes out their velocities, and allows them to retain their uniformly high energies
when they return to the core.
In the case of ions, the cross section of collision balloons as the ions approaches the edge,
but in the case of electrons the cross-section shrinks because the electrons are moving
faster in this edge region (they slow down at the center because they are repelling each
other). Edge annealing is just for ions; the electrons are probably going to Maxwellize,
but that is not a problem since the electrons are not taking part in the reaction.
Fuel Injection and Paschen Arcing
The WB-6 is considered to be the first polywell to experience any significant success. 12
However, one of its more significant problems was the fuel injection system. Fuel to the
10

Robert W Bussard “Should Google Go Nuclear?” Google Tech Talk Nov 9, 2006. Pg 8. Also, it should
be noted that the ions inside of the fusor’s negative grid tend to wander – Maxwellize – because the grid
acts like a Faraday Cage (see the end of Appendix B).
11
JMC “Magrid Configuration” Talk-Polywell Jun 4, 2008
12
The “WB” stands for Wiffleball
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WB-6 was metered by what amounts to an eye-dropper – a "puff-gas" system – which
delivered a pulse of neutral deuterium gas to the inside of the magrid. The ions were not
produced in a controlled flow as might have been desired, although the system did work
well enough for the purposes at hand. 13 But a byproduct of this method of introducing
fuel was that any gas that was not ionized tended to migrate to the area outside of the
magrid about 0.5 to 2 milliseconds after the puff. Unfortunately, if there is too much gas
in the area between the magrid and the vacuum chamber wall, and if the voltage
difference between the two is too high, a spark known as a Paschen discharge will jump
between them. The voltage required to
produce an electric spark in the gap
between two such conductors is known
as breakdown voltage. It is related to
the gas density and the distance
between the two electrodes. Typically,
the lowest breakdown voltage is several
hundred volts at 1.0 torr-cm, as shown
in the graph on the right. Breakdown
voltage is very high in a total vacuum.
Low breakdown voltage is bad. A
giant spark between the magrid and the
chamber wall is like a short circuit. At best, it will discharge the magrid so it no longer
attracts electrons; at worst, it will burn out the coils and magrid power supply. A
practical fusion machine needs something akin to a fuel injector to produce ions, with no
neutrals, in the right quantity and location. Had this particular puff-gas system been
capable of turning off after the initial pulse, the Paschen discharge problem could have
been avoided.
Electron Guns
The electron guns provide the first “potential well” electrons needed to start up the
system.14 The voltage difference between the electron guns and the magrid supplies
most of the kinetic energy to these first electrons – the electron guns are a source of
electrons and nothing more – in fact, the electron guns in the WB-6 were just old
headlight filaments. After start-up, electron losses to the grid are replaced by the
electrons removed from the deuterium during the ionization process.
Since the magrid is charged positively to about 12,500 volts or more, one would think
that the easiest, most obvious path for the negative electrons would be directly from the
electron gun to the nearest point on the positive magrid. However, the magrid’s magnetic
field keeps the electrons away. The inertia of the electrons helps as well: when the
electrons are moving past the grid, they are moving at a very high velocity, and thus are
only slightly deflected, even if they are a little off-center. However, angular alignment
13
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Tom Ligon “World’s Simplest Nuclear Reactor Revisited” Analog SFF Jan-Feb 2008 p 152
MSimon “Replacing Electron Guns” Talk-Polywell Feb 10, 2008
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does turn out to be quite important – the electron guns need to be aimed exactly at the
centers of the “donut holes.”
To begin, the electron gun on one side of the device is turned on, with the magrid already
at positive 12,500 volts. The electrons coast through the center and back out the other
side.15 If deuterium gas is present, it is ionized by the electrons, and you essentially light
the spark. It is important to remember that the whole thing is dynamic. The electrons
don't stay in the center – they bounce around. The trick is to maintain an average with
slightly more negative electrons than positive deuterium ions in the center during normal
operation. The potential well has to have a net negative charge to attract more positive
ions. Any one given electron won't be there long, but there are always lots of them, so
that short time “on station” is not a problem.
Cusps and the Wiffleball
As suggested
earlier, the cusps
are at the corners
of the magrid and
the center of each
coil – all the places
where the different
magnetic fields
meet (right). Cusps
are the escape and
return routes for
electrons only –
they don’t work for
ions. As long as the
electrons can recirculate through
the cusps, they will
not be lost. There is
no "in" or "out"
cusp - they are all
equivalent.16 As
more and more
electrons
accumulate in the
potential well, they push the magrid’s magnetic field up against the coils and close off the
cusps. The visualize this, think of the magnetic fields as a bunch of rubber balloons
enclosing some wildly and perpetually bouncing super rubber balls (electrons) in a space
between them. As more wildly and perpetually bouncing super rubber balls are added,
15
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the increase in pressure on the balloons flattens out the sides facing the center and pushes
them against each other, shrinking the spaces through which the super rubber balls can
escape.
Here is one way to view the electron "push-back" on the magrid’s magnetic field lines:
1. The electrons are moving rapidly because of their acceleration from the gun to
the grid; and they are bouncing wildly around inside the magrid because they
want desperately to get away from their negatively charged brethren.17
2. Also remember that moving electrons create magnetic fields.18
3. Thus the rapidly moving electrons are putting out their own opposing magnetic
field. The electrons superimpose their own field over the field from the coils, so
the resulting field at the surface of the Wiffleball is a sum of the two fields – a
spherical surface with a “push” proportional to the speeds of the electrons.
The magnetic fields do not cancel where they meet at the cusps. There is a magnetic field
at the cusps, but typically, it will be parallel to electron’s direction of travel.19 Polywells
are said to have good curvature in their magnetic fields everywhere.20 The curvature is
convex from the point of view of the electron cloud inside the magrid. Pushing on this
convex magnetic field compresses it instead of stretching it (like pushing on the outside
of a balloon).21 The more you push on a convex field, the more it resists. This
configuration is intrinsically stable. The Wiffleball effect is possible because the pushing
back of the magnetic field is so stable. The compression effect tends to squash the cusps
closed as an added benefit. In contrast, a concave field (for example, in a Tokamak –
Chap 3) will be stretched thin when you push on it. Picture pushing out from the inside
of a balloon. As it stretches, the field or balloon skin becomes weaker. This setup is prone
to instability and failure. The ultimate example of a stretched magnetic field is a solar
prominence. When one of those stretches too far, it ruptures with a stupendous release of
energy.
The Shape of the WB-6 Magrid
Robert W. Bussard invented the WB-6 polywell. Speaking about it, in a Google Tech
Talk given on November 9, 2006, Dr. Bussard said, “It is a truncated cube, a cube with its
corners cut off, but the coils go in the right direction…” (meaning that coil fields on
opposite sides of the cube had to oppose each other.) A little further on in his talk, he
said, “There is only one configuration that works and that is the one that we patented. It
is a configuration that is a polyhedron where the coils are all on the edges of the
polyhedron, and the polyhedron has the property that there are an even number of faces
around every vertex so that alternate faces are north, south, north, south, north, south.
Later yet, he said that the “WB-6 was a clean re-circulating truncated cube...”
17
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If one looks at a picture of a WB-6 magrid, it may
seem hard to see that it is a truncated cube (not just a
cube); or hard to see that there are an even number of
faces around each vertex (it sure looks like three, and
three is not an even number), or hard to see that the
faces alternate north, south, north, south (the righthand rule22 seems to indicate that each coil’s field is
pointing outward – they do not seem to alternate).
However, this can all be resolved by focusing on the
somewhat triangular spaces between the coils.

Tombo

Think of the triangular spaces between the white coils
as being triangular “virtual” coils, each one made from
the three segments of the white coils that border on
each triangle. The “virtual” coils are sketched in
brown on the right. If one applies the right-hand rule
to each brown “virtual” coil, then each coil’s field
seems to point inward, toward the center of the
magrid. (Also the right-hand rule suggests that the
white coil magnetic fields point away from the center.)
Tombo

Enlarge the “virtual” coils, to where they almost
touch. They circle each of the eight corners that were
cut off the original cube. You can see the original
cube “ghosted” into the drawing. Visualize the
“virtual” coils as eight faces of the newly truncated
cube. Visualize the old white coils as six faces of the
original cube. The new vertices are the twelve points
where four coils (two “virtual” and two real) almost
touch. And the directions of the fields around each
vertex do indeed alternate north, south, north, south!
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If a current-carrying wire is
wound into a coil (as shown
right), a uniform magnetic field
will be produced in the center of
the coil. To determine the field’s
direction, curl the fingers of your
right hand in the direction of the
flow of current. Your thumb will
point in the direction of the
interior magnetic field. This is
called the Right Hand Rule.
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Tombo

Most of Dr. Bussard’s criteria has been fulfilled by the
WB-6. It is indeed a truncated cube; there are an even
number of faces (4) around each vertex, the faces
around each vertex alternate north, south, north, south;
and the coil fields on opposite sides of the cube
oppose each other. However, the WB-6 coils are not
on the edges of the polygon, and Dr. Bussard was
aware of this shortcoming. Indeed, magrids with coils
on the edges of the polygon were attempted. The
MPG-1 and 2 are pictured on the right. Look at the
upper left magrid in the picture. The square coil on
EMC2
the top is equivalent to the white coil on the top in the
picture on the previous page; and the triangular coils are analogous to the brown coils in
that picture. The MPG-1 & 2 had good working properties and even made measurable
deuterium fusion.23
Coil Cross-Section and Shielding of Coils from Electrons

The magrid models that came before the WB-6 all had coils or coil cases with square
cross-sections, and the six coils were held together –sometimes even welded- at the edges
(see above). These mistakes degraded the magnetic field so much that the magrids would
not work properly. Some of the magnetic lines of force could not “flow” in a complete
loop around the coil. Instead, the lines terminated in the welds and square corners.
When this happened, electrons would follow the lines of force into the magrid and
become lost. Where lines of force intersected surfaces like this, the surfaces were called
“unshielded.” If electron losses are to be kept small enough to achieve net power, the
fractional area of the unshielded surfaces must be kept below 5 x10-5 of the total surface
area.24, No magnetic fields can be allowed to intersect any internal surfaces of the
machine, and all coils MUST be spaced at some distance from the adjacent coils, to avoid
intersection with the magnetic field.
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The correction of these errors led to the WB-6, the first nuclear reactor to demonstrate
that net fusion power is a possibility.25 The magnet coils have circular cross-sections.
Instead of touching, they are spaced apart by a few electron gyroradii. (Electrons spiral
around the magnetic field lines, at a “gyroradius” determined by the magnetic field
strength and the electron’s kinetic energy.) By spacing the coils apart to clear this spiral,
the unshielded surface is eliminated, and the electrons slip past the grid instead of
impacting it. The WB-6 was, at last, a magrid of the proper form
Pulse Mode
Everyone involved realized that in order to properly contain the electrons and keep them
away from the coils, the magrid’s magnetic field had to be very strong. This meant that a
sizable electric current would be required for the coils; but such a sizable current would
seriously overheat – read “burn out” – the coils in a fraction of a second.26 (It was also
more current than could be provided by the electrical service connection from the local
power company.) Both problems could be solved by shortening the tests to a duration of
about 0.4 milliseconds.27 This way the coils would not have time to heat up very much;
and the trickle of electric current from the power company could be stored in huge
battery banks, to be released in one short burst. Similarly, the magrid could be quickly
charged from a large capacitor bank, which was also charged more slowly by the trickle
from the power company. (The drive voltage was about 12,500 Volts for most of the
runs, with a resulting well depth of about 10,000 Volts.) The capacitor bank could only
deliver current for a very short time, with no current regulation in case of Paschen
breakdown. Dr. Bussard had resisted building pulsed machines, knowing machines that
could run continuously (or at least for several seconds at a time) were what was needed,
but he finally gave in when the magnet cooling limits became apparent28
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Inductance Problems
The magrid magnetic field did not go to full power instantly at the moment the power
was turned on. When the power was first applied, the changing magnetic field of the
coils, induced a counter-current, known as inductive reactance, which opposed the input
voltage. When the magnetic field finally got to full-strength, it stopped changing, no
more current was induced, and the inductive reactance went away. However, when the
power was turned off, the magnetic field collapsed, changing again. This sudden change
in the magnetic field induced a brief high voltage current, which was likely to damage the
coils or the power supply. A “damper” diode had to be connected “backwards” across
the coils, so the high voltage spike would be shorted across the diode, the magnetic field
would die away more slowly, and no damage would be done.
The WB-6 Test
The WB-6 was operated four times on November 9th and 10th of 2005, producing
deuterium fusion at a rate 100,000 times higher than any of the earlier fusors.29 It was
realized by measurement that the electron loss problem had been solved. On November
11th they tried it again, but the hasty construction of the machine resulted in a short in the
magnetic coil that caused it to arc and melt down. There was neither the time or the
money to rebuild it. On the following Monday, November 14th, they had to start shutting
down the lab. That took six weeks. They didn’t even know the results they had until
December when they analyzed the data. They looked at it and said, “Oh, my lord, look at
what we’ve done! It actually worked, it finally worked. The last piece is there.”
Rick Nebel reports, “…we think we know what happened to the WB-6 and why.30 When
you fire the coils on a polywell, they heat up. The coils are located inside the vacuum
chamber. It keeps the heat from escaping the coils just like a thermos bottle insulates your
coffee. If the current is on too long or the machine is fired too often, then the insulation
on the wires can melt and short to the case. In the WB-6 it worked like an arc welder and
burned a hole in the case.” Even though the magrid was in a vacuum chamber, the inside
of its coil case was at normal atmospheric pressure, so when case was compromised, the
pressure in the chamber went through the roof. Then the Paschen arcing started and
things got exciting.
Nebel continues, “…we figured this out from the WB-7 by looking at the residual gas
analyzer (rga). After we had done several test shots on the WB-7 coils we noticed that the
water content in the vacuum chamber went up and stayed up because stainless steel outgasses water when you heat it. The water pressure in the vacuum was from the coil
casing. It took hours for the temperature and the water content to come back down. The
only way the coils can cool is through the leads, which is really slow. The cure is simple:
make the coil pulses as short as you can and monitor the temperature in the coils by
measuring their resistance. Works like a charm.”
29
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Chapter 3: ITER Tokamak and Other DT Projects
As of 2008, the United States Department of Energy (DOE) and other U.S. federal
agencies have spent approximately 18 billion dollars on energy devices using the fusion
reaction between deuterium and tritium (below left). In this reaction the hydrogen
isotope, deuterium (with one “extra” neutron) collides with the hydrogen isotope, tritium
(with two “extra” neutrons), to form an alpha particle (a helium nucleus) and a neutron.
This is a nuclear reaction: between them, the new alpha and the neutron possess 17.6
MeV (million electron volts) of energy.

In the Fusion Reaction Cross-Sections graph (above right), the red DT (deuteriumtritium) curve peaks at about 40 KeV (forty thousand electron volts). This means that the
optimum activation energy required for the DT fusion reaction is only about 40 KeV.
The curves for the other reactions peak at much higher energies. The energy required to
make the DT reaction happen is lower (in KeV) than the energy required for any other
nuclear fusion reaction. Also, the height of the DT curve (Cross-Section in Millibarns)
indicates that the deuterium and tritium isotopes “see” each other as being relatively
large, compared to the isotopes in the other reactions shown. Thus, at the proper
activation energy, this reaction is much more likely to happen than any other fusion
reaction. DOE and many other entities pursue the DT reaction because it requires less
energy to initiate, and because it is more probable. Unfortunately, there are several
serious disadvantages to this reaction: 1) Tritium is both radioactive and expensive.
2) The neutrons released can harm living things and damage any other materials
surrounding them. 3) The neutrons can make some materials radioactive.
At this time, the device preferred for making this reaction happen is the tokamak. The
DOE, the European Union, Japan, Russia, China, and India are all part of the ITER
program which is working on it. Their dream is that the tokamak will heat a plasma
containing tritium and deuterium nuclei. The hotter these nuclei get, the faster they will
move. When the plasma is hot enough, some of the nuclei will be moving fast enough to
react when they collide. The energy of the newly produced, highly energetic helium
nuclei (alphas) will be used to keep the plasma hot; and the energy of the new neutrons
will be released to a lithium metal blanket which lines the tokamak. Water lines will run
29

through the lithium. The hot lithium will heat the water to steam, and the steam will be
used to spin turbines, which will spin generators to make electricity.
There is a substantial gap between the above dream and its fulfillment. For at least fifty
years, the practical use of tokamaks and other DT devices to make electricity has been
forecast to be, “about thirty years in the future.” I can remember this projection from the
early 1970s, when I first became seriously interested in fusion energy; and the projection
is no different today: “about thirty years in the future.” To be commercially useful, a
controlled fusion reaction must produce more energy than the energy that was required to
cause the reaction in the first place (the 40 KeV activation energy mentioned above). The
point at which the energy produced exceeds the energy required is called “net power” or
“break-even.” Various organizations in different parts of the world have been working to
produce “net power” nuclear fusion for about 50 years. Many billions of rubles, dollars,
yen and euros have been spent on this endeavor, but no one has been successful yet.
Many of the efforts have involved the idea of heating a plasma of deuterium and tritium
gases until the nuclei fuse. When the heat of a plasma increases, the average energy
(speed) of the particles increases; but there is an enormous variation in the energies of the
individual particles within the plasma. This set of all the different energies of the
particles in a plasma or a gas is called a Maxwellian distribution. Unfortunately, in the
typical Maxwellian distribution, only a few of the nuclei have the 40 KeV of energy
required to react; and all the other particles are just along for the ride. If the temperature
is increased to the point where an adequate number of nuclei have enough energy, then
other problems31 develop which can compromise the integrity of the containment.
The tokamak was invented in the old
Soviet Union by Andrei Sakharov and
Igor Tamm. Some people jest
pessimistically that the Russians “gave”
the tokamak away to make sure that the
Americans would never achieve
practical fusion. Dr. Nicholas Krall, a
top fusion researcher says, “We (U.S.)
have spent $15 billion studying
tokamaks, and all we know about them
is that they’re no damn good!”32
The proposed ITER tokamak, to be
built in France, is pictured on the right.
To get an idea of the scale involved,
notice the tiny little lab tech in the blue
coat standing on the floor.
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A somewhat similar fusion effort is the Stellarator, also known as the Wendelstein 7-X,
in Germany. Both the Stellarator and the tokamak use a magnetic containment to control
the fuel. A distinguishing feature of the Stellarator is the use of odd-shaped coils (below)
to manipulate the shape the plasma donut within the coils.

Yet a third major effort is the NIF (below)
at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. NIF
uses many powerful lasers to heat DT
pellets (right) to the point where fusion can
occur.

It is interesting to note that none of these multi-billion dollar efforts makes the slightest
31

pretense of promising commercial viability. All three of them are essentially research
endeavors. Everyone involved seems to agree that the projects may permit a lot of “good
physics” to be done, and may well produce much interesting data. However it does seem
fair to ask why this research merits the spending of many billions of dollars while the
polywell project which could well reach “net power” in five years, has (as of 2008) been
allocated about one ten-thousandth as much money.
How the Tokomak Works
Both the tokamak and the Stellarator use magnetic fields to manipulate the DT plasma.
However the distinguishing feature of the tokamak is its “step-down” Transformer. The
transformer’s primary33 is the stack of beige coils in the center of the tokamak’s torus (in
the donut’s hole below). The transformer’s secondary is the ring of plasma – the orange
skinny donut. An increasing current in the many-coiled primary induces a much-larger
current in the single-coiled plasma “donut” secondary.
Two magnetic fields combine
to produce the Resultant
magnetic field (labeled right)
that spirals helically around
the tokamak’s torus (orange
skinny donut). This Resultant
field contains and controls
the plasma. The two
magnetic fields that combine
vectorially to make the
Resultant field are: 1) the
toroidal field, generated by
the green Toroidal coils; and
2) the poloidal field
generated by the orange
Plasma Current in the torus.
The Vertical coils (the large rings around the outside of the tokamak, and above and
below it), can create a vertical magnetic field for controlling the position of the plasma
inside the torus.
The Transformer coils also cause “ohmic” (I2R) heating in the plasma, which contributes
to raising its temperature.34 However, since the electrical resistance of plasma decreases
as its temperature increases, the upper limit on the “ohmic” heating turns out to be about
20-30 million degrees Celsius, which is not high enough for fusion. Thus it is necessary
to further increase the temperature by three additional strategies: radio frequency heating,
magnetic compression, and neutral beam injection.
33
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The radio frequency heating works pretty much like a microwave oven. If you have an
old microwave oven that you can afford
to lose, you may want to try this
spectacular demonstration of
microwave plasma production: Light a
candle inside your microwave, then
invert an old fruit jar over the lit candle.
Use three Lego™ blocks to support the
jar so the candle will stay lit. Fire up
the microwave and enjoy. Oh. Yeah.
Keep a fire extinguisher handy, and use
good sense. Watch the action, and
when things start to go out of control,
shut down the microwave!!!
A gas can be heated by sudden compression. In the same way, the temperature of a
plasma is increased if it is compressed rapidly by increasing the confining magnetic field.
In a tokamak this compression can be achieved simply by increasing the toroidal coil
current to produce a higher magnetic field and move the plasma radially inward. Since
plasma compression brings the ions closer together, the process has the additional benefit
of increasing the density to the level required for a fusion reaction.
Neutral-beam injection
involves firing highenergy (rapidly moving)
atoms into the already-hot
plasma. The atoms are
ionized by the plasma as
they pass through it, and
because of the ionization,
they become trapped in
the magnetic field. These
high-energy ions then
transfer part of their
energy to the plasma
particles in repeated
collisions, thus increasing
the plasma temperature.
The two neutral beam
injectors, aimed to fire
tangentially into the torus,
can be seen in the
drawing on the right.
Criticisms of the ITER/tokamak Program
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In 1983, Lawrence Lidsky, a professor of nuclear engineering at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT), associate director of MIT's Plasma Fusion Center, and editor of the
journal, FUSION ENERGY, added to the world's knowledge of potential problems with
fusion energy in a candid critique of the technology.35
He compared the accident potential of proposed fusion reactors to today's existing
neutron fission power reactors. Fusion reactors could not melt down the way today's
fission reactors can. Also, the radioactive waste from a fusion machine would be
significantly less (perhaps 0.03 percent of the waste from a typical fission reactor).
However, in contrast to this, he continued,
Current analyses show that the probability of a minor human-caused mishap is
relatively high in both fission and fusion plants, but the probability of minor
component failures is expected to be higher in fusion reactors. There are two
reasons for this. First, fusion reactors will be much more complex devices than
fission reactors. In addition to heat-transfer and control systems, they will utilize
magnetic fields, high power heating systems, complex vacuum systems, and other
mechanisms that have no counterpart in fission reactors. Furthermore, they will be
subject to higher stresses than fission machines because of the greater neutron
damage and higher temperature differences.
Lidsky then pointed out that there would be too much radioactivity inside a fusion reactor
to allow maintenance workers inside the machine. When things break, repairs will not be
possible by normal procedures. This alone will make fusion plants unattractive to electric
utilities. No one was hurt at Three Mile Island, yet the accident was a financial disaster
for the owner of the plant and ultimately for the nuclear power industry.36 An accident at
a fusion plant could have similar consequences, he says.
He stated that a fusion reactor would have to be as much as ten times larger than a fission
reactor to create an equivalent amount of electricity. Huge machines such as these would
be enormously expensive to build, and the utilities have already turned their backs on
them. From the viewpoint of generating reliable power, it makes more sense for a utility
to invest in several smaller machines, rather than putting all their eggs in one large,
unreliable basket. He said, "All in all, the proposed fusion reactor would be a large,
complex, unreliable way of turning water into steam,"
Finally, as if to drive a final nail into the coffin of fusion, Lidsky pointed out that, "One
of the best ways to produce material for atomic weapons would be to put common
uranium or thorium in the blanket of a DT reactor, where the fusion neutrons would soon
transform it to weapons-grade material. Also, tritium, which is used in the reactor, is used
in some hydrogen bombs. Such a reactor would only abet the proliferation of nuclear
weapons and could hardly be considered a wise power source to export to unstable
governments."
35
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In March 2008, the Telegraph reported37 that, “Scientists have had to devise a magnetic
"patch" to fix an explosive flaw in a £7 billion (ITER tokamak fusion) project.” Further
on, the article continued,
However, there are concerns about unpredictable bursts of energy - known as
edge localised modes, or ELMs - akin to the eruptions on the Sun, known as solar
flares, which could lead to an immediate shut down of the burning plasma and
also reduce the lifetime of materials lining the fusion reactor walls. Experiments
now suggest that these ELM eruptions occur around once every second and are
much bigger than had been realised. Although they last only one millisecond, or
one thousandth of a second, each eruption has a power of 20 gigawatts - about the
expected capacity of China's Three Gorges Dam. The journal ature was told that
this was like "throwing a handful of hand grenades" at the wall of the device
every second.
Dr. Richard Nebel, director of the polywell project at EMC2 responded,38 “Elms have
been known about for almost 20 years. I don't know why they have suddenly come to the
forefront. There are a whole zoo of these MHD-like modes that could potentially bite
ITER in the butt. The most catastrophic one is a major disruption. I suspect that one
would enlarge ITER's real estate footprint significantly.” Then he went on at some
length, regarding the ITER tokamak program in general,
In 1999 and 2002 the US fusion program held week long summer retreats to
decide if we (the U.S.) would participate in ITER or some other large tokamak.
The purpose of these meetings was largely to build a concensus within the
program so they could approach Congress and the administration with a unified
voice. They were largely successful in doing that. I made the following comments
at the 2002 meeting, “We have tried to take the burning plasma experiment step
eight times in the last 20 years (ETF, FED1, FED2, TFCX, CIT, BPX, TPX,
ITER). Each time we've failed. Each time we've sacrificed part of our program
and come up empty. Why is this time any different? What is fundamentally
different about any of these devices which will allow them to actually be built and
operate rather than be just another paper tokamak? I don't want to repeat the past.
I think our political problems are at least as formidable as our technical and
structural problems. I would like to see the proponents of these devices present a
credible plan for addressing these problems." This version of ITER isn't the first
time that the program has tried to take the burning plasma step. It's the ninth time.
The behavior of the program is a little like Lucy and Charlie Brown with the
football. The program gets all excited about a new experiment, and goes charging
down the field only to have Congress or the administration pull the football away
at the last moment. Instead of learning something, the process repeats. I believe it
was Albert Einstein who said that the definition of insanity is when you keep
trying the same thing over and over again and expect to get a different answer.
37
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Dr. Robert Bussard, distinguished nuclear physicist, inventor of the Riggatron tokamak
and the polywell, commented,39 “…magnetic fields do not contain (control) neutral
plasma worth a darn, which is the tokamak problem…” Then he said, “In contrast, in (a
polywell), all of the ions falling into the well acquire the same amount of energy, causing
them all to have sufficient energy to make fusion. If you have a 500 KV well, you can do
p-B fusion, something essentially impossible for a tokamak design.” In his earlier
Valencia paper, he said, “…it is always possible to reach a condition of power breakeven
in these (polywells) with any fusion fuel combination.40 This is not the case in
Maxwellian equilibrium fusion devices (tokamaks) as these are severely limited by ion
collisional losses to their walls, and by the bremstrahlung losses from the less-reactive
distributions in their equilibrium plasmas.”
The polywell, a machine much simpler and cheaper than the tokamak, can do p-B fusion
which involves no neutrons and no radiation. In contrast, the tokamak can only do DT
fusion which produces neutrons and requires Tritium, which is both radioactive and
expensive. Many billions of dollars have been spent on tokamak research over the past
fifty years, yet only a few million (about one ten-thousandth as much) has been spent on
the polywell. How can such a state of affairs be possible? Again, Dr. Bussard:41
I was the assistant director of the thermonuclear fusion division of the Atomic
Energy Commission from 1971 to 1973 when it was headed by Dr. Robert Hirsch.
...the Arabs and the OPEC business occurred in the early 1970s…(we) decided to
capitalize on it and try to raise enough money to get fusion research really moving
in the AEC…We went to Congress and created a program that eventually reached
something like $800 million dollars a year in 1970 dollars and escalated because
we could say, ‘look, if fusion works, you don’t have to keep using oil.’ When we
put that through, Dr. Hirsch, myself and Dr. Alvin Trivelpiece, said, ‘Look, let’s
get a lot of money to make the National Laboratories feel happy, so they can
pursue their own interests at levels they are happy with, and we’ll take 20% off
the top and use it to study things that we really know should be done.’ The
problem with this approach was that all three of us left within 9 months. The
people who inherited the program thought it was all real and thought we should
go ahead with magnetic Maxwellian tokamak fusion, and it’s been that way ever
since.”
The vast majority of net power fusion reactors around
–the starsare not toroidal, which may say something about the
efficacy of using magnetic forces to contain ions…
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Chapter 4: Neutron Fission Power Reactors

There are about 438 eutron Fission Power Reactors (NFPRs) producing commercial
electricity in the world today. They use uranium fuel to produce heat, which boils water
to make steam, which spins a turbine, which spins a generator to make the electricity.
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Neutron Fission Power Reactors (NFPRs) are more often called Nuclear Power Reactors,
but this commonly accepted terminology is ambiguous because it does not properly
distinguish between fusion and fission; and the difference is important. NFPRs (Neutron
Fission Power Reactors) get their energy from uranium fission:

When elements with very large mass numbers such as 236U split apart to make smaller
more stable nuclei closer to 56 in mass number, we say that fission has occurred.
In the above reaction, a neutron
combines with a 235U nucleus to
produce an unstable 236U nucleus. The
unstable 236U nucleus fissions to
produce 3 neutrons, a Barium nucleus,
and a Krypton nucleus. The multiple
neutrons produced are very important
in sustaining the chain reaction,
which characterizes NFPRs. In a
chain reaction (right), neutrons split
uranium nuclei which release more
neutrons which split more uranium
nuclei which release more neutrons
which split more uranium nuclei and
on and on…. A neutron fission chain
reaction is the primary distinguishing
trait of NFPRs; the chain reaction sets NFPRs apart from other nuclear power devices
such as the polywell. People who insist on saying, “Nuclear Power Reactor,” when they
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mean Neutron Fission Power Reactor, are putting all nuclear reactors in the same
category, which is a very big mistake. NFPRs have very serious problems, which are not
shared by the polywell. It is extremely important that people who are worried about these
problems, distinguish between devices that truly have those problems, and other devices
that do not. At this time, the polywell is the only device which can promise to safely
provide all the energy needs of our civilization. To confuse it with other nuclear devices,
is to jeopardize the very future of humankind.
Nomenclature
Control Rods absorb neutrons. When the control rods are inserted into a Neutron
Fission Power Reactor, the chain reaction stops. As the control rods are gradually
removed, the chain reaction (and thus, the energy produced) increases. As the reaction
rate increases, the temperature of the reactor increases. The control rods are usually
made out of Cadmium, Hafnium, or Boron (10B – a neutron absorbing isotope of Boron).
The Coolant is a liquid that circulates through the reactor, absorbs the heat, and carries it
away to make the steam to drive the turbine. The coolant is usually water or heavy water.
(Heavy water is D2O, made from deuterium and oxygen.)
The neutrons produced during a chain reaction are moving too fast to split Uranium
nucleii. It is necessary to slow the neutrons down enough for them to react. uclear
Cross-Section in Millibarns (a measure of reaction probability) varies with the speed of
neutrons, just as it varies with the speeds of the hydrogen and barium nucleii in the
polywell and the tokamak. Moderators slow down the neutrons so the chain reaction can
continue. In addition to acting as a coolant, water or heavy water can also act as a
moderator. Graphite is also used as a moderator in some reactors.
Types of NFPRs42
There are 264 Pressurized Water
Reactors (PWR) in use today in the
United States, France, and Japan. PWRs
have two separate water circulation
systems. The coolant water reaches a
temperature of about 325C in the reactor
core, and it is pressurized to 150
atmospheres. This very hot pressurized
water passes through a boiler where it
heats water from the turbine loop, and
boils it to make steam for the turbine.
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There are 94 Boiling Water Reactors
(BWR) in use today in the United States,
Japan, and Sweden. In a BWR (right),
the steam for the turbine is produced by
boiling the water in the reactor. Since
there is only one loop, a break in the
steam line to the turbine could release
reactor contaminants; so the turbine is
often placed inside the reactor
containment.
Unfortunately, water is the moderator in
both the PWR and BWR reactors.
Because water does not moderate the
neutrons to optimum speed (cross-section), it is necessary to enrich the uranium fuel
used in these reactors. Natural Uranium, as it comes out of the ground, is only about
0.7% (seven tenths of one percent) U235. It is necessary to increase that percentage to
about 3.5 to 5.0%, through enrichment, in order to sustain a chain reaction using water as
a moderator.
There are 43 CADU reactors in use
today in Canada. The CANDU uses
heavy water as a coolant and moderator
but, except as noted below, it is otherwise essentially the same as the PWR.
There are 12 Реактор Ьольшой
Мошности Канальный (RBMKs) in
use today in Russia. Like the BWR, the
RBMK has only one water circulation
system, and the steam for the turbine is
produced by boiling the water in the
reactor. The RBMK, however, uses graphite as a moderator. Both the CADU and the
RBMK are able to use natural Uranium as a fuel, rather than enriched Uranium. Using
heavy water or graphite as a moderator to better optimize the speeds (cross-sections) of
the neutrons makes this possible.
With only two notable exceptions, most of these reactors have functioned for many years
without incident. Nevertheless, many people have serious concerns about them:
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Concerns
1. Meltdowns: NFPRs depend upon chain reactions to make neutrons. The chain reaction
is controlled by the control rods, which can be gradually inserted into and removed from
the reactor. If a malfunction causes the control rods to be removed and they cannot be reinserted, the chain reaction can go out of control and release too much energy, causing
critical parts of the reactor to melt down. Also, in some reactors, failure of the reactor
coolant system can cause a meltdown. Some people fear that, in certain instances, a
catastrophic meltdown could breach the reactor containment, releasing radioactive
substances into the biosphere.
2. uclear Weapons: Some NFPRs can be used to produce fuels such as plutonium for
nuclear weapons. Plutonium can also be extracted from the nuclear waste of some
reactors. There is concern that unscrupulous nations may take advantage of their NFPRs
to produce nuclear weapons. Indeed, such threats have already been implied by North
Korea and Iran. Also, there is the concern that as plutonium becomes more readily
available, it will somehow be acquired by a terrorist group and used to make nuclear
weapons.
3. Limited Fuel: NFPRs use uranium as their fuel. Uranium may be a limited resource.
It has been estimated that the world supply of uranium will be depleted in about 50 years
at the current rate of consumption and the present price of uranium.
4. uclear Waste: An operating NFPR produces some radioactive isotopes, which
cannot conveniently be recycled. Many of these isotopes are hazardous because of their
emissions, and some are toxic as well. At present, there is no safe, cost-effective way to
dispose of them. Such dangerous nuclear waste has been accumulating for more than 30
years at various locations world-wide.
So, while it is true that NFPRs do not produce greenhouse gases, the above concerns,
when taken together with the following information, would seem to suggest the need for
a safer source of energy such as the polywell device.
Meltdowns: Three Mile Island
In March 1979, a series of malfunctions and errors occurred at Three Mile Island (TMI)
in the United States that resulted in the first case of a meltdown in a full scale commercial
NFPR.43 (A drawing showing the TMI containment turbine, generator, and cooling tower
is on page 37; there is a more detailed drawing of the containment on the next page.)
1. A valve stuck shut in the return line from the turbine, which reduced the amount
of water being supplied to the boiler (2 in the diagram, next page); the water
pumps and the turbine kicked off within seconds.
43
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2. All the water in the boiler-turbine loop turned rapidly to steam within minutes.
The emergency water pumps, which started as expected, were unable to inject
more water because several valves in the system were left closed.
3. The heat could not be removed from the reactor because there was no water in the
boiler (2 below right), so the reactor coolant system (in green) started to heat up.
4. Pressure rose in the reactor coolant system until the reactor shut down. A relief
valve opened in the pressurizer (3) and failed to re-close when it was supposed to
- it continued to discharge. Pressure dropped in the reactor cooling system
because the valve was still open (however, due to poor control board design, the
operators did not know the valve was open). A rupture disk opened at a pressure
of 10-12 pounds per square inch. When this happened, the steam was released to
the containment (4).
5. Water in the upper part of the reactor (1, about 10-15 feet above the fuel) flashed
into steam.
6. Paradoxically, the operators turned off the emergency water injection pumps
because they thought that the high readings on the pressure gage meant that there
was still water in the pressurizer (3).
7. They also turned off the reactor cooling pumps because they were concerned
about damage from excessive vibration. This resulted in a steam void forming in
the reactor coolant loop. In addition, a steam bubble formed in the upper part of
the reactor above the fuel. As the fuel heated, this void expanded. Eventually, the
fuel cladding material overheated (1 – the pink blob). It is likely that some
hydrogen was produced by a chemical reaction between the zircaloy clad and the
steam in the reactor. In addition, the hydrogen normally present in the reactor
cooling system (used to reduce the presence of oxygen and subsequent corrosion
in the system) was released to the containment along with the steam.
8. Containment pressure spiked to 28 pounds per square inch; then rapidly dropped.
This was most likely due to the chemical reaction of hydrogen with the oxygen –
an explosion- in the containment.
9. Water was added to the reactor cooling system and the level raised in the
pressurizer until cooling of the reactor was assured.
The containment around the reactor prevented the
escape of radioactive materials to the surrounding
environment. No one was killed or injured as a result
of this incident. However the reactor was destroyed,
and this was a financial catastrophe for the owners.
Studies indicate that the maximum off-site radiation
exposure was no more than 83 millirem. An
individual located on a nearby island is believed to
have received an exposure of about 37 millirem.
Studies by federal agencies suggest that one excess
cancer fatality due to the accident can be expected
over a 30 year period.
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Meltdowns: Chernobyl
A far more serious accident occurred seven years later at Chernobyl, in what was then
still the Soviet Union.44 At the time of the accident -April 26, 1986- the Chernobyl NFPR
consisted of four operating 1,000-megawatt power reactors sited along the banks of the
Pripyat River, about sixty miles north of Kiev in the Ukraine.
All the Chernobyl reactors were RBMKs -natural uranium-fueled, water-cooled, and
graphite-moderated, a design that Nobel laureate Hans Bethe has called "fundamentally
faulty, having a built-in instability." Because of the instability, an RBMK reactor that
loses its coolant can, under certain circumstances, increase in reactivity and run
progressively faster and hotter, rather than shut itself down. The Chernobyl reactors were
not protected by containment structures like those required for U.S. reactors, though they
were shielded with heavy concrete covers.
Engineers with little knowledge of reactor physics wanted to see if they could draw
electricity from the turbine generator of a reactor unit to run water pumps during a reactor
shut down emergency, while the turbine was still spinning inertially. The engineers
wanted the reactor to wind up the turbine; then they planned to idle it to 2.5 percent
power. The experiment was delayed until eleven o'clock that night. The experimenters
felt pressed to make up for lost time, so they reduced the reactor's power level too
rapidly, which poisoned the reactor and decreased its performance. To compensate, the
operators withdrew a majority of the reactor's control rods, but even so, they were unable
to increase the power level to more than 30 megawatts, a low level of operation where the
reactor's instability is at its worst and which the Chernobyl plant's own safety rules
forbade.
At that point, they should have waited twenty-four hours for the poisons to dissipate, but
they had an experiment to conduct and were unwilling to stop. They ordered an
immediate increase in the power of the reactor. Reluctantly the operators complied. By 1
am they had stabilized the reactor at 200 megawatts. It was still poisoned and difficult to
control. More control rods came out. A minimum reserve for an RBMK reactor is
supposed to be 30 control rods but the unit was down to only six control rods, with 205
rods withdrawn.
The condition was allowed to develop even though every important safety system had
been deliberately bypassed and disconnected, including the emergency core-cooling
system. They had also disconnected every backup electrical system, including the diesel
generators, that would have allowed them to operate the reactor controls in the event of
an emergency.
At 1:23 that morning, the engineers shut down the turbine generator. That reduced the
electrical supply to the reactor's water pumps, which in turn reduced the flow of cooling
44
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water through the reactor. In the coolant channels within the graphite-uranium fuel core,
the water began to boil.
Coolant water in such a reactor absorbs neutrons. When the coolant water began turning
to steam, it became less effective as a neutron absorber. With more neutrons becoming
available and few control rods inserted to absorb them, the chain reaction accelerated.
The power level in the reactor began to rise.
The operators noticed the power surge and realized they needed to reduce power quickly
by inserting more control rods. They hit the red button of the emergency power-reduction
system. Motors began driving all 205 control rods, as well as the emergency protection
rods, into the reactor core.
But the control rods had a design flaw that now proved deadly: their tips were made of
graphite. The graphite tips were attached to hollow segments one meter long, which were
attached in turn to a five-meter absorbent segment. When the 205 control rods began
driving into the surging Number 4 reactor, the graphite tips went in first. Rather than
reduce the reaction, the graphite tips increased it. The control rods also displaced water
from the rod channels, increasing reactivity even further. The reactor exploded.
Flames, sparks, and chunks of burning material went flying into the air. These were redhot pieces of nuclear fuel and graphite, some of which fell onto the roof of the turbine
hall where they started fires. About 50 tons of nuclear fuel evaporated and were released
by the explosion into the atmosphere. In addition, about 70 tons were ejected sideways
from the periphery of the core onto the roof and onto the grounds of the plant. The
resulting radioactive release was equivalent to ten Hiroshima weapons. In fact, since the
Hiroshima bomb was an airburst, and the Chernobyl release was a ground burst, it
polluted the countryside much more than ten Hiroshimas would have done.
50 tons of nuclear fuel and 800 tons of reactor graphite remained in the reactor vault,
where it formed a pit reminiscent of a volcanic crater. (Since –being made of carbon- it
was flammable like charcoal, the graphite that was still in the reactor burned up
completely in the following days.)
UPI's immediate death toll was 2,000 while other news services used far higher figures.
"Late Word From Inside Russia: Mass Grave for 15,000 N-Victims," blared the New
York Post. Blame these perhaps on confusion and Soviet secrecy; but even as recently as
2001 Agence Presse France reported the highest toll ever, claiming "between 15,000 and
30,000 people died" from the initial blast and radiation exposure. As to delayed cancer
deaths from radiation, some nuclear energy opponents estimated almost half a million.
More recently, a new report assembled by the Chernobyl Forum of 8 UN agencies shows
that the accident's immediate impact was grossly exaggerated and that even delayed
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cancer deaths will prove miniscule compared to the outrageous predictions.45 The actual
number of immediate deaths was 47 (not 30,000) says the report. All were among plant
personnel and emergency workers, and none among the general public. Delayed cancer
deaths were about 4,000 (not half a million), even though five million people received
excess radiation exposure. Further, the report indicates that even though there has been
plenty of time for cancers to start showing up, there has been some difficulty in finding
enough cases to justify even the 4,000. The report did attribute nine thyroid cancer
deaths in children to the drinking of milk contaminated by the fallout (this may have been
preventable with cheap iodine supplementation). But even for leukemia (the cancer most
linked to radiation exposure) and cleanup workers (those with the greatest such
exposure), it repeatedly found studies showing no increased risks.
Nuclear Weapons
The possibility that Uranium and Plutonium may be used to build nuclear weapons is
often a concern.46 Active nuclear reactors and nuclear weapon stockpiles are very
carefully safeguarded and controlled. However, high-level waste from nuclear reactors
may contain plutonium. Ordinarily, this plutonium is reactor-grade plutonium, containing
a mixture of 239Pu (highly suitable for building nuclear weapons), 240Pu (an undesirable
contaminant and highly radioactive), 241Pu, and 238Pu; these isotopes are difficult to
separate. Moreover, high-level waste is full of highly radioactive fission products.
239

Pu decays to 235U, which is also suitable for weapons and has a half-life of 109 years –
half-life is the time it takes for any radioisotope to lose half of its radioactivity. However,
modern reactors are only moderately enriched with 235U relative to 238U, so the 238U
continues to serve as a denaturant for any 235U produced by plutonium decay. One
possible solution to this problem is to recycle the plutonium and use it as a fuel; but in the
minds of some, the very existence of the reprocessing plant needed to recycle the
plutonium represents a weapons proliferation concern.
In its natural state, Uranium is often found as yellowcake, U3O8. After it is refined to
UO2, it is still not very radioactive - only a thousand or so times as radioactive as the
granite used in buildings. If it is to be used in a BWR or PWR, it is then converted to
uranium hexafluoride gas UF6, so that gaseous diffusion can increase the 235U content
from 0.7% to about 4.4%. It is then turned into a hard ceramic oxide (UO2) for assembly
as reactor fuel elements. The main by-product of enrichment is depleted uranium,
principally the 238U isotope, with a 235U content of ~0.3%. It is stored, either as UF6 or as
U3O8. Some is used in applications where its extremely high density makes it valuable,
such as the keels of yachts, and anti-tank shells. It is also used to dilute highly enriched
uranium from weapons stockpiles (which is now being redirected to become reactor fuel).
This dilution, also called “downblending,” means that any nation or group acquiring that
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reactor fuel would have to repeat the very expensive and complex enrichment process
before assembling a weapon.
Most fission products are relatively short-lived. This is a concern since, if the waste is
stored -perhaps in deep geological storage over many years- the fission products decay,
decreasing the radioactivity of the waste and making the plutonium easier to access.
Moreover, the undesirable contaminant 240Pu decays faster than the 239Pu, and thus the
quality of the bomb material increases with time (although its quantity decreases during
that time as well). Thus, some have argued that these deep storage areas may eventually
become "plutonium mines," from which material for nuclear weapons can be acquired
with relatively little difficulty. Critics of the latter idea point out that the half-life of 240Pu
is 6,560 years and 239Pu is 24,110 years. Thus the relative enrichment of one isotope to
the other with time occurs with a half-life of 9,000 years (that is, it takes 9000 years for
the fraction of 240Pu in a sample of mixed plutonium isotopes, to spontaneously decrease
by half - a typical enrichment needed to turn reactor-grade into weapons-grade Pu). Thus
"weapons grade plutonium mines" would be a problem for the very far future (more than
9,000 years from now), so there remains a great deal of time for technology to advance to
solve this problem, before it becomes acute.
Limited Fuel
Uranium is common and found in many places in the earth's crust.47 Its availability is
determined almost entirely by the price one is willing to pay to extract it. Thus today's
low uranium cost will generate a 50 year supply of uranium, assuming the use of
conventional reactors at the current usage rate. On the other hand, a doubling of the
market price will increase this supply by a factor of ten. If we consider today's assured
resources plus the uranium that is not yet economical to mine, there is a supply of several
hundred years at the current consumption rate. This does not include advanced uranium
extraction scenarios (phosphate deposits and seawater) that would require up to six times
the current market price.
However, because of its relatively inefficient use of resources, current reactor technology
is a meaningless yardstick in such scenarios. Reactor development has always assumed
the need for advanced fuel cycles, even after the discovery of significant uranium
deposits around the world slowed the development curve. As low-cost uranium resources
dwindle, more fuel-efficient reactors will find a market.
Even the realm of current technology permits a significant extension of resources,
particularly if technology like CANDU is exploited to its fullest potential. A 40%
improvement in fuel usage can be achieved just by replacing PWRs and BWRs with
CANDU reactors. Also, recycling spent reactor fuel in a CANDU reactor extracts 50%
more energy from the original uranium supply. This can be achieved by extracting the
left-over uranium and plutonium from spent fuel, or by simply re-engineering the spent
47
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fuel to fit into a CANDU reactor. Thorium, with three times the abundance of Uranium,
can be used in conventional reactors to breed uranium fuel. Once-through thorium fuel
cycles in CANDU, for example, can render uranium availability an irrelevant issue.
Finally, Fast Breeder Reactors can create more nuclear fission fuel than they consume.
Uranium resources can be extended by a factor of 60 - 100 with the widespread use of
breeder technology.
Nuclear Waste
Radioactive waste typically contains a variety of radioisotopes: unstable configurations of
elements that decay, emitting ionizing radiation which can be harmful to human health
and to the environment.48 Those isotopes emit different types and levels of radiation,
which last for different periods of time.
The radioactivity of all nuclear waste diminishes with time. All radioactive isotopes
contained in the waste have a half-life and eventually all radioactive waste decays into
non-radioactive elements. Certain radioactive elements (such as 239Pu) in “spent” fuel
will remain hazardous to humans and other living beings for hundreds of thousands of
years. Other radioisotopes will remain hazardous for millions of years. Thus, these wastes
must be shielded for centuries and isolated from the biosphere for hundreds of millennia.
Some elements, such as 131I, have a short half-life (around 8 days in this case) and thus
cease to be a problem much more quickly than other, longer-lived, decay products, but
their activity is much greater initially.
The faster a radioisotope decays, the more radioactive it will be. The energy and the type
of the ionizing radiation emitted by a pure radioactive substance are important factors in
deciding how dangerous it will be. The chemical properties of the radioactive element
will determine how mobile the substance is and how likely it is to spread into the
environment and contaminate human bodies. This is further complicated by the fact that
many radioisotopes do not decay immediately to a stable state but rather to a radioactive
decay product leading to decay chains.
Waste from the production of nuclear fuel is usually alpha emitting waste from the
extraction of uranium.49 It often contains radium and its decay products.
Waste from used nuclear fuel, mostly spent fuel rods, contains fission products that emit
beta and gamma radiation, and actinides that emit alpha particles, such as 234U, 237Np,
238
Pu and 241Am, and even sometimes some neutron emitters such as californium (Cf).
These isotopes are formed in nuclear reactors.
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It is important to be aware of the difference between the processing of natural uranium to
make fuel, and the reprocessing of used fuel. Used fuel contains the highly radioactive
products of fission such as those listed in the previous paragraph. Many of these are
neutron absorbers, which can poison a reactor. These eventually build up to a level where
they absorb so many neutrons that the chain reaction stops, even with the control rods
completely removed. At that point the fuel in the reactor has to be replaced with fresh
fuel, even though there is still a substantial quantity of 235U and plutonium still present. In
the United States, this used fuel is stored; while in countries such as the United Kingdom,
France, and Japan, the fuel is reprocessed to remove the fission products, so the fuel can
be re-used. This reprocessing involves handling highly radioactive materials. The fission
products removed from the fuel are a concentrated form of high-level waste as are the
chemicals used in the process.
Levels of Waste
Uranium mill tailings are byproduct material from the rough processing of uraniumbearing ore. They are called “waste” by the section of the U.S. Atomic Energy Act that
defines them. Uranium mill tailings are not significantly more radioactive than natural
background radiation found in the same area; but the tailings also contain chemically
hazardous heavy metals such as lead and arsenic. Vast mounds of uranium mill tailings
are left at many old mining sites, and even today they are piled next to some Navaho
dwellings, especially in Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah.
Low level waste (LLW) is mostly paper, rags, tools, clothing, filters, etc., which contain
small amounts of mostly short-lived radioactivity. It is designated as such even if it
originated in offices and has only a remote possibility of being contaminated with
radioactive materials. It typically exhibits no higher radioactivity than one would expect
from the same sort of material coming from a non-active area, such as a normal office
block. Most LLW is suitable for shallow land burial. To reduce its volume, it is often
compacted or incinerated before disposal.
Intermediate level waste (ILW) contains higher amounts of radioactivity. It includes
chemical sludge, metal reactor fuel cladding, and contaminated materials from reactor
decommissioning. It may be solidified in concrete or bitumen for disposal. As a general
rule, short-lived waste (mainly non-fuel material from reactors) is buried in shallow
repositories, while long-lived waste (from fuel and fuel-reprocessing) is deposited in deep
underground facilities. LLW and ILW accounts for over 95% of the total radioactivity
produced in the process of nuclear electricity generation.
High level waste (HLW) is produced by nuclear reactors. It contains fission products and
transuranic elements generated in the reactor core. It is highly radioactive and is often
thermally hot as well. The amount of HLW worldwide is currently increasing by about
12,000 metric tons every year.
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Transuranic waste (TRUW) is contaminated with alpha-emitting isotopes with atomic
numbers greater than 92, half-lives greater than 20 years, and concentrations greater than
100 nCi/g (3.7 MBq/kg). In the U.S. it arises mainly from nuclear weapons production,
and mostly consists of items contaminated with small amounts of plutonium. TRUW
which can be “contact-handled” has a surface dose rate not greater than 200 mrem per
hour, whereas “remote-handled” TRUW has a surface dose rate of 200 mrem per hour or
greater. “Remote-handled” TRUW can be highly radioactive, with surface dose rates up
to 1 million (106) mrem per hour. The United States currently permanently disposes of
TRUW generated from nuclear power plants and military facilities in a salt formation
655m underground at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 26 miles east of Carlsbad, NM.
Methods of Nuclear Waste Disposal
Vitrification: high level pre-treated waste is fed continuously into an induction heated
furnace along with fragmented glass. As a molten fluid, it is poured into stainless steel
cylinders in a batch process. When cooled, the fluid solidifies into glass with the waste
products bonded into it. Such glass is very highly resistant to water. It will require about
1 million years for 10% of such glass to dissolve in water. However, the amount of some
metal fission products in the glass must be limited because they tend to form metallic
phases which separate from the glass.
Ion exchange: medium active waste is treated with ion exchange materials to precipitate
the radioactivity into a small solid volume. The vastly less radioactive larger volume of
liquid can then be flushed away. For example, ferric hydroxide floc can be used to
remove radioactive metals from an aqueous mixture. After the radioisotopes are absorbed
onto the ferric hydroxide, the resulting sludge can be mixed with cement and placed in a
metal drum to form a solid waste.
Synroc (synthetic rock) is a more sophisticated way to dispose of the same type of waste.
Different minerals in the Synroc selectively bond to (or “fix”) different isotopes in the
waste.
Temporary Storage: High-level radioactive waste is stored temporarily in spent fuel
pools to allow the shorter-lived isotopes to decay before further handling. Spent fuel
storage capacity (in the 20 countries accounting for most of the world's nuclear power
generation) was 148,000 metric tons in 1997, with 59 percent utilized. However, a
number of nuclear power plants in countries that do not reprocess had nearly filled their
spent fuel pools, and they have resorted to away-from-reactor storage (AFRS). AFRS
capacity in 1997 was 78,000 metric tons, with 44% utilized, and annual additions of
about 12,000 metric tons. AFRS cannot be expanded forever, and the lead times for final
geological disposal sites have proven to be unpredictable.
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Geological disposal: The process of selecting appropriate deep final repositories for high
level waste and spent fuel has been under way with inconclusive success in several
countries for more than 30 years. Many people remain uncomfortable with this concept.
1. There is a proposal for an international HLW repository in optimum geology,
with Australia or Russia as possible locations, although the proposal for a global
repository for Australia has raised fierce domestic political objections.
2. Sea-based burial has become taboo from fear that such a repository could leak
and cause widespread damage. Dumping of radioactive waste from ships has
reinforced this concern, as has contamination of islands in the Pacific.
3. The U.S. has opted for a final repository at Yucca Mountain in Nevada, but this
project is widely opposed and is a hotly debated topic, with some of the main
concerns being the long distance transportation of the waste from across the
United States to this area, and the possibility of accidents over time that could
occur. The previously mentioned Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in the United States
is the world's first underground repository for transuranic waste.
4. The Canadian government is seriously considering a deep geological disposal
concept where a vault would be excavated 500 to 1000 meters below ground,
under the Canadian Shield, one of the most stable landforms on the planet. The
vaults would be inside geological formations known as batholiths, formed about a
billion years ago. The used fuel bundles will be encased in corrosion-resistant
containers and further surrounded by layers of buffer material, possibly bentonite
clay. The case itself is designed to last for thousands of years, while the clay
would further slow the corrosion rates of the container. The batholiths themselves
are chosen for their low ground-water movement rates, geological stability, and
low economic value.
5. Sweden is well advanced with its Parliament-approved KBS-3 plan for burial
of spent fuel in either Forsmark or Oskarshamn, Sweden, with space for 6000
capsules. 200 capsules will be deposited in the storage annually. In the KBS-3
plan, the waste spends 30 years in intermediate storage; then it is encapsulated in
iron, then in copper, and finally buried in a layer of bentonite clay in 500m of
primary rock.
6. The Finnish government has already started building a vault to store nuclear
waste 500 to 1000 meters below ground, not far from the Olkiluoto Nuclear
Power Plant.
7. Storing high level nuclear waste above ground for a century or so is considered
appropriate by many scientists. This allows for the material to be more easily
observed, and any problems detected and managed. The decay occurring over
this time period significantly reduces the level of radioactivity and the associated
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harmful effects to the container material. It is also considered likely that over the
next century newer materials will be developed which will not break down as
quickly when exposed to a high level of neutrons, thus increasing the longevity of
the container once it is finally buried.
8. Burial in a subduction zone would slowly carry the waste downward into the
Earth's mantle. A subduction zone accessed from land is not prohibited by
international agreement. This method has been described as the most viable
means of disposing of radioactive waste, and is considered to be state-of-the-art in
nuclear waste disposal technology.
Transmutation: There have been proposals for the development of reactors to consume
nuclear waste and(or) transmute it to other less-harmful nuclear waste. The Integral Fast
Reactor was a proposed nuclear reactor with a nuclear fuel cycle that produced no
transuranic waste and, in fact, could transmute transuranic waste. It proceeded as far as
large-scale tests, but was then canceled by the U.S. Government. Transmutation was
banned in the US on April 1977 due to a perceived danger of plutonium proliferation.
President Reagan rescinded the ban in 1981; however, the construction of reprocessing
plants did not resume. Transmutation research has continued in the EU. This has resulted
in a practical nuclear research reactor in which transmutation is possible. Also, a new
research program called ACTINET has been started in the EU to make transmutation
possible on a large industrial scale. Robert Bussard in his Google Tech Talk “Should
Google Go Nuclear?” has suggested that a deuterium-tritium fueled polywell nuclear
reactor could produce high energy neutrons capable of transmuting nuclear waste and
generating energy at the same time. He believes that it could reduce the half-lives of
radioactive waste from thousands of years to tens of years.
Space disposal would seem to be an attractive notion to the naïve advocate because it
permanently removes nuclear waste from the environment. However, it has two
significant disadvantages: 1. the potential for catastrophic failure of a launch vehicle, and
2.) the high number of launches that would be required — due to the fact that no
individual rocket would be able to carry very much of the material relative to the material
needed to be disposed of—making the proposal impractical and perhaps even a little bit
foolish for both economic and risk-based reasons.
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II. How to get Clean Nuclear Energy
Most nuclear reactions are dirty. They use radioactive fuel, they emit neutrons, and they
produce radioactive waste. Fuel for the p-B nuclear reaction is OT radioactive; the
reaction is aneutronic – it produces O neutrons; and the reaction produces only helium
– a completely harmless, chemically inert gas. Our goal is to use the p-B nuclear reaction
to make electricity. At this time, only the polywell promises this capability.
Can the polywell concept even work? Yes. Proving it has taken a long time. Finding the
proper shape for the magrid coils took Dr. Bussard more than ten years. The success of
the original WB-6 experiment had to be duplicated, with rigorous peer review, before
additional funding for development could be allocated. The D-D (deuterium) reaction
does not require the high kinetic energies of the p-B reaction, so it was used first, to work
the bugs out of the basic polywell concept. Chapter 5
The p-B reaction will be more difficult. It must be demonstrated that the polywell can
produce net power (more power than it takes to make it run). Superconducting coils will
most likely be needed for the magrid – cooled to 18K (–255C) with liquid helium; but
those coils will be blasted by 100 million watt alpha particles and the heat of a fusion
furnace. Protecting and cooling the coils will be a daunting engineering challenge.
Chapter 6
We have to figure out how to get electricity out of the polywell. This will be another
serious challenge. The positively charged multi-million electron volt alpha particles are
repelled and slowed to a crawl by the positively charged electrical collectors enclosing
the magrid. The alphas give up their energy, pushing positive “holes” down a high
voltage DC power line connected to the collector. These same alphas pick up electrons
and turn into neutral helium atoms when they finally make contact. Chapter 7
There’s a lot we need to know about the boron fuel: there are two isotopes of natural
boron, but only one will fuse easily – so we must know how to separate the isotopes.
And there’s a lot we need to know about the helium product: we can use the helium
production rate to determine the rate of fusion. We need to be able to recycle both the
boron and the helium. A substantial percentage of the injected boron escapes before it
gets fused. We need to recover it so we can inject it as fuel again; and we will need some
of the recovered helium to continue to cool the coils. Chapter 8
What if it turns out that the p-B reaction won’t work in the polywell, but the D-D reaction
will? Does the D-D reaction have any advantages over the p-B? If so, what are those
advantages? How could we use the D-D reaction to make electricity? Chapter 9
What can go wrong along the way? There are many potentially valid concerns about the
p-B reaction and the polywell concept. It may well be that the polywell does not work as
advertised. Art Carlson, an ex-tokamak plasma physicist, plays devil’s advocate,
discussing and debating possible polywell sticking points with Richard Nebel, polywell
project director. Chapter 10
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Chapter 5: How Was the Polywell Invented?
Fusors
The grandmother of the Polywell, called a
Hirsch-Farnsworth Fusor, was invented by
Philo Farnsworth, one of the inventors of
television.50 It was essentially a spherical
grid (a metal screen) charged negatively (–)
to as much as 100,000 volts, and placed at
the center of a vacuum chamber.
Deuterium (D2) gas was puffed into the
chamber. The gas was immediately
converted to positive deuterium ions (D+)
by a positive screen (not shown) just inside
of the Vacuum Tank Shell. The negative
100,000 volt screen attracted and
accelerated the positive ions to such a high
velocity that a few of them whizzed right
through the metal mesh, and collided with
other similarly accelerated deuterium
nuclei at the center of the spherical grid.
They were traveling so fast by then, that
when they collided, they fused to make
helium. Unfortunately, the ions often
missed each other and passed on through
the other side of the grid. Two percent of them were lost to the negative grid every time
they tried to pass through it; and since they passed through it a LOT of times, two percent
was just too much: the machine used a lot more energy than it made.
The concept is straightforward enough that
undergraduate college students with some
knowledge of physics, the required
technology, and about $3000 can make a
fusor. Indeed, several already have. For
example, a group of physics students at
Peninsula College in Port Angeles, USA built
a fusor in the spring of 2008. Left to right:
Devon McMinn, Ivan Hui, Sarah Mangiameli,
Chris Milroy, Aaron Stoll, and Derek
Madison. Advisor Jeff Zirul is not pictured.
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This is the Peninsula vacuum tank.
The camera view port is at top center.
The deuterium gas feed pipe is top
left. Neutron production is the best
proof that fusion has occurred. It may
be that a Bubble Detector is now the
most cost-effective way to detect
neutrons. (The Peninsula group
bought theirs from Yale University
for $80, but Yale sells only to other
institutions.) The glass bubble
detector vial is about 0.16 m to the
right of the chamber center.
The approximate diameter of the
chamber was 0.15 m.
Here are the Peninsula grids before
they were installed in the vacuum
chamber. When in use, the larger
outer wire grid is at plus 10,000 volts
and makes ions by ripping electrons
from the deuterium molecules on
contact. The inner smaller grid, at
negative 15,000 volts, accelerates the
ions across a total field difference of
25,000 volts.
This is the inside of the Peninsula
college fusor in operation. The
pressure was about 1 x 10-3 Torr.
Such a pressure can be attained with
a “roughing” pump used for
refrigerator repair. The glow in the
photo is not nuclear fusion, it is only
a “Paschen” or discharge glow,
similar to that produced by a neon
sign. Indeed, the high voltage
necessary can be obtained from the
transformer of just such a neon sign.
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The ETW Reactor
The mother of the polywell was the
Elmore-Tuck-Wilson (ETW). It used a
spherical positive (+) grid, instead of a
negative one; and instead of accelerating
positive ions into the center, it accelerated
negatively charged electrons (e-). The
idea was to create an extremely dense
negative concentration of electrons (called
an electron potential well) at the center of
the grid, and let that concentration of
electrons attract the positive deuterium
ions (D+) which would again be created by
the ionization of Deuterium gas sprayed
into the system just inside of the positive
grid. Again, the idea was to accelerate the
deuterium ions to such a high velocity that
they would fuse at the center. (The
electrons and ions at the center are
traveling so fast that they do not
recombine to any significant degree.)
Unfortunately, this time the problem was a two percent loss of electrons to the grid, on
each pass; so again, even though some fusion was happening, the losses were too great.
Robert W. Bussard
The ETW Reactor and the tokamak were the key ideas that led to Robert Bussard’s
invention of the polywell. Dr. Bussard had designed a small tokamak, called the
Riggatron in the late 1970s. These efforts led him to think seriously about how to get
around the problems plaguing tokamaks. He had the thought that it was a shame ions are
so much more massive than electrons, because a tokamak would be able to confine
electrons at high density far more easily than it was able to confine its tritium and
deuterium ion fuel. Then he thought about the ETW reactor and serendipity struck. He
began to wonder if the ETW reactor might actually work if its positive grid could be
magnetically shielded from the electrons, to keep them from getting lost when they struck
the grid. And so was born the idea of the Wiffleball - a "quasi-spherical" magnetic field
inside of the positive ETW grid, into which one could inject electrons. He thought that if
he could place a circular magnet on each face of a cube, with each magnet pointing the
same magnetic pole inward, it might form a working magnetic bottle for the electrons.
By 1987 he had become so confident in the concept, that he had formed a new company,
Energy/Matter Conversion Corporation – EMC2 – to research it. But we are getting way
ahead of the story. To better understand how Robert Bussard got to the Polywell, we
need to go back to the early 1950s, when he invented the NERVA program.
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In his final October 2007 interview with Tim Ventura, he said,
“I wrote a paper on nuclear rocket propulsion in 1953 when I
was at Oak Ridge National Laboratory…that seemed to attract
the attention of the Air Force…the result was the start of the
national nuclear rocketry program in the spring of 1955 at
Livermore and Los Alamos51…we ended up with a 250,000
ton thrust engine that could be cycled 40 times on and
off…we ran hydrogen through graphite cores at very high
temperatures …that gave specific impulses 2.5 to 3 times
higher than anything you could obtain from chemical
propulsion…the program ended up being controlled by NASA
who intended to use it for a 1978 manned Mars mission …
(but) the program fell flat due to …wars between the chemical
and nuclear rocket communities, the budget office, and
between Livermore and Los Alamos. Along came the
Vietnam war and…killed everything…fifty years ago, we had
nuclear rockets that could take people to Mars!”
Robert was born in Washington, D.C., in 1928. At age 7, his
family moved to California where his father had a company
and practiced civil engineering. He flunked out of Cal Tech,
and entered UCLA after a road trip to Chicago. He graduated
with a degree in engineering in 1950 and received a master's
degree two years later. After working at Hughes Aircraft and Whirlajet, he joined the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory. He was recognized in 1960 for his design of the Bussard
ramscoop interstellar space drive, made famous by Carl Sagan in his Cosmos series and
by such science fiction authors as Larry Niven and Poul Anderson.
Ironically, in the early 1970s, when he was an assistant director of the AEC, he founded
the U.S. tokamak fusion program. Much later, in a June 6, 1995 letter to congress,
Bussard tried to put an end to the tokamak boondoggle he had created. He explained,
”…DoE (the US Deparment of Energy) is almost certainly not ever going to give the
nation any safe, technically viable, or economically useful fusion power plants or
systems. …DoE commitment to…(the giant magnetic tokamak) ensures only the need
for very large budgets; and that is what the program has been about for the past 15 years
– a defense-of-budget program, not a fusion achievement program. As one of the three
people who created this program in the early 1970s (when I was assistant director of the
AEC’s Controlled Thermonuclear Reaction Division), I know this to be true; we raised
the budget in order to take twenty percent off the top of the larger funding, to try all of
the things that the mainline labs would not try. Each of us left soon thereafter, and the
second generation management thought the big program was real. It was not.”
In 1987, he started his own company, EMC2.
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Tom Ligon describes the first time he met Robert Bussard,
“Imagine you're a science fiction author, discouraged with
your old job and about to quit and start a consulting
business.52 You get wind of the fact that there's someone in
the area working with high vacuum equipment, whose last
name is Bussard. So you think, Bussard, vacuum, space,
fusion, interstellar ramjets? The inventor of the gizmo behind
science fiction classics like Tau Zero, the Ringworld stories,
and many others? Could it be that Bussard? So I found the
address, dropped by with my newsletter, résumé, and an
introductory letter, and knocked on the door of the little office
two miles from my home. Nobody was there, but the sign by the door declared that it was
the Energy/Matter Conversion Corporation. I slipped my propaganda under the door,
smiling as I got the connection to Einstein's famous formula.’
“Some moments you just never forget. A few weeks later I was sitting at my computer
when my business phone rang. I answered eagerly (that thing didn't ring much), and the
voice on the other end called himself R.W. Bussard, and wondered if Tom Ligon was
available. ‘I certainly am,’ I said, ‘but I just have to know if this is the Robert W.
Bussard, as in interstellar ramjets?’’
" ‘I guess I'll never live that down,’ he admitted, and then he invited me in for an
interview.”
Ligon got the job. He describes Bussard in his Analog essay, The World’s Simplest
Fusion Reactor Revisited, “His career stems from a very early and intense desire to make
spaceflight practical…he literally "wrote the book" on nuclear rocket propulsion. His first
degree was as an engineer, and only after developing the first working fission rocket
engine did he head off to Princeton to earn his Ph.D. in physics. And, while he is a firstrate physicist, he still has the heart of an engineer and inventor. It was always great fun to
watch him at a blackboard, NRL Plasma Formulary in one hand, chalk in the other,
working problems faster than I could follow them with a calculator.”
Ligon continues, describing the first Polywell team, “Dr. Nicholas A. Krall is one of the
best theoretical plasma physicists ever, and has collaborated on this project from the start.
Lorin Jameson is a computer whiz and physicist that put the math of Bussard and Krall
into functioning computer programs like EIXL, to analyze the data from the experimental
runs and predict performance of larger systems. Later on, Mike Wray, Mike Skillicorn,
Ray Hulsman, and Noli Casama were the ones who made the machine that finally
worked. And none of this would have happened without EMC2 president, Dolly Gray, the
only person on Earth who can make R.W. Bussard do what he needs to do when he
doesn't want to.”
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Early Polywells
The EMC2 research efforts began with the WB-1 in
1994.53 The positive magnetic grid (magrid) was made
out of six 5 cm radius, uncooled, ceramic speaker
magnets in metal cases welded together as shown on
the right. The magnetic field was compromised by the
“line cusps” where the magnets were fastened together
at the edges. Electrons tend to follow magnetic lines of
force; and since the lines of force terminated at the
“line cusps”, the electrons were lost there.
Nevertheless, some electrons were indeed trapped.
The WB-2 had wound wire coils instead of ceramic
magnets, with a radius of 5 cm again. 1995 tests with
the WB-2 confirmed the principal effect of internal cusp
confinement of electrons under high current drive
conditions. All of the WB (Wiffleball) series of
machines were tested inside vacuum tanks, and had an
open face on all cusp axes (the main faces and the
corners) to allow the electrons to follow the lines of
force out of the Wiffleball and back in again.
The WB-3 (1998-2001) was much the same as the WB-2
except that the coil radius with was 10 cm. When the
grid voltage was increased to about half the potential
needed for deuterium fusion, huge quantities of
hydrogen gas evolved, seemingly out of nowhere. The
Paschen arcing started, and the potential was lost. Later,
it was determined that the copper coils were the source
of the hydrogen. It was being cooked out of the hot
coils by electrically induced heat that was prevented
from bleeding off fast enough because of the vacuum.
The WB-4 (2001-2003) produced D-D fusions
(106 fusions/sec) when operated under a shortpulsed-mode drive, but it still had a problem with
Paschen arcing. The magnets were water-cooled,
the radius was 15 cm, the grid voltage was 12,000
volts, and the depth of the potential well produced
by the trapped electrons was about 10,000 volts.
The hydrogen was being ripped out of the
stainless steel by the high voltage electrons
following the cusp lines right into the magnets.
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In 2004-2005, the WB-5 was built with
additional cusp coils at the corners, (See photo
right.). At 3 x 10-6 torr pressure, it showed a
1000 fold improvement in well depth, but the
electron losses were horrendous because of the
unshielded surfaces, and the absence of electron
recirculation. (All the cusps were closed.) The
insights gained from the WB-5 led to the
improvements, which were applied to the WB-6:
rounding the coil cross-sections, and separating
them so they did not touch at the edges.
The WB-6 was hastily built and tested in
October and November of 2005. It produced
about 1 x 109 fusions per second, which was over
100,000 times better than all previous work at
comparable grid voltages. Because of power
supply limitations, and problems with
overheating of the coils, all testing was shortpulsed. The coils were wound from plain
varnish-insulated magnet wire, with no cooling
mechanism. The wire got very hot, very fast.
Also, the configuration of coils on any
Polywell produces mutual repulsion, so the coils
press against their containers trying to get away
from each other. The individual windings also
tend to mutually repel. Both of the previous
magnet-wire machines had reached end-of-life
due to coil blowouts, and this one was hammered
even harder.
But at the same time, at the moment of their greatest success, their budget was cut.
Bussard explains, “The reason our funding died –is not because the Navy did anything–
but rather because of the Iraq war. The Iraq war budgets have been consuming
everything in sight in Washington and when it came time for the budget process for fiscal
2006, the total Navy R&D budget was cut by twenty-six percent across the board.54 One
of the cuts was the Navy Energy Program. We were a victim of that. We were a little
pimple, down in the noise of the thing, but we died along with it. We had some friends in
(the Office of Naval Research) that kept us alive for 9 months and that was it.’
“We had a plan where we had to close down by the first of November 2005 and start
getting rid of all the equipment since there wasn’t any way to carry it past the end of the
calendar year. … but we were approaching November first and we hadn’t tested the
heavy fusion conditions (with the WB-6) yet. I said, ‘But we have to finish this,’ so we
kept on working past the shut-down date.”
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Nearly a year after shutting down the lab, Bussard presented his work — for the first time
in more than a decade — to the International Astronautical Congress. He later discussed
his results with Google, the online search-engine company, in a talk titled, "Should
Google Go Nuclear?" that is widely available on the Internet. In a letter to an Internet
forum on his 2005 results, Bussard wrote that he believed, "…the survival of our hightech civilizations depends on getting off of fossil fuels ASAP, and –if we do not– we will
descend into a growing series of 'oil wars' and energy confrontations that can lead only to
a huge cataclysm. Which can be circumvented if only we build the clean fusion machines
in our time…the political reality is that oil companies have no interest in supporting
fusion research…There is only one thing the oil companies want, and that is to sell oil,
and more oil…The only way to stop oil, from their view, is when it does run out. And
then they'll go for deeper drilling, new fields, … LNG, etc. etc., and keep raising the
price, until finally foolish solar and windmills become competitive."
More recently, Tom Ligon reported, “Dr. Bussard did,
with the help of Alan Roberts -EMC2's longtime Navy
contract monitor- get 1.8 million in government funds
in August 2007, and he managed to put together
another crack team.
He passed away in October (he had been dreadfully ill
since shortly after the old lab closed). That was a
really sad time, but the new team (headed by Richard
Nebel on leave from Los Alamos National Laboratory)
is working especially hard to see the dream thru. They
achieved "first plasma" with the WB-7 in early
January 2008, and I am hoping for great news soon.
Their goal is to reproduce the WB-6 (results), improve
on it, and have it hold together for peer review.”
Speaking about Robert Bussard, Richard Nebel said, "I've met and worked with a lot of
really smart people.55 Not many were real innovators, and that's what he was. He would
try to do things other people said you couldn't."
"He was a first-class guy, a super person, extremely innovative, a wonderful engineer,"
confirmed Robert Hirsch, Bussard’s boss from the time they both served in the Atomic
Energy Commission's Controlled Thermonuclear Reaction Division. With the Polywell,
Hirsch said, Bussard was "…swimming upstream as far as the fusion community was
concerned. Unless somebody can repeat and show other people that it's operating, it's
really not scientifically acceptable," Hirsch said. But "if the idea works the way he thinks
it could –and there's a good chance he's right– it will not take a very big machine to show
net energy."
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Bussard's wife, Dolly Gray, who co-founded EMC2 with him in 1985 and served as its
president and CEO, has helped assemble the small team of scientists in Santa Fe. Besides
Nebel, 54, the group includes Jaeyoung Park, a 37-year-old physicist who is also on leave
from LANL; Mike Wray, the physicist who ran the key 2005 tests, and Wray's brother,
Kevin, who is the computer guru for the operation.
"If this works, it's going to be a big deal. It could take the entire energy market," Nebel
said. "And drag the oil companies into the 21st century," Gray added.
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Chapter 6: The WB-100
How are you going to support these things, inside a vacuum
tank, on million volt insulators, supporting TONS of forces
from monster superconducting coils trying to push them apart;
through which you have to pass liquid helium and huge currents
surrounded by a million volt grid, blasted by millions of watts
of alpha particles; with electrons wanting to jump on anything
not magnetically insulated?
windmill Talk-Polywell Nov 16, 2007

WB-100 is an unofficial name given to the first full-scale 100 million watt polywell, to be
built at some time after the successful proof-of-concept trials for the WB-7 and WB-8
polywells. The WB-100 would be a prototype having sufficient electrical power for all
of Port Angeles, USA (population 19,000). 100 Mw (Megawatts or million watts) is a lot
of power – only about 16% more than the GE 90-115B Turbofan used on the new
Boeing 777-200LR. At 115,300 hp (horsepower), this is the most powerful jet engine
ever made as of this writing in 2008. One hp is equal to 745.7 watts of power. So,
115,300 hp*745.7 watts/hp = 85,979,210 watts = 86 million watts.

The WB-100 magrid must be mounted inside of a
vacuum chamber to allow the electrons to re-circulate. In
an operating 100 Mw polywell, the magrid is going to be
continuously blasted at close range with an energy
comparable to the very largest of jet engines. (Oddly
enough, the WB-100 magrid’s diameter will be about the
same as the diameter of the GE 90-115B Turbofan!) The
single most significant design problem for the WB-100 is
figuring out how to keep all that power from damaging or
destroying the magrid. Specifically, how do we remove
all that heat from the magrid, and how do we deal with
the problem of high energy alpha particles “sputtering”
off little pieces of it?
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Size of the WB-100
The response of materials to stress will limit how large the polywell can be.56 At some
point the magnetic field from the coils will be so intense that it will push the coils apart
hard enough that you can't find a material strong enough to hold them together. Another
limiting factor would be the energy impact: materials will have to absorb all the power
that the device produces and materials can only take so much. If the power output is so
great that no conceivable cooling system will carry enough heat away to keep the
magnets going, or keep them from melting, that would certainly establish an upper limit.
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Dr. Bussard has repeatedly suggested that the polywell power is proportional to r7 - the
seventh power of the radius r of the magrid. Assuming that this rule holds true, as the
radius increases, there will eventually be a point where the heat load becomes intolerable
for the components facing into our little homemade star. At this point one will be faced
with the prospect of making the magrid bigger without making it significantly more
powerful. At this point, the inverse square law takes over, and it governs how much more
powerful the machine can be, due to the limits on the heat load.58 The inverse square law
says that the heat load will drop off due to the increasing distance from the core. At that
point, the bang for your buck drops from an astounding r7 to a sad little r2 -- while costs
probably continue to rise as roughly r3. So this may well be the point at which the
economics work best (though we may find out otherwise with more data).
Recall that the area of a sphere is 4πr2. For a 1.5m radius reactor, which is the size
Bussard suggested for p-11B fusion, the minimum area in square meters (m2) of a sphere
surrounding the magrid will be 4*π*(1.5m)2 = 28.3 m2
20% of that is intercepted by the magrid: 5.66 m2
But because the magrid is a toroid (donut),
the actual “impingement” area of the magrid is π x 5.66 m2 = 17.77 m2
20% of 100 Mw actually hits the magrid;
So the heat load on the magrid will be 20 Mw/17.77 m2 = 1.2 Mw/m2
1.0 Mw/m2 is about the limit of our current technology, so we have some difficult but
doable engineering ahead of us.59 Dr. Bussard’s choice of 100 megawatts for the test
reactor was right at the limit of our technology with regard to reactor size and power
production. That is to say it was just a little bit outside of the bounds of our non-exotic
cooling strategies for the alpha particle heating loads on the coils. It also turns out that
this is a good size for shipboard reactors; and since he was soliciting Navy money, I'm
sure he had that in mind.
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If the high energy alphas from the p-11B nuclear reaction are going to be converted into
electricity, there will need to be a very large collector grid, outside of the magrid and just
inside the vacuum chamber wall, charged to 1.22 MV (million volts), and the magrid
itself must be charged at 50kV to 70 kV (thousand volts) in order to accelerate the
electrons into a potential well deep enough to fuse the protons and boron nuclei. Even
very small amounts of gas between the 1.22 million Volt collector grid and the chamber
wall can ionize and cause non-trivial Paschen arcing problems.
Typically, arcing distance is about 1 mm/1000 V or 10-3 m/1000 V
1,220,000 V *10-3 m/1000 V = 1.22 m between the collector grid and the wall
Add in a 2 m radius reaction space and you are up to 6.44 m diameter
That’s about 21 ft across – for a 100 MW polywell - big enough that –for seaports– we
can deliver new polywells using barges or ships; everywhere else, we will have to blimp
or helicopter them in. To use the polywell directly as a power source for any kind of
transportation, I'd be surprised if it could work for anything smaller than an aircraft
carrier.60 And then I'm guessing that it would carry a small fission reactor to start up the
fusion reactor. I doubt that polywells will ever work at a size useful for a truck, but
we've had electric trains for nearly a century now, so that application is a no-brainer.61
Put polywells along the rail routes, don't bother making them portable.
Magrid Shape
As was pointed out in Chapter 2, when he was discussing his Polywell patent, Dr.
Bussard said, “There is only one configuration that works.62 It is a configuration that is a
polyhedron where the coils are all on the edges of the polyhedron, and the polyhedron has
the property that there are an even number of faces around every vertex, so that the faces
alternate: north, south, north, south, north, south.” He described the new polywells that
would come after the WB-6, “The WB-7 truncated cube machine is intended to be an
improved version of the WB-6. WB-8 will be a truncated dodecahedron.” Then he said,
“The WB-7 and WB-8…(will) not use circular coils, rather they will use coils that follow
the polyhedral configuration.” In the Valencia paper, he said, “WB-7 and WB-8, (are) the
final two true polyhedral coil systems, with special angle corners, to reduce… losses at
the not-quite-touching points, and yet provide very high magnetic fields with conformal
coil surfaces.” We have already explained in Chapter 2 how it can be that the WB-6 and
WB-7 are indeed truncated cubes (cubes with their corners cut off). Also, the coils have
their same poles facing each other (N facing N, or S facing S).63
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Left: WB-6 and 7
showing only the real
coils. Imagine
triangular coils in the
gaps between the coils.
Right: The brown
imaginary coils have
been superimposed
over the “cut off”
corners of the cube.
Right: A truncated
cube. Think of the
squares as the real
coils, and triangles as
the imaginary ones.
Left: These coils
follow the “not
circular” edge of the
truncated cube as per
Dr. Bussard’s patent on
the previous page.
Right: A truncated
dodecahedron, the
polyhedral pattern to
be used for the WB-8.
Focus on the triangles.
Left: The magrid
proposed for the WB8. Again, the “virtual”
coils are the triangles.
The vertices of the
WB-8 are the locations
where the real coils almost touch. Again, it can be seen that each vertex is surrounded by
an even number of faces. The magrids above were proposed by Dr. Bussard. The four
alternative magrids on the following pages have been proposed by others for the WB-8 or
other experimental polywells.
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Alternative 1: Consider the octahedron.64 It is
the simplest polyhedron that seems to meet the
patent requirements. This configuration has half
as many poles as the truncated cube. This
configuration meets the patent geometry
requirements with an even number of faces
around each vertex and the N-S-N-S field
orientation.
Advantages over truncated cube:
• all the coils are the same size and they are
real - there are no little virtual coils.
• field lines vary smoothly from point to point everywhere.
• no null fields since the field reverses direction only at coils. (Note: the author is
not sure that any of these first three “advantages” are necessarily a good thing.)
• no need for electrical connections between coils within the vacuum chamber.
• feed lines are shielded by the full current of the Magrid.
• coolant can flow smoothly through the whole coil assembly.
• no need for coolant joints inside the vacuum chamber.
• one continuous pipe made of copper tubing with coolant flowing through it.
• tubes can possibly be thick enough to be free standing
• easy to fabricate
The points where the adjacent loops come near each other have the sharpest bends and
the closest spacing so the highest fields occur exactly where mechanical ties might be
needed - probably quartz fiber ties. This technology is tried and true; it works very well
– so well that one of the problems in a furnace application was condensation from too
much cooling. The field is due to the amp-turns so 200 turns at 1000 amps (WB6) makes
the same field as one turn at 200,000 amps. The resistance losses are the same because
power loss goes up as the square of the current and the resistance goes down as the
square of the wire radius. So trading turns for current is a wash for resistance losses as
long as the total conductive cross section is the same. One turn is better for keeping the
field lines conformed to the material surfaces. One turn is better because there are no
packing factor losses and no insulation taking up space or failing. One turn is worse for
feed line losses. But, this is balanced by the magnetic shielding of the feed lines. Also,
these resistance considerations go away when we get to superconductors. One turn gives
less complexity inside the chamber and more complexity outside the chamber – in the
form of a higher current power supply. Moving the complexity to the outside of the
vacuum chamber would seem to be another advantage. A device such as this, with
simple water-cooled standard sized copper tubing could prove the polywell concept for
this configuration. It would recover between trials very quickly. I think Dr. Bussard’s
MPGs were on the right track. They worked well and even made DD fusions. They just
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needed more current. Do you, the reader, see problems with this alternative? (Hint: try
the Right Hand Rule to see if the opposite coils have opposing magnetic fields.)

Alternative 2: Compared to ions, electrons –with their high charge to mass ratio– are
much easier to contain magnetically. The well of electron charges resulting from a
magnetic containment can then be used to attract and control ions. What if the electrons
were contained in a tokomak?65 A tokamak has no cusps, so it might contain the
electrons better. Ion containment would still work, but I expect that the electrons would
thermalize (develop a Maxellian distribution). (Then again, I'm not sure that they don't
thermalize in a polywell – and I’m not even sure that matters very much.)
Problems: With a tokamak configuration, the center of charge for the electron
distribution is outside the confinement area (it is in the hole in the middle of the donut).
It seems to me that Gauss' Law has some relevance here.66 When the bulk of the ions are
closer to the center of the donut than the bulk of the electrons, the electrons on the far
side of the donut start to balance out the force from the nearby ones and it becomes very
hard to stop the ions from just drifting into the inner wall. I think Gauss' Law may apply
strictly; and if so, you wouldn't have any way to prevent the ions from hitting the inner
wall. Also, in a polywell, the plasma is supposed to be self-organizing because of
annealing, with all the particles maintaining a uniform energy at the core. This does not
happen in a tokamak.67 This was demonstrated by work done at MIT.
Alternative 3: Charliem has proposed a frustum-shaped magrid (below right). Each coil’s
projected apex would be at the geometrical center of the magrid.68 A cross-section of the
coil would be rectangular, but with the corners rounded, so the shape would still be
conformal to the magnetic field as required. With this shape the solid angle that the coils
occupy, as seen from the
center of the magrid, would
be smaller - half of what the
donut would be. Using a
frustum would have a
significant advantage. The
reduced solid angle would
be half as much as it is for
the traditional toroid; so a
working magrid would be
hit by half as many alphas.
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Both types of coils have the
same cross-section area of
314 cm2 (outline in red
right). Cross-section width
& length for the donut are
20 & 20 cm; and 10 & 34
cm for the frustum. The
area of a sphere (radius 1.41
m) that just fits inside of
each magrid is
approximately 25 m2.
The area of the traditional donut coils, as seen from the machine’s center, is
approximately 6.8 m2. The area of the frustum coils, as seen from the machine’s center,
is half as much, 3.4 m2, so the alphas intercepted should also be half; thus diminishing the
cooling problem by half. The magnetic field produced by the frustum coil is very close
to the same as that produced by the toroidal one (less than 10% difference for most of the
volume of the machine). Probably, the most significant problem with this proposal is that
–because the cross-section is not round- some magnetic lines of force would likely
intersect the metal surface, causing electron loses.
Alternative 4: a coil configuration
proposed by hanelyp.69 The Wiffle Ball™
would be in the center. Bussard mentions
that a good confinement is reached if the
polarity of each face alternates around each
vertex (North-South-North-South), and
hanelyp’s configuration does do this. (The
vertices are the six points where the
corners of four different square coils come
together. You can determine the current
direction in each coil by assuming that the
current in the virtual triangular coil that is
facing you, is flowing around that
triangular coil in a clockwise direction.
All other current directions will follow from this one assumption.) However, it may be
significant that the magnetic fields of opposing faces do not oppose each other, as they do
in the WB-6 and WB-7. This may prove to be a significant problem: if an electron is
fired directly into the center of the triangular coil (the cusp?), it will not be turned about
(bounced back) by the field of the opposite coil, as it is in the WB-6 and WB-7.
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Other Considerations Regarding Magrid Structure
The mechanical forces on the polywell magrid are considerable:70 Multi-Tesla magnetic
fields confined next to each other require serious structural restraint or they will fly apart.
At present, the magrid coils are supported on four stand-offs, two to take current to the
coils and two to provide some mechanical support. Some designs have four stand-offs per
coil, with support from the roof or walls or floor. The stand-offs provide restraint, as well
as keeping the coils in alignment. The major stability of the magrid assembly at present is
provided by the eight touch points, which anchor each coil cover to its neighbor. These
touch points represent a potential point of electron loss (a bad thing, which may prevent
the polywell from reaching break-even). However, my limited understanding is that the
standoffs are a second-order loss mechanism, because they exist on the "other" side of the
polywell –the outside of the magrid. Also, the outside of the standoff will accumulate a
static surface charge because it is an insulator. Once this surface charge has accumulated,
losses into the standoff itself will be reduced to a minimum.
Magrid Coils and Superconductor Issues
Extensive experimental work by Krall and Bussard71 over many years, has established
that polywell fusion power Pf is proportional to the 4th power of its magnetic field B, and
the product of its radius r cubed.
Pf = k x B4 x r3
The WB-6 produces 0.00164 watts72 with a magnetic field of 1300 Gauss, and a radius of
15 cm.73 To calculate B for the WB-100, we must first determine k. Substituting,
0.00164 = k x 13004 x 153
k = 0.00164 ÷ (13004 x 153) = 1.7 x 10-19
The WB-100 produces 100 megawatts (1 x 108 watts), with a radius of 1.5 m (1500 cm).
Substituting:
1 x 108 = 1.7 x 10-19 x B4 x 15003
B = (1 x 108 ÷ (1.7 x 10-19 x 15003))0.25 = 20,430 Gauss
1 Tesla = 10,000 Gauss (in comparison, Earth’s magnetic field is 0.5 Gauss)
Therefore, the WB-100 coils must have a magnetic field of at least 2 Tesla.
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I believe it has long been understood that the polywell is only viable with superconducting magnets.74 To maintain a magnetic field with 800 amps (or more) of
continuously supplied current is a horrible waste of energy for a production reactor. Such
a waste might be reasonable for a proof of concept reactor -and may indeed be a
necessary step- but long-term prospects will require lossless superconducting magnets.
Also, Dr. Bussard said, “…at these larger sizes (1.5 or 2 meters radius), superconductors
make better coils anyway.” 75
We have shown that to properly contain the electron potential well, in a 100 megawatt
polywell with a 1.5 m radius, the magnets must produce magnetic fields of at least 2
Tesla; which means that the magnets will probably be wound with superconductor “wire”
Super-conductors built for high temperatures do not stand up well to the high amp
currents and the high Tesla magnetic fields that will characterize the magrid. This means
that cryogenic (very low temperature) superconductors will probably be required. They
may need to be cooled to about 18K (-255C), probably with liquid helium. Incredibly,
this cryogenic cooling will have to happen in the multi-thousand degree “jet engine”
exhaust environment described earlier.
The new MgB2 superconductor should be great for this application.76 The company that
makes this wire supplies it with a round cross-section, in kilometer-long continuous
lengths. A 0.3 m coil producing 0.45 T would require 105Amp-turns. A 0.3 m coil
producing 2 T would require 4.5 times as many Amp-turns or 4.5 x 105A-turns. A 3.0 m
coil to produce the same 2T field would require ten times as many: 4.5 x 106A-turns. The
current MgB2 wire is good for 100 A. The 2T, 3 m coil would require
4.5 x 106A-turns ÷100A = 4.5 x 104 turns
At 10 m per turn (roughly) that would be 4.5 x 105 m, or 450 km.
If the company's projections are correct, they are talking $2.00 per meter for 2008,77 so
4.5 x 105 m would cost $900,000. Per coil! However, considering the price of copper
lately, MgB2 is getting more competitive every year!
Such lengths are commonplace in the submarine telephone cable industry.78 They
regularly produce 50 kilometers per day in a single piece. Submarine cable is much more
complex than superconductor cable, so the process steps which limit the length would
probably not apply in the case of superconductors: when we need multi-hundred
kilometer lengths, they will quite likely be available. However, it is perhaps obvious at
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this point, that a superconducting trial magrid with off-the-shelf MRI coils should be built
first, to “work the bugs out” before going full-custom on million dollar coils!
Q: Once the current in a superconducting coil is set in motion, it will continue to
flow until the superconductor quits working, but it seems reasonable to ask: “How
does one set the current in motion in the first place?”
A: First, cool your superconductor to superconducting temperature, then re-heat
one small segment of the coil.79 Apply a current across that one section, then turn
off the heater and allow that section to cool to superconducting temperature and
the magnet will maintain that current flow indefinitely. There are many services
specializing in starting and quenching superconducting magnets for hospitals and
researchers. MRI magnets use a small quantity of liquid helium daily in
conjunction with a cryostat to keep their magnets operating for years. The process
is apparently routine.
Heat Transfer/Cooling System
The alpha particles will exit the p-11B fusion region in more or less random directions.
They will have energies of about 2.46 and 3.76 MeV. The only ways to reduce that
energy’s impact onto the magrid are:
1. Make the magrid have a narrower profile (smaller coil cross-section or
elliptical coil cross-section with the long axis pointing to the fusion centre – note:
see alternative proposed under “Magrid Shapes” or move the coils farther away
from the fusion center; or
2. Decelerate the ions by asking them to climb a high electrical potential (which
will be done for the outer collection grid, but cannot be done for the magrid); or
3. Make the magrid resistant to alpha impact with surface coatings such as
diamond or boron, and cool the coils.80
The coil profile is dependant on the magnetic properties of the generating coils; and the
coil distance from the fusion center is dependant on the magnetic field strength and its
resulting Wiffleball. The magrid potential is pretty much fixed by the desired depth of the
potential well; so really the only factors we can influence are the surface coating and the
cooling. Yes, that means a heap of cooling, and heat load may, in practice, be an ultimate
limit on the output power of the polywell.
Picture an imaginary spherical shell81 that just barely encloses the magrid upon which our
little artificial sun shines (with a roughly uniform intensity of radiation at all points). The
79
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20% magrid intercept area means that a projection of the shadow of the magrid onto that
shell will darken about 20% of the shell’s interior surface.
For our calculations, let us assume a power of 100 Mw and assume a radius of 1.5 m.
Assume that the magrid intercepts 20% of the power. The area of a sphere is 4*π*r2. For
a 1.5m radius reactor, which is the size Bussard suggested for p-11B fusion:
20% of the total watts = 20 Mw
The area of that imaginary spherical shell will be 4*π*(1.5m)2 = 28.3 m2
The magrid intercept area is 20% of that: 5.66 m2
But intercept area is not the solution to use for heat load per unit area of pipe.82 If you
use intercept area you will get a calculated heat load that is higher than the actual. You
will be over designed, and there will be less power available than there would be with a
better design. The actual magrid pipe area83 will be approximately 2π times the intercept
area because of the toroid/donut shape of the magrid coils, but it is probably better to use
π because you want to consider only the impingement side of the pipe.
Magrid “impingement” area is π times 5.66 m2 = 17.77 m2
Magrid heat load is 20 Mw/17.77 m2 = 1.2 Mw/m2
Perhaps 20 percent of the high energy alpha particles will be obstructed by the magrid
coils.84 The high energy from the impacting alpha particles will mostly be absorbed by
the coil housings, and this energy will ultimately show itself as heat; so each square meter
of magrid magnet housing must transfer 1.2 Mw of energy to the magnet coolants, and
those coolants must convey 20 Mw of heat from those surfaces out of the chamber.
Dr. Mike points out that more properly, the “impingement” area should be an
approximation to the integral over the source to surface angle.85 Since it's a pipe,
the surface is curved, so the sine (or cosine depending on your reference) of the
angle reduces the amount of energy from the source. But if you don't assume the
fusion source is a point, you have to integrate all possible source points in the
volume relative to the line of sight to the point on the pipe, and take that angle
into account for the actual cross section equivalent. That's too big a pain. A little
guessing such as the above and some experiments should give an order of
magnitude estimate, which should prevent catastrophe. Then use real data and
empirical plots to figure out how to build a reactor that really works.
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The magrid’s magnetic coils will be made of superconducting material that will need to
be cooled with liquid Helium (He(l)) to a temperature of about 18K or -255C. The
cooling system will consist of a series of concentric pipes.86 The innermost pipe will
contain the superconductor and the He(l) at 18K. Next will come a vacuum space and
outside of that will be liquid nitrogen (N2(l)) coolant at about 77K or -196C. The wall of
the vacuum space between the He(l) and the N2(l) will be silvered to minimize radiative
heat flow between the He(l) and the N2(l). Think thermos bottle. Outside of the N2(l) will
be another vacuum space; it too will be silvered. Then H2O coolant at around 300K or
27C; another silvered vacuum space, and finally pressurized H2O coolant at around 600K
or 327C. Essentially it will be a series of long, skinny, concentric vacuum bottles with
He(l) at 18K at the center and pressurized H2O at 600K at the outside, all plumbed to
allow enough flow to keep everything at the proper temperature. The alphas will be
hitting the outside with an energy of about 2.46MeV and 3.76MeV. We may be coating
the outer surface of the coils with Boron which melts at 2349K or diamond which melts
at 3820K. The purpose is to prevent sputtering of the metallic pipes holding the coolant
so the only material sputtered into the reactant space will be the reactant - 11B or carbon
which will not react. There are lots of unknowns here. We will just have to see what
happens. If we use Boron, we will have to figure out how to balance Boron condensation
on the outer magnet structure with Boron sputtering from the reaction. Here is a cross
section of the proposed magnet coil.

The cross sectional detail drawing indicates that the superconducting magnet at the center
has a square cross-section instead of round, yet the big lesson from WB-6 was to make
the coil cross-section round.87 Graphic simulations with round vs. square indicate that
the field at the outer surface of the grid, will conform to the round outer surface. Plus, the
added "empty" volume next to the square superconductor provides room for the He(l)
flow.
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As Dr. Mike has pointed out - you can solve the equations for the problem and get an
answer. Or you can do measurement of the real thing – which is better. For example,
there may be some magnetic and electrostatic deflection of alphas, and this will help to
reduce the heat loads; but it’s hard to predict in advance.
The cooling H2O needs to surround the whole coil. There needs to be mixing from the
"cold" to the "hot" side improving the heat transfer, which I expect will already be
somewhat marginal.
By the way, a heat transfer of 1.2 million watts per square meter (1.2 Mw/m2) will not be
child's play, especially if you have to keep a very cold (18K) volume of liquid helium
only 15 cm away from it.88 About 8 to 25 liters of cooling water would have to rush
through that square meter every second to adequately remove the offending heat.89
Any amount of heat transferred to the He(l) will cost a lot. Superconductor coils require
He(l) servicing, and they don't work without enormously expensive systems to cool the
helium, which actually turns out to be a produce of the fusion process. To handle the
cryogenics for this we may need access to a very expensive liquid helium processing
facility.
First Wall Problem
The problem of alpha sputtering is what Dr. Mike calls the First Wall Problem. Alpha
impacts on the magrid are indeed going to be a problem.90 If alpha impacts knock
metallic elements from the grid they can poison the polywell nuclear reactions or at the
very least waste electrons and energy. One solution is to coat the grids with a sufficiently
thick layer of 11B and run the machine in such a way that the 11B fuel in the reactor
replenishes the Boron coating on the grid. Also, any boron that happens to get knocked
off of the grids is a reaction species and thus will not poison the reaction. Dr. Mike says
that 11B is not structurally strong. He suggests that embedding the Boron in some kind of
plastic might remedy that problem. However, once you get into hydrocarbons (plastics),
you start to have problems with non-reactant species. The ITER tokamak people use a
Boron coating evaporated on the surfaces to solve the sputtering problem:
They say that an effective way to reduce impurity contamination in tokamak plasmas is
the coating of the first wall with 11B -carbon films.91 The film is deposited (as a mixture
of helium and carboran C2B10H12 ) on inner surfaces during glow discharge. Carboran is
a non-toxic non-explosive powder at room temperature, which mostly evaporates at
temperatures higher than 40C. During this boronization process, the carboran vapor
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pressure is about 20% of the He pressure in glow discharge. It is applied over a period of
about 30 min. Helium pressure is controlled by a piezoelectric valve; the carboran is
evaporated from a heating ampoule containing carboram powder. Steady state temp of
45-48C is sufficient to sustain required pressure of 0.2Pa; the glow discharge voltage is
about 300V. This leads to the formation of an amorphous 11B -C film with ratio of 3 to 4.
Film thickness varies by a factor of 4 along vessel surface.
This process might possibly be useful for coating the magrid to prevent alpha spallation
from poisoning the reaction with metallic atoms.92 However, it should be pointed out
that all boronization experiments in tokamaks deal with incident particles with energies in
the multi-hundred eV range, while alphas in the polywell are in the multi-million eV
range, so success in the tokamak does not necessarily imply that the same process will be
effective in preventing polywell alpha spallation.93 Alpha spallation in the polywell may
have nothing to do with spallation in the tokamak.94
Coating the coils and inner structure with a diamond film might be another way to
address the First Wall Problem.95 Adding a diamond coating to surfaces similar to the
inside of a polywell is already an established commercial enterprise. One only needs a
kilowatt microwave source and a vacuum chamber. First, the chamber should be backfilled with an atmosphere of 99% Hydrogen and 1% Methane (CH4). (For a full
breakdown of microwave diamond synthesis read the excellent pdf by Paul W May:
Diamond Thin Films: A 21 century material.) If the magrid and outer walls are
temporarily given a negative charge, the same high vacuum chamber and RF system
proposed for POPS ion compression will generate a protective diamond coating for the
inside of polywell in situ.
However, it should also be realized that the particles inside a polywell are at such high
energy that in addition to merely blasting the interior at an atomic level, they will also
fundamentally change the elemental composition of the reactor. Both carboran –
mentioned earlier– and diamond contain Carbon (12C):
12

C + 4α →

16

O

You don’t want sputtered heavy metals in your reactor space and you don’t want oxygen
either. It seems that many people are unaware of the magnitude of the alpha particle
nucleosynthesis problem. Whatever is in your reaction space may be nucleosynthesized
into other nuclides that you may not want – such as oxygen. So we really need to know
the potential nucleosynthesis cross-sections for alpha particles as a function of energy.96
There will still be structural problems from high energy impacts, so the diamond coating
may well help a lot, but we really need to know the alpha-carbon cross-sections. Recall
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that cross-section is a measure of the probability of a fusion event taking place at a
certain energy. The Alpha-Carbon Cross Section graph below covers the much higher
MeV range of alpha products of the p-11B fusion reaction: an alpha (helium) at 3.76Mev
and two more alphas each at 2.46Mev. 97 (The different graph lines are from different
experiments.)

From the cross-section graphs, it now appears that the alpha-carbon nuclear reaction,
which would produce oxygen, has a relatively low cross section –less than 10-1 at either
of the two energies of the p-11B alphas (red lines). Also, it is important to remember that
the reactor walls and coils will be positively charged, which will slow the alpha particle
and reduce the cross section further.
One of the common criticisms of fusion technology is the first wall problem. However, it
may well be that a diamond coating will successfully protect the polywell surfaces from
high energy alpha products. Also, using the POPS rf generator, the polywell may already
possess the features necessary to generate its own protective coating of diamond, and
possibly even heal itself.
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Neutrons from Unwanted Side Reactions98
Neutrons can be a problem for superconductors. Some have claimed that the p-11B
reaction is not aneutronic, since p-11B side reactions are known to exist that do produce
neutrons. However, such side reactions apply to tokamak-like thermal plasma, and not
the polywell environment. In a polywell, neutron production will be several orders of
magnitude lower, since there are no ions with the proper energy for these side reactions.
1.Wikipedia states that these side-reaction neutrons come primarily from the reaction
11

B + 4α → 14N + 1n + 157 keV

But in a polywell the alphas leave the plasma as soon as they are created! Even if some
alphas happen to collide with 11Bs, their energy will be much too high to have a
significant cross-section for fusion; so this reaction will not happen because of a lack of
alphas with low enough energy.
2. Another significant source of neutrons is the reaction
2.8 MeV + 11B + 1p → 11C + 1n
In a polywell the reacting ions are all at the same energy –which is much lower than 2.8
MeV. There is no high-energy tail of a Maxwellian ion distribution curve. This time the
reaction will not happen because of a lack of 11B and 1p ions with high enough energy.
3. Another source can be unclean 1H polluted with Deuterium 2D.
11

B + 2D → 12C + 1n + 13.7 MeV
2
D + 2D → 3He + 1n + 3.27 MeV

Natural hydrogen 1H (1p) has a very low deuterium content to begin with, and the energy
distribution in a polywell optimized for p-11B will be wrong for these reactions. So while
the p-11B reaction per se might not be called truly aneutronic, p-11B reactions in a
polywell will come much nearer to the aneutronic ideal.
Neutrons from side-reactions in the polywell will not be a problem. A study of reaction
cross-sections, suggests that materials resist either alpha or neutron bombardment but
rarely both. Keegan says, “It’s fantastic news that p-11B can now be confirmed
aneutronic in polywell machines. I believe the first wall problem is largely solved. We
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only have to worry about alpha particles and gammas. So my favorite (anti-spallation)
solution continues to be the diamond coating.99
POPS
J Park, S.M. Stange, R.A. Nebel, and K.M. Subramanian have determined that the plasma
sphere at the center of an IEC device such as the Polywell, can be made to oscillate by
applying an RF fluctuation to the magrid charging voltage.100
In this oscillation mode, the plasma sphere would pulse like a beating heart, but the size
changes would be faster and more extreme. The sphere would shrink from a relatively
expanded state to a very condensed, high density state and bounce back again, at radio
frequency (rf) rates of hundreds of thousands of times per second (200-600 kHz). The rf
fluctuation in the magrid charging voltage would add a small quantity of energy to the
oscillating sphere each time it went through one of these (large to small) cycles, much as
energy is added to a child on a swing, by judiciously pushing the swing a little bit, each
time at the right point in its swinging cycle. This gain in the energy with each push of the
collapsing ions has been found to increase the neutron yield -hence the fusion rate- of
some IEC fusion reactors by as much as 100 percent, greatly extending the lifetime of the
potential well at the same time.
One of the above-mentioned authors, R.A. Nebel, is in charge of the polywell
development team in Santa Fe at this time, so it may be that the POPS modification will
be tried with the polywell. POPS cannot be tried on the present polywell WB-7 because it
only runs for very short time periods to avoid over-heating. POPS will have to wait until
a polywell is constructed with superconducting magrid coils that will not overheat.
M Simon has
proposed101 that the
RF fluctuation could
be applied to the
magrid by inserting
an LC tuned circuit
between the HVDC
power supply and
the magrid (GRID),
as shown right:
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There are some differences of opinion regarding POPS. It has been pointed out by Alex
that the resonance frequency may be a function of amplitude of oscillation, as well as ion
mass and depth of the potential well.102 Any small increase or decrease in amplitude of
oscillation would “detune” the resonance from the driving frequency.
However, Nebel and Park who did the original research say POPS is amplitude
invariant.103 Which is fairly true of any oscillator within its limits. (Think pendulum.
Small perturbations in motion limits do not alter the base frequency by much because the
pendulum travels faster if the arcs are longer.)
Alex responds, “Yes, but that only works at very low ion concentrations, where ion-ion
interactions can be ignored. In order to achieve significant fusion, a much higher ion
concentration is needed. In this case, the resonant frequency increases as the ion
concentration and/or oscillation amplitude goes up. The resonant frequency will increase
because the ion-ion repulsion effectively stiffens restoring force non-linearly.
M. Simon replies, “I believe that POPS in a polywell will be different. The frequency
will just depend on the grid potential and the well depth. The grid potential/well depth
being the spring, and the mass of the particle being –ahem- the mass. I'm sure
compression will affect that, but only at one end of the cycle.”
Bremsstrahlung
Bremsstrahlung emission will not convert the polywell’s guts to radioactive materials.
It is the radiation produced when an electron crashes into a nucleus. Bremsstrahlung is
not a good thing because energy is lost when it happens. It is only a problem with the
p-11B reaction, and it involves high-energy electrons interacting with the 11B ions.104
Richard Nebel says, “You can beat bremsstrahlung, but it's a challenge.105 The key is to
keep the 11B ion concentration low compared to the proton concentration. If there are
too many 11B ions, they will attract the electrons away from the edge of the Whiffle Ball,
and speed them up. The idea is to keep the electrons slow and cool so they will radiate
less. Minimizing the ion population reduces the core’s amount of positive charges, which
reduces the collision energy of the electrons in the core.” If the core’s amount of positive
charges is relatively low, the electrons tend to see their negative brethren instead of the
positive charges; so they will spend most of their time crowding the edge of the magnetic
field trying to get away from them. If Dr. Bussard was right –that we can reduce
bremsstrahlung to a point that allows net power and then some– then this particular
radiation is something we can live with, using distance and shielding. 106
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Beta = 1 and Plasma Blow-Out
The magrid makes a magnetic bubble which traps the electrons. The degree of inflation
of that bubble is “beta” (β ) which is the ratio of the electron kinetic energy density to the
local magnetic energy density:107
β = 8πnE/B2
Maximum Wiffleball containment of
electrons is reached when β = 1. This is
the highest value that can be reached;
further electron density increases simply
blow out of the escape holes (cusps) in the
Whiffle Ball. On the other hand, low
values of β leave the cusps wide open,
allowing too many electrons to escape.
When β = 1, trapped electron density is
maximized with only a modest increase in
magnetic field strength. At this condition,
electrons inside the Wiffleball will
“see” very small exit holes on the magnetic cusp axes. The electrons will bounce back
and forth many times within the sphere before a hole is encountered on some bounce –
like the ball bearing bouncing around within a real Wiffleball.
The magrid’s magnetic confinement, with magnetic poles all pointing inward, leaks
electrons all round the edges and right through the center, until the Wiffle Ball™
confinement takes over and shrinks those holes.108 The confinement’s stability is
demonstrated by the fact that when you "push" against the magnetic field, you get everstronger repulsion the closer you get to the magnet. That's a nice feature, which ITER
(tokamaks) do not have. However, the magnetic field has a sideways vector when you are
off-axis, so the push can go sideways rather than being focused back on itself. This raises
the question, “Is the confinement really good enough with magnetic systems like the
polywell?” If the β = 1 confinement is not observed, then the polywell will not work.
Most wandering electrons will be confined to the field lines –recirculating– when β is
less than one, but Dr. Mike is worried about β greater than one. At that point the plasma
can overpower the magrid field and just blow itself out of the Wiffleball.109
The beauty of the polywell is that the stable curves are all toward the inside center of the
device and the cusps are far enough away from the walls that all the leaked electrons can
fall back into the center later.110 That's recirculation, but reducing cusp losses by building
plasma pressure can only get you so far. At some point the plasma pressure will exceed
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the magnetic pressure and the whole thing will jet out to the walls. Designing the system
to take advantage of the leaks to help maintain uniform density in the core seems like an
engineering challenge. Instead of thinking about leaks as a bad thing, think of them as
part of the control system. The cusps are access ports to the core, and we don't want to
shut them off.”
Electron Guns
An electron gun is pretty simple: the Filament “cooks” electrons off of the Cathode.
The Positively Charged Anode attracts and accelerates the electrons, so they are going
so fast that they fly right through the hole in the anode. But, making an electron gun
work properly in the high energy environment of a WB-100 is another matter entirely.

The electron guns will “kick-start” the polywell. They will feed the potential well the
electrons that it needs in order to attract the fuel ions – the B11 and p1 ions. A large
amount of current will be required in a very short period of time. Regarding this,
ravingdave adds, “You might have to move the operation next to a substation to get the
input voltage you want, where I'm pretty sure that 12 thousand volts (kV) would be
readily available.111 But even if you had to work with 4800 volts, you could use voltage
multipliers to scale the voltage up high enough, and with enough phases, ripple wouldn't
be that big of a problem. If I recall properly, when Tom Ligon was working on PXL1, I
believe he was using up to 12 kV with a 2 amp surge of drive current on the electron gun.
I think a high-powered continuous power supply can be built for a reasonable cost, but I
would be nervous playing with it.”
A high-priority project listed by Dr. Bussard to be done before building the WB-100 was
the building and testing of high-output electron guns and ion sources for use in the full-
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scale machine.112 He said, “Rugged and survivable electron guns and ion sources,
adequate for the needs of large machines, can be built based on our present knowledge.”
He also said that such development would require a team of three people working for
four years. (This is one of several compelling reasons for timely and adequate funding of
polywell development.) Expressing similar frustration over electron guns, the present
project director, Dr Richard Nebel said, “The one you have to worry about is the input
power scaling, because that one is related to the plasma losses (or transport).113 It’s a
question of “How (many electrons from the electron guns) do I need to supply to the
device to maintain constant Beta.”
Start-up and Throttling
Q: The polywell needs to establish a vacuum, charge up the magrid, introduce
sufficient electrons to establish the well, provide fuel to be ionized, and get the
fire lit.114 Once the reaction is going, the device should be able to power itself (if
it works...). But for start-up, will a battery suffice? Or will we need to kick it off
with a conventional diesel generator (DG)? Or will we need to have an even
larger power supply to have a successful cold start?
A: Actually, a polywell startup involves quite a bit:115
• the vacuum
• the He(l) and the other coolants for the superconductors and the magrid
• establish the magnetic field
• establish the electric fields
• fire the electron guns and add fuel as needed
Let’s consider each factor in a little more depth:
•

the vacuum

Start up from no vacuum might take as long as 3 or 4 days given cook-out requirements.
(Gasses are often trapped in metals to be released only in vacuum conditions. Some of
these gases can poison a nuclear reaction, so it is necessary to “cook them out” under
vacuum conditions. The process is sometimes called “seasoning.”) Electric power
requirements for vacuum pump operation will be on the order of a few hundred
kilowatts.116 A "seasoned" reaction chamber might be expected to require a shorter
preparation period for second-time (or later) start-ups.
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•

the He(l) and other coolants for superconductors and the MaGrid

Establishing the He(l) environment will be a challenge because the coils need to be filled
with liquid rather than gaseous helium. Gases will need to be purged from the coils and a
cooling flow established. This might take a considerable time - He(l) is a quirky stuff
that flows in weird ways. Also, the N2(l) jacket, and the water jacket must keep flowing
during startup - so the N2(l) and the water don't ice up from the He(l) cooling.
•

establish a magnetic field

The magnetic field will be a challenge to create – M. Simon suggests that segments of the
superconductors need to be heated above their operating temperature to get a current
started in the ring, “You have a shorted superconducting turn (or many turns).117 You
wrap a heater around a small section (doesn't need to be a big heater) and then feed in
current on either side of the heater. Slowly increase the current. When it reaches the
desired level turn off the heater. Now you have a charged up coil.” This is done routinely
in MRI scanners.
•

establish the electric fields

The electric fields are colossal - the outer collection grid runs at 1.23 million volts and
about 55 amps, when the polywell is at full power. If the polywell turns out to be a pulsed
device, as Dr Mike and perhaps Indrek are suggesting from simulations, then the
collection grid will have a serious AC component to this already considerable DC charge.
The feed-throughs to the magrid –for power and coolant– may well end up as ceramics (I
can't think of what else will work here), and they will take some time to thermally
stabilize. The magrid also has significant voltage applied to it - some 50 thousand volts,
with AC components for the POPS - at somewhere between 200 MHz and 600 MHz according to Dr. Mike. Which will be no mean feat, when you consider that it will all run
within the outer 1.23 million volt collection grid. It is not clear whether this will take
significant time to establish, or if it just comes up as the polywell comes on-line.
•

fire the electron guns and add fuel as needed

A 1 or 2 Mw diesel generator (DG) will be required if no grid power is available.118 The
final start up will probably take a few minutes at full DG power. If the start up pulse is
short enough, a lower power generator with a big flywheel might be a possibility. For
shipboard or outer space use, redundant Polywells may be necessary to enable a quick
start from one to the other. There might be an "idle" setting, so we won't have to figure
out how to deal with all that excess power when we don’t need it. Fuel for this thing is
cheap – the trick is to get it going and keep it going. But too much power could create a
dangerous situation. Let’s hope that the polywell can be "throttled.”
117
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Pump in some electrons, and add a few ions to almost balance the negative charge in the
well. Keep the vacuum going, sucking out the Helium as the alphas start to neutralize
and form He atoms on the collection grid. Keep adding electrons until the Wiffle Ball™
is established.
Expect a three-day startup sequence. The thermal stresses alone may mean that the
polywell will take tens of hours from break-even to full power.
Q: If you have a 100 Mw polywell on the grid, the grid will be demanding (say)
90 Mw during the day and 40 Mw at night.119 How do you manage that variable
load?
A1: The polywell is likely to exhibit a fairly narrow operating efficiency curve. I
am thinking particularly of its ability to sustain the β = 1 Wiffleball. Throttling
the fusion reaction will likely be very difficult.120 We are dealing with a fine
balance of many parameters. For example, we have to keep the core hydrogen
rich to minimize bremsstrahlung radiation. It is difficult to modulate all
parameters over large ranges. Instead it may be that polywells will be tuned to
run mostly at an optimum performance range. So it would be best to keep the
polywell running in a constant state within absolutely optimal parameters and
divert any excess power to the international grid.121 First generation polywells
will each operate at about 100 Mw, so there may be regional clusters of such
machines, which could allow for a variable load.122
A2: Do it with fuel load control.123 The amount of fuel can be varied in lots of
different ways, and that in turn will vary the fusion density in the core. Fuel flow
is critical and is a good way of controlling the reaction. However, given the flowthrough required to maintain internal pressures, it may be just as easy to change
the power out by changing the magrid voltage.124 (Since you are recycling the
flow anyway, a change of plus or minus 20% to control power out may not make
much difference in economics; and control by grid would have a much faster
response time.) Indeed, several different methods can be used to maintain a BFR
at several levels with smooth control at each one. The most useful (valuable)
plants on the grid are those that can meet a varying load in short order. The BFR
can be a base load device, or it can be an incremental load device.
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Test to Failure
Possibly, to build public confidence, a 100 megawatt polywell should intentionally be
made to fail catastrophically. The demonstration should probably be done inside a
containment building that can handle a 10 GJ explosion. 125 (That would be about 2.4 tons
of TNT – the energy released by 100 seconds worth of fuel – only released all in a single
short blast.) An old fission reactor containment vessel from a decommissioned plant
might be an appropriate location to give people confidence in the safety of the tests. The
testing should probably be done soon, so it will probably need to be done with deuterium
fuel only (assuming that the p-B system has not been worked out by then). It may be
that utilization of an over-designed containment vessel would be taken by some faction or
other as evidence of danger.126 However, it must be remembered that there will always
be people who will take whatever is done and use it against a project.127 The focus must
be on legislators and scientists. That’s where a supporting consensus must be built.
Cost
The estimated mass-production cost for the WB-100 is less than $35 million per copy.128
1. SC Magnets $6 million
2. Vacuum vessel and pumps $ 3 million
3. Start up power supplies $4 million or less, if the start up pulse is short enough.
4. Auxiliary equipment $2 million
5. Power Conversion equipment (80 MW DC to AC $.25 a W) $20 million

I particularly like the idea of
the negative potential well
because it seems to emulate
the role of gravity in stars.
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MSimon “WB-6 tests results: FOUR successful tests. Lab notes” Talk-Polywell Jan 24, 2008:
Ibid Helius Jan 24, 2008:
127
Ibid Roger Jan 24, 2008:
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MSimon “ITER May Be Delayed Up To Three Years” Talk-Polywell Jun 12, 2008
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Chapter 7: How the p-B Polywell Makes Electricity
The need to transmit electric power over great distances adds 50% or more to the
fundamental cost of generating that power. Transmitting electricity over great distances
requires multi-billion dollar investments in hardware, and it wastes as much as 30% of
the power transmitted. The p-B polywell will make much of that expensive hardware
unnecessary, and it will substantially reduce the waste in long-distance transmission. To
fully appreciate the virtue of the polywell in this regard, it is necessary to understand the
fundamental problem of long-distance power transmission.

Why Really Long Extension Cords are a Bad Idea
Traditional electrical conductors such as copper and aluminum resist the flow of electric
current. This resistance is measured in units called ohms. The rate of flow of electric
charges per second is measured in units called amps (1 amp = 6.24 x 1018 charges/sec)
High wattage light bulbs have a low resistance R, because they allow many amps to flow
through them.129 Low wattage light bulbs have a high resistance, which resists and
restricts the flow to comparatively few amps. The resistance of a 25 watt light bulb can
be calculated using Ohms Law, which states that R = V/I, or resistance in ohms is equal
to applied voltage divided by the amps flowing in the bulb. If the voltage applied to a 25
watt light bulb is increased, the current in amps also increases, but the resistance V/I
remains pretty much constant at somewhere between 550 and 600 ohms:
potential in Volts
35.70
59.40
82.80

current in Amps
0.064
0.104
0.139

V/I
558
571
596

Multiplying each side of R = V/I by I, we get a different version of the law: V = IR.
Similar algebraic manipulation will yield the third version: I = V/R.
1 volt is the potential to get 1 Joule of energy out of 6.24 x 1018 charges
1 amp is a flow of 6.24 x 1018 charges/sec
If we multiply the definition of volt times the definition of amp, we get:
1 Joule/6.24 x 1018 charges x 6.24 x 1018 charges/sec = 1 Joule/sec
1 Watt of power is 1 Joule of energy per second, so we can say that
Watts equal volts times amps, or P = IV
Some algebraic manipulation will yield another version: I = P/V
129

If you are uncomfortable with such terms as ohms and amps, or expressions such as 6.24 x 1018 you may
wish to review “DC Circuits” or “Exponential/Scientific Notation” in the appendices of this book.
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To calculate the waste from using long distance transmission lines, recall that: 1) P = IV,
and 2) V = IR. Substituting the IR from 2) for the V in 1), we find that P = I (IR), or
P = I2 R
This formula allows us to find the power lost in long distance transmission lines. When
the equation is examined it is apparent that the transmission line current I, and resistance
R, must be kept as small as possible if the power loss P is to be minimized. But notice
that V is not even in the equation. This omission turns out to be rather important! Here's
how to calculate the transmission line loss for a real power plant:
Baker river dam, located in northwestern United States, has a maximum
capacity of 100 megawatts (1 x 108 Watts). The transmission line to the
nearest major user is 22 miles long, and the line has a resistance of 0.16
ohms per mile. The power is transmitted with a potential of 115,000
volts. To find out why the voltage is so high, calculate the current I (from
I = P/V), and power lost (from P = I2R) at both the household voltage of
115 volts, and at the actual transmission voltage of 115,000 volts.
Current I

Power Lost

At 115 Volts
At 115,000 Volts
If you have done the calculations, it should be obvious that we need to keep current I very
small if we want to keep the power line loss to a minimum. It should also be obvious that
the transmission of this much power at household voltage for 22 miles is impossible!
Electric power must be transmitted at the highest voltage possible. We can use transformers to increase and decrease voltage. A simple transformer has two coils, the
primary and the secondary; and an iron core that concentrates the magnetic lines of force.
iron core

V

~

V

67.4 VAC
output

The primary to secondary turn ratio is the same as the primary to secondary voltage ratio.
Thus, for the transformer sketched above,
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N primary
Vprimary
=
N secondary
Vsecondary

7 turns
4 turns

=

118 VAC
67.4 VAC

But the law of conservation of energy requires than the energy per second (power)
flowing into the primary be equal to the energy per second (power) flowing out of the
secondary: Pprimary = Psecondary; and since P = IV,

IprimaryVprimary = IsecondaryVsecondary
To illustrate, 12,000 volts is applied to the primary of a transformer, and the
potential measured at the secondary is 1.2 million volts. If the secondary is
delivering 1.0 Amp, what is the current going into the primary?
Transformers give power companies the ability to minimize current in transmission lines,
which in turn, minimizes the electrical power wasted. But there is a catch: electricity
must be changing in order for transformers to work. The changing current in the primary
produces a changing magnetic field in the iron core, which produces a changing current
in the secondary. In order for current to be produced in the secondary, the magnetic field
in the iron core must change, and the field won’t change if the current producing it
doesn’t change. Direct current (DC) does not change; it just flows at a constant rate, so
direct current will not work: transformers must use alternating current (AC).
Most electric power plants, whether they burn fossil fuels or Uranium, use that fuel to
heat water to make steam. The steam spins a turbine, and the turbine spins a generator.
Electricity from the generator goes to a transformer, which steps up the voltage to several
hundred thousand volts. Then the electricity heads off across country on high voltage
transmission lines.

We have explained that high voltage is needed because of I2R losses: the energy lost in a
transmission line is equal to the current I squared times the resistance of the line. The
power in watts transmitted through the lines is equal to VI (volts times amps). For a
given amount of power, the higher the voltage V is, the lower the amps I need to be. We
use transformers (which require AC) to increase the voltage and keep the amps I (as in
I2R) to a minimum, thus minimizing the losses.
High Voltage Direct Current from the p-B Polywell
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Positively charged He nuclei produced by the nuclear reaction in the potential well, come
screaming out of that well with either 3,760,000 or 2,440,000 electron volts of energy.
They are repelled and slowed by a positively biased collector, just inside the vacuum tank
surrounding the Polywell. Ideally, the nuclei surrender the last of their kinetic energy at
the moment they bump the collector and suck up two electrons. The collector is
connected directly to a high voltage transmission line. Electrons rush through the
transmission line to replace the electrons that were removed from the collector. So the
multi-million electron volt energy of the helium nuclei is, in effect, transferred to the
transmission line, producing a multi-million volt current in the line. This is exactly what
is needed for transmitting electrical power cross-country. Please note that unlike most
electric power plants, there are NO turbines, NO generators, and no huge step-up
transformers involved. The electricity goes straight from the Polywell to the transmission
line. This should save a lot of money.

But, there is both good news and bad news. The Polywell makes direct current (not
alternating current) and that’s good because direct current (DC) transmission lines waste
less power than AC transmission lines. The bad news is that really big, heavy-duty,
expensive inverters will be required at the destination end of the transmission line to
change the high voltage direct current into alternating current. Alternating current can be
reduced to a lower voltage by step-down transformers; and that is what is expected by
local power companies and homeowners.
But before we start an in-depth discussion of inverters and the virtues of high voltage DC
transmission, we need to complete our explanation of how the polywell makes electricity.
To do that, two new symbols should be explained:
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This is the electronic
symbol for a battery,
but I am using it as a
symbol for any source
of direct current: a
battery, a charged
capacitor or a power
supply. For this
discussion, the DC
source is not important.

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

This is the symbol for
“ground.” Excess charge,
positive or negative,
eventually bleeds off to the
ground. Voltages are given
relative to ground. Strictly
speaking, it can stand for a
copper rod driven into the
earth or the green wire in
household wiring.

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

Polywell Electricity Step-by-Step

First – Three small “up-front” electrical
investments are required:
a. Magnet “to Coils” current to
start-up the magrid superconducting coils. But no current
will be needed once flow begins.
b. 50 kV to charge magrid shells.
Once charged, the current
requirements are minimal.
c. About 1 kV to electron guns
which “fill-up” the Whiffle Ball.
After that, the electron gun is
only needed to replenish lost
electrons.
Second – the Wiffleball forms.
a. The Wiffleball is a spherical,
magnetically confined negative
potential well of electrons.
b. As electron density increases in
the well, the magrid’s magnetic
field is pushed away, distorting
the field and closing off the
electron escape routes (cusps).
c. This is a “cut-away” view of the
magrid. Cross-sections of the
magrid coils are shown in red.
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Third – Ion sources strip electrons from
hydrogen and boron atoms, and drop the
new H+ and B5+ ions into the well. (671
volts is required to completely ionize a
boron atom -another up front investment.)
a. The ions are attracted by the
electrons and accelerated into
the center of the well.
b. The “stripped” electrons from
the ion sources are pumped
into the ground. This will be
important later!
Fourth – The now-energized H+ and B5+
ions collide and fuse, producing:
a. One He2+ alpha with an energy
of 3,760,000 electron volts, and
b. Two He2+ alphas, each with an
energy of 2,460,000 electron
volts,
which fly away from the center carrying
their millions of electron volts in energy.
Twenty percent of the alphas will strike the magrid, wasting their energy; and heating and
damaging the magrid. Prodigious design efforts will be required to address this problem.

Fifth - To convert the remaining energy to
electricity, we need two concentric
spherical grids outside of the magrid:
a. A negatively charged Trap grid
just outside of the magrid.
b. A positively charged 1.22
million volt Collector shell
outside of the Trap grid.
There is an electric field between the Trap
grid and the collector shell, which slows
down the escaping He2+ alphas. (The Trap
grid also acts as a Faraday cage130 making
the 1.22 million volt Collector invisible to
the re-circulating electrons.)

130
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See the Appendix B: Electricity and Magnetism for a discussion of Faraday Cage.

A highly mobile “sea” of electrons flows between the electron pair bonds that hold metal
atoms together. A metal bond that is temporarily lacking an electron can be called a
“hole.” Sometimes it is useful to think of these “holes” as positive charges, which can
ripple rapidly across the bonding orbitals of the metal atoms. Even though the 1.22
million volt positive charge of the collector shell indicates that the metal has fewer
electrons than protons, it still has many, many billions of electrons.

Sixth - The highly energetic positive alphas
approach the positive 1.22 million volt
collector shell, which is repelling them:
a. They slow down, giving up their
kinetic energy to positive “holes”
in the collector shell, and pushing
the “holes” down the wire that
connects to it.
b. Electrons rush up the same wire in
the opposite direction, frantically
seeking to compensate for the
energetic positive “holes” rushing
past them.
The repulsion of the 1.22 million volt collector nearly stops the 2.46 MeV alphas. (Don’t
forget – the alphas have a charge of plus two. Multiply that 2 times the 1.22 million volt
collector charge, and you get 2.44 MeV the work done in slowing the 2.46 MeV alpha.)
The slowed alphas gently bump into the collector surface, immediately pick up two of the
electrons, and turn into neutral helium atoms. The polywell’s electric current –the
electricity- comes from all these electrons jumping out of the grids to neutralize the +2
alpha particles. The helium atoms are removed from the system with a vacuum pump.
The 3.76 MeV alphas will have considerable excess kinetic energy -about 1.36 MeV
total- when they smack into the collector grid surface, but they will still pick up two
electrons and turn into helium atoms. The total energy for each fusion back in the well
was 8.68 MeV (2.46 + 2.46 + 3.76). Of that, 1.36 MeV -almost 16% of each fusion- is
wasted in the 3.76 MeV alpha collision with the collector. Also, about 20% of the
original 100MW of fusion output is intercepted by the magrid. So 16% of the remaining
80% or another 12.5% (0.16 x .80 = 0.125) is lost to heat at the collector grid. A total of
32.5% of the original 100 MW -or 32.5 MW- will make heat instead of electricity. That
is a LOT of heat: the two hydroelectric dams on the Elwha river near my home only
produce a total of 20 Mw! All of that heat will have to be removed from the magrid and
the collector shell by some sort of heavy-duty cooling system - certainly not a trivial task!
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Seventh – the positive 1.23 MeV “holes”
have a higher energy than the battery that is
charging the collector, consequently:
a. They are diverted (that is, they
“overflow”) to the HVDC to AC
inverter (high voltage direct
current to alternating current
inverter) which may be at the
end of a very long power line.
b. The extra electrons that were
earlier “stripped-off” in the ion
source, rush out of the ground
and through the inverter to fill
the positive “holes.”
There is a net gain in power because:
a. For the ion source: V x I = P: 671 volts x 81.3 amps = 0.0546 million watts
b. For the inverter: V x I = P: 1.23 x 106 volts x 54.9 amps = 67.5 million watts
In other words, even though many of the same electrons were involved, their gain in
energy was very close to 67.6 million watts! (The difference in amps is due to the 32.5%
heat losses mentioned on the previous page.)
The collector shell has a lot more surface area
than the magrid, and it is much further away from
the fusion reactions. Both the greater area and the
greater distance work in favor of the collector
shell. Nevertheless 12.5 megawatts of waste heat
will need to be carried away from it. (The magrid
cooling problems are discussed at some length in
Chapter 6.) Four sections, similar to the one
pictured on the right, would be constructed of
standard 4” copper pipe, and bonded to the outside
of the collector shell. Such a device should easily
carry more than 9000 lbs of water per minute,
providing a heat removal capacity of about 0.9 x 106 BTUs per minute or 15.8
megawatts, which is well over the 12.5 megawatt requirement.
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Inverter Basics
An inverter can convert the high voltage direct current (HVDC) from a p-B11 polywell
into alternating current (AC). Then that high voltage AC can be converted to a lower,
safer voltage with a transformer.
This type of ancient mechanical inverter, once used to
provide high voltage for the vacuum tubes in old car
radios, was called a vibrator. Direct current (DC)
from the car battery was connected to the primary
winding of a transformer through a vibrating switch.
The switch was rapidly moved back and forth to
allow the DC to follow two alternate paths, first starting at one end of the primary
winding, and then the other. The alternation of the direction of current in the primary
winding of the transformer produced alternating current (AC) in the secondary circuit.
This is a solid-state version of the same device.
Semiconductors have replaced the vibrator. Current
flow through a transistor on one side of the primary
starts the flow of AC in the secondary, and also
induces a small current in the little coil above the
primary. This small current turns the first transistor
off, and turns the second one on, so now the current
can flow through the second transistor and the other
side of the primary. This makes the current flow in
the opposite direction (that’s why it’s called
alternating current!). It also induces a small current in the little coil below the primary.
This second small current turns the second transistor off, and turns the first one on. Etc.
Unfortunately, at this point, the AC is a
“square” wave (shown on the right in red).
Some types of electrical equipment do not
work well with square waves, so this
situation needs to be corrected. A square
wave is made out of many different sine
waves (some of them are also shown on the
right in blue, green, and orange). If some
of the smaller sine waves, such as the green
and orange, can be filtered out of the
output, the blue sine wave (pure AC) will
be left behind.
We have been discussing single phase AC that turns off and reverses direction once every
120th of a second. Single phase AC has the advantage that it only requires 2 wires, but its
disadvantage is seen in the above graph: twice every cycle the voltage goes to zero:
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fluorescent lights turn off 120 times per second on a 60 Hz supply. What if you need a
more even supply of electricity? One can store energy in capacitors, of course, but with
high power circuits this requires big, expensive capacitors.
A better solution is 3 phase AC. An AC generator may have more than one coil. If it has
three coils, mounted at relative angles of 120°, then it will produce three different AC
currents with relative phases of 120°, as shown below. The sum of the three AC currents
is a constant.

A basic three-phase inverter consists of three
single-phase inverter switches each connected
to one of the three load terminals.131 For the
most basic control scheme, the operation of the
three switches is coordinated so that one switch
operates at each 60 degree point of the
fundamental output waveform. This creates a
line-to-line output waveform that has six steps. The six-step waveform has a zerovoltage step between the positive and negative sections of the square-wave such that the
harmonics that are multiples of three are eliminated as described above.
To construct inverters with higher power ratings, two six-step three-phase inverters can
be connected in parallel for a higher current rating, or in series for a higher voltage rating.
In either case, the output waveforms are phase shifted to obtain a 12-step waveform. If
additional inverters are combined, an 18-step inverter is obtained with three inverters etc.
Although inverters are usually combined for the purpose of achieving increased voltage
or current ratings, the quality of the waveform is improved as well.
SCR (silicon controlled rectifier) thyristors able to handle high currents (4,000 A) and
block high voltages, have recently become available, making high voltage direct current
inverters possible.132 Really high voltage stuff (more than 2 million volts) is done often

131
132
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“Inverter (electrical)” Wikipedia Aug 14, 2008 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverter_(electrical)
Peter Hartley, James A Baker III “HVDC Transmission” PowerPoint. Rice University 2004

in particle research; the power is low but the voltage problems are well understood.133
The advent of silicon carbide FETs, IGBTs, and SCR thyristors should simplify inverter
development problems since they can support much higher voltages than ordinary silicon.
There is a 500 thousand volt 300 Mw DC inverter available now that uses a series string
of about 280 SCRs in series, for each phase. (That probably means they are using 6 kV
rated SCRs at 2 kV for high reliability.) Any phase correction, harmonic suppression, or
smoothing can be done on the AC output side at 100 to 300 kV; this is well-developed
technology. On the high voltage side all you need are copper, iron and control switches.
Depending on space available, the equipment can be oil or air-insulated. Terminal
inverter stations can already be constructed in smaller sizes, as self-contained modules,
reducing construction times and costs.
HVDC Transmission Lines
For equivalent transmission capacity, a high voltage DC line has lower construction costs
than an AC line: A double HVAC three-phase circuit with 6 conductors (right) is needed
to get the reliability of a twopole DC link (left).134 An
optimized DC link has smaller
towers than an optimized AC
link of equal capacity. Rightof-way for an AC Line
designed to carry 2,000 Mw is
more than 70% wider than the
right-of-way for a DC line of
equivalent capacity. This is
particularly important where
land is expensive or permitting
is a problem. For the same conductor, DC line losses are less, and DC lines require less
insulation. Operation and maintenance costs are lower for an optimized HVDC line than
they are for an equal capacity optimized AC system.
Terminal stations for a DC line cost more because of the inverters; and the inverters also
contribute to extra power losses. This “up-front” expense means that for short distances,
AC transmission lines will still be more cost-effective than HVDC. As the distance in
kilometers increases (left side, next page), the cost of an 800,000 volt AC transmission
line increases more rapidly than the cost of a comparable HVDC transmission line.
However, the graph lines begin at two different points because of the fixed costs for the
inverter terminal. This means that there is a breakeven point, which must be reached
before there is any financial benefit to the HVDC transmission line. As one might

133

MSimon “Mr Fusion” Power and Control Mar 19, 2007
http://powerandcontrol.blogspot.com/2007/03/mr-fusion.html
134
OpCit Hartley
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expect, the breakeven points vary, depending on the capacity in megawatts of the
proposed transmission line (below right).

HVDC can also transmitted via underground cable – the recently commissioned Murray
link in Australia is 200 Mw and over 177 km, all underground. This can reduce land and
environmental costs, but the construction costs are much more expensive per km than
overhead lines.
The Bottom Line
The energy of the p-11B polywell’s nuclear reaction converts directly to electrical energy
without an expensive requirement for boilers, turbines, generators, or transformers. The
p-11B polywell produces electrical energy that is ready to be transmitted on HVDC power
lines, which, at present, are the most efficient method for the transmission of electrical
power. It is true, however, that there will be the added expense of a large inverter (which
is not required for HVAC lines) at the user end of the power line.
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Chapter 8: Helium and Boron
Most people know there’s no free lunch; but the polywell sounds like a free lunch. So
people ask questions, “What kind of fuel does it burn?” and, “Does it pollute?”
When you answer them, then they want to know, “How much boron-11 (11B) is it going
to take?” and, “Where do you get 11B?” and, “How much helium (He) does it produce?”
And when you answer those questions, they are still suspicious because they know there’s
no free lunch. They want to know, “How do you know that we won’t use up all the 11B
in 20 years or so?” or, “How can you be so sure that we won’t all suffocate in the He?”
At such a time, you might want to pull out your scientific calculator – or maybe use the
calculator in your phone – and begin with the standard 100 megawatt polywell.

100 megawatts is 100,000,000 watts or 108 watts
One watt of power can provide one joule of energy per second, so
108 watts = 108 joules/sec135
If you knew how many joules of energy were produced by a single p-11B reaction, you
could divide and find out how many single p-11B reactions it would take to make 108
joules. From that, you could figure out how many 11B atoms would be required, and how
many He atoms would be produced.
A single p-11B reaction produces 3 He atoms and 8.7 MeV of energy per reaction:
8.7 MeV/rxn = 8,700,000 electron volts/rxn = 8.7 x 106 eV/rxn
1.0 eV = 1.6 x 10-19 joules; so we multiply:
8.7 x 106 eV/rxn x 1.6 x 10-19 joules/eV = 1.4 x 10-12 joules/rxn. Now we divide:
108 joules/sec ÷ 1.4 x 10-12 joules/rxn = 7.14 x 1019 rxn/sec
A 100 megawatt polywell has 7.14 x 1019 nuclear reactions per second. Each single
p-B11 reaction uses one B11 atom and produces three He atoms; so our 100 megawatt
polywell will use 7.14 x 1019 11B atoms/sec, and it will produce three times as many He
atoms per second: 21.42 x 1019 or 2.14 x 1020 atoms/sec
In chemistry, “mole” is a word like “dozen.” In the same way that dozen means 12,
mole means 6.02 x 1023. Also, a mole of an element is that element’s atomic weight in
grams; so a mole of 11B atoms weighs 11 grams. Therefore,
6.02 x 1023 11B atoms weigh 11 grams
135

If you are uncomfortable with expressions such as 6.02 x 1023, you may want to review Appendix C.
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To get the grams of 11B used per second, we divide:
7.14 x 1019 atoms/sec ÷ 6.02 x 1023 atoms/11 grams = 0.0013 grams/sec
There are about 31,557,600 seconds in a year, so we multiply:
31,557,600 sec/year x 0.0013 grams/sec = 41,025 grams/year for 11B
There are 1000 grams in a kilogram, so we divide:
41,025 grams/year ÷ 1000 grams/kilogram = 41 kilograms/year (about 97 lbs/year)
One could easily carry a one-year supply of polywell nuclear fuel in a wheelbarrow!
And now, back to moles and He: a mole is 6.02 x 1023 atoms – yes; but where gases are
involved, a mole is also a volume of 22.4 liters (at 0ºC and one atmosphere of pressure).
We said a 100 megawatt polywell would produce 2.14 x 1020 He atoms/sec. Dividing:
2.14 x 1020 He atoms/sec ÷ 6.02 x 1023 atoms/mole = 3.55 x 10-4 mole/sec
Then multiplying: 3.55 x 10-4 mole/sec x 22.4 liters/mole = 0.008 liters/sec
And multiplying again: 0.008 liters/sec x 31,557,600 sec/year = 2.5 x 105 liters/year
250,000 liters of He produced per year sounds like a lot.
He is a noble gas. It won’t react with anything. You can breathe it as long as oxygen is
mixed with it. In fact, that’s what deep-sea divers do to prevent the bends and nitrogen
narcosis.
It is true that a 100 megawatt commercial polywell reactor will produce about 2.5 x105
liters of He gas per year; but to give that seemingly big number a relative value, you need
to compare it with the corrected volume of Earth’s atmosphere, which is 3.9 x1021 liters.
3.9 x1021 liters ÷ 2.5 x105 liters = 1.6 x1016
That is, after one year of operation the atmosphere still has 1.6 x1016 times as much
volume as the He produced by the polywell reactor. Or to put it another way, one year’sworth of He from the polywell constitutes one part per 16 quadrillion of atmosphere.
Oh. Yes. One other thing: the He is so light, that if it does escape (which we really don’t
want – because we need the He to cool the polywell’s superconducting coils), it will just
rise to the top of the atmosphere and escape into space.
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Boron

Before he was president, Ronald Reagan once sold
a boron compound known as Boraxo™ on TV.
Borate (another boron compound) has been mined
in Death Valley and nearby Mohave for over 100
years. The miners once hauled out the borates in 20
Mule Team™ wagons. The world’s largest borate
mine is pictured above. Boron is the tenth most
common element in seawater and there are already
processes to extract it cheaply. There is enough
boron in the oceans to last us a billion years. One
20 Mule Team™ wagonload would be enough
boron to run a polywell power plant for at least 25
years. Considering the hundreds of metric tons of
borates mined every year in Mohave and Death
Valley, and the billion-year supply of boron in the
oceans, it should not be difficult to find enough fuel
for the p-B polywell power plants.
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Borates and other boron compounds found in nature contain two common isotopes of
boron.136 About 80 percent of natural boron is 11B and about 20 percent is 10B. Even
though each of the isotopes is used for very different purposes in the nuclear industry,
they are both very important. 11B is vital as an aneutronic (polywell) fuel and as a
neutron-immune dopant in semiconductors. On the other hand, 10B is very important as a
neutron absorber and neutron radiation shield.
To be useful in these roles, the two isotopes must be separated from each other. A
variety of methods are available for doing this. The most recent method utilizes an
aqueous boric acid solution in an ion exchange column of sufficient length and width to
separate the 10B and 11B isotopes into distinct product fractions; then eluting each fraction
separately.137 An earlier method involves the irradiation of boron tri-bromide gas with a
tunable infrared laser.138 The laser can selectively dissociate the isotopically different
BBr3 molecules separately. For example, the laser can be tuned to dissociate only the
BBr3 molecules that contain 10B, and leave the 11B molecules intact. The dissociated
molecules are then reacted with an oxidizing gas to obtain a solid oxide powder, which
can be removed from the gas.
Recycling
It is definitely worthwhile to collect the “used” helium and the un-reacted 11B coming out
of the polywell. The polywell vacuum is maintained by vacuum turbo pumps. They are
continuously sucking out a mixture of boron and helium. With no reactant flow the
pressure in the reactor is approximately 1x10-9 torr. To keep that pressure steady (with
the pumps operating) requires reactant flow, so you collect the output of the pumps and
recycle it, condensing the boron and collecting the helium. That 11B has already been
paid for, so why not recycle it? Also, there are real concerns that boron will condense on
the outlet and reduce pump effectiveness.139 This is a problem that must be solved.
A 100 megawatt p- 11B polywell will produce about 691 liters of helium gas per day, but
since He has such a low density, that only turns out to be 123 grams. But ironically, in
the short term, access to an ongoing supply of reasonably priced helium is going to be
very critical for both the ITER tokamak and the polywell.140 Helium will be required to
cool the super-conducting coils in either of them. If at least one design achieves sustained
net energy production and is commercialized, helium may be required in large quantities,
on an ongoing basis. Unfortunately, the helium supplies are running out.
Lee Sobotka is a professor of chemistry and physics, at Washington University in St.
Louis, who shares this concern; he is a specialist in nuclear chemistry and physics, who
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collaborates with researchers at several national laboratories.141 "When we use what has
been made over the approximate 4.5 billion of years the Earth has been around, we will
run out," Sobotka said. "We cannot get too significant quantities of helium from the sun
— which can be viewed as a helium factory 93 million miles away — nor will we ever
produce helium in anywhere near the quantities we need from Earth-bound factories.
Helium could eventually be produced directly in fusion reactors and is produced
indirectly in fission reactors, but the quantities produced by such sources are dwarfed by
our needs." The price of liquid helium is about $5 per liter, having gone up more than 50
percent over the past year because of what Sobotka calls "conventional" economics.
The 'needs' referred to are not tomorrow's commercial fusion reactors, but only today's
modest uses in experimental reactors, balloons, etc. Sobotka is talking about supplies for
the demands of today, which are trivial compared to the requirements if tokamak or
polywell are ever to provide even a third of the world's current energy needs.
Sadly, even if the polywell or the tokamak produces lots of net energy – if it can’t get all
of its helium needs – then it will not have a long-term future. A helium-consuming
reactor will (obviously) need an ongoing infusion of new helium in order to continue
operating. Recovery rates for helium are beginning to decline (never mind the total
supply), and helium supplies are already running out -even for today's small-scale
experimentation and commercial users (never mind tomorrow's thousands of reactors
required to fulfill humanity's energy needs). Even if the loss rate -over time- for a fusion
reactor is small, just the initial charge required for so many reactors may deplete the
remaining stocks.
The $5 per liter price of Helium today is due to its status as byproduct of fossil fuel
extraction. The production of oil and natural gas has already peaked, and it is declining
in many parts of the world. As each oil well's production rate reaches the point where it
is not economical to pump more oil, that well's helium contribution is gone too.
Whatever helium remains will be trapped when pumping is stopped, because it is not
economical (yet) to tap the well for helium alone. Most of these helium-yielding wells are
located in Texas, which is already on the steeply declining side of its Hubbart curve (see
Chapter 11). Even if, in the future, the price of He rises high enough to make its recovery
economical, the reserves are still limited on an absolute basis, and He losses to the
atmosphere are probably permanent: to quote Sobotka once again: "Scientists haven't
even approached mining helium out of the air because costs are too prohibitive."
The future of the world's remaining, economically accessible helium is falling in synch
with the fossil fuel industry's declining production, in a never-ending downward curve,
which means a future pinch of extinction for Helium-dependent systems.
Sobotka says, “Russia will be the world's major source of helium in 30 years." This is not
encouraging news, considering how Russia has already behaved with regard to its fossil
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fuel exports. Do we really want to be dependant on one or two nations for a gas, which
will be important to so many future fusion reactors worldwide? Imagine the resource
wars yet to come, fought over limited helium supplies on an Earth, at the tail end of its
fossil fuel Hubbert curve. Ironically, the very decline that has made fusion's
development so critical may first throttle and finally choke to death any chance of
implementing fusion on a scale which would satisfy the world's energy needs.
Only three escape routes seem to be visible at the moment:
1. The polywell's own production of Helium, which can eliminate or at least
reduce the requirement for an ongoing supply.
2. The discovery of a vast supply of cheap helium (cheap being the operative
word – expensive helium is almost as bad as none at all).
3. The mining of Helium on the moon (certainly not cheap!)
If there is enough helium for the short term, and reactors that do not make their own
Helium are commercialized, the price of Helium will be driven up. This will make it
much more expensive to develop new reactor designs that will actually produce He.
On the other hand, even if new fusion reactors turn out to be net helium producers, the
amount they produce is so limited that the availability of helium for the priming of the
superconducting coils in new reactors will limit the rate of reactor rollout, and this limit is
getting tighter with each passing year.
We do not have time to play around. We need to act now, and act quickly. If we do not
roll out net helium producing polywells very soon, we may never roll them out.
“We are at a cusp, a decision point. We can decide to go
one way, to the stars, and enjoy unlimited opportunities,
unimagined possibilities, endless evolution, and eternal
racial life. Or we can refuse the challenge, stay where
we are – and die.”
Robert A. Heinlein
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Chapter 9: The D-D Polywell
In the introduction to this book, it is stated that the nuclear energy from a p-B polywell,
…is clean because the p-B nuclear reaction produces no neutrons, and no ionizing
radiation such as beta or gamma. Neutrons are one of the reasons that other
nuclear reactions are considered dirty: the neutrons spray objects surrounding the
nuclear reaction, and can sometimes make those objects radioactive. Also,
neutrons can easily penetrate heavy materials such as steel, and can be a hazard to
living things as well.
The above statement is true. However, it is also true that a slightly different polywell can
be made to support a D-D (deuterium-deuterium) nuclear reaction, or a D-T (deuteriumtritium) nuclear reaction. Indeed, when provided with the proper fuel, a polywell can
produce either of these reactions more easily than the p-B reaction. This is why all of the
polywells to date (Aug 2008) have been D-D polywells. Unfortunately, the D-D and D-T
reactions are OT clean. Both of these reactions produce neutrons, and the D-T reaction
uses a radioactive fuel: tritium.
Dr Bussard did discuss the D-D Polywell on several occasions during his Google Tech
Talk, on November 9, 2006. During his discussion of “Commercial Power Plants” under
“Power Systems Applications,” he said, “For the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) in 1993, EMC2 (Bussard’s company) looked at using deuterium-deuterium fusion
to make process steam. In particular, they investigated a partially-catalyzed DD fusion
cycle having no tritium burning:
2

D + 2D → 3T + 1p
D + 2D → 3He + 1n
2
D + 3He → 4He + 1p + 10.67 Mev
2

Neutron capture was done by a 10B
blanket (light blue box right),
generating more 3He only in the
vacuum system (pink sphere). This
minimized material problems and
avoided enormous materials
development time and expense. It
minimizes radiation hazards and
inventory since, unlike D-T fusion,
there are no 14.1 Mev neutrons, there is
no tritium in the neutron absorbing
blanket, and no lithium needed.”
“This could be retrofitted in an existing fossil fuel power plant by tying this reactor to the
existing steam lines. Specifically, you put this system in the central part of an existing
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power plant where it becomes the reaction building, then connect it with the remainder of
the plant that contains normal equipment such as turbines, generators and cooling towers.
It is no different from a pressurized water reactor, except when you turn off the fusion
plant, there are no long-lived radioactive particles to kill you.”
Also 3He is a valuable isotope in nuclear research, neutron detection, and cryogenics.142
It can also be used with 2D as an aneutronic fuel, in the same way that 11B can be used
with 1H. However, it is so rare on earth that it typically must be manufactured, rather
than mined. 3He is common on the moon, and it is so valuable and hard to make here on
earth that there has been serious discussion of mining the moon for 3He. However,
Robert Bussard states143 that this is not, “…practical or necessary. There is no question
that there is 3He on the moon and that you could mine it and bring it back to the Earth at
some enormous cost. But it is a completely unnecessary thing to do. While there is no
3
He on Earth, if you have a (DD polywell) half of the fusion reactions produce 3He. You
can pipe the 3He out of the fusion vacuum system and feed it back into the machine and
burn it as D + 3He. You are manufacturing your own fuel as you go. So why would you
go to the moon if you have a D-D fusion reactor that produces 3He?”
And in the same Google Tech Talk, while he was discussing “Global Environment
Needs,” Dr. Bussard described how the Polywell could be used to destroy nuclear waste.
He said that if we went ahead and actually did D-T fusion in the Polywell, then, “High
energy neutrons from D-T fusion (could) burn up nuclear waste, generating energy and
reducing remaining radioactive half-lives from 4000 to 5000 years to 40 to 90 years.
Nuclear Proliferation Problems
Unfortunately D-D Polywells can also be used to create nuclear weapons materials:
Ready availability of commercial fusion power plants, would make it possible (for the
UN or NATO) to declare (that) nuclear fuel enrichment has become a solely military
venture. The problem is that any viable D-D fusion reactor could also be used to produce
nuclear weapon fuels with minimal modification. While the polywell makes the
intentions of nations caught enriching obvious, it also makes a hidden enrichment
program easier to build.144 However, the choke point for (weapons) proliferation (with
polywells) is the reprocessing step after the enrichment has been done. That is one nasty
(and often highly visible) process.145 On the other hand, proliferation really isn't an issue
with the p-11B polywell. If you introduce neutrons into the system (via D-D or D-T) you
willl destroy the coils.146 Devices not engineered for neutron production would degrade
in a matter of hours if used with D-D fuel. I don't think ignoring the neutron flux will
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ever be a reasonable design decision, but it would appear that a p-11B reactor can be
designed to make DD fuel burning lead to self destruction.147
“p-11B polywell means no neutrons and that means no proliferation" would seem to be a
good marketing message; but it may well be that “No proliferation” is an exaggeration.
“More difficult” would be more honest.148
Neutron Shielding for the D-D Magrid
We need to worry about reactor lifetime. A tokamak running the D-T reaction has a life
expectancy of two years, due to neutron damage.149 That's unacceptable according to
EPRI. And the power density on a tokamak is much lower than a polywell, so we
definitely have to worry about magrid superconductor lifetime. If we can cut the magrid
exposure to 10% of the expected tokamak neutron exposure, we will probably be in the
acceptable range. If we can drop it to one percent, the neutron flux will probably not be
the determining factor in a magrid’s life. Neutrons are almost trivially easy to shield if
you can stand any bulk. 10B (the throw-away 20% of natural boron left over from refining
11
B fuel) is an ideal neutron poison. Mix it with the cooling water and it will absorb the
neutrons and protect the superconducting coils.
M. Simon did some calculations and found that if MgB2 superconductor could be made
with four or five nines pure 11B it would have fair to poor neutron resistance, which
actually is not bad.150 Wrapped in a water jacket and a few millimeters of solid 10B
(neutron absorber), it would be pretty robust against neutron flux. MgB2 is very
"metallic" and can make tight bends. It does require dropping the operating temperature
from 20K to 18K; but the main advantage is that MgB2 can handle about 1.5 x 1018
neutrons/cm2 before it becomes useless. This is better than most other superconductors –
indeed, using MgB2 should add another order of magnitude to the neutron dose toleration.
It costs less than copper for equivalent current carrying capacity; and that is in low
volume production – once the production rates get up it will cost much less. For our
purposes it is an ideal material. You can extract the 10B from the natural boron and use it
as part of the shielding, leaving the 11B behind.
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D-D and p - 11B: a Summary of the Differences

Type

D-D

Reaction

2 Deuteriums  3He + 1n
Deuterium (heavy hydrogen) can
be extracted from seawater at
minimal cost. The 3He may be
useful as a fuel in another useful
nuclear reaction.

Emission
Problem

Application
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1

p + 11B 3
 Heliums

11

B can be separated from Borates
(mined near Mohave in California).
The left over 10B can be used as
neutron shielding with the D-D
polywell. The Helium will be
useful in the magrid cooling
system.

eutrons

Bremsstrahlung

This the most serious deficiency of
the D-D polywell. Neutrons can
transmute elements into
radioactive isotopes – thus, the
evil the neutrons do lives after
them. 10B is an excellent neutron
absorber. A very thin layer will
stop most neutrons.

There are strategies for minimizing
bremsstrahlung in the p - 11B
reaction; so the problem should be
minimal.Bremsstrahlung emission
is a lot like x-rays. Lead and
concrete will stop it; and it does not
transmute elements into radioactive
isotopes.

Coal-Fired Replacements

ew Power Plants, Ships

The turbines, generators, transformers, and grid connections of
old coal-fired plants can be used
by the D-D polywell. The old
coal-burning furnace and stacks
and be removed, and a new D-D
polywell installed in their place.

Magrid
Protection

p - 11B

The p-B polywell is safe enough
that it can be installed in urban
settings and onboard ships with
minimal shielding.

Boron Coat, Five 9s MgB2

Diamond Coat

It will be necessary to coat the
magrid with boron to protect it
from the neutrons produced by the
D-D reaction. Also the magrid
cooling water will need to be
“borated” and “five 9s” 10B will
need to be used in the MgB2
superconductor cable.

It will be necessary to coat the
magrid with diamond to protect it
from the high energy alphas (He
nucleii) produced by the p-B
reaction. The superconductor cable
in both the D-D and the p-B
magrids will need to be cooled with
layers of He(l), N2(l), and H20.

Type

D-D

p - 11B

Potential
Well Depth

10KV to 60KV

32KV to 110KV

A function of the nuclear crosssection. 40 KV probably needed
for net power, but WB-6 worked
with only 10KV.

Coil Radius
Cost

1.5 m
$150-$250 million
However, this would not be an
intelligent choice, because a p-B
polywell would also be able to do
the D-D reaction.

Energy
Produced

10.24 MeV/fusion
Not significantly greater than
energy per p-B fusion. However,
slightly less energy is required to
produce the D-D reaction.

Electrical
Output

Proliferation
Hazard

Thermal Heat Extraction
A 10B “blanket” surrounding the
polywell is heated by high-energy
neutrons produced by the D-D
reaction. Water piped through the
hot 10B is turned to steam. The
steam spins turbines, which spin
generators to make electricity.

50 KV probably needed for “breakeven.” Divide cross-section graph
voltage by 5 because boron ion has
+5 charge.

2.0 m
$200-$300 million
Mass-produced, the cost would be
less than $35 million per unit.

8.7 MeV/fusion
Slightly less than the D-D energy
per fusion. 1 MeV = 1.6 x 10-13J
1 J/sec = 1 Watt

Collector Grid Extraction
The electrically charged 2.46 and
3.76 MeV alpha particles are
decelerated by a 1.23 million volt
grid, and transferred directly into
million volt DC commercial
transmission lines. Inverters at the
user end convert the high voltage
DC to usable AC.

eutrons can Make Pu

one

D-D polywell can also use the D-T
reaction. The neutrons produced
can be used to make Plutonium
which is useful for making nuclear
weapons.

If aspiring terrorists attempt to
convert the p-B polywell to use the
D-T reaction, the neutrons will
destroy the magrid coils before any
significant Plutonium is produced.
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Chapter 10: Art Carlson Challenges Polywell Viability
Fusion Quest Goes Forward
On June 12, 2008, in his MSNBC blog, Cosmic Log, Alan Boyle reported on EMC2’s
progress with the WB-7.151 He quoted EMC2 project director, Dr. Richard Nebel, "I've
been very pleased, frankly, with the sorts of things we've been getting out of it. We're
looking at power generation with this machine: (it) is so inexpensive going into the 100megawatt range that there's no compelling reason for not just doing it. We're trying to
take bigger steps than you would with a conventional fusion machine." Many Cosmic
Log readers were encouraged by Dr. Nebel’s comments:
“Let this be a blessing for mankind in general.” V. Bagwell
“…it will literally change the world in just a few short years.”
“I am confident that I will get to see amazing things like this take shape and change
humanity forever.” Washington state
“Who?! Me?? Impatient????” Oregon
“Thanks for covering this. High hopes indeed.” Illinois
“Very Glad to see this. You People have a right to be proud.”
“We've been on pins and needles waiting for news.” Virginia
“I can't believe you cannot get more funding for this to see how much potential
there truly is. You should have access to more resources and people immediately.”
Sam
“Someone will someday get it right and change the world - I'm hoping it's Nebel
and colleagues.” Australia
“…(mideast oil uncertainly) constitutes as much of a national security concern, as
existed when the Manhattan Project was organized. I believe there is a reason for
the government to sponsor a Manhattan Project 2” Maryland
“Roll-On Dr Nebel & Co!” England…and so on, for hundreds of posts.
However, there was one reader, who was not impressed. His comments on Jun 13:
It's fun to daydream, isn't it? And it's easy, too, as long as you don't know too
much. There's more reasons than you can shake a stick at that this won't work.
For starters, you can forget about aneutronic fusion (the p-11B reaction). It's not
just the temperature. Bremstrahlung is almost to certain radiate more energy than
you produce by fusion no matter how good your confinement is. Even if you
somehow manage to get a decent power balance, for a given plasma pressure and
fusion power, a p-B11 reactor would have to be about 1000 times bigger (and
more expensive) than a corresponding D-T reactor.
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The next thing to worry about is the electrons. The magnetic configuration has not
only lines of radial field from the center to the edge, which is bad enough -judging
from the experience with mirror machines- it also has lines of *zero* field along
which the electrons will gush out. (Recirculation) won't work because they will
come out almost parallel to the field but hit the return cusp with a large
perpendicular velocity component they picked up going around the bend.
And the ions? The device is conceived to utilize a bi-modal velocity distribution,
which will be destroyed very quickly by the two-stream instability. The
(directional variability) of the velocity distribution is also known to be a big
problem, again from experience in the mirror program.
We haven't even started to talk about energy loss to the grids, consequences of
tiny field misalignments, charge-exchange ion losses, energy coupling between
electrons and ions, and whether the potential distribution envisioned is even
possible at a non-trivial ion density.
(But) since they managed to sweet talk somebody into giving them money, let
them finish and publish their results, but let's not stop looking for ways to save
energy and trying to develop other, less sexy but more reliable energy sources.
The reader who was so critical is Art Carlson. Art has a Ph.D. in plasma physics from
the University of Washington, where he worked on Field-Reversed Configurations
(FRCs). After that he spent 16 years working on tokamaks at the Max Planck Institute
for Plasma Physics in Germany. The last time he worked as a plasma physicist was in
2003. At the time of the above blog entry, he was working on making a catalog of galaxy
clusters using grid-computing technology. His polywell interest comes from a longstanding general interest in fusion and a specific interest in alternate energy concepts.
Rick Nebel replied point-by-point to Art Carlson’s comments on the same day:
Just a few comments for Dr. Carlson
1. The theory says that you can beat Bremstrahlung, but it's a challenge. The key
is to keep the Boron concentration low, compared to the proton concentration, so
Z (total of all positive charges) isn’t too bad. You pay for it in power density, but
there is an optimum that works. You also gain because the electron energies are
low in the high-density regions.
2. Your size arguments apply to machines where confinement is limited by crossfield diffusion like tokamaks. They don't apply for electrostatic machines (like
polywells).
3. The Polywell doesn't have any lines of zero field. Take a look at the original
papers on the configuration. See: Bussard R.W., FusionTechnology, Vol. 19,
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273, (1991) or Krall N.A., Fusion Technology. Vol. 22, 42, (1992). Furthermore,
one expects adiabatic behavior along the field lines external to the device. Thus,
what goes out comes back in. Phase space scattering is small because the density
is small external to the device.
4. The machine does not use a bi-modal velocity distribution. We have looked at
two-stream in detail, and it is not an issue for this machine. The most definitive
treatise on the ions is: L. Chacon, G. H. Miley, D. C. Barnes, D. A. Knoll, Phys.
Plasmas 7, 4547 (2000) which concluded partially relaxed ion distributions work
just fine. Furthermore, the Polywell doesn’t even require ion convergence to
work (unlike most other electrostatic devices). It helps, but it isn’t a requirement.
5. The system doesn’t have grids. It has magnetically insulated coil cases to
provide the electrostatic acceleration. That’s what keeps the losses tolerable.
6. The electrostatic potential well is an issue. Maintaining it depends on the
detailed particle balance. The “knobs” that affect it are the electron
confinement time, the ion confinement time, and the electron injection
current. There are methods of controlling all of these knobs.
Other comments followed:
TallDave June 14, 2008 1923: Nobody expects break-even from a machine of this size
and budget. The power scales as the seventh power of the radius (r7; that is r3 for the
volume of ions times B4 for the power increase from density created by the magnetic
field - which scales roughly with the radius), so a machine about 1.5 m in radius would in
theory be able to produce something around 100MW of net power. That's at a cost of
around $200M, whereas ITER will cost at least $10B (and likely a lot more).
Complaining that WB-6 and WB-7 aren't at breakeven is a bit like complaining the
Wright Brothers' plane couldn't carry 500 people across the Atlantic. It's a proof of
concept device.
Art Carlson, Munich, Germany June 16, 2008 1008: Scaling is a tricky business. If you
want to buy 14 orders of magnitude with r7 scaling by increasing the volume a factor of
(102)3 and the field a factor of (102)4, the ion gyroradius will shrink relative to the
machine by a factor of (102)5 = 1010. Considering that it is critical to the concept that the
ions be practically unmagnetized, I'd say you have a problem (even if you think the
improvement you need is much more modest).
rnebel June 16, 2008 1607: The scaling laws quoted by TallDave and Dr. Carlson are the
power output scaling laws. The B4R3 scaling is just the “constant Beta” scaling, which
applies to every magnetic confinement device that I know of, and is theoretically founded
in something as simple as force balance. It works for tokamaks, Reverse Field Pinches,
spheromaks, etc. This one I’m not worried about. The one you have to worry about is
the input power scaling, because that one is related to the plasma losses (or transport).
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This one answers the question of “How much power do I need to supply to the device to
maintain constant Beta.” Theoretical modeling of transport has a much poorer track
record than plasma equilibrium has. These scaling laws are where the major risks for the
larger device reside. The major saving grace is that for the Polywell, the projected
average densities are about 2 orders of magnitude higher than they are in tokamaks, so
the energy confinement times don’t have to be all that good. (It’s the product of the
density and the confinement time that’s important.) Our contention is that, since our
projections for a power producing device only require a machine like the one TallDave
described, we might as well build the next one in that size range and accept the risk. The
machines just aren’t all that expensive. Also, there are a multitude of things that can be
done to improve confinement (such as pulse discharge cleaning, pellet injection, etc.) that
have proven successful in the magnetic confinement program that can be instituted if our
projections fall short. This approach will minimize the development time and lead to a
lower costs for the overall program.
Art Carlson, Munich, Germany (Sent Wednesday, June 18, 2008 4:16 AM): Although
there is a sign difference in our end assessments, Dr. Nebel and I are otherwise on the
same wavelength. With a mess of caveats that we could discuss for weeks, I also like to
start by considering a B4R3 scaling for the power output, although usually energy
confinement scaling is the tough one. It seems that Bussard himself suggested scaling the
field at the same rate as the radius, resulting in an overall R7 scaling of power output, but
I have never seen a justification for this (maybe Dr. Nebel can provide one). There are
statements from Bussard that the ions must be unmagnetized, and a calculation by Krall
about how big the field can be before the ions get knocked off center. On the other hand,
maybe that is not really so important. (Dr. Nebel has suggested that the convergence of
the ions is not as important as previously assumed.) Can someone supply some numbers?
Above all, what is the field strength envisaged for a polywell power reactor?
rnebel June 20, 2008 1519: The peak fields for the reactor designs (at least for our reactor
designs) are in the 5-10 T range (5-10 Tesla magnetic field strength); however, these are
work in progress.
Art Carlson, Munich, Germany June 20, 2008 1625: About that whiffle ball: it seems the
picture is a spherical region with a fairly sharp transition from being field-free inside to
being plasma-free outside. Clearly, the field must be parallel to the spherical surface
nearly everywhere; and -equally clearly- it can't be parallel absolutely everywhere. That's
why the whiffle ball needs holes (cusps), although they may be very small. Two cusps
would be fine with me. Then it would be a sort of mirror machine (presumably axially
symmetric). But the polywell is supposed to have 14 holes (6 faces plus 8 corners). I
believe there is topologically no way to do this (with some exceptions that don't seem
relevant) without having points on the surface where the field vanishes.
rnebel June 20, 2008 1932: I don't know exactly what to say, but we have run Gauss
meters all over the face of the cubes and through the corners and we don't see any low
field regions. The fields peak near the conductors and fall off near the coil centers, as you
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would expect. If you can identify where you think the field will vanish, we can measure
it and see next time we break vacuum.
Art Carlson, Munich, Germany June 22, 2008 0751: You said, "The peak fields for the
reactor designs (at least for our reactor designs) are in the 5-10 T range." Taking a
magnetic field of 8 T and a (perpendicular) deuteron energy of 100 keV, I get a
gyroradius of 8 mm (radius of curvature of charged particle moving perpendicular to
magnetic field = 8mm). In a machine of radius 1.5 to 2 m, the ions will be highly
magnetized. Is this now considered unimportant? What about Krall's calculation of the
deflection of an ion falling in to the center? Taking again 8 T and adding the assumption
of a high beta plasma with T = 100 keV (perhaps being sloppy with factors on the order
of unity), I get a density of 1.6 x 1023/m3, and a Debye length of 6 nm (distance beyond
which electric field of a given charge is shielded by the electric field of an opposite
charge = 6 nm). That suggests to me that the plasma strongly fulfills quasi-neutrality, so
that it is a dangerous proposition to consider electron and ion transport separately. An
MHD picture would be more appropriate, like in a tokamak.
You (also) said, "The fields peak near the conductors and fall off near the coil centers, as
you would expect." I am making two claims. (1) The field must be radial at the
midpoints of the sides of the cube. I assume you either see this or haven't checked yet. I
believe that the field will be smaller there than at the corners, in which case these points
will be more important for electrons losses than the corners. What relative field strengths
are actually observed? (2) The picture of a wiffle ball cannot be accurate. "Whiffle ball"
suggests a spherical, high-beta plasma, surrounded by a low beta magnetic field, with the
exception of a small number of "holes" where the field lines converge and become radial.
But what happens at the midpoints of the sides of the cubes? The tangential field must
vanish by symmetry, so they can be neither part of the solid ball, nor can they be holes.
TallDave June 23, 2008 1219: Did you take into account the electrons pushing back the
magnetic field, as described by rnebel above, in terms of the ions being impinged by the
magnetic field? I think those midpoints of the sides are just more cusps. Bussard
mentions that prior to building WB-6, he tried putting repeller plates at all the cusps. He
did this with two machines, PXL-1 and WB-5. In the pictures of those machines, you can
see there are repellers at the midpoints of the sides.
"In any realistic device, the effective overall trapping factor is reduced from the
pure WB mode by circulation through the semi-line-cusps at the spaced corners,
which allow much greater throughflow per unit area than through the point cusps
of the polyhedral faces."152
Art Carlson, Munich, Germany June 23, 2008 0920: Thank you, TallDave, for finding the
reference on "semi-line-cusps". I take that as confirmation of my contention that, "The
152
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picture of a wiffle ball cannot be accurate." On the other hand, Bussard was clearly aware
of the issue, even though he continued to talk in terms of whiffle balls and draw pictures
of them. The more accurate picture
seems to be a point cusp on each
face of the cube and line cusps
along all the edges. (These are
really lines, not just additional
points. See computer-generated
Whiffle Ball right.) Whether
Bussard's estimate of losses
through the line cusps is
reasonable is beyond my ken.
rnebel June 23, 2008 1207: The 8
mm gyroradius isn't a big deal
since few of the ions will ever
access that region of the device.
At the center, where the ions spend
their time, the gyroradius is
infinite. The plasma is quasineutral (but not neutral) and the
particle losses are ambipolar (opposite charges moving simultaneously in opposite
directions). MHD is not a good idea (just like it isn't for a Field Reversed Configuration)
because there is a field null at r=0 and the whiffle-ball effect (expansion of the plasma
against the field) makes this low field region fill almost the entire plasma. Besides, the
field line curvature is good everywhere so MHD stability isn't an issue. I don't have the
field magnitudes from the edge versus the center of the coils at my fingertips, but the
ratio of the field at the cusps in the corners versus the cusps in the faces is about a factor
of 2. As for the midpoints on the faces of the cubes, since the adjacent conductors have
currents in opposite directions they add between the conductors. Between the conductors
should be the strongest fields in the entire system.
TallDave June 23, 2008 1246: You said, "The more accurate picture seems to be a point
cusp on each face of the cube and line cusps along all the edges."
However, Bussard seemed to think the semi-line cusp lines were very small. Here's his
estimate, and case for calling it a "Wiffle-Ball."
"The highest value that can be reached by electron density is when this ratio
equals unity; further density increases simply “blow out“ the escape hole in each
cusp. Low values of this parameter prevent the attainment of cusp confinement,
leaving only Gmr, mirror trapping. When beta = unity is achieved, it is possible to
greatly increase trapped electron density by modest increase in B field strength,
for given current drive. At this condition, the electrons inside the quasi-sphere
“see“ small exit holes on the B cusp axes, whose size is 1.5-2 times their gyro
radius at that energy and field strength. Thus they will bounce back and forth
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within the sphere, until such a “hole“ is encountered on some bounce. This is like
a ball bearing bouncing around within a perforated spherical shell, similar to the
toy called the “Wiffle Ball.” Thus, this has been called Wiffle Ball (WB)
confinement, with a trapping factor Gwb (ratio of electron lifetime with trapping
to that with no trapping)."
seedload June 23, 2008 1429: The term wiffleball comes from theory and from the
original invention. WB6 (or WB7 for that matter) are not exact incarnations of the
invention. You have to look at Bussard's Patent to understand this. Rather than
individual coils, he envisioned an interconnected "magrid" wound in a particular way
such that the fields run in opposite directions around adjacent holes in the grid. It is
fundamental to his invention that only certain shapes work for this because of the need to
have fields acting additively and no zero fields. Bussard did mock up the "patent
configuration of the coils" in two devices : MPG-1 and MPG-2. They worked, and did
DD fusion.153 I haven't seen why this configuration is not the one being tested at larger
sizes. My assumption is that it is because of difficulty or cost in construction but there
may be some other technical reason. The difference between WB6/7 and MPG-1/2 to me
is the presence of line cusps in the former and the absence of them in the latter. But, as
long as you get adequate recirculation of electrons that are lost through the cusps, either
should work.
Charlie Bucket June 23, 2008 2323: Art, has rnebel convinced you that it is OK to
daydream about polywell fusion, or do you still know too much? As Willy Wonka once
said, "you should never, never doubt what nobody is sure about."
Art Carlson, Munich, Germany June 24, 2008 0348: Nebel's answers have not changed
my mind, but they are interesting enough to keep me talking. I think, however, that
http://www.talk-polywell.org is a more appropriate and more convenient forum. Anyone
who wants to follow this discussion should move over there.
Why is polywell supposed to be better than cusp confinement?154
Art Carlson Munich, Germany Jun 26, 2008 0831: Greetings! After some interesting
though inconclusive exchanges with some of you at cosmiclog.msnbc.msn.com, I thought
it would be fun to drop by here. I believe that the tokamak is a long shot as a practical
reactor, but it's the best game in town. If I can, I will uncover the soft underbelly of the
polywell concept, and eviscerate it. Then you will all thank me kindly for stopping your
waste of time, and we will all move on. If, on the other hand, you are able to convince me
-using solid physics- that the polywell has a real potential, I will meekly withdraw my
arrogance and claim that I said that all along. It is not always clear what the polywell is
supposed to look like, and some of the proposals contradict each other. This is legitimate,
but makes it difficult to know where to start with a critique. I think my biggest difficulties
153
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are with the non-thermal ion velocity distribution, but it may not be as important to the
concept as sometimes claimed. More basically, it looks like the polywell should be
classed as high beta cusp confinement. I'm not familiar with the details, but I know that
this idea is as old as the hills and was rejected very early. Why is the polywell supposed
to be better? Possibly it is the idea of using point cusps instead of line cusps. If that is the
case, then I will amplify the reasons I have already indicated for believing that line cusps
are unavoidable. There. I have staked my ground. Let the games begin.
rnebel Jun 26, 2008 1554: What I think you will find here is that there aren't obvious fatal
flaws in the Polywell. It has been vetted by some pretty good plasma physicists (Nick
Krall, for instance, worked on it for about 20 years) and nobody has been able to shoot it
down, although some people think they have. However, there are some things that are
going to be "challenging" and they may or may not work. This isn't a slam dunk.
However, if we can make this work, then it is a very attractive system. When we talk
about fusion there are three important parameters: density, temperature (energy), and
confinement. For conventional magnetic devices density is easy: temperature and
confinement are difficult. For electrostatic devices, temperature is easy; density is
difficult, and confinement may or may not be difficult. The problems faced are almost
orthogonal to magnetic devices. That's not to say that they are easier, just different. I've
found that a lot of times the intuition I developed working on magnetic confinement
devices fails for electrostatic devices.
Art Carlson Munich, Germany Jun 26, 2008 1642: I realize that intuition is developed in
a context; but -while it can still be useful outside of that context- it is no longer reliable
there. However, if you will permit, I will barge ahead anyway, and let you explain what
went wrong when I make unwarranted assumptions. Can you start by doing a "compare
and contrast" between polywell and cusp confinement?
rnebel Jun 26, 2008 2027: Two comments on cusp confinement:
1. Just like with FRCs,155 confinement times in a polywell don't have to be comparable to
those in a Tokamak since it is envisioned that the system will operate in the 1016/cm3
(average density) range. The parameters for polywells tend to be between ICF and
magnetic confinement. Polywells will require tens of milliseconds of confinement time
for breakeven, if the focusing works. More if it doesn't.
2. At high beta, polywells operate in the "wiffleball" mode. "Mirror-like" confinement is
terrible in both polywell and cusp confinement: it's not much better than ballistic
confinement. The field null effectively works like a scattering mechanism every time the
electron passes through the system. If the gradient scale length of the magnetic field is
greater than the Larmor radius,156 then the adiabatic invariants hold over most of the
plasma radius and you get mirror-like confinement. I suspect that most cusp containments
operate in this regime (correct me if I'm wrong); and it's likely that the early polywells
-such as the HEPS device- were in this regime as well. Furthermore, mirror confinement
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scales like B (mirror ratio) and wiffleball confinement scale like B2 (Larmor radius2). If
you would like more explanation of that, I’ll supply more details later. The data shows
that the polywell is clearly in the wiffleball mode.
Art Carlson Munich, Germany Jul 01, 2008 0841: More basically, it looks like the
polywell should be classed as high beta cusp confinement. I'm not familiar with the
details, but I know that this idea is as old as the hills and was rejected very early. Why is
the polywell supposed to be better? Possibly it is the idea of using point cusps instead of
line cusps. If that is the case, then I will amplify the reasons I have already indicated for
believing that line cusps are unavoidable. You guys haven't been doing a very good job
of proselytizing me. The closest thing to an answer that you given me so far, is that Rick
Nebel "suspects" that the old cusp machines operated in a different regime. I've been
spending my sleepless nights and long commutes thinking about cusps. I think I at least
have a definition, namely field lines that end up in the zero-field region. I'm pretty good
at doing 3-d visualizations in my head, but this problem is tough. Still, I'm pretty sure that
any way you cut the cake, you will technically have line cusps along the edges of the
cube. It seems to be the prevailing view that line cusps will leak like a slit with the width
of a few gyroradii. I'm still haven't got a good picture of how cusp confinement works,
but this result seems plausible. (It also has the nice property that the losses will be
naturally close to ambipolar: The ions see a bigger hole, but they move through it more
slowly.) It seems obvious to me that the losses along a line cusp should scale with the
local gyroradius. The magnetic field near the corners of the cube shouldn't vary too
rapidly, so even if part of the line cusp is closed off, a good fraction of it should still play
a role. Up to now I haven't seen any argument from Bussard or anybody else why this
should not hold. He just seems to have this picture of point cusps, and so applies the
gyroradius squared scaling. This scaling is presumably correct for point cusps, but what
happens to the line cusps? (Bussard, by the way, is very clear about the fact that you can
forget about any configuration with line cusps.) At this point we should seriously
consider the possibility that I have my head up my ass: after all, Rick Nebel has said that
Wiffelball confinement scaling (B2) has "clearly" been observed. Could somebody point
me to the published data, please? I'd like to know if only the B2 scaling has been
observed, or any dependencies on other parameters; and also if the absolute value
observed is close to that predicted. In addition, I'd like to know if any more direct
evidence of Wiffleballs has been observed: for example, has the electron and/or ion loss
been localized and seen to be point-like, rather than line-like (on a scale compared to the
gyroradius). Of course, compared to a cusp machine, the polywell may also get some
credit for density peaking and recirculation (although I will question both of these
effects), but it seems certain that line cusps will be a killer, and it seems pretty clear to me
that line cusps are unavoidable. One more comment, if I may. The size of the coils,
compared to the faces of the cube, is an important parameter. It has been conceded that
the concept will not work if the coils touch, and the same has been indirectly conceded if
they are too small (because then the fields at the mid-points of the edges of the cube are
not large enough to suppress the line-like nature of the cusps). We are only discussing the
case that the coils are big but not quite touching. Another loss channel I worry about in
that case is the field lines that pass through the coils just a bit on the inside near those
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mid-points. The field lines probably do not penetrate completely to the zero-field region,
but they are roughly radial and the field strength is probably fairly low along the whole
length. One more thing, then I'll let you go. Rick Nebel says that the gradient scale
length of the field must be smaller than the (electron?) gyroradius. I hope he doesn't
really mean than: even assuming that resistivity/diffusion is classical, what is the
timescale for broadening of a millimeter scale current sheath?
rnebel Jul 03, 2008 1555: Just a couple of points of clarification:
1. There were some questions about how one knows that you have "wiffleball"
confinement as opposed to "mirrorlike" confinement. The answer is that there are about
3 orders of magnitude difference in the confinement times between the two modes. That
kind of difference is easy to see.
2. The issue of the line cusps (or "funny cusps" as Dr. Bussard called them) is an
interesting one. However, one thing that needs to be remembered is that electrons recirculate through the cusps and the confinement is electrostatic as well as magnetic. What
matters is how often the electrons hit the coil casings.
sdg Jul 04, 2008 1627: Art, you said that, “More basically, it looks like the polywell
should be classed as high beta cusp confinement. I'm not familiar with the details, but I
know that this idea is as old as the hills and was rejected very early. Why is the polywell
supposed to be better? Possibly it is the idea of using point cusps instead of line cusps. If
that is the case, then I will amplify the reasons I have already indicated for believing that
line cusps are unavoidable.”
Is the above still a main concern? If not, could you please articulate your main
concern/contention? In answer to the question you pose which started this thread: the
relaxed constraints of the polywell approach make it superior to traditional high beta
cusp confinement. To elaborate slightly more: the polywell differs significantly from the
traditional high beta cusp confinement in two very important ways:
1) The confinement is primarily of electrons, and not a neutral plasma. This
significantly reduces the necessary B field strength.
2) The purpose of the confinement is significantly different: it is to maintain a
suitably large electrostatic charge so as to energize a smaller number of protons
to fusion levels. Traditional cusp confinement requires confinement of thermally
energized particles, which brings substantial additional constraints (for example,
recirculation is proscribed).
Assuming you concede that there are important fundamental differences between "old as
the hills" cusp confinement, we can move on to more specific and focused objections to
IEC fusion. This is relevant to the discussion of point/line cusp issues, because it is
important to avoid talking past each other. For instance, in theory -for IEC to work- the
goal of confinement is to create a greater than 104 or so difference in the electron density
in one focused area compared to another, in a way that permits non-destructive proton
collisions (as opposed to the destructive collisions in Farnsworth approach). This is a
significantly different goal than in traditional neutral cusp confinement. The superiority
of the polywell design does not arise from its use of point cusps (it obviously also has
line cusps). Polywell's superiority is the contention that it can produce high enough
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concentrations of light weight electrons to cause protons to collide without destroying the
container in the process. Achieving the sufficiently high concentration of electrons
depends -in part- on electron recirculation. Interestingly, the candidate protons also "get"
to re-circulate (inside the magrid), being attracted by the cloud of electrons over and over
again until a D-D or p-B collision happens. (They do not require confinement in the
traditional sense, and they re-circulate in ways that are not possible in neutral cusp
confinement). The whole process is of a fundamentally different topology. I'm sure you
know all this, but I hope that my remarks may somehow help to focus the discussion to
areas of specific contention. Which –by the way- I think most people here find
tremendously valuable; and your participation is greatly appreciated. My hope is that
clarifying these differences/objections/concerns will result in a discussion that can inform
a broader audience. Assuming that you agree to the above, is it fair to say that your
current proposed concern/objection is now that the line cusp problem may result in
inadequate confinement to maintain sufficient electron density?
Art Carlson Munich, Germany Jul 05, 2008 0538:
I said, “More basically, it looks like the polywell should be classed as high
beta cusp confinement. I'm not familiar with the details, but I know that
this idea is as old as the hills and was rejected very early. Why is the
polywell supposed to be better? Possibly it is the idea of using point cusps
instead of line cusps. If that is the case, then I will amplify the reasons I
have already indicated for believing that line cusps are unavoidable.”
You said, “Is the above still a main concern? If not, could you please articulate
your main concern/contention?”
Yes, the above is still a good summary of my main concern.
You said, “1) The confinement is primarily of electrons, not a neutral plasma.
This significantly reduces the necessary B field strength. 2) The purpose of
confinement is significantly different: Confinement is for the purpose of
maintaining a suitably large electrostatic charge so as to energize a smaller
number of protons to fusion levels. Traditional cusp confinement requires
confinement of thermally energized particles, which brings substantial additional
constraints (e.g., recirculation is proscribed).”
This mantra has been repeated often, but it still doesn't make any sense. In what sense
does a polywell "primarily" confine electrons while a traditional cusp confinement
primarily confines a neutral plasma? The polywell is "quasi-neutral", meaning that the
fractional difference between the electron density and the ion (charge) density is tiny. It
has to be this way in order to get a density high enough to be relevant for practical fusion
power production. Bussard and Nebel realize this. It's not an issue. Looking at it from
another perspective, you may -if you choose- ignore the effect of the magnetic field on
the ions, but then the same electrostatic force that acts to pull the ions back in will act to
push the electrons apart. If the magnetic field acts only on the electrons, it has to be twice
as good because it has to not only counteract the tendency of the electrons to fly apart by
thermal motion, it also has to counteract the indirect effect of the ions trying to fly apart
and pulling the electrons along.
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You said, “For instance, in theory, for IEC to work, the goal of confinement is
merely to create a greater than 104 or so difference in the electron density of one
focused area compared to another, in a way that permits non-destructive proton
collisions (as opposed to the destructive collisions in Farnsworth approach). This
is a significantly different goal than in traditional neutral cusp confinement.”
Nonsense. It's trivial to produce a large ratio of density inside compared to outside. Just
make sure the plasma outside has zero confinement. The total loss rate from the inner
plasma has to be below some minimum, otherwise you need more power to maintain the
plasma than you get back from fusion. This is the Lawson Criterion.
Assuming you agree to the above, is it fair to say that your current proposed
concern/objection is now that the line cusp problem may result in inadequate
confinement to maintain sufficient electron density?
As you see, I don't agree with you, but your restatement of my concern is nonetheless
(nearly) valid. Comparison of the polywell to traditional cusp machines is shorthand for
saying that confinement by line cusps is inadequate to satisfy the Lawson criterion. I am
not concerned about the polywell achieving sufficient density by itself, but about
achieving adequate energy confinement time for a given density.
93143 Jul 05, 2008 0618: Art Carlson wrote, “The polywell is "quasi-neutral", meaning
that the fractional difference between the electron density and the ion (charge)
density is tiny. It has to be this way in order to get a density high enough to be
relevant for practical fusion power production. Bussard and Nebel realize this. It's
not an issue. Looking at it from another perspective, you may, if you choose,
ignore the effect of the magnetic field on the ions, but then the same electrostatic
force that acts to pull the ions back in will act to pull the electrons out. If the
magnetic field acts only on the electrons, it has to be twice as good because it has
to not only counteract the tendency of the electrons to fly apart by thermal
motion, it also has to counteract the indirect effect of the ions trying to fly apart
and pulling the electrons along.”
It's a quasi-neutral plasma, yes, but the (position-dependent) ion energy distribution is
supposed to be such that the slight negative charge of the Wiffleball does all the
confining necessary (hence the name IEC). The magnetic field doesn't need to be
anywhere near strong enough to confine the ions. All it has to do is confine the electrons,
and the charge-to-mass ratio of an electron is so extremely high that it can do this despite
the net negative space charge. That's the idea, anyway. It seems to be working at the
current scale.
Art Carlson wrote, “I am not concerned about achieving sufficient density by
itself, but about achieving adequate energy confinement time for a given density.”
The idea of recirculation is critical to this. It is true that a closed-box Polywell with its
cusp leakage equal to its losses will probably never work. But what if the cusp leakage
can be a few orders of magnitude above the energy confinement losses? I attempted to
tackle this earlier in the thread. If current observations of Wiffleball formation are
correct, I believe I have shown that it is not unreasonable to expect it to scale up more or
less as predicted.
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Art Carlson Munich, Germany Jul 05, 2008 0945: That's the idea, anyway. It seems to be
working at the current scale. You haven't addressed why you think you can say these
things about a polywell but not about a cusp machine. I'm not sure what you mean by
"The magnetic field doesn't need to be anywhere near strong enough to confine the ions."
If you mean, do a good enough job of confining the electrons then they will confine the
ions for you, then OK. If you mean the ion energy confinement time is unimportant, that's
plain wrong. If you mean that the magnetic field only has to provide force balance against
electron pressure, and not against the sum of electron and ion pressure, that's wrong, too.
You said, “The idea of recirculation is critical to this. It is true that a closed-box Polywell
with cusp leakage = losses will probably never work. But if cusp leakage can be allowed
to be a few orders of magnitude above energy confinement losses...? I attempted to tackle
this earlier in the thread. If the current observations of wiffleball formation are correct, I
believe I have shown that it is not unreasonable to expect it to scale up more or less as
predicted.” Then let us hold that thought: Success of the polywell requires good
magnetic confinement on the inside and good recirculation on the outside. If either one of
these is missing, it will fail. I have been calling the good magnetic confinement into
question, and I am preparing a post that will question the good recirculation.
Solo TN, USA Jul 05, 2008 1842: …running the reactor with a large negative charge
means that the ions are confined by electrostatic attraction and escape less frequently; but
the tradeoff is that the electrons are mutually repelled by that larger net negative charge,
and escape more frequently. However the electron gyroradius is smaller for a given Bfield strength, so the electrons are more easily confined. The cusp loss rate should be
lower for electrons compared to ions since the cusp area varies with the gyroradius.
(Thus the claim that electrons are 'easier to confine'.) So, even though the electrons need
to be confined 'twice as well,' it is possible to confine them 'four times as well,' due to the
mechanics of the cusp, and you come out ahead.
Art Carlson Munich, Germany Jul 05, 2008 2153: Have you tried comparing the loss
rates for ions and electrons, assuming line cusps and high beta? The Larmor radius of the
ions is bigger by the square root of the mass ratio, so the effective hole they leak out of is
bigger by this amount. But the speed at which they leak out (assuming equal
temperatures) is smaller by the square root of the mass ratio, so the number of particles
lost per unit time per unit length of cusp is the same for ions as for electrons. If you add a
strong inwardly-directed electric field, this will cut the ion loss and raise the electron loss.
So why don't you expect the electrons to have *worse* confinement than the ions, at least
until enough leak out to destroy the potential well?
TallDave Sat Jul 05, 2008 1036 pm: You asked, “So why don't you expect the electrons
to have worse confinement than the ions, at least until enough leak out to destroy the
potential well?” I think we do. The trick is to get the interior density 1000+ times higher
than the outer. Again, this doesn't worry me too much, as it sounds like we have
experimental data that clearly shows the WB effect.
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93143 Jul 06, 2008 0242 am: You said, “You haven't addressed why you think you can
say these things about a polywell but not about a cusp machine.” I may be hampered by
the fact that I don't actually know what a cusp machine is. Do you have a reference?
You said, “I'm not sure what you mean by ‘The magnetic field doesn't need to be
anywhere near strong enough to confine the ions.’ Did you mean, “…do a good enough
job of confining the electrons then they will confine the ions for you?’” Yes, that's what I
meant.
You said, “If you mean that the magnetic field only has to provide force balance against
electron pressure, and not against the sum of electron and ion pressure, that's wrong.” I
know. But since the ion temperature at the edge of the Wiffleball is supposed to be very
low, I don't expect that term to be large.
You said, “Then let us hold that thought -Success of the polywell requires good magnetic
confinement on the inside and good recirculation on the outside. If either one of these is
missing, it will fail. I have been calling the good magnetic confinement into question, and
I am preparing a post that will question the good recirculation.” I attempted a response to
your recirculation post. It is a weak response, but fortunately recirculation (well
depth+density vs. input current) is the sort of thing they should be able to quantify on
WB7. Incidentally, what do you think of my take on the scaling properties of pseudowiffleball confinement with line cusps? It does require recirculation to work, but that's a
separate issue.
You said, “So why don't you expect the electrons to have worse confinement than the
ions, at least until enough leak out to destroy the potential well?” The electrons should
have far worse confinement than the ions. Assuming that annealing and/or POPS can be
used to maintain a non-Maxwellian ion distribution, ion loss rates should be very low.
hanelyp Jul 06, 2008 0316 am: You said, “Then let us hold that thought: Success of the
polywell requires good magnetic confinement on the inside *and* good recirculation on
the outside. If either one of these is missing, it will fail.” A tokomak or other
conventional magnetic confinement machine, lacking a recirculation mechanism, needs
even greater magnetic confinement quality. Recirculation is effectively a multiplier on
the magnetic confinement quality. If 999 electrons out of every 1000 that escape the
interior are pulled back in, you can afford to leak roughly 1000 times as much through
the cusps. The better the recirculation, the leakier the magnetic confinement may be. The
better the magnetic confinement, the less recirculation you need.
Solo Jul 08, 2008 1354 pm: You said, “Have you tried comparing the loss rates for ions
and electrons, assuming line cusps and high beta? The Larmor radius of the ions is bigger
by the square root of the mass ratio, so the effective hole they leak out of is bigger by this
amount. But the speed at which they leak out (assuming equal temperatures) is smaller by
the square root of the mass ratio, so the number of particles lost per unit time per unit
length of cusp is the same for ions as for electrons. If you add a strong inwardly-directed
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electric field, this will cut the ion loss and raise the electron loss. So why don't you expect
the electrons to have worse confinement than the ions, at least until enough leak out to
destroy the potential well?” Ok, you make a good point, assuming as you do that we are
dealing with line cusps only. And that seems to be the case. So in theory, it shouldn't
make any difference whether the potential well is positive, negative or neutral in terms of
density confinement, correct? (that is, electrons are not easier to confine, in terms of
getting plasma density.) We expect the electron loss rate in the polywell to be much more
than the ion loss rate, but the important question is whether the loss rate of electrons in
this configuration will be worse than the loss rate of both species in a neutral plasma in a
similar cusp field. One thought: the electrons ought to have about the same (probably
somewhat higher) KE/temp in this system, but the electrons will have this value at the
edge of the potential well, where the ions will be fastest in the center (whereas in a
neutral plasma both species will have max. velocity at all places). This might mean that
the ion loss rate drops off faster than the electron loss rate increases.
You said, “So why don't you expect the electrons to have worse confinement than the
ions, at least until enough leak out to destroy the potential well?” Remember that the
electrons (the high-energy ones we are interested in) are being fed into the machine from
an e-gun outside it, rather than produced by the ionization of the plasma inside it. They
eventually drain by running into the magrid. So there's not really a question of them
leaking out of the whiffleball: they are being force-fed into the cusps by the electrostatic
potential outside the magrid caused by the positive charge on the grid. Any leaks (in
terms of energy confinement) will be in terms of cross-field transport toward the magrid,
or interception by supports/coil-connections, or maybe by upscattering and impact with
the walls. A different way to look at the BFR is like an Elmore-Tuck-Watson fusor, since
these fusors actually have a positively charged central grid like the polywell. Then
Bussard's idea is to magnetically insulate the grid to prevent electron impacts, and then
secondarily to confine the plasma to increase the density in the center. I think that may be
a better way to understand the machine, than looking at it from a primarily magnetic
confinement perspective. The BFR is after all classified as an inertial electrostatic
confinement device.

Where’s the Beef?
Art Carlson Munich, Germany Jul 06, 2008 0955: In other threads I have explained why given all that I know about plasma physics- I really, really expect the polywell not to
work anywhere near well enough to be interesting for power production. Several times I
have received responses along the lines that my theoretical ideas must be wrong because
the experimental results are so good and they substantiate the ideas of Bussard and
friends. If our discussion of the theoretical plasma physics doesn't get more interesting,
then I am afraid that the experimental results will be the only thing left to look at.

Will someone please help me find the experimental data, so we can discuss it? I haven't
swum in these waters as long as you have, so I'm not sure where to look. The most recent
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and comprehensive report I know of is Bussard's Valencia paper: "The main point of this
paper is to present the results of EMC2‘s 20 years of study and research of this approach
to clean fusion power." This paper has a stunning lack of experimental results. When you
say that the polywell has shown good results and good scaling, are you just taking
Bussard's and Nebel's word for it, or are there published data somewhere? Of course, the
standard in the scientific world is a peer-reviewed paper in a reputable journal, but in a
pinch I would also accept a web site, if it is detailed enough.
TallDave Jul 06, 2008 0538: I think what Art is really looking for -something rigorous
like a paper for peer review- doesn't exist. Bussard told me last May that he wanted to put
one together by the end of the year, but obviously that turned out to be impossible. The
closest thing we'll likely see is the peer review of the WB-7 results; and that would only
be available after the Navy declassifies it -if that ever happens. In the meantime, while
it's non-optimal, I'll just trust that Bussard and Nebel aren't making their data up.
Betruger Jul 06, 2008 1823: …all the data that was going to be in that peer review paper,
is lost? If it is, how much of it will be retraceable from WB7 data?
Art Carlson Jul 06, 2008 2042: I have not given Bussard enough credit for chutzpah. ot
only does he have the guts to string together speculations and rules of thumb and call it a
theory, he also has the courage to draw far-reaching conclusions from minimal, nearly
non-existent, experimental data and present them with a straight face. I am in awe. Just
a sampling from EMC2 Inertial-Electrostatic Fusion (IEF) Development: Final
Successful Tests of WB-6. October/November 2005. Robert W. Bussard and R. Michael
Wray. EMC2-0806-04 (rev. 0107): "If all electron flow were to be governed by the line
cusp/corner effects, it would be virtually impossible to maintain high electron densities
inside the machine while keeping densities outside low enough to avoid Paschen arcing
outside."
I first want to take note of the following because it confirms the fatal nature of line cusps:
Bussard continues, "Taking fwb and flc as the fractional areas of point cusp and line cusp
effects (note that fwb + flc = 1), and summing for parallel channel flow, gives the overall
trapping factor as (1/Gmj) = (fwb/Gwb) + (flc/Glc)" This is brilliant. After explaining
that there are two ways that electrons can be lost from the interior, instead of simply
adding the loss rates from the two mechanisms, like adding the areas when you have two
holes in a bucket, he postulates that some of the electrons are affected by mechanism one
and only by that mechanism, while the other electrons are only affected by mechanism
two. This allows him to write down a formula that can result in a confinement time longer
than the shorter of the two individual times. Add a loss channel and your confinement
improves. That's genius.
"Since the key variable in such tests is the electron density at the machine inner edge, and
since there was no way available to measure this density directly, it was noted that the
density could be determined with precision if the machine could be run at the beta=one
condition. ... By sweeping the B field of the machine, the range of plasma/electron “beta”
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was varied from infinity (at B = 0) to very small values (as B -> kG). In this sweep, it
was inevitable that a value of B was reached at which plasma beta was equal to unity. At
this condition, the electron density reached its maximum value, as this is the best that can
be done by B fields to confine charged particles. This is easy to detect by use of light
intensity measurements detecting electron/neutral ionization and subsequent
recombination collision effects in the system." This one floored me. I was worried about
whether there was published data on the scaling of confinement time with density, and
then I discover that Bussard didn't even measure the density. o interferometry. o
Langmuir probes. o spectroscopic methods. o Thomson scattering. Just the
assumption of pressure balance and beta equals one. And even that he gets by making a
scan of coil current and taking the peak of the photomultiplier signal. That takes real
courage.
"Finally, because of the shortness of time and limited available effort, it was only
possible to test WB-6 at conditions of interest for fusion for a few tests; four times at
electron drive voltages (and consequent well depths) that might produce fusion." And
these four tests produced a grand total of eight neutron counts. I hope that all of you are
clear on this. Your hopes for a future without fossil fuels, for cheap and non-radioactive
power plants, for interplanetary or interstellar space drives, are based on exactly eight
blips of a neutron detector. From these eight counts you are not only deducing the quality
of confinement in a small scale device, you are seeing the confirmation of scaling laws
that must sustain you over seven orders of magnitude. My hat's off to you. You are every
bit as gutsy as Bussard.
scareduck Jul 06, 2008 2339: I'm not sure what you're hoping for here, Art. The only
person here who has any idea of what is happening with WB-7, and has access to the data
is Rick Nebel. The rest of us are largely guessing.
Munchausen, Nikaloukta Jul 07, 2008 0522: Ecclesiastes 7: Sorrow is better than
laughter: for by the sadness of the countenance the heart is made better. The heart of the
wise is in the house of mourning; but the heart of fools is in the house of mirth. It is
better to hear the rebuke of the wise, than for a man to hear the song of fools.
I have been following the Polywell internet debacle for about a year now. I have seen
quite a lot of skepticism from those knowledgeable in this area but somehow I made the
conclusion that it is hard to prove or disprove the Polywell without experiments. The
WB-7 seemed to be a cheap and funny thing to try. So I joined in and signed the online
petition for funding to the house of congress. I must say Dr. Carlson has done a better
job of explaining his skepticism than the others in his (tokamak?) guild. Perhaps I would
not have signed that petition if he had joined the discussion earlier. Perhaps the major
lesson to be learned from the WB-7 will be that allocation of research funds should be
done by schooled professionals. Also, one other thing: let’s assume that the WB-7 will
conclusively prove that this idea is wrong: no potential well, no neutrons, nothing
whatsoever. Is this a result that will be published? Or will it all end with an anonymous
report in an archive somewhere? (Like the fate of the Ark in Raiders of the Lost Ark.)
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seedload Jul 07, 2008 0556: Munchausen, you said, “Perhaps the major lesson to be
learned from the WB-7 will be that allocation of research funds should be done by
schooled professionals.” Wow. You talk like no "schooled professionals" have ever
looked at this concept. You talk like the Navy just throws money at any silly idea that
comes their way without constantly reviewing the ideas and the progress. You speak as if
Dr Bussard and Dr Nebel have no schooling and are just making it up. Seriously, you
need to step back and think. Dr. Carlson is talking about issues that he sees with the
design, which is always good because it creates opportunities for debate, but such
criticism isn't in and of itself a reason to stop funding. I am not sure that even he would
object to the program at its current level of insignificant funding regardless of his opinion
of its chances of success. Besides, “schooled professionals” often get stuff funded at
extreme levels creating teaming masses of even more “schooled professionals” to
perpetuate the funding of even more of the same stuff at exponentially greater extreme
levels resulting in the drying up of funding for dissenting schooled professionals. ITER
and Global Warming being two “in-our-face” examples.
jmc Ireland Jul 07, 2008 0603: Actually there's quite a lot of published skepticism from
people who have made a significant effort to show that the Polywell wouldn't work the
way Bussard claimed it would (Rider, Nevins, Dolan). I've done a fair amount of reading
through Bussard’s reports and papers and I've seen a lot of dodgy stuff and one slip,
which was obvious even to me (where he implicitly assumes that ions only collide in the
core). That he could make a mistake in a report few physicists have read -that was
written with unclearly typed mathematics- is not surprising. 100 million pounds is far too
much to invest in an unproven concept unless it’s well diagnosed and tested so that the
scaling laws are verified to a reasonable degree of certainty. Still, the fact that it can
achieve beta=1 means it merits further investigation at a low level until it can be
understood. Even Dr. Carlson was surprised by Carter's plot of electron trajectories. I
don't agree with killing harmless low-level investigations into unexplained magnetic
confinement regimes.
Munchausen Nikaloukta Jul 07, 2008 1811: Seedload said, “I am not even sure that even
(Dr. Carlson) would object to the program at its current level of insignificant funding
regardless of his opinion of its chances of success.” Well, the money is gone no matter
what Art Carlson say. We all had a nice time day-dreaming and speculating about this
and we are all interested in what comes out of it. No use crying for spilled milk.
seedload Jul 07, 2008 1858: jmc said, “100 million pounds is far too much to invest in an
unproven concept unless it’s well diagnosed and tested so that the scaling laws are
verified to a reasonable degree of certainty.” I have always felt that Bussard's suggestion
to jump to a full scale machine was most likely a product of his personal desire to see his
life long dream become a reality before the inevitability of his impending death. Given
more time, I would assume he would favor at least one other less expensive step in there.
While I question Bussard's motives in some ways, I also respect his ideas. I question the
quality of his papers on the subject but I understand the circumstances under which he
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tried to get this info out there. It is hard to be critical of a man who was dying. I am very
impressed with Dr ebel. He took leave from some pretty interesting work with a wellrespected institution to do this. I fail to see his motivation in that move if it is based on
crackpot ideas. He must believe that it is not. Further, he isn't pussy footing around. He
wants to make a machine and show it to the scientific community and get it properly peer
reviewed. Heck he wants to build machines and give them out to said community. He is
way up front about it. And he isn't over-hyping anything. He wants this properly looked
at. Until you find that he hasn't followed through on this promise, you must respect the
way he has conducted himself. I await the WB7 results; and then suspect we will see an
incrementally larger design at some intermediate scale that leaves you the majority of
your 100 million pounds. (…er, Come to think of it, it won't use ANY of your 100
million pounds. It will be built with good old American dollars!) I say that Brits and
Germans really shouldn't worry about what we Americans spend our dollars on Smile
Except, of course, when it is to save one of you from the other of you. Again. Wink
jmc Ireland Jul 08, 2008 1331:Bussard was very creative and imaginative and indeed
perhaps we shouldn't be too harsh about mistakes he made on a paper he scribbled out
while he was sick with cancer. I support Dr. Nebel’s further investigation, I don't think
we have anything like enough information to rule out the Polywell as a viable fusion
concept, and to be honest I don't think anyone here, including myself, knows enough
about them to rule them out. I just don't like them being oversold with inadequate
evidence. Dr. Nebel is taking a correct conservative approach in attempting to
investigate them as rigorously as possible. He is also not trying to derail ITER or shut
down the other tokamak programs. I support a pluralistic approach to fusion until one
design delivers the goods in the sense of economic power as opposed to net power.
Mike Holmes Jul 08, 2008 1346: I think the point of this thread has been reached. Dr.
Carlson questioned where the data is, and the answer is that there's very little: some
additional annecdotal evidence from some involved, but not much published. Everyone
agrees that -sans more data from the current experimentation- not much can be derived
from the data that does exist. What is there may be slightly positive in some ways, but in
no way does it prove the viability of the BFR at larger scales. Hence, the WB-7. So that
absence of good evidencethrows the debate back into the realm of the theoretical, it
seems to me. Score one for Dr. Carlson, in that nobody should throw, "Well, experiment
seems to show that it works," at him in other threads. That's capitulation, in any case. If
that's the only defense of the BFR, then that's no defense at all: it is just a "let's wait and
see" attitude.
rnebel Jul 11, 2008 1714: Wiffleball data: When I first got on board with EMC2 I looked
through the files for data from the WB-2 and the WB-3. I found some data sheets, but
they weren't very helpful. From discussions I had with Dr. Bussard, I believe that the way
he surmised the existence of the Wiffleball was to look at the total light output with a
photomultiplier tube. What was observed was that the light intensity peaked as the
magnetic field decayed. The interpretation was that when Beta=1 was achieved (by
lowering the field) the plasma leaked out through the cusps so the light intensity dropped.
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Tom Ligon might want to comment on this since I suspect he was involved with the data.
Do we at EMC2 believe this is reliable? o. My understanding is that you can see the
same kind of behavior in helicon sources which are nowhere near Beta=1. Am I
concerned about this? o. You'll just have to stay tuned.
Tom Ligon, Northern Virginia, Jul 12, 2008 0202: My comments on WB-2: I was not
especially impressed with the diagnostics we had available for WB-2. The budget was so
lean when that thing was built, that there was not even a photomultiplier tube; instead,
there was a lead-sulfide photo-resistor purchased surplus for a few dollars and calibrated
against various roughly-known ambient light sources, including daylight. Before I came
on board, the data acquisition inputs were unfiltered (which means the signals were all
recorded with a grossly invalid Nyquist criterion). They are bands of fuzz with some
underlying shifts. They also blew about one data acquisition card a week due to having
no protection on the inputs. I fixed both problems before running a single test. I know
they did some Langmuir probe tests, but with a single-tip probe. I have no idea how to
get valid data out of a single-tip probe in a magnetic field, and I don't trust any of it. The
power supply was a wimp, a little 1 kV Glassman that put out something like an amp or
less. In the bright discharges, it usually went into current limit mode and pulled down to a
few hundred volts. The bright discharges, in my opinion, were an undesirable state, and I
think Dr. Bussard concluded the same thing after more experience with the big ones.
They did show something useful: they were bright only inside the magrid, with faint
wisps showing at the corners. You could SEE that trapping was occurring, the question is
if the machine ever achieved a proper Wiffleball. From the shape of the bright area, it
may have. The machine was hopeless for fusion, but in the last week of its life we
hooked it up to the supply built for PXL-1 (10 kV 1A, unregulated) and destroyed it at
4.5 kV. WB-2 should be regarded as a really rough first crack at building a proper
magrid machine.
Art Carlson Munich, Germany Jul 12, 2008 1052: rnebel, you said, “Do we at EMC2
believe this is reliable? No. My understanding is that you can see the same kind of
behavior in helicon sources which are nowhere near Beta=1. Am I concerned about this?
No. You’ll just have to stay tuned.” This sounds like confirmation of my impression –
from Rick Nebel, who has at least 1000 times more information than I – that the data on
and understanding of polywell operation, published or not, is very thin. The comments by
Tom Ligon are not so direct, more a technical narrative, but seem to show a similar
picture. Now if some of you think that the potential payoff compared to the cost is large
enough to justify spending a few million dollars, a couple years doing experiments, or
countless hours hanging around this forum, then I can understand that. I only ask you to
remember that the experimental as well as the theoretical basis of the concept is
extremely speculative.
Tom Ligon, you said, “I know they did some Langmuir probe tests, but with a single-tip
probe. I have no idea how to get valid data out of a single-tip probe in a magnetic field,
and don't trust any of it.” Tell me about it. I spent a good chunk of my career trying to
figure out how Langmuir probes work in a magnetic field. I completely sympathize if you
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choose a different density diagnostic. (Just don't try to fly blind.) After a great deal of
effort, my conclusions were (1) that nobody really understands them, and (2) that they
give roughly accurate results anyway. The frustration with this experience was one of the
factors that led me to leave plasma physics.
rnebel Jul 12, 2008 1835: When we came into this project we took the attitude that we
didn’t believe anything that was in the data. There are a number of reasons for that. First
of all, we were tasked to find out if the WB-6 data was real so we had to be skeptical.
Secondly, Dr. Bussard had had a lot of difficulty hiring and retaining a good Phd level
experimentalist (although he had some really excellent technicians). He was aware that
this was a problem, and he told me that. In his view, the job of the experimentalist was to
check his (Dr. Bussard’s) theories. That sociology doesn’t go over very well with
experimentalists. In my view, having a good, experienced experimentalist is absolutely
essential. We now have that at EMC2, and in fact Dr. Park and our technicians are the
ones who should be credited for getting the WB-7 operating and producing meaningful
results on such a short timescale. When we go into the laboratory, they call the shots, I
don’t. I would also like to comment on the question of simulations vs. experiments. I
spent most of my career doing 3-D nonlinear MHD simulations in both CTR Division
and T Division at LANL. In plasma physics, simulations are only as good as the
questions you ask of them. They can provide good guidance, but there is usually a huge
difference between virtual reality and reality reality. Simulations and experiments have
to go hand-in-hand. If you rely too heavily on computations you end up building yourself
a house of cards. Usually, the issues that you anticipate with the calculations aren’t the
ones you encounter in the laboratory. Finally, a few words about FRCs. I was at LANL
when the FRX-A, FRX-B and FRX-C devices operated. As I’m sure Art knows, they also
have issues like tilt modes in the large S limit, m=2 rotational modes if you throw away
the cusp stabilization (like the MTF people are doing), the problems with high voltage
repetitive pulsed power, steady-state formation and sustainment without opening up the
flux surfaces, and large fluctuations which contribute to the transport. That being said, I
think FRCs are a good idea. However, there isn’t a snowball’s chance in hades that the
DOE is ever going to support these concepts at the level they need to be supported in
order to make significant progress. These people need to be looking at other sources of
funding, and if they want to do that then they are going to have to come up with a
REALLY attractive vision for their final product. They can’t afford to be conservative.
The Tri-Alpha people understand this, and the rest of the FRC folks need to wake up to it.
In this world, whether or not you can make something work is irrelevant if you don’t have
an attractive final product.
Art Carlson Munich, Germany Jul 12, 2008 2102: You said, “I would also like to
comment on the question of simulations vs. experiments. ... Simulations and experiments
have to go hand-in-hand. ...” Amen. I didn’t really mean to put simulations and theory
ahead of experiment in any absolute sense. Just keep the balance.
You also said, “Finally, a few words about FRCs. ... As I’m sure Art knows, they also
have issues like ....” Yup. That's a good laundry list. I once tried to get the Max Planck
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Institute to give up tokamaks and build FRCs. Those were the technical arguments they
brought against it, especially MHD stability to the tilt mode. (There were political
arguments, too.) In the end I think they made the right choice. (Their decision to build a
large, superconducting stellarator may be a different matter, considering the funding
level available.) The theoretical and experimental basis for FRCs is much stronger than it
is for the polywell, but it's still a long shot. I guess I have my fantasies, too.
Art Carlson Munich, Germany Jul 18, 2008 0721: In another thread I commented that, “I
haven't even seen a calculation telling me that 2 neutrons per pulse from a polywell is a
lot. Maybe we should be expecting thousands, but the experiments are a dismal failure.
Does anyone have an answer to that?” If we take everything at face value (a risky
proposition, but we have to start somewhere), what do these two neutrons per shot tell us
about the confinement time? We have to assume we have a decent potential well and a
corresponding ion temperature. (You can explain away any poor result by hypothesizing
that the temperature was too low for a decent fusion cross section. Before you are
allowed to get excited about fusion neutrons, you have to either measure the temperature
or assume it was reasonably high.) The fusion rate then gives us a handle on the density.
Is this number consistent with the assumption that beta = 1 was reached? That's a side
question (but an important consistency check, where few are available). What we want is
a confinement time. For that we either need a decay rate of the density or an ionization
feed rate. Do we have either of these? Or limits on them? If not, then why are the fusion
neutrons seen as so encouraging? They could be the result of simply driving a lousy
machine hard enough. (Of course, if we ever get that far, I will want to convert the
confinement time to an effective loss area, which I will then compare to various
combinations of the system radius and the electron gyroradius. But I know how to do that
part myself.)
drmike Jul 18, 2008 1315: Temperature doesn't matter, CM energy matters. I don't
remember what the voltages were, but the CM energy will be twice that if you assume
perfectly radial currents.
(Detected neutrons) x 4π ÷ (detector angular section) = total neutron count
which can be used to calculate fission rate. My recollection is that this was in the 1000's.
93143 Jul 18, 2008 14:33: 13000 neutrons per count, for a quarter millisecond pulse
(roughly). The first test and the destruct test both showed one count. The second and third
tests, at increasing drive and B, showed 2 counts each. The best test result was 3
neutrons, at 12.5 kV drive, corresponding to about 3 x 108 D-D fusion events per second,
or about five orders of magnitude better than a fusor at the same voltage. Gas feed rate
was way too high - arcing ended all the tests.
Art Carlson Munich, Germany Jul 18, 2008 1538: A number I have handy (Wikipedia) is
a power density of 0.5 watts/m3/kPa2 for D-D at the optimum temperature (15 keV). Does
somebody have the field and volume? Let's guess B = 0.1 T so the magnetic pressure is
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B2/(2µ0) = 0.01/(2*4π*10-7) ~ 4 x 103 Pa = 4 kPa, which equals the plasma pressure if
beta = 1. Take a sphere with radius 5 cm (I'm hoping somebody who's better informed
will redo this calculation.), so the volume is (4π/3)(0.05m)3 ~ 5 x 10-4 m3. Gives me a
power of (0.5)(5x10-4)(4)2 ~ 4x10-3 watts. How many neutrons per second is that?
(4x10-3 watts)/(12.5 MeV/fusion)/(1.6x10-19 J/eV) ~ 2x109 neutrons per second. This is
nearly equal to Bussards's claim of 1 x109 neutrons per second, so there's at least that
much consistency in the claims. Now, the real question was how to deduce a
confinement time.
Art Carlson Munich, Germany Jul 20, 2008 0941: I think my calculation of the
confinement time can be simplified a bit. What we really care about is energy
confinement. The energy inventory is more reliable than the particle inventory at a given
pressure because it does not depend on the temperature. The energy input is also easy to
calculate as amps times volts, whether or not the drive current has anything to do with the
particle feed rate. The same number will come out, but on a more solid footing. I still
don't have a complete picture of how the losses from non-neutral cusp confinement fit
together. One image where at least some of the pieces fit together is that the ion loss is
reduced by the square root of the mass ratio. If I throw in this factor, I "predict" about the
right confinement time for WB-6. Bussard's extrapolation to the reactor regime is based
on "Whiffle-ball confinement", which I take to mean an effective loss area proportional
to ρ2. I think he wants to multiply this confinement time by 10,000 to take credit for
recirculation, but this point is not clear to me. I think there will not be much recirculation
at all, and the effective loss area will be proportional R x ρ (line cusp confinement). The
scaling for the ratio of fusion power to drive power is R3 x B4 for Bussard and R2 x B3 for
me. If we assume Bussard did his arithmetic right and got net power by scaling radius
and field each a factor of 10 to a 1 m radius and 1 T field, then my scaling law would
require a factor of 25 to a 2.5 m radius and 2.5 T field, and "my reactor" would produce
600 times more fusion power than "his". If nature takes the line cusp root, the size of the
net power device might be OK, but the fusion power level will be rather too hot to
handle. If the smallest possible Bussard reactor produces 100 MW, the smallest possible
Carlson reactor would produce 60 GW. (I am accepting here the argument that the field
can be scaled with the radius, and that this does not screw up the physics.) I have the
feeling we have been fighting on the wrong battlefield, but I'm not sure where we should
be. Maybe the key point is that Bussard thinks the power input to run a polywell at beta
= 1 is in the 10 MW range, regardless of the size, and with line-cusp scaling the input
power rises with R2, which may put you into an unusable regime before the fusion power
catches up.
93143 Jul 20, 2008 1934: As far as I can recall, Bussard has always said that power out
scales with the 7th power of the linear dimension (B4 x R3) and gain scales with the 5th
power of the linear dimension. The required input power increases as the device gets
larger, but not as fast as the fusion power.
Art Carlson Munich, Germany Jul 21, 2008 0610: TallDave, do you have any idea how
Bussard calculated electron losses and their scaling? Classical cross-field diffusion? I
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have also heard no satisfactory reason why ion loss through the cusps should not be an
important channel.
MSimon Rockford, Illinois Jul 21, 2008 0613: Because they don't have enough energy to
get out and up-scattering is not significant due to annealing. I don't know if those are
facts. They are the explanation.
Art Carlson Munich, Germany Jul 21, 2008 0831: I have presented a calculation that says
that the electrons punch a hole in the well seen by the ions. That is why I don't call "they
don't have enough energy to get out" a satisfactory explanation. When you say, “I don't
know if those are facts. They are the explanation,”
I take it to mean that you just don't know how Bussard arrived at his gain scaling. Does
anybody here? If not, I propose we ignore it.
TallDave Jul 21, 2008 1511: You asked, “TallDave, do you have any idea how Bussard
calculated electron losses and their scaling then? Classical cross-field diffusion?” In the
Valencia paper, there's a reference to equations or programs developed at EMC for crossfield diffusion. The rest would come from metal surfaces not shielded. Bussard threw that
together and estimated r2.
You said, “I have presented a calculation that says that the electrons punch a hole in the
well seen by the ions. That is why I don't call "they don't have enough energy to get out"
a satisfactory explanation.” Hmm, sorry, not buying that. The hole is so tiny compared to
the well, and the magrid is pushing back on any ions that far out. I don't see how the
electrons can pull any ions out. With a 1000:1 or greater overall density difference, it
seems extremely likely the gradient goes the wrong way, and in any case the ions
probably don't get far enough out to be affected by the tiny holes in the cusps.
kcdodd Jul 21, 2008 1938: I guess I just don't get your math. To start, what is debye
length even supposed to mean when talking about a pure electron sheet. That would mean
the thickness of your pure electron sheet would decrease with higher densities. That
makes no sense to me.
Art Carlson Munich, Germany Jul 21, 2008 1958: TallDave, you answered my question,
“TallDave, do you have any idea how Bussard calculated electron losses and their scaling
then? Classical cross-field diffusion?” by saying that, “In the Valencia paper, there's a
reference to equations or programs developed at EMC for cross-field diffusion. The rest
would come from metal surfaces not shielded. Bussard threw that together and estimated
r2.” I take this answer to mean "no".
You also said, “Hmm, sorry, not buying that. The hole is so tiny compared to the well,
and the Magrid is pushing back on any ions that far out. I don't see how they can pull any
ions out. With a 1000:1 or greater overall density difference, it seems extremely likely the
gradient goes the wrong way, and in any case the ions probably don't get far enough out
to be affected by the tiny holes in the cusps.” Buy it or not, I would appreciate an answer
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that makes some sense. When you say, "The hole is so tiny compared to the well," are
you talking about the thickness of the sheet (lambda_D) compared to the radius of the
potential well (R)? Yeees, that's already in the calculation.
When you say, "the Magrid is pushing back on any ions that far out" if you mean within
the magrid radius, then there is no field from the magrid doing anything to the ions.
(Faraday cage and all that.) If "that far out" is outside the magrid, then the electric field
is directed outward and "pushing back" is the opposite of what is happening. When you
say, "With a 1000:1 or greater overall density difference," why do you think the density
ratio will have this value, and what difference does it make?
TallDave Jul 21, 2008 2114: You asked, “Why do you think the density ratio will have
this value?” Because Bussard and Nebel both stated it does.
You said, “…but I contend that the electron density in the sheet will be comparable to
that in the interior for a significant distance.” How relevant is that to the overall force,
though? Shouldn't it be a Gaussian distribution?
You said, "Within the magrid radius…there is no field from the magrid doing anything to
the ions. (Faraday cage and all that.)” My understanding is there's a gradient from the
positive charge on the Magrid to the bottom of the well, Faraday effect or no. Anyways,
I'm not sure the Faraday effect applies here; the charge is on the grid itself, not external to
it. Actually, now that I think about it, if the Magrid is a Faraday cage then the ions won't
see any force from the electrons outside it, making it even less likely they could pull ions
out.
You said, “You can pick a hole in my calculation, or you can offer a calculation that
leads to a different conclusion. In the face of a calculation that contradicts your intuition,
the way things "seem" to you doesn't carry much weight.” Shrug. I don't believe your
calculation carries any more weight than my intuition. I haven't really bothered to look
into the calculation because throwing math at an ill-defined problem just gives you illdefined math. We don't have enough data for anything more than throwing around
competing theories.
Art Carlson Munich, Germany Jul 22, 2008 0936: I love it. I asked, “Why do you think
the density ratio will have this value,” and you replied, “Because Bussard and Nebel both
stated it does.” I said, “In the face of a calculation that contradicts your intuition, the way
things "seem" to you doesn't carry much weight,” and you replied, “Shrug. I don't believe
your calculation carries any more weight than my intuition. I haven't really bothered to
look into the calculation…” I think I better go back to real life now. I'm willing to make
an investment to do physics, but I don't have time for hearsay and speculation.
Tonybarry Sydney, Australia Jul 22, 2008 1239: Hmmm. I'll back a calculation over an
intuition any day. The calculation is at least tangible, reducible to components which can
be tested and checked by others, and discussable by those interested. Intuition is
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perilously close to religion -God said it is this way, I believe it, and that settles it- If Art's
calculations cannot be refuted in the theoretical realm, then they stand; either as an issue
with the polywell which is addressed through experiment, or a fact which allows us to
realize that the polywell concept cannot work as stated. I for one will thank Dr. Carlson
if he does so provide such a refutation, providing that it is a reasonable expression of
physics.
TallDave Jul 22, 2008 1458: Art, you said, “I'm willing to make an investment to do
physics, but I don't have time for hearsay and speculation.” Heh, well, what did you think
you were doing? Without the data, there is necessarily a lot of speculation involved; and
I have pointed out several potential problems with the assumptions that went into the
calculation -as you requested- which would make the calculation irrelevant. Also, if
you're going to dismiss the WB trapping factors as "hearsay" and assume they're wrong
-thus eliminating any possibility of the device working in the first place- then whether the
ions go out of the cusps or not seems to be of trivial interest. And Tony, you said “All
else being equal, so will I,” but may I suggest that -when you don't know whether you're
dealing with a sphere or a pyramid- doing the math to calculate the volume isn't
especially useful.
Munchausen Nikaloukta Jul 22, 2008 1601: TallDave, you said, “Because Bussard and
Nebel both stated it does.” Please consider Luke 21:14-15:
Settle it therefore in your hearts, not to meditate before what ye shall answer: For
I will give you a mouth and wisdom, which all your adversaries shall not be able
to gainsay nor resist.
TallDave Jul 22, 2008 1630: Heh, well one hopes they based that on experimental data
rather than divine inspiration.
scareduck Jul 22, 2008 1753: Jesus and the gyroradius! I think I've heard it all, now.
ravingdave Jul 22, 2008 1851: If I understand his point correctly, Munchausen is slapping
us supporters (and deservedly so). The “other side” would prefer to see some equations
backing up our points or refuting theirs. Other than Dr. Nebel, “our side” seems to be a
little weak, prefering to regard the statements of Dr. Bussard as "ex cathedra." And of
course there is always that lifesaver, "Wait for the experiment," while we secretly hope it
comes out our way.
MSimon Rockford, Illinois Jul 22, 2008 1925: I have been waiting almost two years
(since Nov 2006) for experimental results. A few more weeks isn't going to hurt. Back
when I started, the hope was small that anything could be done. Now it is just a matter of
time. Patience grasshopper.
icarus Jul 22, 2008 1937: These are some of the facts that make it less than a pseudoscience as painted by some not-so-charitable slurs. To prove that it will not work a priori
by calculation Art needs to spell out all of his assumptions and justify them, right back to
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first principles, then follow the calculations through thoroughly. (Or at least to the level
that Dr. Bussard has done to prove that it will work.) Bussard has a history of designing
and building nuclear reactors that work (for example, KIWI). The tokomaks, FRC
projects, etc have an extended history of promising much by the way of "trust us we have
done the calculations."
Scareduck Tue Jul 22, 2008 2023: …but not yet fusion devices. Bussard previously made
rather elaborate claims for commercially viable fusion devices that turned out to be
baseless: something I unearthed earlier. It's fair to say that Bussard was an optimist, but a
stable full of sh*t does not guarantee the presence of a pony.
MSimon Rockford, Illinois Jul 23, 2008 0934: I think some one pointed out in another
thread that when he found his previous preferred method for fusion unworkable he
abandoned it. So the worst you can say (with some confidence) is that he did not find a
problem with Polywell before he died.
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III. The Carbon Crisis
Human civilization has become dangerously dependent upon fossil fuels. They provide
eighty-six percent (86%) of the energy for our transportation, heating, agriculture,
manufacturing, and electricity. All fossil fuels are carbon compounds. When we burn
them to make energy – whether they are petroleum, coal, or natural gas – they produce
carbon dioxide (CO2). Eighty-six percent (86%) of the energy we use produces CO2.
This is the Carbon Crisis. This situation must not continue.
This situation must not continue because fossil fuel supplies are limited: the
production of petroleum and natural gas is already declining in many countries.
In less than 20 years, scarcity will make petroleum and natural gas much too
expensive – the energy required to extract the little bit that is left in the ground
will exceed the energy value of what can be recovered. Chapter 11
This situation must not continue because many nations are forced to buy their
petroleum from the few nations that have it. The national wealth of many
civilized countries is being transferred to terrorist oil nations such as Saudi
Arabia, Iran, and Venezuela – solely for the purpose of continuing our (truly
unnecessary) addiction to petroleum. Chapter 12
This situation must not continue because of the – continuing and horrendous –
damage to people and the environment done by the extraction and use of coal and
oil. Think sinkholes, strip mines, toxic coal sludge, tanker spills, acid rain,
mercury poisoning, black lung disease, carcinogenic auto and refinery emissions.
Chapters 13 and 14
This situation must not continue because catastrophe is inevitable. It is not a
question of if; it is only a question of when. No matter what brings on the
catastrophe – a comet’s impact, a nuclear war, a pandemic, overpopulation, or
global warming – the survivors will need lots of dependable energy to make it
through the catastrophe’s aftermath. (International fossil fuel delivery systems
will undoubtedly be disrupted; tidal and geothermal are insufficient and locationspecific; and in many locations solar and wind are very unreliable – which leaves
the pB polywell.) Chapter 15
This situation must not continue because we can’t count on tidal, geothermal,
solar and wind to save us. Chapter 16, 17, 18
Replacing eighty-six percent (86%) of the energy that powers human civilization is not a
trivial endeavor. The only way to get that kind of energy is nuclear – and the p-B
polywell is certainly the best way to do it.
This is the Carbon Crisis.
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Chapter 11: How Long will Fossil Fuels Last?
How long will Earth’s supplies of petroleum, coal, and natural gas last? To figure this
out for a given type of fossil fuel, two pieces of information are needed:
a) How much of that type of fossil fuel is still in the ground?
b) How rapidly will it be consumed?
Unfortunately nobody knows exactly how much fossil fuel is still under ground; and –
worse yet- we don’t know what the patterns of consumption will be in the future;
however there are three related propositions that we do know to be true:
1. There is a finite and very specific amount of each kind of fossil fuel left here
on Earth. (The fact that we don’t know the exact amount in no way diminishes
the importance and the reality of this quantity.)
2. Many people who are living on Earth today will see the time when some fossil
fuels are no longer available.
3. If we are not properly prepared for this lack of availability, billions of people
will be seriously inconvenienced (and some will die).
How –you quite reasonably ask - is it possible to state propositions 2 and 3 (above) with
any certainty, if we don’t know the answers to a) and b) above? To answer that question,
please permit me to digress just a little bit:
In 1956, M. King Hubbert told a
meeting of the American Petroleum
Institute that the crude oil
(petroleum) production of the United
States would reach its peak, and start
to go downhill in 1970. This is
exactly what happened. (See graph
of U.S. oil production on the right.)
King Hubbert used data that had
been gathered earlier in 1956 by
Wallace Pratt, a leader in the petroleum industry at that time. Pratt had asked each of the
most knowledgeable 25 men in the petroleum business this question, “How much
recoverable oil remains underground in the United States?” Their estimates ranged from
a low of 145 billion barrels to a high of 200 billion barrels. This estimated range was
virtually the unanimous view of the industry at that time.157
So it would seem that it is possible to make good predictions regarding future oil
production even when there are large uncertainties in the data. We will see that the large
uncertainties turn out to be unimportant in part because of a particular pattern that
characterizes change in fossil fuel production.
It does not matter whether we are talking about crude oil (petroleum), or coal, or natural
157
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gas; and it does not matter whether we are talking about a single oil well, a single coal
mine, a whole oil or gas field, a complete stratum of coal, an entire state, a nation, or the
whole earth. When each of these different cases is considered from the moment of
discovery to the time of total depletion, fossil fuel production tends to follow the same
general pattern: an approximate bell curve. Here are a few examples: below left – Texas
oil production, which peaked in 1972: Hubbert’s 1956 prediction for Texas is the green
bell curve. Below right – Texas natural gas production which also peaked in 1972.

Below left – UK coal production, which peaked in 1932; and below right – European
natural gas production, which mostly peaked in 2001. Norwegian gas will peak in 2009.

Below left – production curves for various UK oil fields: all have peaked. Below center
– oil production curves for various nations of the world: the U.S. peaked in 1970, North
Sea peaked in 2001. The red graph line represents total world production on a different
scale. Below right – world oil production. Can you guess when the peak will be?
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The bell curve indicates when fossil
fuel production will reach a peak, and
it can even suggest when the supplies
of that fuel will run low. Hubbert’s
predicted oil production model for
Norway is graphed in red on the right.
The actual production is indicated in
yellow squares. Can you guess when
Norway’s petroleum will run low?
The area under the graph line
represents the total of all the
petroleum produced by Norway. If
you can visualize the red line as
triangle instead of a bell curve, the
triangle would be about 6.2 squares
high, and it would have a base that is
about 5 squares long. The area of the
triangle is A = 0.5bh or 0.5 x 5 x 6.2
or 15.5 squares of area. This is the
estimated total reserve that was used
to plot the Hubbert peak. Now suppose that the originally estimated total Norwegian
reserve is discovered to be in error by, say 50%; and suppose it turns out to be 23.25
squares of area instead. What will this new area do to the dimensions of the triangle –
assuming that the new triangle will be similar to the smaller one? The height of the
smaller triangle was 1.24 times its base. So, for the new larger similar triangle,
0.5bh = 0.5 x b x 1.24b = 23.25. We multiply the terms to get 0.62b2 = 23.25
And now we divide each side by 0.62: b2 = 23.25 ÷ 0.62;
Then take the square root of each side: b = √37.9
√37.9 = 6.16; so the new base is now 6.16 squares long instead of 5 squares,
If it were true, this new information would mean that Norway’s oil might run out in 2040
rather than 2030; which suggests that a 50% error in the estimated reserve does not turn
out to be particularly serious!
In summary, Hubbert Peak Theory uses the professionally estimated total reserve for a
given quantity of fossil fuel –say the estimated total of all natural gas still underground in
Azerbaijan – to construct a bell curve with an area equal to that quantity. Data from the
first few years of operation is used to determine the initial starting point and slope of the
bell curve. This is all that is needed to determine approximately when the production
from that particular reserve will peak, and when it will terminate. By now, this process
has been used thousands of times for thousands of different fossil fuel reserves. It is
highly respected in the fossil fuel energy industry, and –within certain limits- it is
considered to be quite reliable.
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The U.S. has a vast coal reserve, so the
Hubbert bell curve -drawn for it on the
right- has a huge area. Unfortunately,
since the data for the “first few years” is
pretty erratic, it is difficult to decide on
the initial slope of the bell curve. In this
case, the predicted years of the peak and
the termination are less than obvious.
Where vast quantities and erratic data are
involved, Hubbert Theory is less than
conclusive.
Exponential Growth
China has a similar problem in predicting how long its coal will last. China burns more
coal per year than any other country; and they are constructing 1 or 2 new coal-fired
power plants each week. The web page for the China Coal and Mining Expo states that
the “examined (Chinese) coal reserve is over 1 trillion tons of which 189 billion tons can
be used directly: this means that the coal can be mined for a hundred year according to
the annual output of 1.9 billion tons in 2004.” 158 China’s official web portal states that,
“Last year (2005), China's coal consumption grew 10.9 percent, which was relatively low
compared to the 14.4 percent growth rate in 2004.” 159
Where vast quantities are involved, and development is just beginning, the growth in
production is exponential. The “rule of 70” states that the doubling time in years for an
exponentially increasing quantity can be found by dividing 70 by the percentage growth
rate. Let’s divide 70 by China’s own reported growth rate for coal consumption: 70 ÷
10.9 percent = 6.4 years. This means that China’s coal consumption doubles every 6.4
years (or less if we use the 14.4% figure). So, again using their own figures, this means
that before 2011 their output of 1.9 billion tons will have to double to 3.8 billion tons;
and by 2017 it will have to double again to 7.6 billion tons. Keep in mind that the
increase at any doubling is equal to all of the preceding growth: when we get to the place
where the output exceeds 189 billion tons, that increase will be equal to all of their
preceding growth, and all of their coal which “can be used directly” will be gone!
So we continue our doubling process for Chinese coal: before 2024 – production will
double to 15.2 billion tons; by 2030 – 30.4 billion tons; before 2037 - 60.8 billion tons;
by 2043 – 121.6 billion tons; and (are you holding your breath?) before 2050 – 243.2
billion tons! In about 40 years, China will be out of coal – this is a pretty stark contrast to
their government’s cheery allegation (above) that, “This means that the coal can be mined
for a hundred years…”
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But, like the Hubbert Theory, this process also seems less than conclusive for the United
States. The U.S. Energy Information Administration states that growth in domestic
consumption and export of coal will contribute to a 2.9-percent increase in coal
production in 2008. Secondary (consumer-held) coal stocks are estimated to have grown
by 5.5 percent in 2007 to 159 million short tons. Consumer stocks are expected to remain
stable in 2008 and grow by an average of 2.8 percent in 2009.160 As of January 1, 2007,
the (U.S. demonstrated reserve base) was estimated to contain 491 billion short tons. The
U.S. coal production in 2007 was 1.15 billion short tons.161
Again we use the “rule of 70”: 70 ÷ 2.9 percent = 24 years doubling time. Thus, by 2031
production will increase to 2.3 billion tons; 2055 – 4.6 billion; 2079 - 9.2 billion; 2103 –
18.4 billion; 2127 – 36.8 billion; 2151 – 73.6 billion; 2175 – 147.2 billion; 2199 – 294.4
billion and… If our coal production continues to increase by the relatively conservative
amounts of the present day, U.S. coal might last for as much as 200 years.
Energy Cost of Energy Production
When oil production first began in the mid-nineteenth century, the largest oil fields
recovered fifty barrels of oil for every barrel used to provide energy for the extraction,
transportation and refining.162 This is the energy cost of energy production. Currently,
between one and five barrels of oil are recovered for each barrel of oil used as energy in
the recovery process. When the cost of the recovery is equal to the energy extracted, the
net energy gain falls to zero, and the resource is no longer a viable energy source. This
happens long before the resource is completely exhausted.
However, it is important to understand that many sources of energy, such as polywell
fusion, solar, wind, and coal, are not subject to the same restrictions as oil. Thus, an oil
source with a very high cost of recovery, can be usefully exploited if the energy required
to produce that oil comes from a cheap and plentiful energy source, such as a polywell.
Availability of cheap, but hard to transport, natural gas in some oil fields has led to using
natural gas to fuel enhanced oil recovery. Similarly, natural gas in huge amounts is used
to power most of the Athabasca Tar Sands plants in northeastern Alberta, Canada.
Cheap natural gas has similarly led to the present corn ethanol debacle with the cost in
natural gas energy sometimes exceeding the energy produced from the ethanol. (See
Chapter 16.)
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Problems with Petroleum-based Growth
Sadly, human economic growth is driven by growth in oil production. If we humans are
to survive, this problem must be corrected. M. King Hubbert said, “Our principal
constraints are cultural. During the last two centuries we have known nothing but
exponential growth and in parallel we have evolved what amounts to an exponentialgrowth culture, a culture so heavily dependent upon the continuance of exponential
growth for its stability that it is incapable of reckoning with problems of non-growth.”
During the second half of the twentieth century, fertilizer made mostly from natural gas
revolutionized Earth’s agriculture. For example, world grain production increased by
250%. Fossil fuels (oil)
also provided the pesticides, and sometimes they fueled the irrigation.
In their 1994 study, Food, Land, Population and the U.S. Economy, David Pimentel,
professor of ecology and agriculture at Cornell University, and Mario Giampietro, senior
researcher at the National Research Institute on Food and Nutrition, place the maximum
U.S. population for a sustainable economy at 200 million.163 (The present U.S.
population is 302 million. It is growing at 2% annually; what is the doubling time for
U.S. population?) The same study also says, “To achieve a sustainable economy world
population will have to be reduced by two-thirds.” Without population reduction, there
will be an agricultural crisis beginning in 2020, and becoming critical around 2050. The
peaking of global oil along with the decline in regional natural gas production may
precipitate this agricultural crisis sooner than generally expected. If we do not prepare
for the declining production of fossil fuels, the next few years will see food prices
skyrocketing and food riots, wars and starvation over the entire planet.
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Chapter 12: The Cartel
The substance is ugly-looking stuff. Before processing, it is a black, viscous goo that
sticks to everything, and is all but impossible to remove. I am a serious user –in fact I am
hopelessly addicted - as are most of my friends and family. I have been told that the
substance kills more Americans than the war in Iraq, but it does not seem to be affecting
my own personal health; at least not yet. The stuff is way better than cocaine. It makes
me feel competent and intelligent. When I’m using it, I feel like I can go anywhere I
want, any time I want; and the trips always seem to be so very smooth and quick and
easy. Most of all, it makes me happy – very happy. I know that I spend way more on my
habit than I should. Indeed, the habit has gotten some of my friends into serious financial
trouble, but that hasn’t happened to me; again, not yet. Being a user, it doesn’t trouble
my conscience all that much.
Except for where it comes from.
My dealer is part of a highly organized, tightly controlled international cartel that makes
the Columbian terrorist drug cartel look like five-year-olds trying to play football. My
dealer’s cartel controls the substance almost completely; but I’m not complaining,
because most of the time, it has the stuff when I need it. It charges way too much, but
that’s not the part that bothers me.
What bothers me is that the cartel wants us all dead.
Me and my family and my friends – all dead.
Really.
Oh sure, as long as I am willing to pay their asking price, they put up with me; at least,
most of the time. But they do not respect any of us. They want us all dead; and they
educate their children to want us dead. Many of their school books teach their children to
hate us and join in organized attacks against us. They have already paid assassins to kill
several thousand of us; yet we who live in America are paying this same cartel a total of
$191 million dollars a day for their black gooey stuff – much more than the $68 million
per day that we spend on beer (but actually less than the $343 million per day that we are
spending on the Iraq war). Nevertheless, we are giving them vast sums of cash every
day, and they are plotting to kill us. This does bother me. A lot.
As it happens, there are a few other cartels where I can get the same stuff; but one of
them is hysterically anti-Semitic. Yes, I said hysterically. This cartel claims that the
holocaust164 never happened. It is possible that they hate Jews even more than Hitler did.
They are constructing missiles and nuclear weapons in underground laboratories for the
express purpose of eradicating Israel from the face of the earth. They also support and
fund Hezbollah in its day-to-day attempts to kill Jews.
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Yet another substance supplier supports the anti-Semitic cartel that is building those
nuclear weapons. It has refused to condemn the terrorist drug cartels based in Colombia,
and it has sold weapons to them.
Is any of the preceding stuff morally wrong? OK - then exactly which parts of it are
wrong? Are some parts of it more wrong than other parts? And should any attempt be
made to address any of these issues? If so, what should be done and by whom?
Oh -one important fact– you’ve
probably figured out by now
that it is completely legal to
use, buy, possess, sell, and
produce this substance, because
it is crude oil. The cartel that
wants us all dead is Saudi
Arabia; the hysterical antiSemites are the Iranians; and
the Iran-supporter who has sold
weapons to the Columbian drug
cartel is Venezuela. So, why
isn’t Iran on the Import list?
The U.S. hasn’t been importing
oil from Iran lately because it
has been named a “terrorist”
state. Iran is a huge exporter of
oil – they export more barrels
per day than Venezuela. It’s
just that the U.S. isn’t buying
any of it directly. Indirectly –of
course they are– oil is a
commodity just like wheat,
gold, and coal. The price is
determined world-wide on a daily basis. Money goes into the giant commodity pool, and
oil comes out. To illustrate this point: it can be documented that Israel actually buys oil
from Iran – but more of that later.
Is any of this morally wrong? You bet – most all of it is wrong; but the greatest moral
wrong is giving another country a lot of money so they can use it to kill our own
countrymen: that’s called treason. One can (and should) be executed for treason.
Another great moral wrong is giving another country a lot of money so they can kill
Jews: that’s called genocide or mass murder, or a “hate” crime. One can (and should) be
executed for that, as well. And if you give money to a country that supports them, or
give money to a country that arms drug cartels, that certainly makes you an accessory.
Most of us (including Israel) are doing all of the above. If we don’t correct the situation
directly, we may well die –indirectly, because of these crimes.
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Saudi Arabia
Muhammad Bin Wahab was a holy man adopted by Saudi tribal leaders who later
became the Saudi Royal Family.165 His ideas considered sharia (Islamic) law to be based
exclusively on the Koran and the Haddith (the sayings of the prophet Mohammed).
Today, this belief is commonly referred to as Wahabbism. In the 18th Century, the
Saudis launched a jihad, inspired by Wahab, to conquer the entire Arabian penninsula.
They proclaimed that anyone who did not adhere to Wahabbism was an infidel and
should be killed. They would send a messenger into each town carrying a Koran in one
hand, and a sword in the other. Each person was to make a choice: the Koran or the
Sword - surrender to the Saudis and become Wahabbis, or be put to death as an infidel.
Today, this bit of history is represented on
the Saudi flag (right) - the Koranic verse
above (There is no god but Allah and
Muhammad is his Prophet) and the Sword
below - a very uncompromising message:
Book or Blade. And things have not
changed very much since Wahab. Saudis
who choose to renounce Islam face the same
choice today; and Saudi children are taught
Wahabbism at a very early age.
Islamic studies in Saudi Arabia take up to 30 percent of weekly classroom hours in lower
and middle school, plus several hours each week in high school. Educators who question
the official interpretation of Islam face severe reprisals. In November 2005, a Saudi
teacher who made positive statements about Jews and the New Testament was fired and
sentenced to 750 lashes and a prison term. The Saudi public school system totals 25,000
schools, educating about 5 million students. The Kingdom also runs academies in 19
world capitals (including an academy near Washington DC) that use some of the same
religious texts that are used in Saudi Arabia. The Kingdom also distributes the textbooks
worldwide to numerous Islamic schools and madrassas that it does not directly operate. It
is trying to assert itself as the world's authoritative voice on Islam and these textbooks are
integral to this effort. As the report of the commission investigating the 9/11 attacks
observed, "Even in affluent countries, Saudi-funded Wahhabi schools are often the only
Islamic schools" available. Education is at the core of the debate over freedom in the
Muslim world. Al-Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden understands this well. In a recent
audiotape he railed against those who would "interfere with school curricula."
A review of the Saudi school books used for Islamic studies in 2006 reveals that – despite
the Saudi government's claims to the contrary – the teaching of hatred toward Christians,
Jews, and non-Wahhabi Muslims remains in the Saudi public school system.166 The texts
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divide the world into true believers of Islam and infidels. It begins in the first grade, and
continues each year, culminating in a 12th-grade text instructing students to wage jihad
against the infidel. Ali al-Ahmed, a Saudi dissident who runs the Washington-based
Institute for Gulf Affairs, provided 12 current Saudi Ministry of Education textbooks
(which purportedly were cleaned-up after 9/11). He obtained the books from teachers,
administrators and families with children in Saudi schools. Some of these people were
Muslims from non-Wahhabi traditions (who are themselves condemned in these texts),
others were simply frustrated that the books do so little to prepare young students for the
modern world. The books were translated by two, independent, fluent Arabic speakers.
The following translated passages from Saudi public school textbooks are shaping the
views of the next generation of Saudis and Muslims worldwide:
Grade 1: "Every religion other than Islam is false."
Grade 2: "True belief means . . . that you hate the polytheists and infidels but do
not treat them unjustly."
Grade 5: "A Muslim, even if he lives far away, is your brother in religion.
Someone who opposes God, even if he is your brother by family tie, is your
enemy…"
Grade 6: "Just as Muslims were successful in the past when they came together in
a sincere endeavor to evict the Christian crusaders from Palestine, so will the
Arabs and Muslims emerge victorious, God willing, against the Jews and their
allies, if they stand together and fight a true jihad for God, for this is within God's
power."
Grade 8: "Some of the people of the Sabbath were punished by being turned into
apes and swine. (The apes are Jews; while the swine are the Christians - the
infidels of the communion of Jesus.) Some of the Jews worship the devil..."
Grade 9: "It is part of God's wisdom that the struggle between the Muslim and the
Jews should continue until the hour of judgment…Muslims will triumph because
they are right. He who is right is always victorious, even if most people are
against him."
Grade 10: Blood money is retribution paid to the victim or the victim's heirs for
murder or injury; these blood money rules suggest that the life of a non-Muslim
(as well as the life of any women) is worth a fraction of the life of a free Muslim
male. "Blood money for a free infidel is half of the blood money for a male
Muslim. Blood money for a woman is half of the blood money for a man, in
accordance with his religion: the blood money for a Muslim woman is half of the
blood money for a male Muslim, and the blood money for an infidel woman is
half of the blood money for a male infidel."
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Grade 11: "Do not yield to them [Christians and Jews] on a narrow road out of
honor and respect."
Grade12: "Jihad is the path of God – which consists of battling against unbelief,
oppression, injustice, and those who perpetrate it. It is the summit of Islam. This
religion arose through jihad and through jihad was its banner raised high. It is
one of the noblest acts, which brings one closer to God, and one of the most
magnificent acts of obedience to God." (Recall the forced choice of the
Wahabbist jihad – book or blade.)
The hateful Wahabbist indoctrination bore bitter fruit:
The World Trade Center in New York City (sometimes informally referred to as the
WTC or the Twin Towers) was located in Lower Manhattan and developed by the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey. Like most World Trade Centers located around
the globe, it belonged to the World Trade Centers Association. The complex at the heart
of New York's downtown financial district, contained 1.24 million square meters of
office space - four percent of Manhattan's office space at that time. On September 11,
2001 at 8:46 am, Al Qaeda suicide hijackers crashed American Airlines Flight 11 into the
northern face of the North Tower of the WTC.167 Seventeen minutes later, at 9:03 am, a
second team of hijackers crashed United Airlines Flight 175 into the South Tower, which
collapsed and disintegrated at 9:59 am. At 10:28 am, the North Tower collapsed and
disintegrated. 2,750 death certificates were filed relating to the 9/11 attacks; 340
emergency personnel and 60 police officers were killed. For the following 8 ½ months,
the World Trade Center site cleanup and recovery continued 24 hours a day and involved
thousands of workers. The massive pile of debris smoked and smoldered for 99 days.
The Al Qaeda hijackers crashed a third airliner into the Pentagon in Washington DC. The
fourth plane crashed into a field near Shanksville, Pennsylvania after passengers and
members of the flight crew on the fourth aircraft attempted to retake control of their
plane, which was said to have been heading for The White House. There are no known
survivors from any of the flights.
On Feb 6, 2002 Saudi Arabia acknowledged for the first time that 15 of the Sept. 11
suicide hijackers were Saudi citizens, but said that the Kingdom bears no responsibility
for their actions.168 Previously, Saudi Arabia had said that the citizenship of 15 of the 19
hijackers was in doubt despite U.S. insistence that they were Saudis. But Interior Minister
Prince Nayef told The Associated Press that Saudi leaders were shocked to learn 15 of
the hijackers were from Saudi Arabia. "The names we got confirmed that," Nayef said in
a brief interview. "Their families have been notified." Osama bin Laden (Al Qaeda
leader and the chief suspect in the 9/11 attacks) was Saudi born but stripped of his
citizenship in 1994. Asked if he had information on whether bin Laden was dead or
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alive, Prince Nayef said: "We have no information and we have no interest in this
subject."
Cozen O'Connor, a Philadelphia law firm, has filed a lawsuit on behalf of many insurance
companies alleging that Saudi Arabia and Saudi-backed Islamist charities nurtured and
financed al-Qaeda.169 Senior Saudi officials and members of the royal family or their
representatives served as executives or board members of the suspect charities while
these charities were financing al-Qaeda operations. The Saudi government substantially
controlled and financed the charities. The lawsuit alleges that the charities laundered
millions of dollars – some from the Saudi government – into al-Qaeda and other terrorist
groups. They provided weapons, false passports, employment documents, and safe
houses. Regional offices of the charities employed al-Qaeda operatives in senior
positions, who helped coordinate support for terror cells. The lawsuit argues that the
Saudi government intended the 9/11 attacks to happen, but the public record supporting
this allegation is thin, and lawyers suing the Kingdom have yet to generate direct
evidence that any Saudi official conspired with al-Qaeda to attack the United States.
However, the lawsuit compiles hundreds of incremental disclosures from the U.S
government and other sources and weaves them together to form one basic allegation: AlQaeda's development from ragtag regional terrorists into a global threat was fueled by
Saudi money – some of it from the Saudi government – and the charities were the
money's conduit. With the help of charities affiliated with the Saudi government, alQaeda attacked two U.S. embassies in East Africa, the U.S. destroyer Cole, and finally
the World Trade Center and the Pentagon.
Cozen said, "…we are not breaking new ground… The law has always recognized the
liability of those who participate in a conspiracy and those who aid and abet." He is
suing under the 1976 Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, which protects foreign
governments from being sued by U.S. citizens except in rare circumstances. While the
standard is extremely high, federal courts have permitted lawsuits in cases where foreign
countries engaged in criminal conduct, such as murder. Even if Cozen loses the appeal
and the Saudis retain immunity, U.S. District Judge Richard Conway Casey has ruled that
there is enough evidence to proceed against several Islamist charities, banks, and alleged
terrorism financiers named in the lawsuit. Cozen is the first of several groups suing the
Saudis to hold them liable for supporting Islamist charities allegedly tied to al-Qaeda.
Other plaintiffs include the Port of New York and New Jersey, and the investment firm
Cantor Fitzgerald, which lost 657 employees when American Airlines Flight 11 slammed
into the north tower.
The lawsuit has caused friction between the United States and Saudi Arabia. In a filing
with the Second Circuit, Saudi Arabia said the lawsuit has undermined the nations' ability
to work together to fight terrorism. "This concern is felt in all circles of the Saudi
government," said Nizar bin Obaid Madani, Saudi minister of foreign affairs. The
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litigation, Madani said, "sends a confusing and mixed message about the relationship
between the governments of the United States and Saudi Arabia."
The question of whether elements of the Saudi government offered support to jihadists
intent on attacking the West has fueled intense debate. Former Republican Senator Slade
Gorton of Washington, a 9/11 Commission member, says, "Clearly, the central moving
figures in the 9/11 scandal were Saudi, and clearly that wasn't a coincidence. The fact that
there is a particularly militant and extremely conservative form of Islam that is, in effect,
the state religion of Saudi Arabia - well, there has always been tension between the
United States and Saudi Arabia over that. Do we pull punches with the Saudis on the
charities and other matters because they can help us counterbalance Iran, they can help us
bring the Palestinians and the Israelis to the table, they can serve as a forward staging
area for our military in the Middle East? I don't think there is any question but that is the
case."
David E. Long, former deputy director of the State Department's Office on Counterterrorism, who is fluent in Arabic and travels regularly to the Mid-east, said that one of
the central principles of Islam is Zakat, the giving of alms to the poor. Once the money
went out the door, Saudi donors assumed that it would be used for charitable purposes.
"Traditionally, there was little or no oversight throughout the economy; trust was highly
personalized, and caveat emptor was the order of the day," Long said. "It is…my view
that there is no basis for the claim that the Saudi government wittingly supports or has
continued to turn a blind eye on foundations supporting terrorist operations."
The Cozen case begins in Saudi Arabia:
Riyadh, November 1994: the French Interior Minister delivered an urgent official
message to his Saudi counterpart. The French, he said, had information that the
Muslim World League – a charity that the Saudi government had created – was
funding terror cells in France. The French were deeply worried, and he needed
the Saudis to address the situation. This was the first of several warnings that
Western intelligence agencies gave the Saudis before 9/11. The Saudi
government, the suit contends, did nothing.
Washington, 1998: U.S. intelligence reported to the Saudis that employees of a
Saudi-affiliated charity, al-Haramain Foundation, may have been involved in the
bombings of U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. Six years later, the 9/11
Commission concluded that the Saudis never acted on that information.
The Cozen suit also cites a conclusion by Sen. Robert Graham of Florida, chairman of the
congressional joint inquiry into 9/11, that a Saudi government employee named Omar alBayoumi helped two of the hijackers find an apartment in Southern California and lent
them money. Graham was convinced that Bayoumi was a Saudi intelligence agent and
that his aiding of Nawaf al-Hazmi and Khalid al-Mihdhar signaled some degree of Saudi
government participation. Graham said that, during the inquiry, the FBI repeatedly
stonewalled efforts to subpoena an informant who had housed the hijackers. "That is one
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of the major unanswered questions of 9/11: Why the administration tried to disguise the
role of the Saudis," Graham said.
Washington DC, 1999: The East Africa embassy bombings focused U.S. officials
on al-Qaeda. They needed to shut down its financing. Vice President Al Gore
made a personal appeal to Saudi Crown Prince Abdullah at the White House:
Help the U.S. disrupt al-Qaeda's flow of money. Abdullah agreed to put U.S.
officials in touch with their Saudi counterparts. Following up on Gore's request,
two delegations of senior U.S. officials traveled to Riyadh, one in 1999 and the
second a year later. On both trips, U.S. officials gave the Saudis lists of suspected
charities, money exchanges, banks, and suspected terrorism financiers. It was
essential, the Americans said, that the Saudis crack down on these entities. If their
financial support could be stopped, jihadist groups would have a harder time
extending their reach. But the delegations did not have the desired effect.
Testifying before the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee in 2003, Jonathan
Winer, former deputy assistant secretary of state for international law
enforcement, said he had helped oversee the 1999 delegation. "…we went to the
Saudis as a government, shared with them what we had, asked them for more
information, warned them of what might take place, and ultimately nothing
happened." After 9/11, the U.S. Treasury Department designated as terrorism
supporters many of the charities, banks and alleged financiers that U.S. officials
had listed on their trips to Riyadh.
The Philippines, 1990s: The International Islamic Relief Organization (IIRO) – a
major Islamist charity with ties to the Saudi government – opened branch offices
in the Philippines. For a time, the director there was Mohammad Jamal Khalifa,
Osama bin Laden's brother-in-law and a senior al-Qaeda member. Two years
before 9/11, the Philippine and Indonesian IIRO branches were designated as
terrorist financiers, funneling money to al-Qaeda and other radical groups. At that
time, Abd Al Hamid Sulaiman al-Mujil, an IIRO official in Saudi Arabia who
channeled money to those branches, was also designated as a terrorist financier.
Mujil traveled regularly to meet with bin Laden; Khalid Sheikh Mohammed
(planner of the 9/11 attacks); and al-Qaeda financiers. Mujil also provided donor
funds directly to al-Qaeda.
The Cozen lawsuit cites a 1996 CIA report that the IIRO financed six militant training
camps in Afghanistan in the 1990s. The lawyers also obtained a declassified memo
suggesting that the IIRO supported terrorists from the early 1990s through the first half of
2006. Before the lawsuit was filed, it might have been plausible to argue, as the Saudi
Embassy in Washington once did, that the IIRO had no affiliation with the government;
but since then, investigators have found an IIRO report showing that members of the
royal family play a supervisory role in connection with some of the local offices of the
IIRO in Saudi Arabia. Re-enforcing this point, the IIRO has argued that it cannot be
sued because it is an agency of the Saudi government and thus enjoys immunity.
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Sarajevo, October 2001: Three weeks after 9/11, NATO forces raided the offices
of an obscure Islamist charity. At the Saudi High Commission for Relief of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, they seized computer hard drives with before-and-after
pictures of the twin towers; pictures of the bombed U.S. embassies in East Africa;
photos of the Cole after a bomb ripped a four-story gash in its side and killed 17
U.S. sailors; materials for forging State Department identification badges; and
files on pesticides and crop-duster aircraft - potential weapons. This organization,
which was founded and chaired by Saudi Prince Salman, and which had
represented itself as a humanitarian mission to aid refugees and orphans, seemed
instead to be a terrorist haven. Five months later, during a March 2002 raid on
another Saudi charity – the Benevolence International Foundation (BIF) – the FBI
and Bosnian police uncovered what one prosecutor called "the one and only alQaeda archive." Seized was a huge cache of computer-stored information on BIF
executive director Enaam Arnaout's early ties to bin Laden. It included published
photographs of the two men touring a camp in Afghanistan, a list of al-Qaeda
financiers called the "Golden Chain," and bin Laden's plans to use Islamist
charities for his jihad. There were minutes of al-Qaeda's founding in Afghanistan
in 1988, and copies of an al-Qaeda loyalty oath and criteria for membership,
including, prosecutors said, a need to be "listening and obedient" and to have
"good manners."
Chicago, 2002: Based on evidence from the Sarajevo raids, U.S. authorities
indicted Arnaout in Chicago, where the BIF had begun fund-raising a decade
earlier. He was charged with illegally diverting charitable funding to al-Qaeda
operatives in the Balkans and elsewhere. The government shut down the
organization, then the third-largest Islamist charity in the United States. The
Chicago-based BIF traced its origins to Saudi Arabia in the 1980s, where Saudi
businessman Adel Batterjee founded it to raise money for Arab fighters battling to
eject Soviets from Afghanistan. While the BIF had no apparent institutional links
with the Saudi government, the Sarajevo files show that the BIF was part of a
conspiracy that included other Islamist charities that were openly tied to the Saudi
government. There is evidence that bin Laden planned to use the BIF and other
charities, including the Muslim World League, to fund his jihad beyond
Afghanistan. BIF officials were al-Qaeda insiders who worked for other relief
organizations with links to the Saudi government. One day before his trial,
Arnaout pleaded guilty to reduced charges that he fraudulently diverted charitable
funds to rebel fighters in Bosnia and Chechnya. Arnaout's lawyers and the trial
judge said the government had failed to prove that Arnaout had used BIF money
to support al-Qaeda. He was sentenced to 11 years and three months in federal
prison, later reduced to 10 years. The BIF is still listed as a supporter of bin
Laden. This designation, which the charity challenged, has been upheld by a
federal judge.
When asked why Saudi Arabia would finance terrorism, Cozen contends that the Saudi
royal family was trying to mollify radical clerics and buy peace. "The kingdom was
between a rock and a hard place," Cozen said. "They had radicals and extreme imams
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within Saudi Arabia who wanted to see worldwide jihad; they wanted to see Wahabism
spread and succeed. It was peace within the nation at almost any cost."
Iran
It is much easier to connect the dots with regard to Iran. The country provides heavy
financial support to Hezbollah, a terrorist group that has been at war with Israel for many
years.170 The words of President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad leave no doubt that Iran has
the motive to destroy Israel.
Putrajaya, Malaysia Aug 3, 2006 – In a speech during an emergency meeting of
Muslim leaders, Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said Thursday that the
solution to the Middle East crisis is to destroy Israel.171
Tehran, Iran Apr 14, 2006 (AP) - The president of Iran again lashed out at Israel
on Friday and said it was "heading toward annihilation," just days after Tehran
raised fears about its nuclear activities by saying it successfully enriched uranium
for the first time.172 President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad called Israel a "permanent
threat" to the Middle East that will "soon" be liberated. He also appeared to again
question whether the Holocaust really happened. "Like it or not, the Zionist
regime is heading toward annihilation," Ahmadinejad said at the opening of a
conference in support of the Palestinians. "The Zionist regime is a rotten, dried
tree that will be eliminated by one storm."
Tehran, Oct 27, 2005 – Iran's conservative new president, Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad, said Wednesday that Israel must be "wiped off the map" and that
attacks by Palestinians would destroy it.173 Ahmadinejad was speaking to an
audience of about 4,000 students at a program called "The World Without
Zionism," in preparation for an annual anti-Israel demonstration on the last Friday
of the holy month of Ramadan. His tone was reminiscent of that of the early days
of Iran's Islamic revolution in 1979. Iran and Israel have been bitter enemies since
then, and anti-Israel slogans have been common at rallies.
Recent news reports likewise leave little doubt that Iran will have the means to destroy
Israel within six months:
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July 9, 2008 Iran has test-fired nine missiles, including a new version of the
Shahab-3, which is capable of reaching its main regional enemy Israel.174 The
Shahab-3, with a range of 2,000 km was armed with a conventional warhead, state
media said. Iran has tested the missile before, but the latest launch comes amid
rising tensions with the US and Israel over the country's nuclear program. Brig
Gen Hoseyn Salami, commander of Iran's Revolutionary Guards' air force, said:
"Our missiles are ready for shooting at any place and any time, quickly and with
accuracy. The enemy must not repeat its mistakes. The enemy targets are under
surveillance." The tests are intended to deter any Israeli or US strike against
Tehran's nuclear installations, said BBC diplomatic correspondent Jonathan
Marcus. On Monday, an adviser to Iran's Supreme Leader said it would retaliate
to any military attack by hitting the Israeli city of Tel Aviv. Other commanders
have threatened to close the Strait of Hormuz (through which a large part of the
world's oil flows), and to target the US and its allies around the world if Iran
comes under attack. (Western leaders have been attempting to convince Tehran
to stop enriching uranium, which it has continued despite the imposition of
sanctions by the UN and the European Union. Iran insists that its nuclear research
is for a civilian energy program.)
Dubai, United Arab Emirates Jun 24, 2008 (CBS) – The head of the International
Atomic Energy Agency said Iran could create a nuclear weapon in six months.175
IAEA chief Mohamed ElBaradei spoke on Al-Arabiya television on June 20,
discussing Iran's nuclear program, and the potential for the Middle Eastern
country to produce a nuclear weapon. "If Iran wants to turn to the production of
nuclear weapons, it must leave the NPT (non-proliferation treaty) and expel the
IAEA inspectors. Then – considering the number of centrifuges and the quantity
of uranium Iran has – it would need at least six months to one year," ElBaradei
said. His interviewer then asked, "If Iran decides today to expel the IAEA from
the country, it will need six months to produce [nuclear] weapons?" The IAEA
chief answered, "It would need this period to produce a weapon, and to obtain
highly-enriched uranium in sufficient quantities for a single nuclear weapon."
April 02, 2007 Iran has more than tripled its ability to produce enriched uranium
in the last three months, adding some 1,000 centrifuges, which are used to extract
isotopes which are suitable for nuclear weapons.176 Sources familiar with the
dramatic upgrade tell ABC News that the development means Iran could have
enough material for a nuclear bomb by 2009. The sources say the unexpected
expansion is taking place at Iran's nuclear enrichment plant outside the city of
Natanz, in a hardened facility 70 feet underground. Iran has already declared that
its above-ground operations at Natanz have some 320 centrifuges. The addition
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of 1,000 new centrifuges, which are not yet operational, means Iran is expanding
its enrichment program at a pace much faster than U.S. intelligence experts had
predicted. David Albright of the Institute for Science and International Security
said, "If they continue at this pace: if they get the centrifuges to work and they
actually enrich uranium with them, then you're looking at them having enough
highly enriched uranium for a nuclear weapon in 2009." Previous predictions by
U.S. intelligence had cited 2015 as the earliest date Iran could develop a weapon.
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has publicly predicted his country
would have 3,000 centrifuges installed by this May, but few in the West gave his
claim much credence, until now. "I think we have all been caught off guard.
Ahmadinejad said they would have these 3,000 installed by the end of May, and it
appears they may actually do it," Albright said. The new centrifuges are in open
defiance of the U.N. Security Council, which last week imposed a new set of
sanctions on Iran for refusing to halt enrichment.
Iran maintains that its enrichment facilities are only meant to produce fuel for
nuclear power reactors. But the uranium they are enriching could not be used in
the Russian nuclear power reactor that they are currently building. State
Department spokesman Sean McCormack declined to comment on the details of
Iran's new centrifuges but told ABC News, "This kind of expansion of Iran's
centrifuge capability is why we went to the U.N. Security Council and pushed for
a stronger resolution and stronger sanctions."
It is difficult to imagine how Iran could be any clearer in their intent. Their president has
stated his wish to see Israel destroyed on many occasions. Their underground uranium
enrichment centrifuges can only be intended for nuclear weapons. The operational
capability of their weapon delivery system has already been demonstrated. They have the
motive. They will have the means by 2009. All they will need is an opportunity.
On the other hand, it is interesting to note that Israel actually buys oil from Iran:
Israel imports Iranian oil on a large scale even though Iran and its products are
officially subject to an Israeli boycott.177 Israel gets around the boycott by having
the oil delivered via Europe. A reliable Israeli energy newsletter, Energiaews,
reported this last week (18 March 2008). Energiaews got the information from
sources with ties to the management of the Israeli company Oil Refineries Ltd;
and they know for sure where the oil is coming from because they are the ones
who process it. Iranian oil is highly valued in Israel because its quality is better
than that of other crude oils.
The Iranian oil is first shipped to various European ports. Next, the Israelis buy it
mainly in Rotterdam, getting suitable bills of lading and insurance papers. Then
the oil is transported to Haifa in Israel. The importer is the Eilat-Ashkelon
Pipeline Co. (EAPC), which conceals the sources of its oil. (Oddly, half of EAPC
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actually belongs to Iran, as it was founded in 1968 by the Shah, jointly with the
State of Israel. Since the fall of the Shah, Iran has taken legal proceedings against
the company because Israel refuses to recognize Iranian claims of debts to the
extent of several billion dollars.) In the mid-1990s, Ariel Sharon believed that a
solution to this problem might help peace negotiations between the two countries.
But Sharon was blocked by the US administration and by the Israeli finance
ministry, which presumably did not want to pay the billions involved.
It is not clear if the Iranian exporters know about Israeli purchases of their oil. At
the other end, the Israeli buyers and governmental offices are well aware of where
the high-grade oil comes from, although it is in blatant defiance of the boycott.
When questioned, an energy expert from one of the leading Israeli papers
confirmed the Energiaews report: Israel has been importing Iranian oil for many
years. However, the expert stressed that the purchases were made on the free
market and not directly from Iran.
Although the report concerns importing a commodity, which is the subject of an
Israeli boycott campaign, the news scoop was not picked up by the Israeli media.
Oil Refineries Ltd denied that the company imports and processes Iranian oil.
However, this statement contradicts articles, which were published in Israel in
October 2006. At that time the censorship policy was more relaxed and one could,
for example, read in the October 5th, 2006, issue of Ha'aretz that the Israeli
company Paz planned to import Iranian oil for refining in Israel. Ha'artez was
aware that this plan might be complicated by a regulation dating from 1939 which
forbids trading, directly or indirectly, with the enemy. In another article the
Israeli energy minister Benjamin Ben Eliezer said pragmatically: "Every
attempted contact with an enemy state that serves Israeli business and economic
interests, strengthens the stability of the region." The Israeli foreign ministry said
it was not their business to look into sources of oil.
The oil imports described in the Energiaews report fit an old pattern of trade
between the two countries. While the pro-Israel lobby AIPAC was leading a
campaign for sanctions against Iran in the 1990's, Israel extended its trade with
that country, estimated to be worth several hundred millions. Israeli goods – such
as chemicals produced by the Carmel Chemicals company – were exported to Iran
with Israeli governmental permission. The chemicals were sent to Europe to
receive new documentation and were sent onwards to Iran, but by 1996, Carmel
Chemicals had decided that it could deal directly with the Iranians. Also, the
Israeli media reported that Israeli weapon systems were sold to Iran in the 1990's.
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Venezuela
Venezuela is much more open in their dealings with Iran, however:
In January 2007, Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad led a five-day official
visit to Venezuela, Nicaragua, and Ecuador.178 While in Caracas, he signed 11
new agreements and approved a $2 billion joint investment fund to finance
projects intended to "thwart U.S. domination." In February 2007, Iran's Foreign
Ministry hosted "The First International Seminar on Latin America: Its Role and
Status in the Future International System." The encounter brought together
representatives throughout the region to discuss ways to strengthen ties. Iran now
has fully operational embassies in Cuba, Venezuela, Mexico, Brazil, and
Argentina. Tehran seeks to exploit the populist trend that is sweeping the region,
led by President Hugo Chávez of Venezuela; and Iran seeks to create alliances
with countries that are, or could potentially be, antagonistic to the United States.
The alliance between Venezuelan president Hugo Chávez and Ahmadinejad is
critical to Iran's Latin America strategy. Indeed, it is crucial to each leader's plans
to widen his sphere of influence and shift the world's balance of power. During a
December 2005 International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) meeting, Venezuela
was one of only two countries to reject a recommendation to refer Iran to the
Security Council, and in February 2006, it joined Cuba and Syria in a similar
vote. In late December 2006, Venezuela was the only country to oppose United
ations sanctions on Iran, defending its right to develop nuclear technology.
More recently, Chávez has vowed that Venezuela would stand by Iran and halt oil
exports to America should "imperial powers" attack Iranian nuclear facilities.
As founding members of OPEC, Venezuela and Iran have consistently backed
efforts to undermine the U.S. petrodollar. In October 2005, Chávez announced
that his country was ready to move its foreign-exchange holdings from dollars to
euros to undercut the U.S. currency, and in December 2006, Iran made the same
declaration in response to the U.S.-led pressure on its economy. Both countries
have pursued bolstering oil prices by controlling production volumes.
Since coming to power in 1998, Chávez has pursued increased cooperation with
Iran. He has made five official visits to Iran and has publicly stated that he
considers Iran a model for development. Iran has cemented this relationship
through investment, with bilateral trade currently standing at approximately $2.5
billion. In March 2007, Iranian vehicles were introduced to the Venezuelan
market by the joint venture Venirauto. Also, Petroleos de Venezuela (PDVSA),
through its subsidiary Corporacion Venezolana del Petroleo (CVP), signed a deal
with the Iranian company Sadra America Latina C.A. to create the joint-venture
Venezirian Oil Company.
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The potential dangers of economic and political cooperation between Iran and
Venezuela are overshadowed by several new and dangerous developments.
Recent reports have indicated that there are Hizbullah cells operating in
Venezuela, predominantly on Margarita Island. While it is known that Hizbullah
operates in the "Tri-Border Region" linking Brazil, Paraguay, and Argentina, the
Iran-sponsored terror group now stands to gain a new stronghold in the region as
Chávez turns a blind eye to its fundraising and alleged drug trafficking activities.
There is also reason for concern over the March 2, 2007, announcement that Iran
Air, Iran's national airline, had completed its first direct flight to Venezuela. This
weekly, commercial flight –linking Tehran and Caracas– stops in Damascus,
Syria, before crossing the Atlantic Ocean. Travelers from those countries to
Venezuela are visa-exempt, raising concerns that terrorists may attempt to exploit
weak Venezuelan immigration controls to undertake acts of terror in the U.S. or
elsewhere in the hemisphere.
On an entirely different front, it also seems quite clear that Venezuela has begun to
support FARC, one of the biggest drug-terrorist organizations in Latin America.
The FARC movement was born in 1964 after a Colombian army attack on a Communist
commune, called the "Independent Republic of Marquetalia." A group of 48 guerrillas
escaped into Colombia's southern jungles and founded FARC. They remained there, a
small but constant nuisance to the Colombian army, throughout the 1960s and 70s.
However in 1982, spurred by civil wars in Nicaragua, El Salvador and Guatemala, FARC
set out to take power and impose a Marxist regime in Colombia. They also decided to
use drug trafficking as a source of revenue.179 As the drug cartels in Medellin and Cali
began to export hundreds of tons of cocaine, drug crop cultivation increased in Colombia.
FARC grew along with the growth in coca crops. The rebels spread themselves across
the country's 32 provinces, growing rich from selling drugs, extortion and kidnapping.
They became so rich that they ended up simply burying money near their remote
mountain and jungle hideouts. By 1996 FARC was strong enough to take on the
Colombia army in direct combat. 22 soldiers were killed in 1997, when a remote outpost
was stormed by a guerrilla column. In March of 1998 some 1,500 rebels surrounded an
elite counter-insurgency battalion. Seventy soldiers were killed and 29 were captured in
the worst defeat in Colombian military history. The situation worsened in August when
the military base of Miraflores was attacked by more than 500 rebels. The result: 40 dead,
50 wounded and over 100 members of the security forces captured. It was against this
background that Andres Pastrana was elected president in 1998 with a pledge to negotiate
with FARC. He granted them a 16,000 square mile safe haven as a venue for peace talks.
The guerrillas, however, talked peace and prepared for war, building up their finances,
recruiting and receiving international training.
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The negotiations ended in failure in 2002 and Colombia elected a hard-liner: Alvaro
Uribe. Showing their strength, the guerrillas mortar-bombed the presidential palace as
Mr Uribe was being sworn in. Under his stewardship the tide started to turn. Backed by
money from Washington in the post-9/11 environment, Colombia increased its defense
spending and offered rewards for those prepared to desert FARC or deliver intelligence
on the rebel group.
March 30, 2008 Bogata, Colombia — Files provided by Colombian officials from
computers captured in a cross-border raid in Ecuador this month appear to tie
Venezuela’s government to efforts to secure arms for FARC.180 Officials taking
part in Colombia’s investigation of the computers provided The New York Times
with copies of more than 20 files, which, if verified, would offer rare insight into
the cloak-and-dagger nature of Latin America’s longest-running guerrilla conflict.
The files potentially link the governments of Venezuela and Ecuador to FARC.
Colombian officials said their government had invited Interpol to verify the files.
Both the United States and Colombia have a strong interest in undercutting
President Hugo Chávez of Venezuela, who has sought to form his own leftist bloc
in the region. However, the files contain touches that suggest authenticity: they
are filled with revolutionary jargon, passages in numerical code, missives about
American policy in Latin America and even brief personal reflections like one by
a senior rebel commander on the joy of becoming a grandfather. Other senior
Colombian officials say the files made public, so far only scratch the surface of
the captured archives; and they risk new friction with Venezuela and Ecuador,
both of whom have dismissed the files as fakes.
(Venezuelan President) Chávez, in a meeting with foreign journalists last week in
Caracas, lashed out at Colombia’s government and mocked the files. “The main
weapon they have now is the computer, the supposed computer of Raúl Reyes,”
Mr. Chávez said. “This computer is like à la carte service, giving you whatever
you want. You want steak? Or fried fish? How would you like it prepared? You’ll
get it however the empire decides.”
Colombian officials began releasing a small portion of the computer files, some of
which they said showed efforts by Mr. Chávez’s government to provide financial
support for FARC. The (computer) correspondence pointed to warm relations
between Venezuela’s government and FARC. One letter, dated Jan. 25, 2007, by
Iván Márquez, a member of the FARC’s seven-member secretariat, discussed a
meeting with a Venezuelan official called Carvajal, Márquez wrote, “Carvajal
left with the pledge of bringing an arms dealer from Panama.” Officials here said
they believed that the official in question was Gen. Hugo Carvajal, the director of
military intelligence in Venezuela, a confidant of President Chávez and perhaps
Venezuela’s most powerful intelligence official. Officials in General Carvajal’s
office at the General Directorate of Military Intelligence in Caracas did not
respond to requests for comment on the letters. However President Chávez
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responded to a report earlier this year in Colombia claiming that General Carvajal
provided logistical assistance to the FARC by calling it an “attack on the
revolution” he has led in Venezuela.
Another file recovered from Mr. Devia’s computers, dated a week earlier on Jan.
18, 2007, described efforts by FARC’s secretariat to secure President Chávez’s
assistance for buying arms and obtaining a $250 million loan, “to be paid when
we take power.” Other files from the computers suggested that Colombia’s
counterinsurgency effort, financed in large part by $600 million a year in aid from
Washington, was making those activities less lucrative for the FARC, forcing it to
consider options like selling Venezuelan gasoline at a profit in Colombia.
The release of the files comes at a delicate time when some lawmakers in Washington
DC are pressing for Venezuela to be included on a list of countries that are state sponsors
of terrorism. But with Venezuela remaining a leading supplier of oil to the United States,
and Iran, another major oil supplier already on the list, such a move is considered
unlikely because of the limits on oil imports that it would entail.
So for as long Americans remain addicted to the black, gooey stuff, it would appear that
the United States will continue to transfer its national wealth to countries that intend to
destroy it or its friends.
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Chapter 13: The Coal Catastrophe
Half of the electricity produced in the United States is generated by the burning of coal.
World wide, proven reserves of coal are about 909 billion metric tons, which could
sustain the current uses of coal for another 155 years. Coal-generated electricity is more
dependable than electricity from wind; and users pay less for electricity from coal-fired
plants than they pay for solar-generated electricity. There is no possibility that a coalfired plant will melt down like Chernobyl or Three Mile Island; and coal-fired plants do
not require radioactive fuel.
However, when all of its environmental impacts are considered together, coal is by far the
most destructive of all the fossil fuels. The use of coal is an unmitigated catastrophe for
our planet. If electrical users could see and experience the consequences of making
electricity from coal, whenever they switched on an electrical appliance –if they had to
pay the true cost of making electricity from coal – the majority would rise up and demand
immediate change from their utilities.
Unfortunately, the consequences of coal’s use are so spread out in time, and so widely
distributed geographically and financially, that most users don’t think about them. The
consequences are diffused over tens of years, tens of thousands of miles, and tens of
millions of victims. A coal mine may be closed for more than a hundred years before the
land above it begins to subside into huge sinkholes, swallowing farms, highways, and
houses. The atmospheric accumulation of CO2 produced from the burning of coal may
take as long as 50 years to manifest itself in the form of global warming. Similarly, it
may take as long as 20 years for the gradually increasing concentration of acid –from the
SO2 produced by the burning of coal – to kill a pristine mountain lake. A coal miner may
be long retired before symptoms of black lung disease manifest themselves and ruin his
life. And who pays for all this? Are the lost real-estate values, the effects of global
warming, the dead mountain lakes, and the misery of ruined miner’s lives included in the
electrical ratepayer’s bill? Not very often: most of the cost of coal-generated electricity is
“waived” for the electrical rate-payers. When a rate-payer adjusts the thermostat on her
electric blanket, she does not see the giant bulldozers pushing the top off of a mountain
and into a valley, exposing a stratum of coal and ruining an entire local culture – she
doesn’t see it because it is happening thousands of miles away from her. She does not
experience the choking ash, smoke, and pollution of the power plant, because she lives
upwind and 50 miles away from it; and she does not see the effects of coal-caused globalwarming because the change is so gradual, and it is spread over the entire planet.
We humans are permitting coal-generated electricity because we view each different cost
separately as an independent piece. We have got to stop doing that. We must somehow
view all of the consequences as a single group, so we can get a grasp of the total effect.
Unfortunately, to be able do that, we are going to have to look at each problem separately
– just one more time.
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Destruction of Real Estate
Ninety-five percent of China's coal is mined from deep in the earth through a process
called "longwall," which often leaves behind empty mines prone to either collapse or
sinkholes.181 According to media reports from China, this has caused one-seventh of the
land in the north-central province of Shanxi to sink, due to underground mining tunnels.
International environmental advocacy groups such as the Energy Foundation, and the
Natural Research Defense Council estimate that 4 million hectares (nearly 10 million
acres) of land have been lost to mining activities in China. About 1,900 villages and over
1 million people have been negatively impacted by geological disasters caused by coal
mining, the Energy Foundation claimed in a 2006 study. The major coal mining areas of
Shanxi, Shaanxi and Inner Mongolia have also witnessed a steady increase in coal mining
accidents that have killed thousands of miners.
India, by contrast, uses the “opencast” mining method, which requires exploiting large
tracts of land. This has severely affected vegetation and tree cover, caused soil erosion
and dust pollution and depleted forest cover.
In the U.S. coal was once extracted by digging tunnels into the ground, but the new
approach is to remove the layer of dirt and rock on top of the coal, then take the coal out,
and then put the original dirt and rock back. Of course there are trees and animals – entire
ecosystems – on top of that "dirt." Reclamation laws were passed in the 1970s requiring
proper reclamation of strip-mined land, however the ecosystem on reclaimed of land is
usually not as rich as the original.
Mountain-top removal is a
variant of strip mining in
which a mountain peak is
removed to get to the coal
underneath. The common
practice is to fill in a nearby
valley with the mountain
peak, burying any stream and
habitat that's in the valley.
This type of strip mining has
had a devastating effect on
people near the operations, on
their homes and their
communities; on rivers,
streams, lakes and water
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supplies; and on the environment in general.182 Over seven hundred miles of streams
have been buried and over 300,000 acres of forests have been wiped out in Appalachia by
the mountain top mining process. Coal operations do supply many locals with jobs, but as
mechanization has increased, the number and quality of the jobs has decreased.
Water Pollution
Mountaintop-removal mining and the chemical cleaning of coal also threatens
Appalachian headwater streams, which are the drinking water source for the southeastern
United States – in Florida, Georgia and South Carolina, an area that has endured
frightening water shortages recently.183
Coal-to-liquid plants – which some “coal state” politicians are scrambling to site in their
states – have a consequence that many observers underestimate or ignore: the increase in
production of coal sludge – one of the least known and least regulated toxic wastes in the
United States – a direct threat to water supplies.
Ben Stout, a biologist from Wheeling Jesuit University in Wheeling, W.Va. (who
testified in the landmark Bragg v. Robertson case, where 88 community members sued a
coal operator for destroying their land) has witnessed the environmental and human
health devastation wreaked on the unique mountain ecosystems and communities of
Appalachia firsthand. "Clean Coal Technologies is a misnomer," he says. "There's
nothing clean about coal. The extraction end is not addressed; if you live in southern
West Virginia, the landscape you grew up in has been destroyed and rearranged. The
question is, why are so many people in West Virginia so desperate to get hooked up to
county water supply?"
The answer is: toxic coal sludge. Coal sludge – laden with heavy metals like arsenic,
chromium, cadmium and mercury – found in coal and released during extraction, has
been pumped underground in West Virginia for decades, with scant regulatory oversight.
The sludge has already intercepted the underground water tables, from which mountain
communities draw their drinking water. Coal sludge also contains carcinogenic
chemicals like floculants, which are used to process coal.
In West Virginia, the second-largest coal-producing state in the nation, more than 470
mountaintops have been blown apart, 800 square miles of ecologically diverse temperate
hardwood forest have been razed and replaced with more than 4,000 valley fills and 675
toxic coal sludge ponds. By 2012, the U.S. government estimates that we will have
destroyed 2,500 square miles of pristine Appalachia. There are over 107 trillion gallons
of coal slurry stored or permitted to be stored in active West Virginia "impoundments."
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The total mechanization of coal extraction, epitomized by mountaintop removal/valley
fill coal mining, has buried thousands of miles of vital headwater streams and pumped
previously mined lands full of sludge. The coal industry says that it has "elevated" some
streams -- after they've buried them upstream – relocating them and "repurposing" them
into chemical spillways called National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) streams.
Coal sludge – the waste by-product of the chemical cleaning of coal in preparation for
shipping to market – is initially put into surface ponds, but eventually this chemically
concentrated, pudding-like waste leaches into the groundwater. In southern West
Virginia, where the largest seams of coal lie, whole communities have been poisoned
over the years by the mining waste that has contaminated their drinking water. Coal
sludge is a disaster waiting to happen, like the 2.8 billion gallons of toxic sludge that
stand behind a 325-foot, leaking, unsound dam of slate, 400 yards from the Marsh Fork
Elementary School in Sundial, W.Va. Or Brushy Fork in Boone County, W.Va., one of
the largest coal sludge dumps in the world, holding back 9 billion gallons of coal waste.
Sludge is also injected underground into the sprawling abandoned mine works of decades
past. Coal sludge is turning up in the water in Mingo County, W.Va., where
documentation of this practice stretches back for more than 30 years. Residents of Mingo
County have suffered catastrophic illness after the toxic sludge breached the local
aquifers that feed home wells. More than 650 of these residents have signed on to a
massive class-action lawsuit against the offending coal company, Massey Energy.
Pursuing "clean coal technology" will cause an increase in the production of coal and
toxic coal waste, which contains dangerous levels of arsenic, barium, cadmium, copper,
iron, lead, manganese and zinc. In some cases, there are no standards by which the
contaminants should be measured, because some have never before been found in
drinking water before.
While scrubbers on smoke stacks have cleaned coal-fired power plant emissions
considerably, the cleaning on the combustion end has caused the processing of coal for
market to be exponentially dirtier: the coal going to market is cleaner-burning today, with
lower sulfur and mercury content, but these dangerous elements are left behind in the
coal sludge and in drinking water.
Coal-generated water pollution is also a major concern for China, where 400 of its 600
cities have inadequate fresh water supplies, while 100 more face serious water shortage
problems, according to a World Bank research estimate.184 "To produce every ton of coal
in China, more than 2.5 tons of water is polluted," says Hu Min, program officer at the
Beijing office of the Energy Foundation. She is also critical of the air pollution caused
by the combustion of untreated coal released by Chinese coal refineries. "The yellow
smog released by such plants can cause cancer in people exposed to it for long periods,"
184
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she says. "According to the World Health Organization, of the 20 most polluted cities in
the world, 16 are in China."
Indian watersheds in coastal areas that provide cooling water for coal-fired plants have
their delicate aquatic ecosystems severely impacted. Researchers believe that the
temperature of water discharged from the coal plants back to the watersheds is hotter by
15.6 degrees Celsius than the water body from which it came. This affects aquatic life,
which is unable to sustain high variations in temperature. The effects are visible in India's
Western State of Maharashtra, where hot water discharge from coal plants in the district
of Dahanu has caused severe declines in fish and other aquatic life forms.
Air Pollution
Laws enacted in the 1970s resulted in improved pollution controls on new power plants,
but coal is still the dirtiest energy source in the US.185 When it's burned, coal releases a
number of problem pollutants: 1. sulfur compounds (cause acid rain), 2. nitrogen
compounds (contribute to acid rain and smog), 3. mercury (a nervous system toxin),
4. carbon dioxide (a greenhouse gas).
The acids in acid rain react chemically with any object they contact.186
Acids are corrosive chemicals that react with other chemicals by giving up
hydrogen ions (H+). The acidity of a substance comes from the abundance of free
hydrogen ions when the substance is dissolved in water. Acidity is measured using
a pH scale with units from 0 to 14. Acidic substances have pH numbers from 1 to
6—the lower the pH number, the stronger, or more corrosive, the substance. The
pH scale is logarithmic: a decrease of one unit on the pH scale means that the
acid concentration has increased by a factor of 10. For example, a substance with
a pH of 3 is ten times as acidic as a substance with a pH of 4. Some non-acidic
substances, called bases or alkalis, are like acids in reverse—they readily accept
the hydrogen ions that the acids offer. Bases have pH numbers from 8 to 14, with
the higher values indicating increased alkalinity. Pure water has a neutral pH of
7—it is not acidic or basic.
Rain, snow, or fog with a pH below 5.6 is considered acid rain.
When bases mix with acids, the bases lessen the concentration of the acid. This
buffering action regularly occurs in nature.
Rain, snow, and fog formed in regions free of acid pollutants are slightly acidic, but they
have a pH greater than 5.6. Alkaline chemicals in the environment, found in rocks, soils,
lakes, and streams, regularly neutralize this precipitation. But when precipitation is highly
acidic, with a pH less than 5.6, naturally occurring acid buffers become depleted over
time, and nature’s ability to neutralize the acids is impaired. Acid rain has been linked to
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wide-spread environmental damage, including soil and plant degradation, depleted life in
lakes and streams, and destruction of some human-made structures.
In soil, acid rain dissolves and washes away nutrients needed by plants. It can also
dissolve toxic substances, such as aluminum and mercury, which are naturally present in
some soils, freeing these toxins to pollute water or to poison plants that absorb them.
Some soils are quite alkaline and can neutralize acid deposition indefinitely; others,
especially thin mountain soils derived from granite or gneiss, buffer acid only briefly.
By removing useful nutrients from the soil, acid rain slows the growth of plants,
especially trees. It also attacks trees more directly by eating holes in the waxy coating of
leaves and needles, causing brown dead spots. If many such spots form, a tree loses some
of its ability to make food through photosynthesis. Also, organisms that cause disease can
infect the tree through its injured leaves. Once weakened, trees are more vulnerable to
other stresses, such as insect infestations, drought, and cold temperatures. Spruce and fir
forests at higher elevations, where the trees literally touch the acid clouds, seem to be
most at risk. Acid rain has been blamed for the decline of spruce forests on the highest
ridges of the Appalachian Mountains in the eastern United States. In the Black Forest of
southwestern Germany, half of the trees are damaged from acid rain and other forms of
pollution.
Acid rain falls into and drains into streams, lakes, and marshes. Where there is snow
cover in winter, local waters grow suddenly more acidic when the snow melts in the
spring. Most natural waters are close to chemically neutral, neither acidic nor alkaline:
their pH is between 6 and 8. In the northeastern United States and southeastern Canada,
the water in some lakes now has a pH of less than 5 as a result of acid rain. This means
they are at least ten times more acidic than they should be. In the Adirondack Mountains
of New York State, a quarter of the lakes and ponds are acidic, and many have lost their
brook trout and other fish. In the middle Appalachian Mountains, over 1,300 streams are
afflicted. All of Norway’s major rivers have been damaged by acid rain, severely
reducing salmon and trout populations.
The effects of acid rain on wildlife can be far-reaching. If a population of one plant or
animal is adversely affected by acid rain, animals that feed on that organism may also
suffer. Ultimately, an entire ecosystem may become endangered. Some species that live
in water are very sensitive to acidity, some less so. Freshwater clams and mayfly young,
for instance, begin dying when the water pH reaches 6.0. Frogs can generally survive
more acidic water, but if their supply of mayflies is destroyed by acid rain, frog
populations may also decline. Fish eggs of most species stop hatching at a pH of 5.0.
Below a pH of 4.5, water is nearly sterile and unable to support any wildlife.
Land animals dependent on aquatic organisms are also affected. Scientists have found
that populations of snails living in or near water polluted by acid rain are declining in
some regions. In the Netherlands songbirds are finding fewer snails to eat. The eggs
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these birds lay have weakened shells because the birds are receiving less calcium from
snail shells.
Acid rain damages buildings, statues, automobiles, and other structures made of stone,
metal, or any other material exposed to weather for long periods. The corrosive damage
can be expensive and – in cities with historic buildings – tragic: both the Parthenon in
Athens, Greece, and the Taj Mahal in Agra, India, are deteriorating due to acid pollution.
Coal is the biggest source of mercury contamination in our air, and it is among the worst
offenders for producing the greenhouse gases that cause global warming. Emissionsscrubbing technology can remove most of the mercury, sulfur and nitrogen emissions, but
current law only requires these scrubbers for new plants. This requirement was recently
weakened to allow power plant upgrades without requiring state-of-the-art pollution
controls. Also, while it may be possible to capture and sequester carbon dioxide from a
coal-fired power plant, the technology –if it will work at all- can only be used with new
plants, because the basic design of the plant must be completely different. Thus, for as
long as they continue to operate, hundreds of old coal-fired power plants will pollute at
rates up to 10 times those of modern coal plants.
The largest sources of mercury pollution are coal-fired power plants.187 Airborne mercury
emitted by these facilities can be deposited anywhere, even tens of thousands of
kilometers – literally across continents – from the smokestack sources. Biological
processes change much of the deposited mercury into methyl-mercury, a potent
neurotoxin that humans and other organisms readily absorb. Methyl-mercury easily
travels up the aquatic food chain, accumulating at higher concentrations at each level.
Larger predator species contain the most mercury, which is then passed on to those who
eat them. Since the industrial (coal-burning) revolution began, mercury contamination in
the environment has jumped threefold. The 600 plus coal-fired power plants in the United
States burn 1 billion tons of coal and release 98,000 pounds (44 metric tons) of mercury
into the air each year. Power plants yield an additional 81,000 pounds of mercury
pollution in the form of solid waste, including fly ash and scrubber sludge, and 20,000
pounds of mercury from “cleaning” the coal before it is burned. In sum, U.S. coal-fired
power plants pollute the environment with some 200,000 pounds of mercury annually.
Public Health
Startling new research shows that one out of every six women of childbearing age in the
United States may have blood mercury concentrations high enough to damage a
developing fetus.188 This means that 630,000 of the 4 million babies born in the country
each year are at risk of neurological damage because of exposure to dangerous mercury
levels in the womb. Fetuses, infants, and young children are most at risk for mercury
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damage to their nervous systems. New studies show that mercury exposure may also
damage cardiovascular, immune, and reproductive systems. Chronic low-level exposure
pre-natally, or in the early years of life, can delay development and hamper performance
in tests of attention, fine motor skills, language, visual spatial skills, and verbal memory.
At high concentrations, mercury can cause mental retardation, cerebral palsy, deafness,
blindness, and even death. Humans are exposed to mercury primarily by eating
contaminated fish. Forty-five of the 50 states have issued consumption advisories
limiting the eating of fish caught locally because of their high mercury content. New
analyses of fish samples collected by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) from
500 lakes and reservoirs across the country found mercury in every single sample. In 55
percent of them, mercury levels exceeded the EPA’s “safe” limit for a woman of average
weight eating fish twice a week, and 76 percent exceeded limits for children under the
age of three. Four out of five predator fish—those higher on the food chain, such as tuna
or swordfish—exceeded the limits.
Particulate matter from coal combustion has long been known to harm the respiratory
system. Recent research has shown that small airborne particulate matter can also cross
from the lungs into the bloodstream, leading to cardiac disease, heart attacks, strokes, and
premature death. In the United States, 23,600 deaths each year can be attributed to air
pollution from power plants. Those dying prematurely, due to exposure to particulate
matter, lose an average of 14 years of life. The burning of coal is also responsible for
some 554,000 asthma attacks, 16,200 cases of chronic bronchitis, and 38,200 non-fatal
heart attacks each year. Atmospheric power plant pollution in the United States racks up
an estimated annual health care bill of over $160 billion.
Coal currently satisfies most of Asia's power needs. However (it) heavily pollutes
ecosystems and environments from extraction to combustion…It emits noxious
chemicals such as sulfur dioxide, mercury and nitrogen dioxide into the atmosphere. In
2005, China released more than 25 million tons of sulfur dioxide – 90 percent of which
was generated by the combustion of coal. These chemicals cause respiratory ailments,
coronary heart disease, brain damage and cardiovascular illness…air pollution from coalburning activities has been linked to pulmonary disease (and is) the second largest single
cause of adult death in China.189

Science Daily reports that pollution from coal mining has a negative impact on public
health in mining communities.190 Residents are at an increased risk of developing
chronic heart, lung and kidney diseases. As coal production increases, so does the
incidence of chronic illness. Coal-processing chemicals, equipment powered by diesel
engines, explosives, toxic impurities in coals, and even dust from uncovered coal trucks
causes environmental pollution that has a negative affect on public health. People in
coal mining communities have a 70 percent increased risk for developing kidney disease;
have a 64 percent increased risk for developing pulmonary diseases such as emphysema;
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and are 30 percent more likely to report high blood pressure. Total mortality rates are
higher in coal-mining areas compared to other areas of Appalachia and the nation. The
incidence of mortality has been consistently higher in coal-mining areas for as long as
mortality rate figures have been available: there are 313 excess deaths due to coal-mining
pollution every year in West Virginia.
Black lung disease is often found in older workers in the coal industry. It is caused by
inhalation, over many years, of small amounts of coal dust.191 The risk of having black
lung disease is directly related to the amount of coal dust inhaled over the years. The
disease typically affects workers over age 50. Its common name comes from the fact that
the inhalation of heavy deposits of coal dust makes miners lungs look black instead of a
healthy pink. Despite the technology available to control the hazard, miners still run the
risk of developing this disease. Particles of fine coal dust, which a miner breathes when
he is in the mines, cannot be destroyed within the lungs or removed from them; so the
particles build up. Eventually, this build-up causes thickening and scarring, making the
lungs less efficient in supplying oxygen to the blood. Consequently, the primary
symptom of the disease is shortness of breath, which gradually gets worse as the disease
progresses. In severe cases, the patient may develop cor pulmonale, an enlargement and
strain of the right side of the heart caused by chronic lung disease. This may eventually
cause right-sided heart failure. Also, some patients develop emphysema, leading to
shortness of breath, then respiratory and heart failure. Others develop a severe type of
black lung disease called progressive massive fibrosis, in which damage continues in the
upper parts of the lungs even after exposure to the dust has ended. Scientists aren't sure
what causes this serious complication. Some think that it may be due to the breathing of
a mixture of coal and silica dust that is found in certain mines. Silica is far more likely to
lead to scarring than coal dust alone.
Clean Coal
Coal promoters envision a "clean coal technology" future, fueled by liquefying and
gasifying coal, and by capturing carbon emissions and injecting them underground. By
2030 the West Virginia Division of Energy (WVDoE) – a nascent state agency formed in
July 2007 -- wants to oust oil and exalt coal by replacing the 1.3 billion gallons of foreign
oil the state currently imports every year.192 The WVDoE believes "that higher energy
prices are providing and will continue to provide market opportunities" for a variety of
alternative coal technologies, including "coal waste, coal fines and coal bed methane,"
according to a document released in December 2007 called "A Blueprint for the Future."
However scientists and environmentalists say "clean coal" does not exist; it is a
misnomer and an oxymoron. The National Resources Defense Council says that using the
term "clean coal" makes about as much sense as saying "safe cigarettes." The extraction
and cleaning of coal inevitably decimates ecosystems and communities.
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In Kansas, Governor Kathleen Sebelius recently blocked plans for two coal-fired
electricity plants. Afterward, a full page ad in Kansas newspapers explained that because
of Sebelius' decision, "Kansas will import more natural gas from countries like Russia,
Venezuela and Iran." The ad displayed the grinning faces of the leaders of these
countries and continued, "Without new coal-fueled plants in our state, experts predict that
electric bills will skyrocket and Kansans will be more dependent than ever on hostile,
foreign energy sources." In fact, Kansas exports natural gas to other states, and the United
States does not even import natural gas from Russia, Venezuela or Iran, according to the
U.S. Department of Energy.
The U.S. has grandiose plans for more than 100 new coal-fired power plants, but they
hinge on being able to sell legislators and the public on outfitting and funding these new
plants with carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) technology. This process captures
the carbon dioxide before it can escape into the atmosphere. The captured CO2 would
then be pumped and stored underground.
Is it really possible to bury our daily CO2 emissions? Australian physicist, Karl
Kruszelnicki told the Sydney Morning Herald on Nov. 1, "One cubic kilometer of CO2 to
get rid of every day? It's not possible! They don't tell you that's how much they've got to
get rid of. They make reassuring noises that they're spending millions looking for
underground caverns. But I'm here to tell you that they're not going to find it...they can
only store 1/1,000th of 1 percent – not anywhere near to their daily output."
Not only do we not have the capacity to store all the CO2 we produce; it turns out that the
technology isn't there yet either. The coal industry acknowledges that CCS is 15 years
away, but continues to promote the myth of "clean coal technology" and continues to
guide generous government subsidies to themselves and to West Virginia universities,
assigning valuable research money to dirty technology. The Massachusetts Institute of
Technology's 2007 report "The Future of Coal" stated, "There is no standard for
measurement, monitoring, and verification of CO2 distribution. Duration of post-injection
monitoring is an unresolved issue."
Coal promoters are betting on a pipe dream with an entire ecosystem at stake. Adding
CCS to the plans for the more than 100 proposed coal-fired power plants that are on the
drawing board would increase operating budgets by 50 to 80 percent. Gasifying and
liquefying of coal into syn-gas and diesel would create potential emissions twice as
carbon-rich as petroleum-based gasoline or natural gas. If coal promoters gets their way,
the U.S. Air Force will cruise the skies on liquid coal fuel – spewing dangerously
concentrated CO2 into our fragile atmosphere, and we'll be building power plants based
on false promises from an outlaw industry.
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Chapter 14: Oil Spills, Orcas, Oncology, Ozone, and Oxides of Carbon

Oil Spills are
releases of
petroleum or
crude oil into the
environment due
to human activity.
Studies of the
Exxon Valdez oil
spill (right) have
shown that the
environmental
damage caused by
oil spills can be
greater than was
previously
thought.
Petroleum can negatively impact marine life at concentrations as low as one part per
billion. Heavier components of crude oil appear to cause the most damage: they persist
in the environment much longer. A heavy oil spill can also blanket estuaries and
shoreline ecosystems such as salt marshes and tidal pools, preventing gas exchange and
blocking light. The oil can mix deeply into pebble, shingle or sandy beaches, where it
may remain for months or years. Fish eggs exposed to small amounts of petroleum
compounds can hatch fish with twisted spines and deformed hearts. Seabirds are severely
affected by spills. The oil penetrates and opens up the structure of their plumage,
reducing insulating ability, making the birds more vulnerable to temperature fluctuations
and much less buoyant in the water.193 It also impairs birds' flight abilities, making it
difficult or impossible to forage and escape from predators. As they attempt to preen,
birds typically ingest oil that coats their feathers, causing kidney damage, altered liver
function, and digestive tract irritation. This and the limited foraging ability quickly cause
dehydration and metabolic imbalances. Most birds affected by an oil spill die unless there
is human intervention. Marine mammals exposed to oil spills are affected in similar
ways. Oil coats the fur of Sea otters and seals, reducing insulation abilities and leading to
body temperature fluctuations and hypothermia. Ingestion of the oil causes dehydration
and impaired digestion.
Major oil spills have been happening now for almost 70 years. One really needs to read
through a list of spills, one catastrophe at a time, to comprehend the horror.194 When you
examine the list, you will see that the Exxon Valdez oil spill was nowhere near the largest
spill that has ever happened; but consider the cost of even that relatively modest spill:
There were about 2,800 sea otters and 250,000 seabirds killed by the spill. It took 10,000
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workers, 1,000 boats, 100 airplanes, the Navy, Army, and the Air Force to clean it up. It
took the Exxon Valdez Company four summers to complete their part of the cleanup.
Exxon spent about $2.1 billion for the clean up.
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Puget Sound, near Seattle is a
100 mile arm of the sea,
connected to the rest of the
Pacific Ocean by the Strait of
Juan de Fuca. It is habitat for
Orca killer whales and giant
geoduck clams. Because most of
Puget Sound is enclosed by land,
potentially preventing dissipation
of spilled petroleum, a major oil
spill there would be particularly
serious. The Seattle PI reports
that for orcas, a huge spill there –
like the 450,000 gallon Tenyo
Maru spill off Washington's
coast in 1991, or the 11 million gallon Exxon Valdez spill in Alaska in 1989 -- would be
a disaster.195 The Exxon Valdez spill killed 25 orcas. Only 90 inhabit Puget Sound today.
Government scientists say a major oil spill is the biggest extinction threat for Puget
Sound orcas over the next half-century. Even smaller spills irritate orcas' eyes and skin,
and contaminate their prey.
MSNBC reports that prospects of drilling for oil in the Arctic ocean have raised
particularly daunting concerns regarding oil spills at times when the arctic sea ice is
present.196 It seems that an oil spill under such conditions would be all but impossible to
clean up; a fact made all the more distressing when one considers the abundance and
variety of marine life in the arctic.
The oil production from Alberta's tar sands produces large volumes of waste in the form
of mine tailings (six barrels of tailings per barrel of bitumen crude oil extracted).197 This
slurry of water, sand, fine clay and residual bitumen– is stored in vast wastewater
reservoirs, misleadingly called "tailings ponds." Collectively these pools of waste cover
more than 50 km2 and are so extensive that they can be seen from space. One tailings
pond at the mining operation is held in check by the third-largest dam in the world. These
tailings dumps leak into the groundwater system and the surrounding soil and surface
water. The Alberta tar sands are found beneath a globally significant boreal forest, a
unique mosaic of forest, wetlands and lakes – one-quarter of the world's remaining intact
forests, and home to bears, wolves, lynx and the largest population of woodland caribou
left in the world. 3,000 km2 of boreal forest will ultimately be cleared, drained and stripmined to access tar sands deposits close to the surface,
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Carcinogenic Oil Refinery Emissions: Here are the top 10 refinery air emitters of
carcinogens for 2004.198

The report was released on February 8, 2007 identifying refineries with the highest
emissions of known or suspected carcinogens. The analysis is based on emission reports
submitted to the USEPA's Toxics Release Inventory in 2004, the latest year for which
such data is publicly available. While overall emissions declined slightly between 1999
and 2004, emissions increased at some refineries owned by companies that have recently
reported record profits. For example, BP reported a 63 percent profit increase of 7.62
BILLIO dollars for the first quarter of 2008. And it is particularly interesting to note
that on March 23, 2005, Texas City suffered an explosion (at this same “carcinogenic
record-breaking” BP oil refinery) which killed 15 and injured over 100. The BP facility
in Texas City is the United States' third largest oil refinery, employing over 2,000 people
and processing 460,000 barrels (73,000 m³) of crude oil each day. BP in the last five
years has managed to set industrial records for profits, industrial accidents, and release
of carcinogens.
Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) reports that flouting common sense as well
as the law, the Environmental Protection Agency on August 23, 2007 announced a
proposed rule concluding that tens of thousands of tons of toxic air emissions from U.S.
oil refineries are not risky enough to warrant any additional safeguards for the breathing
public.199 If it stands, the decision will impose a significant cancer risk on nearly half a
million Americans, according to the NRDC. “The EPA is officially proposing to ignore
acknowledged risk levels that are 70 times higher than allowed by law,” said John
Walke, a senior attorney and the Clean Air Program director at NRDC. “Nearly one in
three Americans lives within 30 miles of a refinery. This ruling subjects the public to
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increased cancer risks and other chronic health hazards. Oil companies have the
technology and the resources to fix this problem, but EPA wants to let them off the
hook.” EPA’s decision addresses the Clean Air Act obligation to respond to any public
health risks remaining from oil refineries’ toxic air pollution, following the agency’s
adoption of technology control standards in 1995. Congress recognized that after
pollution control technologies are applied, pollution coming from these facilities might
still pose unacceptable health risks to the public. Thus, in 1990, Congress instructed EPA
to examine the remaining or “residual” risk from all toxic pollution sources. The agency
was supposed to determine whether the first-generation technology standards reduced
lifetime cancer risks to the public from toxic pollution to less than one in one million. If
cancer risk exceeds one in one million, EPA must require better control measures to
protect the public by reducing risks to below one in one million. However, while many
oncologists will likely disagree, EPA now asserts that the appropriate threshold for action
is not one in one million, but one hundred in one million. And because the agency finds
present toxic emissions from oil refineries to pose cancer risks of seventy in one million,
EPA indicates its preferred approach is to do nothing about these cancer risks and to
require no additional pollution controls at oil refineries.

Carcinogenic Auto Emissions: Pollution by cars causes lung cancer, respiratory
problems, urban smog, and acid rain. The first federal Clean Air Act was passed during
the Nixon Administration to curtail the ever-increasing amount of pollution caused by
automobiles and industry, and Congress passed an updated version in 1990. However, the
Clean Air Act didn't prohibit pollution; it simply defined an "acceptable" amount.
Further, the legislation addressed only certain airborne contaminants, while ignoring
others. Perhaps most significantly, although bad air was outlawed, it still exists. More
than half of the people in the U.S. live in areas that fail to meet federal air quality
standards at least several days a year, and around 80 million Americans live in areas that
continually fail to meet these standards. Despite the Clean Air Acts, the reality is that air
pollution continues to be a major public health problem.
As bad as the air is in the U.S., in other countries – which have waited too long to address
the pollution caused by cars – it's worse. Mexico City, São Paulo, New Delhi, Beijing and
Bangkok are grappling with serious air problems. And much of that pollution is caused
by private automobiles.
One way cars create pollution is by contributing to the amount of ground-level ozone (not
to be confused with the atmospheric ozone layer).200 In the atmosphere, the ozone layer
shields the planet from harmful ultraviolet radiation rays. But on the ground, ozone is
another matter, causing hazy smog and respiratory problems. Most ozone pollution is
caused by motor vehicles, which account for 72% of nitrogen oxides and 52% of reactive
hydrocarbons (principal components of the photochemical smog that produces the
ozone). The seriousness of ground-level ozone should not be underestimated. According
to the World Resources Institute, Ozone pollution has become widespread –in cities in
200
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Europe, North America, China and Japan– as auto and industrial emissions have
increased. Breathing ozone concentrations of 0.012 ppm – levels typical in many cities –
can irritate the respiratory tract and impair lung function, causing coughing, shortness of
breath, and chest pain. Evidence also suggests ozone exposure lowers the body's
defenses, increasing susceptibility to respiratory infections. The effects on human health
are unsettling. A study of U.S. cities found that mortality rates were 17-26% higher in
cities with the dirtiest air compared to those with the cleanest air. The study also found
correlations between bad air and lung cancer and cardiopulmonary disease. The risks
translate to a two-year shorter life span for residents of dirty-air cities. On a global basis,
estimates of mortality due to outdoor air pollution range from 0.4% to 1.1% of total
annual deaths. In the U.S., 30,000 people die every year from automobile emissions.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions: Whether cars burn diesel, biodiesel, gasoline or alcohol,
they emit a lot of greenhouse gas: 20 pounds of CO2 per gallon of gas burned. North
America's transition to oil from the Alberta tar sands – mentioned earlier – not only
perpetuates, but actually worsens, emissions of greenhouse gas pollution from oil
consumption.201 While the end products from conventional oil and tar sands are the same
(mostly transportation fuels), producing a barrel of synthetic crude oil from the tar sands
releases up to three times more greenhouse gas pollution than conventional oil. (This is a
result of the huge amount of energy – primarily from burning natural gas – required to
generate the heat needed to extract bitumen from the tar sands and upgrade it into
synthetic crude. The energy equivalent of one barrel of oil is required to produce just
three barrels of oil from the tar sands.) The Canadian government ratified the Kyoto
Protocol on global warming in 2002, legally committing to a target of reducing the
country's greenhouse gas emission to six per cent below 1990 levels by 2012. But oil
industry lobbying and the rapid growth of tar sands development have undermined
Canada’s efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emission. Canada's total emissions have risen
25% since 1990, a pace far exceeding the 16.3% increase in the US. Canadian regulations
introduced in early 2007 are so fraught with loopholes and gaps that greenhouse gas
pollution from the tar sands is predicted to triple by 2020. Greenhouse gases will be
discussed further in the next chapter.
Destruction and murder: Big Oil companies often say, “We can do better.”
Conservative government often -in effect- pats them on the head and says, “Of course
you will do better. You deserve those profits; and besides, we really need this oil.”
Liberal government makes laws requiring Big Oil to do better, but frequently, the laws
do not work as intended. The destruction and murder will probably continue until the end
users stop buying petroleum products.
“We have met the enemy and he is us” -Pogo (Walt Kelly, Earth Day, 1971)
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Chapter 15: The Inevitability of Catastrophe

And behold, a white horse, and he came forth conquering.
Another came forth, a red horse;
To him was given power that they should kill one another.
And behold, a black horse,
And he who sat on it had a balance in his hand.
And behold, a pale horse, and he who sat on it, his name was Death;
Hades followed with him, to kill with the sword, with famine, with death
…And there was a great earthquake. The sun became black as sackcloth,
And the whole moon became as blood. The stars of the sky fell to the earth…
Book of Revelation – Holy Bible
Definitely not a good day. The Apostle John is trying to tell us that catastrophe is
inevitable. Tradition suggests that the white horse was conquest (the power freaks), the
red horse was war (as always), the black horse had to have been the lawyers, and the pale
horse was chaos, famine, and death. But the times and the horsemen have changed. That
rumble in the distance sounds more like five horsemen, not four, and they have changed:
the white horse has become the foretold stars of the sky falling to earth; the red horse is
now nuclear war; the black horse has become a pandemic – even worse than the lawyers;
the pale horse is overpopulation, and the new horse –a bay- is climate change.
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White Horse - Asteroids and Comets
Small objects are hitting the earth all the time.202 There is an inverse relationship between
their size and the frequency with which they hit the earth. Asteroids with diameters of 5
to 10 meters impact Earth's atmosphere about once per year. Asteroids with a 1 km
diameter impact the Earth an average of once every 500,000 years; and collisions with
five km objects happen approximately once every ten million years. The last impact of an
object more than 10 km in diameter happened about 65 million years ago. Those 5 to 10
meter objects hit with an impact roughly equal to the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima
– about 15 kilotons of TNT. They ordinarily explode in the upper atmosphere, and most
or all of their solids are vaporized. Fifty meter objects strike the Earth approximately
once every thousand years, producing explosions comparable to the one observed at
Tunguska in 1908. At present, 1950 DA is a near-Earth asteroid, notable for having the
highest known probability of impacting Earth.203 (For a few days in December 2004, it
was temporarily surpassed by 99942 Apophis.) If 1950 DA continues in its present orbit,
it will approach near to the Earth on March 16, 2880. However, over the intervening
time, its rotation will cause its orbit to change. Available radar and optical data suggest
two possible orbits at this time; one trajectory misses the Earth by tens of millions of
kilometers, while the other has an impact probability of one chance in three hundred.
Based on crater formation rates determined from the Earth's closest celestial partner, the
Moon, astro-geologists have determined that during the last 600 million years, the Earth
has been struck by 60 objects with a diameter of five kilometers or more. The smallest of
these released the equivalent of 1 x 1013 tons of TNT (10 million megatons) and left a
crater 95 kilometers across. In comparison, the largest nuclear weapon ever detonated,
the Царь-бомба, had a yield of 50 megatons.
In the past 600 million years
there have been five major mass
extinctions that typically
extinguished over half of all
species on Earth. The largest
mass extinction was in the
Permian-Triassic, which ended
the Permian period 250 million
years ago and killed off 90% of
all species. Ohio State scientists
have located a 483 km diameter
impact crater beneath the East
Antarctic Ice Sheet which may
date back about 250 million years
which might associate it with the Permian-Triassic extinction event.
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It is generally believed that most of the dinosaurs died about 66 million years ago at a
time between the Cretaceous and Tertiary geological eras.204 Many ideas have been
proposed to explain the sudden and mysterious extinction of these creatures, which had
been so successful up to this time. Many of the ideas involve some sort of world-wide
catastrophe. Careful analysis of the layers of sediment, which were deposited around this
time, reveals a unique layer of iridium dust precisely at the Cretaceous-Tertiary
boundary. In 1980 Luis Alvarez, his son Walter, and others proposed that this worldwide layer of iridium dust was part of the fall-out from a very large asteroid or comet that
crashed into the earth 66 million years ago.
Several possible impact points have been suggested for the comet. There are remnants of
a 66 million year-old crater 35 kilometers in diameter near Manson Iowa.205 This crater
alone would not be large enough to have caused a world-wide catastrophe unless the
comet created excessive debris by striking the earth a glancing blow at an angle of 45° or
less. There is Tsunami (seismic sea wave) sediment at the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary
along with some iridium dust near the Brazos river in central Texas.206 The Tsunami was
probably 50 to 100 meters high. It is not unreasonable to suppose that it was caused by
the impact of a comet in the Gulf of Mexico. And indeed the most convincing evidence
for a worldwide catastrophe was the discovery of the crater, which has since been named
Chicxulub Crater. This crater is centered on the Yucatán Peninsula of Mexico and was
discovered by Tony Camargo and Glen Pentfield while working as geophysicists for the
Mexican oil company PEMEX. What they reported as a circular feature later turned out
to be a crater estimated to be 180 kilometers in diameter.
Other researchers later found that the end-Cretaceous extinction event that wiped out the
dinosaurs, lasted only thousands of years instead of millions of years as had previously
been thought. This convinced the vast majority of scientists that this extinction resulted
from a point event that is most probably an extraterrestrial impact and not from increased
volcanism and climate change which would have spread its main effect over a much
longer time period. Several additional craters around the world have since been dated to
approximately the same age as Chicxulub — for example, the Silverpit crater in the
United Kingdom and the Boltysh crater in Ukraine. This has led to the suggestion that the
Chicxulub impact was one of several that occurred almost simultaneously, perhaps due to
a disrupted comet impacting the Earth in a manner similar to the collision of Comet
Shoemaker-Levy 9 with Jupiter in 1994.
A large cometary impact at the end of the Cretaceous would have produced significant
amounts of nitrogen dioxide by shock heating of the atmosphere.207 The resulting acid
rain would have greatly increased the dissolving of strontium from continental rocks,
87
86
which would explain the observed high ratio of Sr to Sr which occurred in seawater at
about this time. Computer models by atmospheric physicists Ron Prinn and Bruce
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Fegley of Massachusetts Institute of Technology indicate that the aftermath of such an
impact could have included 3 months to 3 years of darkness under a smog of nitrogen
dioxides; global rains as corrosive as battery acid; and waters poisoned by heavy metals
dissolved from soil and rock.208 The problem is not to figure out how the dinosaurs died,
the problem is to think of safe havens where anything at all could have survived!209
There have been other major
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third spike from the right, at 66 million
years. There is evidence to indicate that
the first extinction spike from the right, about 14 million years ago, was also
accompanied by an iridium deposit. But these seem to be the only two.
It is interesting to note that there is a 24 km diameter crater in southern West Germany
that was created about 14.8 million years ago.211 The impacts for 13 other craters more
than 10 km in diameter, seem to have occurred at intervals of about 28 million years over
the last 250 million years. An analysis of ferromagnetic rock deposits indicates that
major increases in the rate of magnetic field reversals have occurred at intervals of about
30 million years. The major extinctions, comet impacts, iridium deposits, and increased
magnetic field reversal rate, have to some extent, occurred at intervals of 28 ± 2 million
years, particularly over the last 100 million years. Astrophysicists Richard Muller and
Donald Morris of the University of California at Berkeley have proposed that a dark
"emesis" star, such as a black or brown dwarf, is orbiting the sun with a period of 26
million years and a perihelion of about 20,000 AUs.212 Each time it sweeps through the
Oort cloud213 it unleashes a shower of comets. Most of them are evaporated away by the
sun over a period of millions of years, but apparently a few fall on the planets of the inner
solar system.
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Red Horse - Nuclear War
On January 17, 2007, the Bulletin of
the Atomic Scientists moved the
minute hand of the Doomsday Clock
two minutes closer to midnight. It is
now at 5 minutes to midnight.214
The move reflects global failures to
solve the problems posed by nuclear
weapons and the climate crisis. The
decision to advance the clock was
made in consultation with the
Bulletin's Board of Sponsors, which
includes 18 Nobel Laureates. In a
statement supporting the decision,
the Bulletin’s Board focused on two
major sources of catastrophe: the
perils of 27,000 nuclear weapons,
2,000 of them ready to launch within
minutes; and the destruction of
human habitats from climate change. The Bulletin statement explains: "We stand at the
brink of a second nuclear age. Not since the first atomic bombs were dropped on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki has the world faced such perilous choices. North Korea's recent
test of a nuclear weapon, Iran's nuclear ambitions, a renewed emphasis on the military
utility of nuclear weapons, the failure to adequately secure nuclear materials, and the
continued presence of some 26,000 nuclear weapons in the United States and Russia are
symptomatic of a failure to solve the problems posed by the most destructive technology
on Earth. The dangers posed by climate change are nearly as dire as those posed by
nuclear weapons. The effects may be less dramatic in the short term than the destruction
that could be wrought by nuclear explosions, but over the next three to four decades
climate change could cause irremediable harm to the habitats upon which human
societies depend for survival."
A limited nuclear weapons exchange between Pakistan and India using their current
arsenals could create a near-global ozone hole, triggering human health problems and
wreaking environmental havoc for at least a decade, according to a study led by the
University of Colorado at Boulder.215 The computer-modeling study showed a nuclear
war between the two countries involving 50 Hiroshima-sized nuclear devices on each
side would cause massive urban fires and loft as much as 5 million metric tons of soot
about 50 miles into the stratosphere, said CU-Boulder Research Associate Michael Mills,
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chief study author. The soot would absorb enough solar radiation to heat surrounding
gases, setting in motion a series of chemical reactions that would break down the
stratospheric ozone layer protecting Earth from harmful ultraviolet radiation, said Mills.
In addition to ozone losses of 25 to 40 percent at mid-latitudes, the models show a 50 to
70 percent ozone loss at northern high latitudes, said Mills. "The models show this
magnitude of ozone loss would persist for five years, and we would see substantial losses
continuing for at least another five years," he said. The ozone losses predicted in the
study are much larger than losses estimated in the previous "nuclear winter" and
"ultraviolet spring" scenario calculations following nuclear conflicts, said Brian Toon,
another study author, and chair of CU-Boulder's oceanic and atmospheric sciences
department. An earlier 1985 National Research Council Report had predicted a global
nuclear exchange involving thousands of megatons of explosions, rather than the 1.5
megatons assumed in the more recent study, would deplete only 17 percent of the
Northern Hemisphere's stratospheric ozone, which would recover by half in three years.
"The missing piece back then was that the models at the time could not account for the
rise of the smoke plume and consequent heating of the stratosphere," said Toon. "The big
surprise is that this study demonstrates that even a small-scale, regional nuclear conflict is
capable of triggering ozone losses much larger than the losses that were predicted to
follow a full-scale nuclear war."
Human health ailments such as cataracts and skin cancer, as well as damage to plants,
animals and ecosystems at mid-latitudes will rise sharply as ozone levels decrease and
allow more harmful UV light to reach Earth, according to the study. "By adopting the
Montreal Protocol in 1987, society demonstrated it was unwilling to tolerate even a small
percentage of ozone loss because of serious health risks," said Toon. "But ozone loss
from a limited nuclear exchange would be more than an order of magnitude larger than
ozone loss from the release of gases like CFCs." UV radiation has been shown to be
particularly damaging to inhabitants of aquatic ecosystems, including amphibians,
shrimp, fish and phytoplankton, said Mills. "Most organisms can do little to avoid UV
exposure, so one of the big unanswered questions is how the biota would respond to these
big UV increases triggered by a nuclear exchange."
A regional exchange of relatively
small nuclear weapons could plunge
the world into a decade-long "nuclear
winter", destroying agriculture and
killing millions. Weapons experts
believe that small-scale nuclear
exchanges are now more likely than
the massive US-Soviet exchanges
feared during the Cold War. In the
1980s, scientists calculated that such
exchanges would put enough smoke
into the atmosphere to shade the
Earth from the Sun, causing a nuclear
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winter. Now another study has re-calculated the likelihood of nuclear winter using
modern, vastly improved climate models and a more likely modern scenario for smallscale nuclear war.216 Brian Toon and Alan Robock of Rutgers University in New Jersey,
predict less cooling than the 1980s studies. However, they predict the cooling would last
longer, with potentially more devastating consequences.
The pair considered the impact of 100 explosions in subtropical megacities. They
assumed 15-kiloton explosions – the size of the Hiroshima bomb, and the size of the
bombs now possessed by India and Pakistan, and possibly by Israel and Iran. The
immediate blast and radiation from the exchange of 100 small nuclear bombs killed
between three million and 16 million people, depending on the targets. But the global
effect of the resulting one-to-five million tons of smoke was much worse. “It is very
surprising how few weapons are needed to do so much damage,” says Toon. This is
partly because modern scenarios now assume a different type of target. (Most of the huge
US and Russian nuclear warheads were aimed, in a first strike, at missile silos in
wilderness or suburban military installations, where there is not much to burn – after the
first warhead hits, subsequent explosions do not release much additional smoke). In
contrast, a regional exchange where adversaries target each others’ megacities would
ignite huge urban firestorms. Toon calculates the smoke released per kiloton of explosive
yield would be 100 times greater than in the old Cold War scenarios. Moreover, it lasts
longer. The 1980s models, says Toon, did not extend into the upper atmosphere far
enough, and could not be run long enough to discover this. “Soot from fires is black and
absorbs solar radiation,” Robock told ew Scientist. “As it begins to fall it is constantly
being heated and lofted.” Such particles, they calculate, rise to the upper atmosphere and
stay for more than six years.
In a different comparison, Robock points out that particulates from a volcanic eruption,
which stay in the lower atmosphere and last only about a year, have nevertheless cooled
the planet enough to cause famine. Even taking global warming into account, the models
predict that the cooling of the planet for a decade following a nuclear exchange would be
nearly twice as great as the global warming of the past century, causing temperatures
colder than Europe’s "Little Ice Age" of the 16th to 18th centuries. Although this might
look perversely like a welcome counter-balance to global warming, the researchers say it
would in fact cause changes in weather patterns and rainfall equal in devastation to
changes, which will be caused by global warming. The cooling, plus reduced sunlight,
would shorten growing seasons and destroy crops worldwide, to the detriment of all.
Until recently, nuclear winter was thought to be a global climate condition resulting from
a large-scale nuclear war.217 But it is now apparent that severely cold weather can be
caused by detonating a relatively limited number of nuclear weapons over flammable
targets such as cities, where large amounts of smoke and soot would be injected into the
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Earth's stratosphere. The term – nuclear winter – has also been applied to one of the aftereffects of a comet or asteroid impact – also sometimes termed an impact winter – or of a
super-volcano eruption.
In contrast, a study published in the Journal of Geophysical Research in July 2007 used
current climate models to look at the consequences of a full-scale global nuclear war
involving most or all of the world's current nuclear arsenals. The authors used a global
circulation model, which "has been tested extensively in global warming experiments and
to examine the effects of volcanic eruptions on climate." The model was used to
investigate the effects of a war projected to release about 150 teragrams of smoke into the
atmosphere (1 teragram is equal to 1012 grams), as well as a war involving about one
third of the current nuclear arsenal, projected to release about 50 teragram of smoke.
In the 150 teragram case they found that: a global average surface cooling of –7°C to
–8°C persists for years, and after a decade the cooling is still –4°C. Considering that the
global average cooling at the depth of the last ice age 18,000 yr ago was about
–5°C, this would be a climate change unprecedented in speed and amplitude in the
history of the human race. The temperature changes would be largest over land: cooling
of more than –20°C would occur over large areas of North America and of more than
–30°C over much of Eurasia, including all agricultural regions. In addition, they found
that this cooling caused a weakening of the global hydrological cycle, reducing global
precipitation by about 45%.
As for the 50 teragram case involving 1/3 of current nuclear arsenals, they said that the
simulation "produced climate responses very similar to those for the 150 Tg case, but
with about half the amplitude", but that "the time scale of response is about the same."
They did not discuss the implications for agriculture in depth, but noted that a 1986 study
which assumed no food production for a year projected that "most of the people on the
planet would run out of food and starve to death by then" and commented that their own
results show that "this period of no food production needs to be extended by many years,
making the impacts of nuclear winter even worse than previously thought."
Black Horse – Pandemic
A pandemic is an epidemic of infectious disease that spreads through human populations
across a large region, for example a continent, or even worldwide.218 According to the
World Health Organization (WHO), a pandemic can start when these conditions have
been met: the disease is new to the population; it infects humans, causing serious illness;
and it spreads easily and sustainably. A disease or condition is not a pandemic merely
because it is widespread or kills many people; it must also be infectious. For example
cancer is responsible for many deaths but is not considered a pandemic because it is not
infectious or contagious.
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There have been a number of significant pandemics recorded in human history:
Peloponnesian War, 430 BC. Typhoid fever killed a quarter of the Athenian troops and a
quarter of the population over four years. This disease fatally weakened the dominance
of Athens, but the sheer virulence of the disease prevented its wider spread; i.e. it killed
off its hosts at a rate faster than they could spread it. The exact cause of the plague was
unknown for many years; in January 2006, researchers from the University of Athens
analyzed teeth recovered from a mass grave underneath the city, and confirmed the
presence of bacteria responsible for typhoid.
Antonine Plague, 165 – 180. Possibly smallpox brought to the Italian peninsula by
soldiers returning from the Near East; killed a quarter of those infected and up to five
million in all. At the height of a second outbreak (251–266) 5,000 people a day were said
to be dying in Rome.
Plague of Justinian, from 541 to 750, was the first recorded outbreak of the bubonic
plague. It started in Egypt and reached Constantinople the following spring, killing
10,000 a day at its height and perhaps 40% of the city's inhabitants. Plague went on to
eliminate a quarter to a half of the human population that it struck throughout the known
world. It caused Europe's population to drop by around 50% between 550 and 700.
The bubonic plague returned to Europe as the Black Death; it started in Asia in the 1300s,
eight hundred years after the previous outbreak. The disease reached the Mediterranean
and western Europe in 1348 (possibly from Italian merchants fleeing fighting in the
Crimea). It killed 20 to 30 million Europeans in six years, a third of the total population
and up to a half in the worst-affected urban areas.

Cholera
• The First Pandemic 1816 – 1826. Previously restricted to the Indian subcontinent, the
pandemic began in Bengal, then spread across India by 1820. It extended as far as
China and the Caspian Sea before receding.
• The Second Pandemic 1829–1851 reached Europe, London in 1832, Ontario and New
York in the same year, and the Pacific coast of North America by 1834.
• The Third Pandemic 1852–1860 mainly affected Russia, with over a million deaths.
• The Fourth Pandemic 1863–1875 spread mostly in Europe and Africa.
• In 1866 there was an outbreak in North America.
• In 1892 it contaminated the water supply of Hamburg, and caused 8,606 deaths.
• The Seventh pandemic 1899–1923 had little effect in Europe because of advances in
public health, but Russia was badly affected again.
• The Eighth pandemic began in Indonesia in 1961, called El Tor after the strain, and
reached Bangladesh in 1963, India in 1964, and the USSR in 1966.
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Influenza
• The "first" pandemic of 1510 travelled from Africa and spread across Europe.
• The "Asiatic Flu", 1889–1890. Was first reported in May of 1889 in Bukhara, Russia.
By October, it had reached Tomsk and the Caucasus. It rapidly spread west and hit
North America in December 1889, South America in February – April 1890, India in
February-March 1890, and Australia in March – April 1890. It was purportedly
caused by the H2N8 type of flu virus and had a very high attack and mortality rate.
• The "Spanish flu", 1918–1919.
First identified early March
1918 in US troops training at
Camp Funston, Kansas, by
October 1918 it had spread to
become a world-wide pandemic
on all continents. Unusually
deadly and virulent, it ended
nearly as quickly as it began,
vanishing completely within 18
months. In six months, 25
million were dead; some
estimates put the total of those
killed worldwide at over twice
that number. An estimated 17 million died in India, 500,000 in the United States and
200,000 in the UK. The virus was recently reconstructed by scientists at the CDC
studying remains preserved by the Alaskan permafrost. They identified it as a type of
H1N1 virus.
• The "Asian Flu", 1957–58. An H2N2 caused about 70,000 deaths in the United
States. First identified in China in late February 1957, the Asian flu spread to the
United States by June 1957.
• The "Hong Kong Flu", 1968–69. An H3N2 caused about 34,000 deaths in the United
States. This virus was first detected in Hong Kong in early 1968 and spread to the
United States later that year. Influenza A (H3N2) viruses still circulate today.
Typhus, sometimes called "camp fever" because of its pattern of flaring up in times of
strife. (It is also known as "gaol fever" and "ship fever," for its habits of spreading wildly
in cramped quarters, such as jails and ships.) Emerging during the Crusades, it had its
first impact in Europe in 1489 in Spain. During fighting between the Christian Spaniards
and the Muslims in Granada, the Spanish lost 3,000 to war casualties and 20,000 to
typhus. In 1528 the French lost 18,000 troops in Italy and lost supremacy in Italy to the
Spanish. In 1542, 30,000 people died of typhus while fighting the Ottomans in the
Balkans. The disease also played a major role in the destruction of Napoleon's Grande
Armée in Russia in 1812. Typhus also killed numerous prisoners in the Nazi
concentration camps and Soviet prisoner of war camps during World War II.
Effects of Colonization. Encounters between European explorers and populations in the
rest of the world often introduced local epidemics of extraordinary virulence. Disease
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killed the entire native (Guanches) population of the Canary Islands in the 16th century.
Half the native population of Hispaniola in 1518 was killed by smallpox. Smallpox also
ravaged Mexico in the 1520s, killing 150,000 in Tenochtitlán alone, including the
emperor, and Peru in the 1530s, aiding the European conquerors. Measles killed a further
two million Mexican natives in the 1600s. Some believe that the death of 90 to 95 percent
of the Native American population of the New World was caused by Old World diseases.
As late as 1848–49, as many as 40,000 out of 150,000 Hawaiians are estimated to have
died of measles, whooping cough and influenza.
There are also a number of unknown diseases that were extremely serious but have now
vanished, so the etiology of these diseases cannot be established. The cause of English
Sweat in 16th-century England, which struck people down in an instant and was more
greatly feared even than the bubonic plague, is still unknown.
Possible Future Pandemics

Ebola virus and other quickly lethal diseases such as Lassa fever, Rift Valley fever, and
Marburg virus: Ebola virus and Bolivian hemorrhagic fever are highly contagious and
deadly diseases with the theoretical potential to become pandemics. Their ability to
spread efficiently enough to cause a pandemic is limited, however, as transmission of
these viruses requires close contact with the infected vector. Furthermore, the short time
between a vector becoming infectious and the onset of symptoms allows medical
professionals to quickly quarantine vectors and prevent them from carrying the pathogen
elsewhere. Genetic mutations could occur which could elevate their potential for causing
widespread harm, thus close observation by contagious disease specialists is merited.
Antibiotic resistance: Antibiotic-resistant microorganisms, sometimes referred to as
"superbugs", may contribute to the re-emergence of diseases, which are currently wellcontrolled. For example, cases of tuberculosis that are resistant to traditionally effective
treatments remain a cause of great concern to health professionals. The World Health
Organization reports that approximately 50 million people worldwide are infected with
multiple-drug resistant tuberculosis (MDR TB), with 79 percent of those cases resistant
to three or more antibiotics. In 2005, 124 cases of MDR TB were reported in the United
States. Extensively drug-resistant tuberculosis (XDR TB) was identified in Africa in
2006, and subsequently discovered to exist in 17 countries including the United States. In
the past 20 years, common bacteria including Staphylococcus aureus, Serratia
marcescens and Enterococcus, have developed resistance to various antibiotics such as
vancomycin, as well as whole classes of antibiotics, such as the aminoglycosides and
cephalosporins. Antibiotic-resistant organisms have become an important cause of health
care-associated (nosocomial) infections (HAI). In addition, infections caused by
community-acquired strains of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) in
otherwise healthy individuals, have become more frequent in recent years.
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HIV infection: HIV — the virus that causes AIDS — is of pandemic proportions with
infection rates as high as 25% in southern and eastern Africa. Effective education about
safer sexual practices and bloodborne infection precautions training have helped to slow
down infection rates in several African countries sponsoring national education
programs. Infection rates are rising again in Asia and the Americas. See AIDS pandemic.

SARS: In 2003, there were concerns that SARS, a new, highly contagious form of
atypical pneumonia caused by a coronavirus dubbed SARS-CoV, might become
pandemic. Rapid action by national and international health authorities such as the World
Health Organization helped slow transmission and eventually broke the chain of
transmission, ending the localized epidemics before they could become a pandemic. The
disease has not been eradicated, however, and could re-emerge unexpectedly, warranting
monitoring and case reporting of suspicious cases of atypical pneumonia.
Influenza: Wild aquatic birds are the natural hosts for a range of influenza A viruses.
Occasionally viruses are transmitted from these species to other species and may then
cause outbreaks in domestic poultry or (rarely) give rise to a human pandemic. In
February 2004, avian influenza virus was detected in birds in Vietnam, increasing fears
of the emergence of new variant strains. It is feared that if the avian influenza virus
combines with a human influenza virus (in a bird or a human), the new subtype created
could be both highly contagious and highly lethal in humans. Such a subtype could cause
a global influenza pandemic, similar to the Spanish Flu, or the lower mortality pandemics
such as the Asian Flu and the Hong Kong Flu.
In October 2005, cases of the avian flu (the deadly strain H5N1) were identified in
Turkey. EU Health Commissioner Markos Kyprianou said: "We have received now
confirmation that the virus found in Turkey is an avian flu H5N1 virus. There is a direct
relationship with viruses found in Russia, Mongolia and China." Cases of bird flu were
also identified shortly thereafter in Romania, and then Greece. Possible cases of the virus
have also been found in Croatia, Bulgaria and in the United Kingdom. By November
2007 numerous confirmed cases of the H5N1 strain had been identified across Europe.
However, by the end of October only 59 people had died as a result of H5N1 which was
atypical of previous influenza pandemics. Despite sensational media reporting, avian flu
cannot yet be categorized as a "pandemic" because the virus cannot yet cause sustained
and efficient human-to-human transmission. Cases so far are recognized to have been
transmitted from bird to human, but as of December 2006 there have been very few (if
any) cases of proven human-to-human transmission. Regular influenza viruses establish
infection by attaching to receptors in the throat and lungs, but the avian influenza virus
can only attach to receptors located deep in the lungs of humans, requiring close,
prolonged contact with infected patients and thus limiting person-to-person transmission.
The current WHO phase of pandemic alert is level 3, described as "no or very limited
human-to-human transmission." according to the WHO website.
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An avian influenza pandemic "could kill millions
of people, cripple economies, bring international
trade and travel to a standstill and even
jeopardize political stability," according to Under
Secretary of State for Democracy and Global
Affairs Paula J. Dobriansky.219 Though there is
no evidence yet of sustained effective human to
human transmission, the possible repercussions
of such a scenario have led the government to
prepare on a domestic and international level.
The Lowy Institute for International Policy, an independent think tank, released a report
earlier this year in which it estimated that the worst pandemic scenario would lead to
142.2 million deaths worldwide and cost the world economy $4.4 trillion. The World
Health Organization reports that the world is not adequately prepared for the H5N1 strain
of avian influenza. The World Bank estimates that an avian influenza pandemic could
cost the global community $800 billion per year. The Department of Health and Human
Services estimates a pandemic influenza virus with virulence similar to the 1918 global
flu pandemic strain could kill 1.9 million Americans. Such a disease could cause more
death and illness than any other public health threat, the department said. "Because of the
interlinked nature of the global economy, clearly the economic costs in one individual
country will be multiplied throughout the global economy," Dobriansky said. In the
event of a pandemic, declined consumer demand and a disrupted transportation systems
could interrupt trade. Capital could retreat to safe havens in the United States and
European Union, threatening financial stability and social fabric. Consumers could reject
imports based on fear, and the government could implement damaging trade barriers and
border control in an attempt to halt the spread of the disease, Dobriansky said. She
emphasized that closing the borders would be the last option, since the State Department
believes it would not decrease total illnesses or deaths, but would interrupt substantial
commerce and delivery of essential services. The economic and political tensions and
panic from an outbreak, animal or human, could lead to recessions and further to social
upheaval. "For these reasons in particular," Dobriansky said, "transparency and
communication are absolutely essential." The United States is supporting public
communication campaigns in 46 countries to help their populations understand avian and
pandemic influenza and how to guard against infection, she said. America has pledged
funds to prepare for a possible pandemic at home and abroad, assisted other nations in
developing preparedness plans, and plans to preposition a U.S. stockpile of antiviral
drugs in Asia.
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Pale Horse - Overpopulation
Overpopulation refers to a condition where an organism's numbers exceed the carrying
capacity of its habitat; the term usually refers to the relationship between the human
population and its environment, the earth.220
In 1798, in An Essay on the
Principle of Population,
Thomas Malthus proposed
that while resources tend to
grow linearly, population
grows exponentially. He
argued that, if left
unrestricted, human
populations will continue to
grow until they become too
large to be supported by the
food grown on available
agricultural land, causing
starvation which then
controls population growth.
He noted that this had
happened many times previously in human history and estimated that it would occur
again by the middle of the 19th century. To avoid this outcome, Malthus argued for
population control through "moral restraint." He correctly predicted that population
growth could decline or reverse with later marriages and contraception.
Overpopulation often leads to combinations of the following problems:
1. Inadequate fresh water
2. Depletion of natural resources, especially fossil fuels
3. Increased levels of air pollution, water pollution, soil contamination and noise
pollution. Deforestation and loss of ecosystems
4. Global warming
5. Desertification
6. Mass extinction of other species
7. High infant and child mortality
8. Pandemics
9. Starvation and malnutrition
10. Poverty
11. Low life expectancy
12. Unhygienic living conditions - raw sewage and solid waste
13. Elevated crime rate
14. Conflict over scarce resources and crowding
220
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It is true that on a global scale, since the industrial revolution, food production has
sometimes grown faster than human population. However, other changes impacting
Earth's ability to function as a suitable habitat for human beings, such as nuclear winter,
global warming, desertification, over-fishing, depletion of fossil fuels, soil degradation,
deforestation, aquifer depletion and other environmental problems caused by
industrialization, will significantly reduce food production or factors necessary for wellbeing. Given recent population growth, this may cause a Malthus’ predicted catastrophe.
Between 1950 and 1984, as the Green Revolution transformed agriculture around the
globe, world grain production increased by 250 percent. However, agricultural
productivity has declined in many world regions in the past ten to 20 years due to overuse
of groundwater (which has occurred on the North Plain of China), overgrazing, extensive
slash-and-burn and resulting soil exhaustion and erosion. The fertilizer for this Green
Revolution has been made from natural gas; and the pesticides have been made from oil.
Also, fossil fuels have often provided the energy necessary for irrigation. In their study
Food, Land, Population and the U.S. Economy, David Pimentel, professor of ecology and
agriculture at Cornell University, and Mario Giampietro, senior researcher at the National
Research Institute on Food and Nutrition, place the maximum U.S. population for a
sustainable economy at 200 million. To achieve a sustainable economy and avert
disaster, the United States must reduce its population by at least one-third, and world
population will have to be reduced by two-thirds, says the study. The authors of this
study believe that the agricultural crisis will begin to impact us after 2020, and will
become critical by 2050.
Overpopulation is also related to issues of birth control. Nations such as China have used
strict measures in order to reduce birth rates, but elsewhere religious and ideological
opposition to birth control has been cited as a factor contributing to overpopulation and
poverty. There are an estimated 350 million women in the poorest countries of the world
who either did not want their last child, do not want another child or want to space their
pregnancies, but they lack access to information, affordable means and services to
determine the size and spacing of their families. In the developing world, some 514,000
women die of complications from pregnancy and abortion on a yearly basis. Additionally,
8 million infants die, many because of malnutrition or preventable diseases; 2 million die
in the first 24 hours each year. In the United States, in 2001, almost half of pregnancies
were unintended. Except for Latvia, the United States has the worst infant mortality rate
in the industrialized world.221 As of June 2008, Egyptian Minister of Health and
Population Hatem el-Gabali announced that his country has set aside 480 million
Egyptian pounds ($90 million US) to cope with its overpopulation problem through
family planning.
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The Roman Catholic Church maintains its opposition to birth control.222 Some Roman
Catholic Church members and non-members criticize this belief as contributing to
overpopulation, and poverty.
Pope Paul VI reaffirmed the
Church's position in his 1968
encyclical Humanae Vitae
(Human Life). In this
encyclical, the Pope
acknowledges the realities of
modern life, scientific
advances, as well as the
questions and challenges
these raise. Furthermore, he
explains that the purpose of
intercourse is both "unitive
and procreative," that is to
say it strengthens the relationship of the husband and wife as well as offering the chance
of creating new life. As such, it is a natural and full expression of our humanity. He
writes that contraception "contradicts the will of the Author of life. Hence to use this
divine gift while depriving it, even if only partially, of its meaning and purpose, is
equally repugnant to the nature of man and of woman, and is consequently in opposition
to the plan of God and His holy will."
Supporters of birth control argue that economic growth which allows for a high
population density without poverty is a direct function of the availability of birth control,
as it leads to smaller families (as is the case in all nations which allow birth control),
which in turn have more purchasing power to support themselves and provide their
children with education, which is universally recognized as necessary for sustainable
growth.
The Church counters this argument stating that "Though it is true that sometimes it is
lawful to tolerate a lesser moral evil in order to avoid a greater evil or in order to promote
a greater good," it is never lawful, even for the gravest reasons, to do evil that good may
come of it – in other words, to intend directly something which of its very nature
contradicts the moral order, and which must therefore be judged unworthy of man, even
though the intention is to protect or promote the welfare of an individual, of a family or
of society in general. Consequently, it is a serious error to think that a whole married life
of otherwise normal relations can justify sexual intercourse which is deliberately
contraceptive and so intrinsically wrong." The Church stands by its doctrines on sexual
intercourse as defined by the Natural law: intercourse must at once be both the renewal of
the consummation of marriage and for the purpose of procreation. If each of these
postulates are not met, the act of intercourse is, according to Natural Law, an objective
mortal sin. Therefore, since artificial contraception expressly prevents the creation of a
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new life (and, the Church would argue, removes the sovereignty of God over all of
Creation), contraception is unacceptable. The Church sees abstinence as the only
objective moral strategy for preventing the transmission of HIV. The Church has been
criticized for its opposition to promoting the use of condoms as a strategy to prevent the
spread of HIV/AIDS, teen pregnancy, and STDs. Cardinal Javier Lozano Barragán,
President of the Pontifical Council for Pastoral Assistance to Health Care Workers, has
stated that Pope Benedict XVI asked his department to study the question of condom use
as part of a broad look at several questions of bioethics. However, the president of the
Pontifical Council for the Family, Cardinal Alfonso López Trujillo, in an interview
reported by Catholic News Agency on May 4, 2006, said that the Church "maintains
unmodified the teaching on condoms", and added that the Pope had "not ordered any
studies about modifying the prohibition on condom use."
Bay Horse - Climate Change
Our present day civilization cannot exist
without producing vast amounts of energy.
At present, we get much of this energy by
burning truly prodigious quantities of fossil
fuels (natural gas, petroleum, and coal).
Burning of fossil fuels produces carbon
dioxide, which is released into the
atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is transparent
to incoming visible sunlight which warms
the earth. However that same CO2 is
opaque to the outgoing infra-red light
produced by that warming, so part of the
sun’s energy which heats the earth, is kept
on the earth (diagram on the right). This is
called the “Greenhouse Effect,” and it is
what causes global warming. Because the
excessive amounts of carbon dioxide
released each day will stay in the
atmosphere for more than 50 years, it is
possible that global warming will
eventually cause significant increases in
sea level, desertification of oceans and
forests, global displacement of animal and
human populations and violent weather.
This would indicate that steps should be
taken very soon to reduce the release of
carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. It
would further indicate that we should be
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preparing for these disasters, which, quite likely, are already on the way. The burning of
fossil fuels should be severely curtailed, and replacement sources of energy, such as the
Polywell, which do not produce carbon dioxide must be put into place. It may be that
even more sources of energy than we require at present will be needed to help us deal
with the above catastrophes; and it may also be wise to keep in mind the possibility that
billions of people will die if these things are not done.
Earth’s average
temperature is increasing
as shown by the record of
global average
temperatures (on the left)
as compiled by the Hadley
Centre for Climate
Prediction and Research
of the UK Meteorological
Office.223 Even though
the graph shows an
upward trend, it has been
observed that the change
is very small – no more
than 1ºC. Nevertheless,
other observable effects
are quite dramatic:
Hundreds of glaciers are melting and receding on six continents.224 Northern hemisphere
sea ice is shrinking at a rate of 35,000 square kilometers annually. Summer arctic sea ice
could disappear entirely by 2033. From 1958 through 1976 the average thickness of the
arctic sea ice was about 3 m, by the years 1993 through 1997 average Arctic sea ice
thickness had dropped to 2m. In less than 30 years, more than 40% of the arctic sea ice
has melted.
The average temperature increase in the Arctic is at least 2C greater than the average
increases of the planet as a whole. The Antarctic Peninsula has likewise seen such
increases above the planet-wide average of 3C in the last 50 years.
Greenland is covered with about 8% of the Earth's grounded ice, but it is melting rapidly.
A NASA survey shows that Greenland lost an average of 82 cubic miles of ice per year
from April 2004 to April 2006; compared to 57 cubic miles in 2003, and 27 cubic miles
ten years earlier.225 Meltwater surging across Greenland’s ice drains to the bedrock,
lubricating the giant ice sheet in its ever-faster slide into the sea. Many climate experts,
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for example Dr. Klaus Keller, an assistant professor of Geosciences at Penn State, believe
that the process may well be irreversible.
Tim Barnett, a research marine physicist in the Climate Research Division at Scripps
Institution of Oceanography at the University of California-San Diego, has used a
combination of computer models and hard, observed evidence to determine that warming
measured in the world's oceans closely matches the results predicted in computer models
for warming caused by human activity.226 He states that the evidence – based on
computer models and observations in the field – is so strong that it should put to an end
any debate about whether human-caused global warming is a real phenomenon.
C. C. Keeling227 of the
Scripps Institute of
Oceanography at the
Mauna Loa Observatory in
Hawaii, started measuring
atmospheric carbon
dioxide on a regular basis
in the 1950s. His graph of
steadily increasing carbon
dioxide atmospheric
concentrations is shown on
the right. Human burning
of fossil fuels has
increased at about the
same rate over the same
period of time. Carbon
dioxide and methane
increases correlate with
industrial growth. The greenhouse gas, carbon dioxide has increased since pre-industrial
times from 280 parts per million to 379 ppm in 2005.Carbon dioxide concentrations in
the atmosphere are the highest in 650,000 years. In addition, levels of atmospheric
methane, a powerful greenhouse gas, have risen 145% in the last 100 years. Methane is
derived from sources such as rice paddies, bovine flatulence, bacteria in bogs and fossil
fuel production.
On Feb. 2, 2007 the first of four volumes to be released this year by the IPCC
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) confirmed that the marked increase in
atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4)
and nitrous oxide (N2O) since 1750 is the result of human activities.228 Further, the
amounts of carbon dioxide and methane now in the atmosphere far exceed pre-industrial
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values, while over the same span of time, methane concentrations have risen from 715
parts per billion (ppb) to 1,774 in 2005.
If we could all agree on clear-cut consequences for our profligate burning of fossil fuel,
then we could quite likely agree on the necessary steps to deal with it. Unfortunately,
that’s not how it is. Instead, there are a few things about global warming that we know
for sure; and there are a whole lot of things about which we really have no idea. For
example: maybe the temperature isn’t going to rise all that much, because, even though
we do know for sure that CO2 causes global warming, we don’t know the degree to which
particulates in the atmosphere -also produced by burning fossil fuels- will cause global
cooling. It seems that burning a lot of fossil fuel has both a warming and a cooling effect
on the planet; and we don’t quite know what the net effect will be. Yet.
There may be a nightmare tipping point just around the corner, where climate suddenly
flips: a) into a new stable hot era, where the average temperature suddenly jumps 8
degrees C, and the survivors all have to move to the polar regions; 229 or b) into another
ice age, where survivors have to move to the tropics. These are both very real
possibilities, with good science to support them. Either of them could happen anytime,
but the worse global warming gets, the more likely it is that one of them will happen.
How, you ask, is another ice age possible, with global warming on the way? The Gulf
Stream is one small part of the Great Ocean Conveyor pictured below.230 It (shown in
red) carries warm water from the tropics up to the North Atlantic, where it cools and
looses water to evaporation. Consequently, the Gulf Stream of the far north becomes
more dense. It sinks and heads south (now shown in blue). The Great Ocean Conveyor
stabilizes the temperature of the world’s oceans and indirectly, stabilizes the temperature
of the entire world. But the Great Ocean Conveyor can be stopped cold. All it takes is a
major influx of fresh water, which could come from the melting of Greenland’s ice cap....
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The last time this happened was about 11,400 years ago.231 A vast meltwater lake had
formed at the edge of the ice in southeastern Canada. An ice dam gave way and an
enormous flood of fresh water suddenly poured through the St Lawrence River into the
North Atlantic and shut down the Gulf Stream. This brought back a short ice age known
as the Younger Dryas, which has been well-defined by measurements of ice cores drilled
from central Greenland.
Or maybe instead there will only be a gradual increase in temperature, with the glaciers,
sea ice, and ice caps disappearing slowly over a span of say 75 years; the jungles slowly
dying -just a few trees and plants at a time; and the forest biomes creeping slowly
northward, at the sedate pace of say 2 miles a year. The differences will only be noticed
by very old people: “Why I can remember when nobody here in Seattle had an airconditioner; and now almost everybody has one!”
So what DO we know for sure?
1. CO2 and CH4 and some other gases definitely cause global warming. We just
don’t know how much.
2. New CO2 hangs around in the atmosphere for at least 50 years: the CO2 we make
now isn’t going away anytime soon, and we are adding to it every day. If we
stop producing CO2 tomorrow, it will take 50 years for yesterday’s CO2 to
disappear.
3. World-wide average temperature is increasing already. Glaciers, sea ice, and ice
caps are definitely melting now; coral reefs are dying now. Whatever they may
be, some of the other consequences of global warming (like rising a sea level)
are on the way, and there isn’t much that we can do to stop them.
4. If a major shift in ecosystems occurs (if the coral reefs or rain forests are all
destroyed, for example) it may take hundreds or thousands of years - or foreverto undo the damage.
5. If we wait until we know for sure exactly what the consequences are, the
consequences -whatever they are- will probably have gotten worse.
Dodging the Five Horsemen
We need large amounts of reliable energy to dodge the inevitable attacks of the five
horsemen. Whether it is an Impact Winter from an asteroid, or a uclear Winter from a
Mideast War, or a Hot Era or an Ice Age brought on by Climate Change, we will need
large amounts of reliable local energy to survive. Whether one of these or a pandemic or
overpopulation bring on the economic chaos and collapse of world markets and
transportation, we will need large amounts of reliable local energy to survive. It should
be obvious that fossil fuels can’t do this, and you will see in the next few chapters that
alternative energy can’t to it either. We need the insurance of the polywell. Now.
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Chapter 16: Alternative Energy is Not Enough
1. Total energy produced from fossil fuels world-wide is 1.16 x 1017 watt-hours.
2. Geothermal and tidal energy –taken together– will replace only 3.2% of this energy.
3. To completely replace this energy produced from fossil fuels, we will need:
166 thousand 100 Mw polywells OR
60 million 1.5 Mw windmills (1 windmill per square mile world-wide.) OR
12 billion roofs covered with solar panels (What is Earth’s population?)
4. Biofuels are not a good alternative. They waste billions and cause starvation.
First we will consider the specific amounts of fossil fuel energy that will have to be
replaced. Then we will consider the specific amounts of energy that can be produced by
some alternatives. Finally, we will discuss the above biofuel allegation. (The details of
windmills and solar energy will be more carefully considered in Chapters 17 and 18.)
Total Energy to be Replaced
The most recent total for world primary
energy production by source (from the US
Department of Energy) is for 2005.232 The
energy units in that table are given in
Quadrillions of BTUs, also known as Q.
For fossil fuels in 2005, the table provides
the following amounts: Coal 122.25 Q,
Natural Gas 105.33 Q, Crude Oil 157.80
Q, and Natural Gas Plant Liquids 11.47 Q
So the total energy from fossil fuels is
396.85 Q
Every type of energy, including energy
from fossil fuels, can be converted to
electricity. Most energy needs can be
satisfied with electricity. Qs are obsolete and hard-to-use, therefore we will convert the
Qs to watt-hours, which are universally accepted electrical units:
1.0 Q = 0.293 x 1015 watt-hours 233
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Thus 396.85 Q x 0.293 x 1015 watt-hours/Q = 116.28 x 1015 watt-hours
Moving the decimal: 116.28 x 1015 watt-hours = 1.16 x 1017 watt-hours
So we say that the energy produced from the burning of coal, petroleum, and natural gas
throughout the entire world in 2005 amounts to about 1.16 x 1017 watt-hours. Memorize
this number: it is the goal we must meet. For many reasons, we humans must find a way
to produce this vast amount of energy without the burning of fossil fuels.
As a “back-up” check on our calculations, we find Wikipedia234 states, ”In 2004, the
world-wide average power consumption of the human race was 15 Tw (1.5 x 1013 watts)
with 86.5% from burning fossil fuels, and a 2% growth rate (multiply times 1.02).”
Please Note: Wikipedia is talking about Power and in the previous paragraph, we
were talking about Energy. The two words are OT interchangeable.
100 watts is the Power of a 100 watt light bulb.
If you run that bulb for 1 hour, you use 100 watt-hours of Energy
If you run that bulb for 2 hours, you use 200 watt-hours of Energy etc
To get the Energy used, multiply the rated Power times the hours used.
There are 8760 hours in a year, so to convert the 1.5 x 1013 watts….
1.5 x 1013 watts x 8760 hours x 0.865 x 1.02 = 1.16 x 1017 watt-hours
Considering the uncertainties involved, our calculations are not too far from perfect!
Geothermal Power
A 1999 study shows that geothermal resources using the technology of that time have the
potential to support between 35,448 and 72,392 megawatts of worldwide electrical
generation capacity. Using future enhanced technology, the geothermal resources were
projected to support generating capacities between 65,576 and 138,131 megawatts (1.38
x 1011 watts) of electrical power.235 Assuming a 90% availability factor, which is well
within the range experienced by geothermal power plants, this electric power capacity
could produce as much as 1,089 Billion kWh of electrical energy annually. The estimates
for world energy potential of this study are comparable to the USGS estimate of the
identified US resource base. The study did not assess limits of the geothermal resource
base, nor the potential for development with significantly different technologies.
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The untapped world-wide potential of geothermal power is thought at best to be
about 1.38 x 1011 watts.
Assume 8760 hr/yr and 0.90 (90%) efficiency:
1.38 x 1011 watts x 8760 hr/yr x .90 = 1.09 x 1015 watt-hr/yr.
Energy from all fossil fuels in 2005 was 1.16 x 1017 watt-hr
1.16 x 1017 watt-hr ÷ 1.09 x 1015 watt-hr = 106
Energy produced from fossil fuels in 2005 was 106 times as much as the total potential
energy projected to be produced from geothermal. Using the 1999 statistics, it seems that
the development of geothermal will not make a significant difference in replacing the
total energy produced from the burning of fossil fuels.
However, estimates of exploitable worldwide geothermal energy resources vary
considerably: A 2006 report by MIT, that took into account the use of the new Enhanced
Geothermal Systems (EGS), concluded that it would be affordable to generate 100 Gw
(1 x 1011 watts) or more by 2050 in the United States alone, for a maximum investment
of 1 billion US dollars in research and development over 15 years.236 The report
calculated the world's total EGS resources to be sufficient to provide all the world's
present energy needs for several millennia.
EGS (also called a Hot Dry Rock system) reaches at least 10 km down into hard rock. At
a typical site two holes would be bored and the deep rock between them fractured. Water
would be pumped down one and steam would come up the other. The report estimated
that there was enough energy in hard rocks 10 km below the United States to supply all
of the world's current needs for 30,000
years. Drilling at this depth is now possible
in the petroleum industry, but it is
expensive. Wells drilled to depths greater
than 4000 meters generally incur drilling
costs in the tens of millions of dollars. The
technological challenges are to drill holes
at low cost and break rock over larger
volumes. Apart from the energy used to
make the holes, the process releases very
little greenhouse gas – about 5% of the
amount that would be produced by natural gas, to generate the same amount of power.
Google has recently invested $10.25 million to back two start-up companies that
specialize in EGS.237
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Tidal Power
Compared to river dams, tidal-power projects are very expensive, since massive
structures must be built in a difficult saltwater environment. The relatively low head of
water above the turbines restricts the capacity of individual generators to about 25 to 50
megawatts; therefore, many machines are needed to produce a significant block of power.
The machinery also has to withstand the rigors of saltwater operation. For all this
investment, the average electric power output is severely limited by the twice-daily ebb
and flow of tides: average output of tidal electricity is less than 40% of the installed
generating capacity; production of power from river dams typically averages 70-100% of
installed capacity. Finally, the lunar cycle of 24 hours 50 minutes means the raw
production of tidal energy moves in and out of phase with the normal, solar-oriented
daily pattern of electrical consumption. Unlike the energy from river dams, the daily,
monthly and annual availability of tidal
energy is fully predictable, but it must be
integrated with other sources of generation
that can be adjusted to accommodate the
fluctuations of tidal generation. The
aggregate total capacity of all potential
tidal-power sites in the world is currently
estimated at about one billion kilowatts (1
x 1012 watts), with an expected electricalenergy output of 2-3 trillion kilowatt-hours
annually – 10 times Canada's present
combined electrical output.238
The untapped world-wide potential of tidal power is about 1 x 1012 watts.
Assume 8760 hr/yr and 0.285 (28.5%) efficiency:
1 x 1012 watts x 8760 hr/yr x 0.285 = 2.5 x 1015 watt-hr/yr.
Energy from all fossil fuels in 2005 was 1.16 x 1017 watt-hr
1.16 x 1017 watt-hr ÷ 2.5 x 1015 watt-hr = 46
Energy produced from fossil fuels in 2005 was 46 times as much as the total potential
energy that will ever be produced from tidal power. Apparently, the development of tidal
power will not make a significant difference in replacing the total energy produced from
the burning of fossil fuels.
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The pB Polywell
A single 100 megawatt p-B polywell power plant will produce 1 x 108 watts
There are 8760 hours in a year; assume 0.80 (80%) efficiency.
1 x108 watts x 0.80 x 8760 hr/yr = 7 x 1011 watt-hr/yr
Now as it happens - by a truly amazing coincidence - that is almost exactly the amount of
electricity used in a year by Port Angeles, Washington, the town nearest to my home.
(The population of Port Angeles is 19,000. The downtown area is pictured below. You
can see the landing for the ferry to Victoria, Canada at the end of the street. This is the
location of the first capture of an al-Qaida terrorist - Ahmed Ressam - Dec 14, 1999.)

Energy from all fossil fuels -world wide- in 2005 is 1.16 x 1017 Watt-hours
1.16 x 1017 watt-hr ÷ 7 x 1011 watt-hr/polywell = 1.66 x 105 polywells
166 thousand p-B polywell power plants could provide all of the energy required to
replace the energy produced by the burning of coal, petroleum, and natural gas
throughout the entire world in 2005. Many people are very concerned about the
possibility of such an increase in the number of nuclear power plants, because they fear
potential nuclear meltdowns and problems with the production, handling, and disposal of
radioactive fuel and waste; but p-B polywells will not have these dangers. (See
Introduction to this book.)
166 thousand p-B polywell power plants sounds like a pretty big number, until one finds
out that the number of coal-fired power plants in the world today exceeds 50 thousand
and is growing rapidly. The total land area of our planet is about 5.75 x 107 square miles.
If the 166 thousand polywell power plants were distributed evenly over the land surface
of the Earth, there would be only one nuclear plant for every 346 square miles.
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Transportation Issues
Forty percent of all the fossil fuel energy produced comes from crude oil. Most crude oil
is used for transportation: maritime shipping, aviation, rail, and highway. This book has
been promoting the p-B polywell as the single most promising replacement for fossil
fuels; yet it may be difficult to imagine how the p-B polywell will be able to provide
energy for transportation. These concerns are best addressed by considering one mode of
transportation at a time.
Maritime shipping: large vessels would have their own polywell on board to make
electricity. Electric maritime propulsion is an 80 year-old technology. Much of the
funding for polywell research to date has been provided by the US Navy; and Dr.
Bussard has made specific proposals regarding the installation of polywells in
submarines.239 Maritime uses account for 5% of all energy used for
transportation.240
Aviation: for the long term, cheap electricity from the polywell will electrolyze
water to make hydrogen. Airplanes will use hydrogen as their fuel. Hydrogen
technology is not ready yet, but it will probably be ready in 10 or 20 years. For the
short term, biodiesel or the continued use of fossil fuel may be necessary. Aviation
uses 9% of all energy used for transportation.
Rail: all railroads will run on electricity from the polywell. Electric rail technology
has been around for a hundred years. Rail uses 2.5% of all energy used for
transportation.
Highway: for the long term, hydrogen. For the short term, light vehicles (electric
cars and hybrids – both mature technologies) will use polywell-generated
electricity. Light vehicles use 61% of all energy used for transportation. For the
short term, trucks and buses will continue to use of fossil fuel, or biodiesel may be
necessary. Trucks and buses use 19% of all energy used for transportation.
Please note that the total percentage for maritime, rail, and light vehicle is 68.5 percent.
This means that more than two-thirds all fuel needed for transportation can easily be
replaced by the polywell, using existing electrical technology. The remaining 28%
– aviation, trucks and buses – can be converted to hydrogen in ten to twenty years, when
the technology becomes available.
Alcohol is not needed. Proposals to use alcohol as a replacement for fossil fuels are
unnecessary; also, they will be seen to be counterproductive and morally reprehensible.
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David Pimental, a leading Cornell University agricultural expert, has calculated that it
takes more energy to make ethanol from grain than the ethanol’s combustion produces.241
He says, "Abusing our precious croplands to grow corn for an energy-inefficient process
that yields low-grade automobile fuel amounts to unsustainable, subsidized food
burning." Pimentel chaired a U.S. Department of Energy panel that investigated the
energy, economic and environmental aspects of ethanol production several years ago. He
subsequently conducted a detailed analysis of the corn-to-car fuel process. He found that:
131,000 BTUs of energy are needed to make 1 gallon of ethanol. One gallon of
ethanol has an energy value of only 77,000 BTU; so 70 percent more energy is
required to produce ethanol than the energy that is actually in the ethanol. Every
time you make 1 gallon of ethanol, there is a net energy loss of 54,000 BTU".
In 2001, ethanol from corn cost about $1.74 per gallon to produce, compared with
about 95 cents to produce a gallon of gasoline. This is why fossil fuels – and not
ethanol – are used to produce the ethanol. The growers and processors can’t afford
to burn ethanol to make ethanol. U.S. drivers couldn’t afford it either, if it weren’t
for government subsidies.
Corn production in the U.S. erodes soil about 12 times faster than the soil can be
reformed, and irrigating corn mines groundwater 25 percent faster than the natural
recharge rate of ground water. The environmental system in which corn is being
produced is being rapidly degraded. Corn should not be considered a renewable
resource for ethanol energy production.

Billions of dollars per year in federal and state subsidies – to large corporations
such as Archer, Daniels, Midland – for ethanol production are not the only costs to
taxpayers. Subsidized corn also results in higher prices for meat, milk and eggs
because increased ethanol production inflates corn prices, and about 70 percent of
corn grain is fed to livestock and poultry in the United States. In addition to paying
tax dollars for ethanol subsidies, consumers pay significantly higher food prices in
the marketplace.
The average U.S. automobile, traveling 10,000 miles a year would need about 852
gallons of the corn-based ethanol. This would take 11 acres to grow, and this
happens to be the amount of cropland required to feed seven Americans.

If all the automobiles in the United States were fueled with 100 percent ethanol, 97
percent of U.S. land area would be needed to grow corn – and nothing else. Corn
would cover the total land area of the United States.
In 2004, approximately 3.57 billion gallons of ethanol were used as a gas additive in the
United States, according to the Renewable Fuels Association (RFA). During his February
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State of the Union address, President George Bush urged Congress to pass an energy bill
that would pump up the amount to 5 billion gallons by 2012. UC Berkeley geoengineering professor Tad W. Patzek thinks that's a very bad idea.242 For two years,
Patzek has been analyzing the environmental ramifications of ethanol. According to
Patzek, ethanol does more harm than good. "In terms of renewable fuels, ethanol is the
worst solution," Patzek says. "It has the highest energy cost with the least benefit."
Patzek published a fifty-page study on the subject in the journal Critical Reviews in Plant
Science. He factored in the myriad energy inputs required by industrial agriculture, from
the amount of fuel used to produce fertilizers and corn seeds to the transportation and
wastewater disposal costs. In contrast to Pimental, he believes that the total energy
consumed in corn farming and ethanol production is six times greater than what the end
product provides to your car engine.
He is also concerned about the sustainability of industrial farming in developing nations
where sugar cane and trees are grown as feedstock for ethanol and other biofuels. Using
United Nations data, he examined the production cycles of many large plantations. "One
farm for a local village probably makes sense," he says. "But if you have a 100,000 acre
plantation effectively exporting thousands of tons of biomass on contract to Europe, that's
a completely different story. One of the prices you pay, for example, is that – in Brazil
alone – you annually damage a jungle the size of Greece."
If ethanol is as much of an environmental Trojan horse as Patzek's data suggests, what is
the solution? The researcher sees several possibilities, which can be explored in parallel.
First, divert funds earmarked for ethanol to improving the efficiency of fuel cells and
hybrid electric cars. "Can engineers double the mileage of these cars?" he asks. "If so,
we can cut the petroleum consumption in the US by one-third."
For generating electricity on the grid, Patzek's "favorite renewable energy" for the
replacement of coal is solar. Unfortunately, he says that solar cell technology is still too
immature for use in large power stations. Until it's ready for prime time, he has a
suggestion that could raise even more controversy than his criticisms of ethanol additives:
"I've come to the conclusion that if we're smart about it, nuclear power plants may be the
lesser of the evils when we compare them with coal-fired plants and their impact on
global warming," he says. "We're going to pay now or pay later. The question is, what's
the smallest price we'll have to pay?"
Ethanol production from corn consumes large quantities of unsustainable petroleum and
natural gas.243 Even the most optimistic energy-return-on-investment claims suggest that,
In order to use 100% solar energy to grow corn and produce ethanol (fueling farmand-transportation machinery with ethanol, distilling it with heat from burning crop
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residues, and using no fossil fuels), the consumption of ethanol to replace current
U.S. petroleum use alone would require about 75% of all cultivated land on the
face of the Earth, with no ethanol for other countries, or sufficient food for humans
and animals.
According to a leaked April 2008 World Bank report, biofuels have caused world food
prices to increase by seventy-five percent (75%) in the past year. In 2007, biofuels
consumed one third of America's corn harvest. Filling up one SUV fuel tank one time
with 100% ethanol uses enough corn to feed one person for a year. Thirty million tons of
U.S. corn going to ethanol in 2007 greatly reduced the world's overall supply of grain.
(However, it is also true that 31% of the corn put into the process comes out as “distiller's
grain,” sometimes called DDGS – which is fed to livestock and is very high in protein.)
Jean Ziegler, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food, has called for
a five-year moratorium on biofuel production to halt the increasing catastrophe for the
poor. He proclaimed that the rising practice of converting food crops into biofuel is "A
Crime Against Humanity," saying it is creating food shortages and price jumps that are
causing millions of poor people to go hungry. The European Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development warns, “The push to expand biofuels is creating tensions
that will disrupt markets without generating significant environmental benefits.”
When all 200 American ethanol subsidies are considered, they cost about $7 billion USD
per year (equal to roughly $1.90 USD total for each a gallon of ethanol). When the price
of an agricultural commodity such as corn increases, farmers are motivated to quickly
shift finite land and water resources to it, and away from traditional food crops. The
2007-12-19 U.S. Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 requires a fivefold
increase over current levels, to 36 billion gallons of ethanol in 2022.
Increasing production of corn-based
ethanol to meet alternative fuel goals is
increasing the "dead zone" that plagues the
Gulf of Mexico, according to a new study,
adding to the growing list of concerns over
the fuel.244 Each year, spring runoff
washes nitrogen-rich fertilizers from farms
in the Mississippi River basin and carries
them into the river and the streams that
feed it. The nitrogen eventually empties out
of the mouth of the Mississippi (right) and
into the Gulf of Mexico, where tiny
phytoplankton feed off of it and spread into an enormous bloom. When these creatures
die, they sink to the ocean floor, and their decomposition strips the water of oxygen. This
condition, called hypoxia, prevents animals that depend on oxygen, such as fish or
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shrimp, from living in those waters. In recent years, the "dead zone" has grown to the size
of New Jersey — about 20,000 square kilometers (7,700 square miles) — each summer.
Corn ethanol is not the only biofuel. There are more acceptable alternatives. Online, the
ational Geographic compares five biofuels: corn ethanol, sugar cane ethanol. biodiesel,
cellulose, and algae.245
Source of
biofuel
Corn
Sugar Cane
Biodiesel
Cellulose
Algae
Bacteria246

Energy
balance
1:1.3
1:8
1:2.5
1:2
no data
no data

CO2
emissions
22% less
56% less
68% less
91% less
no data
no data

Geographic
area
Midwest U.S.
Brazil
Germany
no data
Arizona
Maryland

In the table above, Energy balance is the ratio of energy required –energy in– to energy
produced –energy out. (National Geographic seems to be much more optimistic than
Pimental or Patzek were!) CO2 emissions is the net reduction in CO2 produced per
gallon burned, compared to fossil fuel. A quick study of the table suggests that corn
ethanol is the worst choice from either point of view. Ethanol from corn or sugar cane,
and biodiesel from canola or palm oil – all threaten to take away from land that could
grow food crops. However, cellulose, algae, and bacteria all promise to produce biofuels
from land that would otherwise be unusable.
1. Expanded biofuel production is already increasing starvation of millions of
people world-wide because land that once grew food is now growing biofuel.
2. Some believe that expanded biofuel production is actually increasing carbon
emissions. When the loss of carbon-sequestering grassland, rain forest, or crop
land is added onto the carbon emissions resulting from planting, cultivating,
harvesting, processing and transporting the biofuel, the total carbon emissions
are worse than they are for fossil fuels.247
3. Some believe that when the lower efficiency of alcohol and government price
supports are factored in, the cost of biofuel exceeds the cost of fossil fuel.
4. Biofuel is not needed because the electric car technology needed to replace
fossil-fuel burning cars, already exists. The electricity to charge the cars will
come from nuclear energy, which produces no greenhouse gasses.
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Chapter 17: Wind Turbines

Wind turbines convert wind energy into electrical energy. New technology and mass
production have reduced costs of wind turbine installations to a point competitive with
coal-fired or natural gas power plants. A 2006 U.S. Department of Energy study
estimates the costs of new generating capacity at $55.80/Mw-hr for wind, $53.10/Mw-hr
for coal, and $52.50/Mw-hr for natural gas.248 When carbon dioxide emissions, the steep
environmental cost of coal, and the finite availability of natural gas are considered
together, the net cost of electricity from wind power would seem to be much less than
either of the two fossil fuel sources. However, there are very few locations on Earth
where the winds are dependable. Even in good locations (orange and pink below), where
winds exceed 6.5 m/s, wind turbines only work to capacity about 35% of the time.
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So wind turbines are probably not a good idea in areas where the world map on the
previous page is shaded in blue, aqua, green, and yellow. Also, there are other limitations
on locations: wind turbines cannot be located in urban areas or other areas where the land
is expensive; but they must be located adjacent to transmission lines and/or populated
areas which need the electricity. Now consider this U.S. wind map, with a somewhat
different color code:

Areas shaded in orange, pink purple and red are good for wind turbines. Notice that the
good winds are mostly on the great plains, on the great lakes, and in the mountains. We
can pretty much forget about populated parts of the I-5 corridor, the great Salt Lake
basin, Arizona and the entire southeast. When the other limitations are considered –not
urban, but near transmission lines and/or population centers– one begins to see that
potential locations for wind turbines are somewhat limited.
The Need for Back-Up
Also, it would be foolhardy to depend entirely on wind power. Even in the best
locations, wind turbines are undependable: at best, they work about 35% of the time.249
This means there must always be a back-up source of on-demand electricity, such as
natural gas or hydroelectric. To have a reliable supply of electricity when wind power is
part of the mix, at least two systems must be maintained. Most studies suggest that the
maximum “penetration” (fraction of energy produced by wind compared with the total
available generation capacity) should be about 25%.
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Description
A standard 1.5 Megawatt wind turbine is taller than
the statue of liberty, but nowhere near as tall as the
Empire State building (1453 ft). The Enercon E126, delivering a maximum of 6 Megawatts is
tallest wind turbine in the world, at 198 m (650 ft).
Its rotor diameter is 126 m (413 ft).
On a wind farm, the space that is permanently
removed from agricultural production is about 0.25
to 0.5 acres per turbine, but the spacing between the
turbines is typically 5 to 10 rotor diameters. This
means that most wind farms will have between 10
and 20 wind turbines per square kilometer (about
12 to 25 acres per wind turbine). Ninety-nine
percent of the area of a wind farm can continue to
be utilized for agricultural production.
All large commercial wind turbines
utilize the “Danish” configuration: a
three-bladed rotor, upwind from the
generator nacelle on a horizontal axis,
with a motor driven “yaw” system to
keep the rotor headed into the wind.250
A low speed shaft connects the rotor to
a 2 or 3 stage increasing gearbox, and a
high speed shaft connects the gearbox
to the typically asynchronous inductive
generator. Blade pitch can be adjusted
for changes in air density (temperature)
to maximize energy output. Typically, a
wind turbine will shut down when the
wind speed exceeds 25 m/s (56 mi/hr).
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Danger to Living Things
If a turbine brake fails in high winds, the rotor will spin freely until it disintegrates.
However, the problem can be addressed by changing the blade pitch or by turning the
nacelle to face out of the wind. (This must be done very slowly, however, because the
spinning rotor can act like a gyroscope – if an attempt is made to “yaw” the system too
quickly, the nacelle will tend to pitch down, pushing the rotor into the tower.) The rotor
can also be damaged by lightning or fires; or ice can accumulate on it. When ejected,
pieces of ice or broken rotor can be thrown for hundreds of meters.251 No member of the
public has been killed as yet by a failed turbine, however there has been an injury due to
falling ice; and large pieces of debris, weighing several tons, have crashed in populated
areas, damaging cars and homes.
Some bird lovers have expressed concern about the effects of wind turbines on birds.
However, it has been found that birds, in general, avoid the turbines. Typically 1 to 2
birds are killed per turbine per year, a very small number compared, for example, to the
57 million birds killed by cars in the U.S. per year. On the other hand, 2200 bats were
killed by 63 turbines in just six weeks on two wind farms in the eastern U.S., which
suggests that some sites may be particularly hazardous to local bat populations, and more
research is needed.
Cost per Kilowatt Hour
U.S. farmers receive annual lease payments of $2000 to $5000 per year per turbine.
Total installation cost for a 1.65 megawatt turbine is $2,250,000 per turbine.252 It is
estimated that the turbines will last 20 to 30 years. Depreciation per year, over 20 years,
is $113,000 per year. Interest on the bonds to finance the project would probably be
about the same per year – another $113,000; and maintenance would be about $15,000
per turbine. Total per year would be $246,000. At 35% “up” time, a 1.65 megawatt
(1650 kilowatt) turbine will produce..
0.35 x 1650 kilowatts x 24 hr/day x 365 days/y = 5,058,900 kw-hr/y
$246,000 ÷ 5,058,900 kw-hr = $0.049 or 4.9 cents per kw-hr
Which is pretty good. I pay 6.2 cents per kw-hr to my local PUD. Of course, the 35%
efficiency is pretty optimistic. I understand that the wind turbines in Germany are
running closer to 16%, which would basically double the cost to 9.8 cents per kWh.
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“Wind Power” Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind_power#Safety
“Ainsworth Wind Generation” PPD
http://www.nppd.com/About_Us/Energy_Facilities/Facilities/Wind_Generation/Additional_Files/facts.asp
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Ultimate Potential of Wind Power
It has been calculated that the total world potential of wind power is 72 terawatts, that is,
7.2 x 1013 watts.253 This potential takes only locations with mean annual wind speeds
greater than 6.9 m/s (13% of the total land area) into account.254 It also assumes six 1.5
megawatt turbines per km2. To check this calculation, we assume that the total land area
of the earth is 1.5 x 108 km2, and as before, we assume an optimistic 35% “up” time:
0.35 x 6 turbines/ km2 x 1.5 x 106 watts/turbine x 0.13 x 1.5 x 108 km2
= 6.14 x 1013 watts or 61.4 terawatts
Which, considering all the assumptions is not a bad corroboration. Now let’s see what
kind of energy would be produced in a year:
6.14 x 1013 watts x 24 hr/day x 365 day/y = 5.4 x 1017 watt-hr/y Impressive!
Remember: energy from all fossil fuels in 2004 totaled 1.12 x 1017 watt-hr/y
But also remember that the locations of the best winds are not necessarily the locations of
the highest population densities. Remember that wind is inherently unreliable – it doesn’t
blow all the time. And remember that the assumed density was six 1.5 MW turbines per
square kilometer. Now let’s approach this problem from a different angle:
A standard 1.5 megawatt wind turbine produces 1.5 x 106 watts
The more realistic experience of the German windmill industry suggests that typically,
because of intermittent winds, a wind turbine may have an “up” time of 0.16 (16%).
There are 8760 hours in a year.
1.5 x 106 watts x 0.16 x 8760 hours/year = 2.1 x 109 Watt-hours/wind turbine
Energy from all fossil fuels in 2004 is 1.12 x 1017 Watt-hours (see Chapter 16)
1.12 x 1017 Watt-hours ÷ 2.1 x 109 Watt-hours/wind turbine
= 6 x 107 wind turbines.
In other words, 60 MILLIO standard 1.5 megawatt wind turbines would be required
world-wide to replace the energy produced from the burning of fossil fuels. If they were
distributed evenly over the land surface of the Earth, there would be 1 wind turbine for
every square mile! There would be nowhere on Earth where you could go outside
without seeing a giant wind turbine!
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This section uses exponential (scientific) notation such as 1.16 x 1017. If you are unfamiliar with it, you
will need to study Appendix C: Review of Exponential/Scientific Notation.
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“Wind Power” Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind_power#Theoretical_potential
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T. Boone Pickens and Al Gore
Mesa Power, a company created by oilman T. Boone Pickens, has placed an order with
General Electric to purchase six hundred sixty-seven (667) 1.5 Mw wind turbines,
capable of generating a total of 1,000 megawatts of electricity, enough to power more
than 300,000 average U.S. homes.255 The agreement represents the first phase of the
Pampa Wind Project that will become the world's largest wind energy project, with more
than 4,000 megawatts of electricity, enough for 1.3 million homes. When all phases of
the project are completed as projected in 2014, the wind farm will be five times as big as
the nation's current largest wind power project, now producing 736 megawatts. Pickens
said he expects that first phase of the project will cost about $2 billion. When complete,
the Pampa Wind Project will cover some 400,000 acres in the Texas Panhandle. GE is
expected to deliver the 1.5-megawatt wind turbines in 2010 and 2011. The GE 1.5
megawatt turbines are among the most widely used wind turbines in their class.
To heat homes, Boone Pickens wants to replace natural gas with wind-generated
electricity; then he wants to use the “freed-up” natural gas to fuel cars and trucks. When
Al Gore was Tom Brokaw’s guest on “Meet the Press” in July of 2008, they discussed
the new plan of T. Boone Pickens.256
BROKAW: If you go to his Web site, he'll tell you that he wants to shift to wind
to produce electricity, and then shift natural gas to public transportation.
GORE: I think that it makes more sense to put the bulk of our effort toward
transforming the car and truck fleet towards electricity; because electricity can be
produced from renewable sources indefinitely. It's inexhaustible. Enough solar
energy hits the surface of the planet in 40 minutes to provide a full year's worth of
energy for the entire world.
BROKAW: Don't you approve of the idea that he should go forward with this?
GORE: He wants to move natural gas in one direction and move wind in another
direction and convert the (transportation) fleet. The wind is producing electricity
(but) he wants to move natural gas into cars. But if we're going to convert all our
cars and trucks, we should do it only one time – to electricity.
The Pickens’ plan is good with regard to wind power, but it is not so good with regard to
natural gas. We saw in Chapter 11 that natural gas is a limited resource: production has
already peaked in Texas and Europe; and the burning of natural gas produces greenhouse
gases, the same as the burning of any other fossil fuel. Converting cars and trucks to
burn natural gas is short-sighted; electric cars and hybrids should be encouraged instead.
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“Mesa Power Places World's Largest Single-Site Wind Turbine Purchase Order” PR ewswire May 15,
2008 http://sev.prnewswire.com/oil-energy/20080515/LATH01615052008-1.html
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Tom Brokaw & Al Gore “Meet the Press” MSBC Jul 20, 2008
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/25761899/page/2/
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Chapter 18: Solar Energy
In truth, we humans have already been using nuclear fusion for many thousands of years.
We have a big IGC257 reactor located about 1.5 x 1011 m from here. Traditionally, we
have used it mostly for light and heat, but more recently some of us have been using it to
make electricity. A typical electrical collector –on the market today– has an area of one
square meter (1 m2). When properly positioned, a 1 m2 collector can deliver about 125
watts of power. The area of my property is about 10,000 m2. If I cover all of my
property with electrical collectors, they will generate a total of 125 watts/m2 x 10,000 m2
= 1,250,000 watts. If I could keep all 10,000 collectors properly positioned for one day
(24 hours) I might collect…
1,250,000 watts x 24 hours = 30,000,000 watt-hours of energy
I just checked my electric bill, and I actually use 29,800,000 watt-hours per year. Hmm..
If I could somehow collect my share of that fusion power, in one day I could collect as
much as I actually use in the course of a full year….
Indeed, on the Internet one can find all kinds of glowing praise for solar energy (our
fusion furnace at 1.5 x 1011 m). Here’s an example:
Solar energy is a mature technology with the potential to play a large part of the
solution (to our problems).258 With current technology, solar energy can supply
much of the electricity that our country needs. The benefits of solar are clear:
• Clean – Really clean – as in zero emissions. (CO2 emissions from coalfired power plants are the single largest contributor to global warming;
and the SO2 they emit is toxic to human health and the environment.)
• Reliable. No moving parts. Solar panels need little maintenance and come
with 25-year warranties standard.
• Homegrown. The energy is delivered every day, to every corner of the
globe –free of charge– for maybe the next 12 billion years. (This addresses
energy independence – a critical priority for our country.)
Or here’s another one:
• Abundance. The Sun sends us solar energy every day – an endless
supply.259
• Choices. Solar energy can be generated in two forms: electricity and heat.
• Availability. Photovoltaic collectors (solar panels) do not need direct
sunlight to produce energy: they still work on overcast days.
• Technology to produce solar electricity is getting cheaper. In 10 years,
solar electricity will be cheaper than metered.
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IGC = Inertial Gravitational Confinement ☺
“Why Solar?” The Vote Solar Initiative http://www.votesolar.org/why-solar.html
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Damon Clifford “4 Reasons Why Solar Energy Will Dominate” Alternative Energy Foundation July
9th, 2008 http://www.alternativeenergyfoundation.org/blog/2008/4-reasons-solar-energy-dominate/
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Problems
Here is part of the problem with solar energy: this NASA map shows the actual number
of kilowatt hours of solar energy received from the sun in one average day during the
worst (darkest) month of the year by an optimally tilted260 1 m2 solar panel. For
example, Spain appears to be shaded mostly pink, which means that Spain typically
receives about 3.0 to 3.9 kilowatt hours per m2 per December day.

Unfortunately, the 1 m2 Mitsubishi™ photovoltaic collector is about 12.5 percent
efficient, so at best, that Spanish resident could plan on 0.125 x 3.9 = 0.49 kilowatt hours
or 490 watt-hrs – enough to light a single 100 watt light bulb for about 4.9 hours on that
darkest day of the year. A 1 m2 Mitsubishi™ solar panel sells for about $600. …and that
is pretty much the rest of the problem with solar energy.
Yes, yes, yes. I did pick the very worst day of the year to make my point. (But isn’t that
most likely the day when your need for electricity is greatest?)
Mean solar power (insolation) above the Earth’s atmosphere is 1366 watts per m2, but the
sunlight is scattered and filtered on its way through the atmosphere, reducing the
insolation to 1000 watts per m2 (1 kw/m2) by the time the light reaches Earth’s surface.261
This 1 kw/m2 is the incoming solar power for ideal conditions: a clear day, at sea level,
with the sun directly overhead. This illumination level has been adopted by the solar
energy industry as the standard condition for quoting the peak output power of a solar
panel. This standardized approach permits “like-for-like” comparisons to be made
260

optimally tilted: position constantly readjusted so suns rays always arrive perpendicular to panel surface.
“Insolation and a solar panel’s true power output” Lightbucket Feb 24, 2008
http://lightbucket.wordpress.com/category/energy-technologies/solar-photovoltaic/
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between products. The electrical power produced by a panel, when it is illuminated by 1
kw/m2 of solar radiation, is called the “peak output power” of the panel. This is the figure
that is normally listed in product brochures and data sheets. That figure for the $600
Mitsubishi™ panel is 125 Watts.262 If 1 kw/m2 of sunlight fell on the panel for 10 hours,
1250 Watt-hours (1.25 kilowatt hours) of energy would be collected, significantly more
than our previous example of 0.47 kilowatt hours for a Spanish winter day. The vendor’s
published output almost never agrees with the real world output.
This map is different. It gives the year-around average insolation per day:

Most of Wyoming is colored orange, which means Wyoming averages 5000 to 5500
Watt-hours/m2 per day. Suppose that the area of the south-facing roof of my (imaginary)
mountain cabin in Wyoming is about 40 m2; and further suppose that I spent the $24,000
that would be required to cover the roof with Mitsubishi™ solar collectors. How much
energy could I collect in a year? (Remember, the efficiency is 0.125.)
0.125 x 40 m2 x 5000 watt-hrs/m2 /day x 365 days/y = 9,125,000 watt-hrs/y
So, the sun-facing half of the roof of my Wyoming cabin - a typical single family
residence - will, at best, produce about 9.125 x 106 Watt-hours of solar energy/year. Is
262

“High Power Solar Panels - 100 Watts and Higher” orthern Arizona Wind & Sun
http://store.solar-electric.com/hiposopa.html
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this anywhere near to a reasonable number? Remember when I told you how much
electricity I actually used in a year? 29,800,000 watt-hours. That’s 29.8 x 106 watt-hours
– more than three times the amount produced by my Wyoming cabin roof. My house is
located in Western Washington state – a little warmer than Wyoming in the winter, and
somewhat cooler in the summer. My house is bigger than the Wyoming cabin and it is
electrically heated. So one could argue that the 9.125 x 106 watt-hours of solar
energy/year is not too terribly far from being a reasonably representative number.
Energy from all fossil fuels world-wide in 2005 is 1.16 x 1017 watt-hrs
(see Chap 16: Alternate Energy is not Enough)
1.16 x 1017 watt-hrs ÷ 9.125 x 106 watt-hrs/house = 1.27 x 1010 houses .
In other words, the sun-facing halves of the roofs of 12.7 billion single family residences
would have to be covered with photovoltaic panels to replace the energy produced from
the burning of fossil fuels. Hmmm... Wait a minute! This is more than just a little bit
ridiculous! Are there even that many houses on the whole planet?
And there’s one other little problem: do you remember the phrase “…optimally tilted
1.0 m2 solar panel” from the opening paragraph of this chapter? As it turns out, this
optimal tilting is not a small thing. The sun’s apparent position in the sky is changing
constantly hour-by-hour and day-by-day: its daily east-to-west path across the sky is a
little further north every day, from December 21st to June 21st, at which time the daily
change in path position reverses, and it begins to slip back toward the south. (The
diagram below left is true for the northern hemisphere; but the “North” and “South” need
to be reversed for southern hemisphere countries such as Australia and South Africa.)

If my 1 m2 solar panel is flat on the ground with the sun directly overhead, it will receive
a maximum amount of sunlight. However, if the sun is OT directly overhead, its rays
are “diluted” and the 1 m2 panel will not intercept as many rays of sunlight. (See diagram
above right.) If I want to get the best possible performance from my $600 solar panel, it
will be necessary to make sure that it is always “pointed” at the sun. Since the sun is
always moving, it may not be so smart to just put the panels flat on my roof. Instead, the
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panels will need to be fastened to some kind of adjustable rack, which can be
continuously moved to “follow the sun.” I am going to need a solar tracker to do that.
A solar tracker is a device, onto which
solar panels are fitted, which tracks the
motion of the sun across the sky ensuring
that the maximum amount of sunlight
strikes the panels throughout the day.263
When compared to the price of the solar
panels themselves, the cost of a solar
tracker is relatively low. In terms of the
cost per watt of a completed system, it is
usually cheaper to use a solar tracker, and
use less solar panels where space and
planning laws permit. A good solar tracker can typically increase one’s solar-electric
generation capacity by 30 to 50%. A tracker for eight panels retails for $1320. For my
Wyoming mountain cabin, I will need 5 of them: 5 x $1320 = $6600. A pittance, when
considered against the probable increase in system performance and the $24,000 already
spent on the panels.
Oh, and there are a few other things we need, as long as we’re spending more money:
batteries to store the energy until we need it, and an inverter to change the 12 volts DC
into 120 or 240 AC. We will be collecting 0.125 x 40 m2 x 5000 watt-hours/m2 /day or a
total of 25000 watt-hours on an average day. If we want to store 25000 watt-hours of
energy, we will need 25000 watt-hours/12 volts = 2083 amp-hours of battery storage
capacity – probably deep cycle, lead acid batteries. A 200 amp-hour battery is about
$500, and we will need at least ten of them for a total of $5000. A Xantrex 4000 Watt
full sine wave inverter that can be tied to the grid will cost about $2500.
Panels
Trackers
Batteries
Inverter
Wire, parts
Total

$24000
$6000
$5000
$2500
$1000
$38000

And – oh yes! – for those 12.7 billion houses that we would need to replace fossil fuels?
Try $38,000 x 1.27 x 1010 = $ 4.83 x 1014 or 483 trillion dollars!
Remember this, next time you hear someone speaking in grand terms about all the energy
that is “readily” available from the sun. Point out to them exactly what is required to
capture that energy in useful form – it isn’t easy and it isn’t cheap.
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“Solar Trackers” Renewable Energy UK http://www.reuk.co.uk/Solar-Tracker.htm
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Appendix A: DC Circuits
Electrical Units Compared to Water
Electrical units can be confusing! Analogies can sometimes help one understand new
terms. Even though this particular analogy has its limits, it may still be useful to begin
Appendix A by comparing electricity with water:
1.0 Coulomb of electric charge
= 6.24 x 1018 electrons

Just as 1.0 kilogram of water
= 3.34 x 1025 H20 molecules

"Dozen" is a word for 12 donuts, "mole" is the word for 6.02 x 1023 molecules, "ream" is
the word for 500 pages, and Coulomb is the word for 6.24 x 1018 electrons.
We have a unit that measures the rate at which these Coulombs flow; unfortunately there
is no corresponding unit for the rate at which water flows:
1.0 Amp of electric current I
= 1.0 Coulomb/sec
(which is 6.24 x 1018 electrons/sec)

Just as a flow of water could
= 1.0 kilogram/sec
(which is 3.34 x 1025 molecules/sec)

or current I = charge/∆t264

or current = mass/∆t

Water behind a dam and sources of electricity have the potential ability to do work:
The potential V to do work on
charges is measured in
Joules of energy/Coulomb
which is work W/charge q

Just as the potential to do work
on water can be measured in
Joules of energy/kilogram
which is work W/mass m

Potential alone is only potential. A person can have really great potential, and still never
amount to anything! To actually get things done, electric charges (or kilograms, or
...elbow grease...) must be involved in addition to potential.
Force to move a charge q
against an electric field E is qE or
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Just at the force to move a mass m
against gravity field ag is mag

F = qE

F = mag

Work W done is force x distance d:
W (energy) = qEd

Work W done is force x distance d:
W (energy) = magd

1.0 Volt is the potential to do
1 Joule of work per 1 Coulomb (q)
Potential = qEd/q = Ed

Just as the potential to do
1 Joule of work per 1 kilogram (m)
Potential = magd/m = agd

“∆t” means change in time. In this case, the change in time is measured in seconds.
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Power P is a measurement of the
amount of work W that can be done
in time ∆t:

Thus, using units, one Watt of
power will do one Joule of work in
one second:

P = W/∆t

Watt = Joule/sec

With this in mind, consider what happens when we multiply the potential V to do work
per charge times a current I of so much charge per second: V x I =
V

W x Charge
Charge
²t

I

= W
²t

Joules x Coulomb = Joules
Coulomb
second
second

Thus, potential x current = power

Thus, Volts x Amps = Watts

VxI=P
DCX 1. (a) If a light bulb is labeled 25 Watts, 120 Volts; how many
Amperes of current should it require in order to work properly? How
many Coulombs/second (C/s) is this? (b) My high intensity lamp is
labeled: 0.2 Amps at 120 Volts. If I operate it at the specified voltage,
how many watts should it require? How many Joules/second (J/s) of
work is this?
DCX 2. It is more convenient to measure a flow of water in kilograms per
second than in water molecules per second; and it is more convenient to
measure a flow of electricity in Coulombs per second (Amps) than in
electrons per second. (a) What is the number of electrons in a Coulomb?
(b) If 6.02 x 1023 electrons per second are flowing through a wire, how
many Coulombs per second is that? How many Amps?
DCX 3. (a) Define the electrical unit, Coulomb. (b) Rewrite Volts and
Amps in terms of fundamental units such as Joules, seconds, and
Coulombs. (c) Demonstrate that the product of Volts and Amps is J/s,
when Volts and Amps are written in fundamental units. (d) What quantity
does J/s measure?
Circuits, Conductors, Resistance, and Direction Conventions
The word "circuit" means traveling 'round; a revolution. It comes from a Latin word
circumire which means "to go around." When one does "a circuit" one follows a loop or
path in a certain direction which ultimately leads back to the starting point. To have a
complete electric circuit, the same ideas hold. The electrons must be able to follow a
path that circles 'round, back to the beginning. If the path is not complete, then the circuit
is not complete, and the electricity will not flow.
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For electrons or other charges flowing in an electric circuit, the path is made out of conducting material. Conductors are usually made from metals, ionized gases (plasma), or
liquid solutions of ions.265 If an electrical potential V is applied, negative charges such as
electrons in that conductor will move through it in the direction of the positive potential.
Paradoxically, the physicists of the world have seen fit to describe the
direction of a current I, as a flow of positive charge from the positive, and
in the direction of the negative potential; so the direction of electron flow
is opposite to the "official" direction of current flow. If a physicist,
physics teacher, or physics book asks you the direction of a current flow,
answer, "The positive charges flow from positive to negative." If anyone
else asks, answer, "The electrons flow from negative to positive."
light
bulb
battery

light bulb

battery

+
-

+

"official"
current
direction

flow of
electrons

schematic diagram
"official" current direction

If the parts of a circuit are arranged one after another, in a series, so that every electron
travels through every part of the circuit, one part after another, we say the circuit is a series circuit. The circuits pictured above and below are both series circuits. (In each case,
the schematic diagram to the right represents the "artistic" sketch on the left.)
light
bulb

light
bulb

light bulbs
AC source
(wall plug)

AC source
(wall plug)

~

series circuit
schematic diagram

series circuit
On the other hand, if the electrons have a "choice" of parallel paths to follow, and not
every electron travels through every part of the circuit, we say the circuit is a parallel
circuit. The AC circuit266 pictured above is a series circuit; the one on the next page, is a
parallel circuit. (Don't forget, the schematic on the right represents the sketch on the left.
Be sure to study and think about this correspondence. Eventually, you may need to
interpret schematics without the aid of an "artistic" sketch!)
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An ion is an electrically charged molecule or atom.
AC is alternating current, which goes back and forth in the wire. The reason for AC is explained in
Appendix B “Electricity and Magnetism.” Batteries and power supplies produce DC direct current, which
goes in one direction only.
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light
bulb

light
bulb

parallel circuit
AC source
(wall plug)

AC source
(wall plug)

light
bulbs

~
schematic diagram

parallel circuit
DCX 4. What happens when several light bulbs are connected in series,
and one bulb is disconnected? What happens when they are connected in
parallel, and one is disconnected? Is household wiring connected in series
or parallel? Why?
If you want to measure the current I in a circuit, you must use an ammeter wired in
series with the other parts of the circuit. But if you want to measure the potential V that
is applied to a circuit, you must use a volt meter, and it must be wired in parallel. You
must wire your meters as shown in the diagram below. This is not optional. If you
accidentally get the meters reversed, then at best your measurements will be meaningless;
or at worst you could burn out the ammeter and start a fire!
ammeter
light
bulb
AC source
(wall plug)

Volt
meter

ammeter

A
AC source
(wall plug)

~

light
bulb

V Volt
meter

schematic diagram

Study the above sketch carefully. Every single electron that comes out of the wall plug
must travel through the ammeter; that's why we say the ammeter is wired in series. But
when the electrons get to the light bulb, they have a "choice": some of them go through
the light bulb, and some go through the Volt meter; that's why we say the Volt meter is
wired in parallel. The Volt meter reads 118.8 Volts; and the ammeter reads 1.07 Amps.
(How many Watts is that?) I tried some different sized bulbs in the circuit, took some
more measurements, and calculated the power for each. The results are at the top of the
next page:
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Volts
118.8
118.8
118.9
118.8

Amps
1.07
0.45
0.16
0.10

Watts
127.1
53.5
19.0
11.9

The potential V to do work is about the same each time, and yet the amount of work per
second (Watts) that is actually being done varies quite a bit. Just as small pipes resist the
flow of water more than big pipes, small wattage light bulbs resist the flow of current
more than larger bulbs. Obviously the resistance R of a light bulb to a flow of electrical
current is a critical property that differs from one bulb to the next. Resistance turns out to
be very important in the next section.
DCX 5. Which two of the following circuits are correctly wired?
(a) + (b)
(c)
A

V

V

A

+

(d)

~

(e)
V
A

+
-

+

(f)

V
A

A

V

-

~

-

V
A

Ohm's Law
High wattage light bulbs have a low resistance R, because they allow many charges per
second to flow through them. Low wattage light bulbs have a high resistance, which resists and restricts the flow to comparatively few charges per second. Can this regularity
be reduced to an equation?
Let's gather some data by trying several different combinations of light bulbs in the series
circuit, measuring the current and potential through each bulb. We'll use a circuit like
this:

~

V

A

V

>Notice that every charge must pass through the
ammeter: it is in series.
>But the charges can "choose" to pass through the light
bulbs or the voltmeters: the voltmeters are in parallel.
>The top volt meter is measuring the potential (also
called "voltage drop") across the top light bulb.
>The bottom volt meter is measuring the voltage drop
across the bottom light bulb.
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We'll try a nominal267 25 Watt bulb in combination, first with a 15 Watt bulb, then with
another 25 Watt bulb, and finally with a 40. Light bulbs are not normally used in series,
and they don't work normally this way. Instead, they glow a dull orange color, because
the applied potential must be shared with the other bulb, and is much less than the 120
Volts for which they were designed. The table below shows the 25 Watt bulb's potential
and current for each combination used:
color combination
orange
25 w/15
orange
25 w/25
orange
25 w/40

potential (Volts)
35.70
59.40
82.80

current (Amps)
0.064
0.104
0.139

A quick check of the table shows that the current might be proportional to the potential.
We graph this apparent relation between Volts and Amps:
.14
.12

current
in .10
Amps
.08
.06

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

potential in Volts

The current I appears to be directly proportional to potential V. If it is, then the ratio V/I
should be constant. To check this, the ratios for each combination were calculated.
They are tabulated below:
potential in Volts
35.70
59.40
82.80

current in Amps
0.064
0.104
0.139

V/I
558
571
596

Well... the ratio V/I does not seem to be very "constant" unless you look at the percentages. While the potential V was increasing by 132 %, and current I was increasing by
117 %, our candidate constant increased by only 7 %. Could this be a regularity?

267

ominal refers only to the marking on the top of the bulb. The true wattage is usually less, and depends
on the applied potential.
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Let's make similar measurements of a 15 Watt bulb in combination with 25, 40, and 150
Watt bulbs, and this time check the 15 Watt bulb's ratio of V/I:
color
white
white
white

combination
15 w/25
15 w/40
15 w/150

potential in Volts current in Amps V/I
82.50
0.070
1179
106.00
0.090
1178
116.00
0.098
1184

Again the ratio V/I seems relatively constant. But this "constant" for the 15 Watt bulb is
different than the "constant" was for the 25 Watt bulb. Could this constant V/I be the
property of resistance R that was mentioned just before DCX 5? What happens if we
calculate V/I using the measurements we took for each of those bulbs back then?
Volts
118.8
118.8
118.9
118.8

Amps
1.07
0.45
0.16
0.10

V/I (R?)
111
264
743
1188

At the end of the last section it was suggested that
resistance is analogous to the inverse of pipe size. A
small pipe would have large resistance, and a large pipe
would have small resistance.

1.2
1.0
current .80
I
in
Amps .60

A graph of the relation between our candidate resistance
V/I, and electrical current I, seems to fit the "pipe" model:
as resistance gets larger, the current I does indeed get
smaller.
Therefore, we propose that

.40

R= V
I

.20

200

400
600
800 1000 1200
resistance R (V/I) in Ohms ž

Where R is defined as electrical resistance in Ohms ž.

DCX 6. Copy this table, then calculate and fill-in the unknowns:
Volts
5.0
110
___

Amps
____
0.02
30.0

Ohms
5000
____
0.06

DCX 7. What is I for a 120 Volt, 250 Watt heat lamp? What is R? If this
heat lamp is incorrectly wired into a 220 Volt circuit, how many watts will
it use? (The author unintentionally did this while "playing electrician" in
real life; and the results were every bit as spectacular as your calculations
will suggest!)
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Electronic devices such as computers, radars, and televisions require many different
potentials and currents at various points in their circuits. Resistors play an important role
in providing and controlling this grand variety of potential and current. Resistors come in
thousands of different resistances, from less than one Ohm to hundreds of millions of
Ohms. They are usually microscopic parts of an integrated circuit chip. But a few larger
are in use, particularly in antique electronic
ones that look something like this
equipment. They are often made from carbon, and their resistance is more constant than
the resistance of a light bulb. The schematic symbol for a resistor is
.
In all of the previous light bulb combinations, the color and brightness of the bulbs we
sampled was fairly constant. What happens to our "regularity" when we allow the color
and brightness of the bulb to vary? This time we'll try a 40 watt bulb in series with 15,
25, and 150 Watt bulbs; we’ll make similar measurements, and check for constant
resistance again. Here are the results for our 40 watt bulb trials:
40's color & temp
dark but warm
orange & warmer
white & very hot

combination
40 w/15
40 w/25
40 w/150

V in Volts
12.30
35.40
111.00

I in Amps
0.090
0.130
0.250

R in Ohms
137
272
444

Apparently, as the potential V applied to the 40 Watt light bulb increases, its temperature
increases as we would expect; but the resistance R also increases. It turns out that this is
generally true for metal conductors.
Ionization Voltage for a Gas
The fact that an increase in V increases the temperature of a light bulb, which in turn increases the resistance of its metal filament, might make some people wonder how an increase in V affects other possible conductors. What happens as the voltage applied to a
neon-filled gas bulb is increased? We'll use this arrangement to find out:
A potentiometer (pot for short) is a
resistor with a center tap. One can
change the position of the center tap,
and thus vary the potential V available
by twisting a knob on the pot.

potentiometer
+
-

A
V

.

neon
bulb

We slowly twist the potentiometer knob, increasing the voltage. On the next page, we
write down the potential applied to the neon bulb, and the resulting current at 30 V
intervals beginning with 10 V:
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10.0

potential
in Volts

10
40
70
71
100
130

current in
milliamps

8.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
1.7
4.8
8.7

6.0

Look! Absolutely
no current until
the potential
reaches 71 Volts

4.0
2.0

20

40

60

80

100

potential in Volts

120

140

No current flows through the neon until the applied potential reaches 71 Volts, because
the voltage must be large enough to give free electrons enough kinetic energy to knock
other electrons off of the neon atoms, ionizing them. A gas won’t conduct until ions are
present, and ions can’t be present until there is enough voltage to remove an electron
from an atom of the gas. (This is how the deuterium is ionized in fusors and polywells.)
DCX 8. (a) What happens to the resistance of a wire as it heats up?
(b) What happens to the temperature of a light bulb filament if the voltage
is increased? (c) What happens to the current through a constant resistance
as the voltage increases? (d) What happens to the current through a wire if
the resistance increases? (e) What happens to the current through a
resistance as the voltage increases, if that resistance is getting hotter?
(f) What happens to the current through a gas as the voltage increases?
Series and Parallel
Let's compare three nominal 25 Watt light bulbs wired in series; with three more 25 Watt
bulbs wired in parallel:
dull
orange

series

bright
white

parallel
bright
white

dull
orange
dull
orange

bright
white
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Here are the schematic diagrams for each circuit:

~

series

~

parallel

Let's hook up meters to measure the total current and potential, as well as the current and
potential for each bulb. The meters measuring total potential are in parallel with the AC
sources; and the meters measuring individual potential are in parallel with each individual
light bulb. Electrons headed for any of the three bulbs must pass through the "total A"
ammeter in either case; and the meters measuring individual current are in series with
each individual light bulb. Study the series and parallel set-ups carefully; they are not as
confusing as they at first seem:
V

V
A

total

V

V
total

A

~

total

A

total

V

A

~

A
V

A
V

A
V

Here are the measurements for each of the set-ups diagrammed above:

series

parallel

V for each bulb in series = 39.3 Volts

I for each bulb in parallel = 0.16 Amps

total V = 118.8 Volts

total I = 0.48 Amps

I at all points in the circuit, including
the total I = 0.07 Amps

V for each bulb in parallel = 118.6 Volts;
& total V for entire circuit = 118.8 Volts.

Examination of the measurements for this and other similar experiments leads us to
propose several important generalizations:

1. The current I is the same at every
point in a series circuit. (Every
charge flows through every bulb.)

1. The potential V is the same across
every element in a parallel circuit.

2. The total V is the sum of the
individual potentials in series:

2. The total I is the sum of the
individual currents in parallel:

Vtotal = V1 + V2 +V3

I total = I1 + I 2 + I 3

But, as we demonstrated in the last section R = V
I
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Or, V = I R Therefore,
I R total = I R 1 + I R 2 + I R 3
(But I is the same at all points.)
3. Thus total R in series is the sum
of the individual resistances.
R total = R 1 + R 2 + R 3

Or, I = V Therefore,
R
V
= V + V + V
R total R1 R 2 R 3
(But V is the same across all parts.)
3. Thus total R in parallel is the
reciprocal of the sum of the reciprocals of the indvidual resistances.
1
= 1 + 1 + 1
R total R1 R 2 R 3

In series the total resistance is the sum, and therefore greater than any of the individual
resistances. Yet, in parallel the total resistance is the reciprocal of the sum of the
reciprocals and therefore less than any of the individual resistances. Let's return to the
water analogy to see how this can be. Consider a resistor (or light bulb) to be like a
meandering stream filled with rocks and brush. In the following examples, we will
assume that all the streams have equal "resistance". That is, they are all equally long and
filled with equal amounts of rocks and brush. Now if the three streams empty a lake in
parallel, as they do in the sketch below right, is it obvious that they will empty the lake
much faster (with an apparent "total" of less resistance!) than a single stream?

However, if the three streams are connected in series, as they are in the sketch above left,
their slope must be much more gradual, as they zigzag their way down the mountain. Is
it obvious, since their slope is now more gradual, that they will empty the lake much
more slowly (and have more resistance!) than one single stream?

In particular, please notice that the potential is the same for both lakes. (They are
at the same altitude. Altitude is water's equivalent of potential V.) To further
understand the distinction between potential V, and current I, consider this: A
high dry lake has roughly the same potential as a high wet lake, but because it has
no water, it can do no work. Similarly, a high voltage can do very little work
without a significant number of electrons.
On the other hand, if a full, wet lake is at the same altitude as the river, there will
be no potential (altitude difference). The water will not flow, and no work will be
done. Similarly, many Coulombs of electrons without voltage can do nothing.
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DCX 9. (a) What is the resistance of the 25 watt light bulb in DCX 1, if it
is connected to 120 Volts? (b) If two bulbs like this are in series what is
the total resistance? (c) Will the current required by these two bulbs in
series with 120 Volts be more or less than the current required by one
bulb?
DCX 10. Find the resistance between points X and Y for each of the
following:

(a)

10 ž

X

(c)

(b)

20 ž
Y

X

2ž

(d)

20 ž

Y

4ž

2ž

X

3ž
X

10 ž

3ž

Y

Y
4ž
5ž

(e)
8ž

6ž

9ž

X

Y

7ž

400 ž

(f)
X

100 ž

200 ž
500 ž

300 ž

Y

DCX 11. Assume that there is a 12 volt potential between X and Y in each
of the above circuits. Find the current and voltage for each resistor in each
of the above circuits. Use the tables on the next page:
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(a)

R
10
20

I

V

(d)

R
2
3
4

I

V

(b)

R
10
20

I

V

(c)

R
2
3
4

I

V

R
5
6
7
8
9

I

V

(f)

R
100
200
300
400
500

I

V

(e)

DCX 12. Suppose three 120 V, 100 watt bulbs are wired in parallel as in
(1) below: (a) Using this data, what should be the resistance of each bulb?
(b) What is the voltage applied to each bulb? (c) What is the current
through each bulb? (d) What is the total current in the circuit? (e) What is
the total power?
(1)

(2)

120 V

120 V

DCX 13. Suppose the same three bulbs are incorrectly wired in series as in
(2) above, (Because the bulbs are only heated to a dull orange, assume the
resistance of each bulb to be about 80% of what you calculated in the
previous exercise.) (a) What is the total resistance of circuit number (2)?
(b) What is the total current in the circuit? (c) What is the total power?
Semiconductors
We're using a potentiometer (variable resistor) to vary the voltage applied to two resistors
in series. The input voltage Vin is the potential, which the potentiometer applies to the
two resistors. Vseries and Vout are the resulting voltage drops.

-

Vin = 10 Volts

Vseries

+

Vin

Vseries = ?

3000ž
2000ž

Vout

Vout = ?
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Here's one approach to calculating the unknown “?” values on the previous page:
I total =

V total
R total

I total =

10 Volts
5000 ž

-3

I = 2 x 10 Amps

Current I is the same throughout a series circuit. So, we can use the same I for all resistors:
Vseries = 2 x 10-3 Amps x 3000 Ω = 6 Volts;
Vout = 2 x 10-3 Amps x 2000 Ω = 4 Volts.
A comparison of the relative resistances, and the relative "voltage drops," reveals that the
"voltage drop" across a given resistor is proportional to its resistance R. Thus, for resistors in series,
Vout
Vtotal
Vseries
=
=
R total Rseries
R out
DCX 14. As we twist the knob clockwise on the pot in the circuit diagram
below, the input voltage increases. What is the output voltage for each of
the input voltages given in the table on the right below?
+
-

Vin

1000ž
2000ž

Vout

Vin 2 4

6 8 10

Vout ?

?

?

?

?

The resistance of a metal conductor increases as its temperature increases. However, the
resistance of a semiconducting network solid such as silicon or germanium decreases as
its temperature increases. The temperature of an ordinary operating light bulb filament at
120 Volts rises to about 2500°C and stops. By the time the light bulb's filament gets to
its designed operating temperature, the resistance is so high that there can be no further
increase in current, and consequently no further increase in temperature. But
semiconductors, such as stereo output transistors, do not protect themselves in this way.
As they get hotter and hotter, they permit more and more current to flow, which makes
them hotter yet, and draws more current yet, right up to the point where they go up in
smoke! The phenomenon is known as thermal runaway; it is the reason stereo output
transistors must have limiting resistors, and must be cooled by heat sinks.
The current through a conductor such as a light bulb filament increases as the potential
applied to it increases. When we increase the potential applied to a gas, no current flows
at all until the gas ionizes. What happens to the current as we increase the potential
across a semiconductor such as a Zener diode?
To find out, wire a Zener diode
in parallel with the output resistor of the same
arrangement as we were using earlier in this section. (When a diode is wired as shown on
the next page, with its arrow pointing against the current direction, it is said to be reverse
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biased; we'll consider the effect of forward biased wiring in a moment.) Again, we
increase the input voltage by twisting the knob on the potentiometer. A table of the
resulting output voltages appears to the right of the circuit diagram.
+
-

Vin

Vout

Vin

2 4

Vout 1 2

6 8 10 12 14 16
3 4

5

5

5

5

The output voltage increases just as we would expect, up to 5 Volts, in this case. But
once it reaches 5 Volts, it stays there even though the input voltage continues to increase.
How can this be? We've already established that the output voltage must be proportional
to the resistance. If the output voltage is staying at 5 volts even though the input voltage
is increasing, what must be happening to the resistance of the Zener diode?

If the resistance of a Zener diode
wired in this way is breaking
down, what must be happening to
the flow of current through it? A
graph of the change in current that
results from such a change in
potential is sketched on the right.
(We graph the potential as negative
when the diode is reverse biased as
shown in the schematic.)

Diode does not conduct
significantly with
reverse biasing....

+I

-V

+V

Until "break-down
voltage is reached,
then diode conducts
whatever current is
necessary to keep the
voltage constant.

-I

Exact and constant Voltage must be supplied to parts of many different electronic
devices. Reverse biased Zener diodes are frequently used for this.
If the diode is wired so its arrow points in the direction
of the current, it is said to be forward biased. Here on
the right is the change in current that results from
forward biasing. (We graph the potential as positive
when the diode is forward biased.) You can see from
these two graphs that a diode conducts readily in the
forward direction, but does not conduct appreciably in
the reverse direction until breakdown voltage is reached.

+I

Diode conducts
readily with
forward biasing.

Ordinary forward biased diodes
are used as "one-way gates" in a circuit, to allow
current to flow in a forward biased direction, but to stop it from flowing in reverse. Two
common applications are the logic circuits of computers and devices for changing
alternating current to the direct current that is required by all electronic devices.
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DCX 15. The two circuits below are used to change alternating current to direct
current. The circuit on the left is called a half-wave rectifier; the one on the right
is called a full-wave bridge.
DC
out

~

~

DC
out

← If the input AC looks like this....

(a) What does the output DC look like for the half-wave rectifier?
(b) What does the output DC look like for the full-wave bridge?
How Transistors Work
An orbital is the wave function for an electron bound to an atom's nucleus. The
“electron clouds” you see in sketches of orbitals represent probable locations for the
collapse of this wave function.
In conductors such as copper or other metals, the orbitals of some loosely bound electrons overlap. So when their wave functions collapse, these electrons sometimes pop into
existence not knowing which atom they "belong" to. Such electrons are consequently
free to "wander," popping in and out of existence from one atom to the next, no longer
really bound to any one nucleus, and able to carry an electric current through the metal.
These loosely bound electrons occupy what is called a conduction band. The orbitals
which do not overlap and are closer to the nucleus are said to be in the stable core. In
conducting materials, electrons in the conduction band are not permitted into the stable
core because it is already full.
However in semiconductors such as silicon, the difference between the stable core and
the conduction band is not as well defined. Occasionally the wave function for a stable
core electron will collapse and leave its electron "high and dry" in the conduction band,
where it is free to wander. The missing electron leaves a hole behind in the stable core.
The absence of an electron in the stable core behaves exactly like a positive charge. So
semiconductors have loosely bound electrons in their conduction bands, and positively
charged holes in their stable cores, both of which can convey electric current.
A silicon atom has four electrons in its highest energy level. Each electron is shared with
an electron from another silicon atom to form an electron pair bond (also known as a
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covalent bond). So every silicon atom in a piece of solid silicon is connected via four
electron pairs to four other silicon atoms. Billions of solid silicon atoms will form a
"chain linked" grid, which is sometimes called a network solid.
In an n-type semiconductor, the silicon is "doped" with a trace amount of arsenic. The
arsenic has five electrons in its highest energy level. So an arsenic atom bonded into a
piece of solid silicon has an "unused" negative electron left over which is free to wander
in the conduction band. In a p-type semiconductor, the silicon is "doped" with a trace
amount of gallium, which has only three electrons in its highest level. Because a gallium
atom can form only three electron pair bonds, there will be a positive "hole" by one of the
four silicon atoms surrounding each of the gallium "doping" atoms. We can make a
diode by placing a layer of n-type semiconductor on top of a layer of p-type semiconductor. An electric field will form between the "extra" negative electrons in the n-layer, and
the positive "holes" in the p-layer. Electrons will flow easily from the n-layer to the player, but not the other way. This is why the diodes will conduct current easily in one
direction, but not the other.
A transistor is a pnp or npn "sandwich" of n and p type semiconducting material. A
small flow of current across one np junction causes a much larger flow across the other
junction. Since the small flow can control a large flow, a transistor can be used as an
amplifier. Transistors are most often found in computer chips; but occasionally large
individual transistors provide the high output currents in such devices as stereo systems.
1. A small but varying input voltage
(from a hard drive or CD pickup for
example) is applied across the input
resistor R1. When the input voltage
is making the p material more
positive, the current flow from the
“input n” to p increases. When the
voltage is making the p material
less positive, the “input n” to p
current flow decreases.
2. If there is a large current flow, many free electrons are available in the p material. If
the current flow is low, then only a few free electrons are available.
3. The “output n” material is kept at a large positive voltage. If a large number of free
electrons are available in the p material, then many electrons will be accelerated by
the large positive voltage and pulled through the high resistance output resistor R2,
producing a large output voltage. (V=IR). If only a few free electrons are available in
the p material to be accelerated, there will be only a small current through the output
resistor, making the output voltage small
4. Thus, the output voltage varies with the input voltage, but is much greater in
amplitude. The small varying voltage applied to input resistance is amplified to a
large varying voltage across the output resistance.
Similar in operation to the npn type is the pnp junction transistor, which also has two
junctions and is equivalent to a triode vacuum tube. Other types with three junctions,
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such as the n-p-n-p junction transistor, provide greater amplification than the twojunction transistor.
Capacitance

Capacitors sometimes serve as another sort of gate in electronic circuits: they can be
used to stop direct currents or low frequency alternating currents, while passing higher
frequency alternating current; or they can be used to "short circuit" undesirable alternating currents. They are valuable for smoothing out direct current (DC) in association
with rectifiers, such as those described in DCX 15.268
Capacitors are essentially parallel plates, that's why the symbol is

.

To make a capacitor, first make a waxed paper sandwich, using aluminum foil "plates" for the "bread".
waxed paper
Fasten wire "pigtails" onto the
ends of the aluminum "plates".
Starting with the "pigtail" end, roll
the "sandwich" up into a cylinder.
Then seal the cylinder with a
plastic coating.

To investigate the properties of capacitors, we wire one into a circuit like this:
When the switch
is open, the
+
voltmeter
registers
zero,
and
nothing is
V
happening.
But
the
moment
the switch is
closed, the battery begins to "squirt electrons"

out of its "-" side onto the lower plate of the capacitor. At the same time the battery's
"+" side starts to pull electrons off the upper plate. Pairs of attracting opposite charges
are being created on the opposing capacitor plates: negative charges on the bottom, and
positive charges on the top. The insulating waxed paper keeps the charges apart. With
the switch closed, potential energy –caused by the increasing number of charge pairs–
increases. And as the potential increases, V increases.
When the switch was first closed, there were no excess negative charges on the bottom
plate, and electrons rushed onto it rapidly, as if the capacitor had a very low resistance.
As time passed, the number of negative charges increased, and repulsion of like charges
made it harder and harder for the battery to push negative charges onto to the plate.
Eventually there were so many charges on the plate that the battery could not overcome
268

They are also valuable in tuned circuits which are used to select one particular TV or radio frequency,
and reject all others.
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the repulsion, and the flow of current almost stopped. Now, with the capacitor "full," it
was as though the capacitor had an infinitely high resistance. Thus, as a capacitor
charges, it behaves as though its
resistance is increasing; and
because it "fills up" the capacitor's
capacitor "full"
apparent resistance increases at a
decreasing rate. Since the voltage
drop across a resister in series is
proportional to the resistance, the
capacitor "empty"
voltage drop across the capacitor
also increases at a decreasing rate.
DCX 16. (a) If you are using a 90 Volt battery, and a 1000 Ω resistor in
the circuit on the last page, what is the potential of the capacitor when it is
fully charged? (b) What changes could you make in the circuit to allow
the capacitor to charge more rapidly?

But as the capacitor continues to charge, its apparent resistance increases. Thus its potential increases as well. When the potential of the capacitor reaches 71 Volts, the neon gas
in the bulb ionizes. When it ionizes, it conducts, allowing the capacitor to discharge.
When this happens, the potential of the capacitor falls to zero, the neon bulb turns dark
again because there is no longer any ionizing potential, and the process starts over again.
If we graphed the changing potential of the capacitor in this circuit over time, the graph
might look like this:

This is a simple sweep circuit; and the graph is called a sawtooth wave.
DCX 17. How would each of the following changes affect a sweep
circuit's rate? (a) Decrease the size of the capacitor. (b) Use a battery with
less potential. (c) Increase the size of the series resister. (e) Use argon gas
instead of neon.
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Summary
One Ampere of current I is a flow of 1 Coulomb of charge per second. The potential V to
do work on a charge is measured in Volts. One Volt is the potential to do one Joule of
work on one Coulomb of charge. In Watts, Power P = I x V
In a complete circuit, charges are able to follow a continuous path from start to finish.
The motion of positive charge defines the direction of a current. If every charge must
pass through every element in a circuit, it is said to be a series circuit. If charges have a
"choice" of pathways, the circuit is said to be parallel.
The resistance R of a circuit element to a flow of current is measured in Ohms.
According to Ohm's Law I = V/R, the current through a given resistor is directly
proportional to the applied potential V, and inversely related to its resistance R.
For circuit elements in series, the total resistance
RT = R1 + R2 + R3...etc.
I is the same at all points in a series circuit.
Total R for circuit elements in parallel is determined by the relation...
1
= 1 + 1 + 1
R total R1 R 2 R 3
V is the same across all elements in a parallel circuit.
Diodes conduct more readily in a forward direction than in reverse. But Zener diodes
will conduct in the reverse direction at "breakdown" voltage, carrying whatever current is
necessary, to keep that voltage constant. These properties make diodes useful wherever
electric current must be regulated.
Potential energy can be stored in capacitors as an electric field between opposite charges
on parallel plates. As a capacitor’s charge accumulates, the voltage drop measured across
it increases. The rate at which a capacitor charges depends upon the size of the capacitor
and the applied voltage.
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DCX 1. (a) 0.21 A, 0.21 C/sec
(b) 24 watts, 24 J/sec
DCX 2. (a) 6.24 x 1018
(b) 96,500 C/sec, 96,500 A
DCX 3. (a) 6.24 x 1018 elem
charges (b) 1 V = 1 J/C;
1 A = 1 C/s (c) J/C x C/s = J/s
(d) Watts or power

DCX 10. (a) 30 Ω (b) 6.7 Ω
(c) 0.9 Ω (d) 3.7 Ω (e) 6.2 Ω
(f) 567 Ω
DCX 12. (a) 144 Ω (b) 120 V
(c) 0.83 A (d) 2.5 A (e) 300 W
DCX 13. (a) 350 Ω (b) 0.35 A
(c) 42 W
DCX 14. 1.3, 2.7, 4.0, 5.3, 6.7

DCX 4. They all go out. Only the
disconnected one goes out. Parallel
because lights and appliances need
to be operated independently of
each other.
DCX 5. (c) and (d)
DCX 6. Volts
5.0
110
1.8

Amps
0.001
0.02
30.0

Ohms
5000
5500
0.06

DCX 7. 2.1 A, 57.6 Ω, 840 W
DCX 8. (a) increases (b) increases
(c) increases (d) decreases
(e) increases at a decreasing rate
(f) no current until the ionization
voltage of the gas is reached
DCX 9. (a) 571 Ω (b) 1142 Ω or
less (c) less

DCX 15.
(a)
diode only conducts during positive
half of the cycle
(b)
upper right and lower left diodes
conduct during positive half of
cycle; upper left and lower right
diodes conduct during negative half
of cycle; but current always flows
in same direction through the load
resister in the center
DCX 16. (a) 90 V (b) use smaller
resister or smaller capacitor or
higher voltage
DCX 17. (a) increase (b) decrease
(c) decrease (d) increase

DCX 11. (a) 10Ω: 0.4A 4V; 20Ω: 0.4A 8V;
(b) 10Ω: 1.2A 12V; 20Ω: 0.6A 12V;
(c) 2Ω: 6A 12V; 3Ω: 4A 12V; 4Ω: 3A 12V;
(d) 2Ω: 3.2A 6.4V; 3Ω: 1.8A 5.5V; 4Ω: 1.4A 5.5V;
(e) 5Ω: 0.76A 3.8V; 6Ω: 0.63A 3.8V; 7Ω: 0.54A 3.8V; 8Ω: 1.0A 8.0V;
9Ω: 0.9A 8.0V;
(f) 100Ω: .021A 2.1V; 200Ω: .021A 4.2V; 300Ω: .007A 2.1V; 400Ω: .014A 5.7V;
500Ω: .007A 3.5V
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Appendix B: Electricity and Magnetism
Note 1: You need to understand the first 4 pages of Chapter 2 before you can understand
this Appendix. Just to make sure, quickly check out those pages before you continue.
Note 2: To charge a pair of conductors by induction, hold a charged strip near to one of
the conductors while they are touching; then –with the charged strip still in place–
separate them. The two conductors will now have opposite charges.
Coulomb's Law
Electric charges tend to concentrate along –and more rapidly leak off from– the edges and
corners of charged objects; but charges tend to distribute themselves evenly over the
surface of a smooth sphere. So if one wishes to have an experimentally charged object
retain its charge, it is best to use spheres, which lack edges and corners. Also, electric
charges tend to leak off more rapidly when the air is humid. If the humidity is low –as it
is on a dry winter day when it's below freezing outside– one can use an ordinary balance
to measure forces of electrical attraction or repulsion.

balance
pan
conducting
Christmas
balls

r

'0'

adjustable, calibrated,
nonconducting pedestal

dist r (m)
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15

Replace one of the balance
pans with a conducting
Christmas ball. Tie it to the
balance arm with a piece of
nonconducting nylon
fishing line, and "zero" the
balance. Set a second
Christmas ball on the end
of an adjustable, calibrated,
nonconducting pedestal.
Put it below the first ball.

Measure the center-to-center distance r between
the balls. Then give them opposite charges by
induction, and quickly determine the added mass
required to bring the balance pointer back to
zero. Readjust the pedestal to a new height, and
repeat the balance zeroing process. Repeat until
you have a data table such as the following:

added mass (g)
0.144
0.119
0.092
0.079
0.067
0.054

Force F(N)
0.00141
0.00117
0.00090
0.00077
0.00066
0.00053

Fr2
1.4 x 10-5
1.4 x 10-5
1.3 x 10-5
1.3 x 10-5
1.3 x 10-5
1.2 x 10-5
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EMX 1. How does the force F between a pair of charged bodies relate to
the distance r between them? Apparently Fr2 should be constant, but it
shows a slight tendency to decline. Why?
Ground the balls by touching each of them with your finger. Re-adjust the pedestal so
the center-to-center distance r is again 10 cm. Give the Christmas balls opposite charges
as you did before. And again quickly determine the added mass required to bring the
balance pointer back to zero. This time, keep the distance r constant, and before you take
the second reading touch the suspended ball with a third neutral Christmas ball, so they
can share charges. Now that the charge on the suspended ball is one-half of what it was,
how much mass is required to "zero" the balance? Ground the third ball to neutralize it,
and again touch it to the suspended ball. This time the suspended ball's charge will be
one quarter of what it was originally. What's the added mass now? Ground the third ball
again; and –for a change– share charges with the ball mounted on the pedestal; again
determine the additional mass. Your table may look something like this:
Spheres are at a constant center-to-center distance of 10 cm
Suspended chg.
Pedestal chg. Added mass (g) Force F(N)
1.00 Q
1.00 Q
0.092
0.00090
0.50 Q
1.00 Q
0.045
0.00044
0.25 Q
1.00 Q
0.020
0.00020
0.25 Q
0.50 Q
0.008
0.00008
0.25 Q
0.25 Q
0.005
0.00005
Does the force F relate to the amount of electric charge Q on the spheres as you expected? How do you account for the apparent error? Between the years 1785 and 1789,
Charles Coulomb used methods similar to those discussed above, to show that
F=

kqQ
r2

Where F = force between spheres
Q = charge on one

r

q = charge on other

r = center to center distance
Charge is measured in Coulombs. One Coulomb is equal to an excess (or deficiency) of
6.24 x 1018 electrons. If r is in meters, and F is in Newtons, then k is 9 x 109.
EMX 2. The force of attraction between a pair of oppositely charged spheres is
0.027 Newtons. The spheres are each 2 cm in diameter, and their surfaces are 2
cm apart. If the surface separation is increased to 6 cm, what is the new force?
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One of the charged, conducting Christmas
balls is pictured on the right. A Test
Charge is positioned inside the ball at a
distance X from a square on the near
surface, and a distance 2X from the far
surface. Straight lines are drawn through
the test charge from the corners of the near
square, to the far surface. If the lines to the
far surface are twice as long, then the
square created on the far surface has sides
that are twice as long. But the area of the
far square is FOUR times are large as the
near square!
Imagine that the charges on the near square
are repelling the test charge. The test charge would move upward if it wasn’t for the
charges on the far square that are also repelling it. There are four times as many charges
in the far square, but they are twice as far away.
Now, here is as utterly amazing and totally cool place where Coulomb’s law comes into
play: look at what happens to the force F after we double the distance r:
Before: F = kqQ/r2 After distance r doubles to 2r we have: kqQ/(2r)2
When we double r (and make it a 2r), the “doubling” –the 2– is automatically squared
and the kqQ will be divided by a 22, that wasn’t there before. Whatever we do to one side
of an equation, we must do to the other side; therefore we must also divide F by a 22. So
F will be divided by 4, which makes the repelling force from one of the far side square
one-fourth as much! Yes, there are four times as many charges in the large square, but it
only has one-fourth as much repelling force on the test charge. Thus:
Inside a charged sphere, all electrical forces from the surface cancel out.
If you wish, you can mentally construct other opposing sets of squares, elsewhere on the
sphere. You will see that the argument must be true for all possible sets of opposing
squares; and you will see that the entire surface of the sphere can be covered with such
sets of opposing squares. The charged sphere is one example of a Faraday Cage. The
cancellation of forces inside is one consequence of Gauss’ Law. It should be clear that
Coulomb’s Law can be demonstrated from the general form of Gauss’ Law.
The positively charged collector shell of the polywell in Chapter 7 is a Faraday Cage.
The net force of the charged shell on any charge inside of it is zero. The alpha particles
are not affected by the collector shell, until they actually hit it. This is why the trap grid
is necessary: the trap grid is inside of the Cage, so it can affect the alpha particles. The
trap grid’s electric field slows the outbound alpha particles after they have passed it.
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Generating Electric Current
At the beginning of Chapter 2 we found that if work is done to push a current through a
wire coil, we get a magnetic field through the center of the coil according to the "closed
fist" right hand rule. But beginning with this section, we "flip-flop" the idea: If work is
done in pushing a magnet through a coil, a current I is induced by the work! In order for
work to be done, a current must be induced in the coil, creating a magnetic field, which
opposes the motion of the magnet. That's why the flow of current is opposite to
expectations. This particular corollary to the energy conservation law is called Lenz's
law. More generally, if there is a change in the magnetic lines of force, which "thread"
the conducting loop of a circuit, then a current will be generated. The measure of
magnetic lines of force through the area of the loop is called flux ϕ. The flux through a
loop is calculated by multiplying the magnetic field strength B times the area of the loop
that is perpendicular to B:
ϕ = B x area
If there is a change in the
magnetic flux through a loop,
an electric potential V will be
produced. In the loop on the
right, Lv²t is the change in the
area of a B field passing
through the loop. Thus a
change in flux ² Φ = BLv²t.

Magnetic field B
perpendicular to loop

L

area

F

v²t

(Caution: big V = volts, little v = speed!)

But we have already demonstrated
that BLv²t = ∆Φ B . Hence V ²t = ∆Φ B

Thus, V =

∆Φ B
²t

So voltage –electrical potential V– comes from a change in magnetic flux ∆ϕ B
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When a wire loop rotates in a magnetic field,
opposite charges are induced at the ends of
the wires. Most generators make electricity
by twirling a conducting loop in a magnetic
field. Imagine two different “eyeball” views
of the loop twirling on its axis: one from the
south field magnet, and the other looking
straight down the axis. As the loop rotates,
the "axis eyeball" sees the loop at different angles to the magnetic field:
F
F

F

Position 2: Plane of
loop is about 45° to
lines of force.

E
Position 1: Plane of loop is
nearly parallel to lines of force.

E

E

Position 3:
Plane of loop is
perpendicular to
lines of force.

Meanwhile, the eyeball at the pole sees increase and decrease in the area of the loop
perpendicular to the magnetic field. The eyeball at the pole sees the "arrow points" of
.
the magnetic lines of force. They look like this

axis

Position 1: Plane of loop is
nearly parallel to lines of force.

C
axis

F

A

E

C

F

axis

Position 2: Plane of loop is
about 45° to lines of force.

A

E

Position 3: Plane of loop is
perpendicular to lines of force.

Consider the relative change in flux as seen by the eyeball at each position, as the loop is
rotating. (Note: we are concerned with the change in flux caused by the rotation at each
of the above positions.) Is it obvious that 10 degrees of rotation from position 1 will
cause a relatively large change in flux, compared to the relative change in flux produced
by 10° of rotation from position 3? Recall that:

V=

∆Φ B
²t

Therefore, if we graph V as a function of the change
in flux over time, it should look something like this:
Position 1: Plane of loop is
nearly parallel to lines of force.

Potential
in Volts

Position 2: Plane of loop is
about 45° to lines of force.
Position 3: Plane of loop is
perpendicular to lines of force.
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The three positions sketched consider only 90° of rotation out of a possible 360°. As the
rotation continues, the direction of the potential reverses. Now segment CF, which was
originally rising "out of the page," is moving into the page; and segment AE which was
originally moving down "into the paper," has likewise reversed itself. It should be obvious that the potential and –consequently– the current reverse themselves every 180° of
rotation. Current that periodically reverses itself is called alternating current (AC).
Because generators produce current by twirling a loop in a magnetic field, they produce
AC. Batteries, on the other hand, produce direct current (DC).
EMX 3. Electricity is induced whenever there is a change of magnetic flux
inside a conducting loop of wire. In the sketch below…
(a) …is more current induced at the instant when the loop is horizontal as
it is rotating, or vertical as it is rotating? (b) …what is the orientation of
the loop when the induced current reverses direction?
X.
Axis
Y.
Axis
Loop
Vertical

Loop
Horizontal

EMX 4. The rotating loop sketched in the exercise above is one method
for generating electricity. The electricity can be removed from the end
points of the loop using either a commutator or slip rings. The
commutator is essentially a metal cylinder, split in half lengthwise, with
one loop endpoint fastened to each half. The commutator rotates with
the loop, the brushes are fixed. The connections between the brushes and
the commutator are reversed every 180° of loop rotation.
Axis

Brush

Brush
Commutator

Axis

Slip rings

Brushes

Each slip ring is fastened to a loop endpoint. As the loop turns, the
brushes make continuous contact with the rotating slip rings. Which of the
above arrangements will produce an electrical output like this? Explain.
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Fields: Point Charges and Parallel Plates
Consider the charged sphere mounted on the pedestal at the beginning of this appendix.
Its region of influence over other charges extends outward in every direction for some
distance. This region of influence is called an electric field. It is useful to think that an
electric field is made out of electric lines of force. They represent the path that a
“massless” charged object would follow, if it were released in the field.
Electric lines of force point in the direction that a positive
charge would move if it were released in the electric field.
If we float grass seeds in an insulating fluid such as oil, and an electric field is present,
the grass seeds will line up along electric lines of force, somewhat like the sketches
below. The electric field is created in the insulating fluid by inserting the ends of high
voltage wires or high voltage plates into it.
A. As distance r from the
point charge increases,
the lines are
farther apart.
"+"
charged
high
voltage
wire

B. Opposite charged
points: arcing paths
between the points.
Oppositely
charged
high
voltage
wires

C. Like charges: no
paths between the
points whatsoever.

D. Opposite charged
plates: uniform field
between the plates.

"+"
charged
high
voltage
wires

Oppositely
charged
high
voltage
wires

It is very important to be aware of the difference between the field around a single point
charge (upper left sketch A.) and the field between two parallel plates (lower right sketch
D.). The field around a single point charge decreases in strength as the inverse square of
the distance from the center; but the field between two parallel plates is constant.
Note: In the following, please realize that the “work done” W in Appendix A can also
mean a change in potential energy ∆U; and work W/charge q can also mean ∆U/q
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q E = k q2 Q
r
Thus the field E =

Vq = q E d
kQ
(10)
r2

E is not constant, it varies
inversely with r2. Look at
how the spacing of lines of
force in grass seed diagram
A. increases as r increases.

Thus the field E = V (8)
d
E is constant. It depends only on
applied voltage V, and the distance
d between the plates. Look at the
uniform spacing of the lines of
force between the plates in grass
seed diagram D.

If we want to know the potential energy U of a charge q in one of the fields:

Single Point

Parallel Plates

²U = F²d; but in this case, ²d is r,
and
kqQ
kqQ
Thus ²U =
(11)
F=
2
r
r
Potential energy is
large when r is small.

²U = q ²V

(7)

Potential energy changes as you
"lift" the charge through a change
in potential V

EMX 5. How is the direction of an electric field determined? What would
happen if a negative test charge were released in an electric field with E
vectors pointing west?
EMX 6. Consider the electric lines of force running between the positive
and negative spheres:

+
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The force on a positive charge released anywhere along a line of force
points in the direction of that line of force. Does this mean that the
released charge will always stay on the line of force as it moves back to
one of the charged spheres?
The Millikan Experiment
EMX 7. Many mail order suppliers double-check the contents of boxes by
weighing them before shipment. They know the weight of each item and
the weight of the empty box. If the weight of the full box does not agree
with the computed total, a mistake has been made. Let's suppose that a
publisher is shipping several large orders of identical physics books to
four different buildings in the same school district. Here are the weights
(in pounds) of each of the boxes shipped:
Bear High School
Box A: 23.20
Box B: 21.45

Dog High School
Box A: 23.20
Box B: 17.95
Box C: 16.20

Cat High School
Box A: 23.20
Box B: 17.95
Box C: 16.20

DistrictOffice
Box A: 12.70

(a) How much does each physics book weigh? How do you know?
(b) How much does an empty box weigh? (They're all the same.)
(c) How many books went to each building?
In 1909, Robert Millikan used a similar strategy to determine the charge of one electron.
He found the charge on each of many different tiny spheres, then looked at the difference
between the charges of those spheres. He reasoned that the differences were either equal
to the charge of an electron, or a whole number multiple of that charge.
Millikan's tiny spheres were oil drops that came in many sizes, and this greatly
complicated his experiment. Now we use tiny latex spheres because they can be
manufactured to a standard size: they are all the same diameter and mass. We use an
atomizer to spray the spheres between a pair of oppositely charged parallel plates. We
vary the electric field E between the plates, by adjusting the voltage V that is applied to
them. When a sphere is stopped, we assume that the electric field force pulling up is
equal to the gravitational field force pulling down.. FE = Fg. Since FE = qE, and
Fg = mag;
qE = mag
Where q is the charge on the tiny latex sphere; E is the electric field between the parallel
plates; m is 7.5 x 10 -16 kg, the mass of one latex sphere; and ag = 9.81 m/sec2.
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We try spraying the spheres between the plates and adjust the voltage until we see a
sphere stop. The "stopping voltage" is 78 volts. We repeat the process. This time the
stopping voltage is 38 volts. We do it again and again until we have a table like the one
below. We use equation (8) to calculate E from the voltages and the distance d between
the plates (which is 5 x 10 -3 m). We calculate q using equation qE = mag.
stopping voltage V
78
38
46
76
115
58
115

electric field E
15600
7600
9200
15200
23000
11600
23000

sphere charge q
4.7 x 10-19
9.7 x 10-19
8.0 x 10-19
4.8 x 10-19
3.2 x 10-19
6.3 x 10-19
3.2 x 10-19

EMX 8. Consider again how you determined the mass of one physics book
in EMX 7. Look at the list of charges q for each of the "stopped" latex
spheres. Taking experimental uncertainty into consideration, use that
“book” method and the above table to determine the charge of one
electron. Show your work.
EMX 9. If the electric field between the parallel plates in the Millikan
experiment is directed downward, how is it that some of the small charged
spheres are deflected upward?
EMX 10. What is the charge q on a latex sphere if its mass is 7.5 x 10-16
kg; the stopping voltage is 230 V; and the distance between the plates is
0.01 m?
EMX 11. State the steps which prove that electric charge comes in lumps
of 1.6 x 10-19 Coulombs?
The Cathode Ray Tube
Up until the year 2000, people would usually “see it first” on a cathode ray tube (CRT).
When people would interact with a computer, they would first read what the computer
had to say on its screen –which was a CRT. When they would watch television, or play
back an ancient VCR tape, they would watch a TV screen –which was a CRT. When
they would dock a shuttle with the space station, they would watch a radar screen –which
was a CRT. The screen of a heart monitor –was a CRT. Oscilloscopes were used frequently in scientific laboratories, and in electronic equipment repair. The face of an
oscilloscope –was a CRT. Most of the CRTs have been replaced with flat screens, but
there is still a lot of important physics to be learned from the study of CRTs.
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The pictures, words and graphics that people once saw on these devices were "painted"
on the fluorescent screens of their CRTs by an electron beam. The electron beam was
directed by horizontal and vertical deflection plates:
filament
(heater)

cathode

"+" anode
(plate)
electron
beam

electron
gun

vertical
deflection
plates

fluorescent
screen
(phosphor
coated)

horizontal
deflection
plates

The electron beam was produced by an electron gun, which consisted of a filament,
cathode, and anode. The filament was heated until it was red hot by a low voltage
electric current. The heat of the filament "boiled" electrons off the cathode. A high
voltage power supply provided a several hundred volt positive potential to the anode,
which attracted the electrons. The negative electrons were violently accelerated toward
the positive anode. Some of the electrons splattered on the anode and were pumped back
to the cathode by the power supply. However, there was a hole in the center of the
anode, and many of the electrons missed the anode, and "fell" through the hole. These
electrons became the electron beam.
The horizontal "X" and vertical "Y" deflection plates controlled the electron beam. The
beam passed between the plates. When the plates had zero charge "000", the beam shot
straight on through. When one of the plates was positive "+++", the negative electrons
in the beam are attracted to it:
000

+ + +

- - -

000

000

000

And when the same plate was given a negative charge, it pushed the beam away. A CRT
could measure the voltage applied to the "Y" deflection plates, by measuring the amount
of electron beam deflection, and thus could be used as an exceptionally fast voltmeter.
In a moment you will see that it is often useful to apply a sweep voltage (as discussed at
the end of Appendix A) to the horizontal "X" deflection plates. A sweep voltage
changes smoothly and systematically from "-" to "+" and then "flies back" to "-" over and
over again:
+9
0
-9
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When such a voltage is applied, the plates "sweep"
the electron beam from one side of the fluorescent
screen to the other, over and over again, like this.

fluorescent
screen
sweep

When a CRT is used in combination with a sweeping voltage in this way, the combined
system is called an oscilloscope. Almost any change can be converted to a changing
voltage; and any change that can be expressed as a changing voltage (such as a heartbeat)
can be instantly and electronically graphed on the face of an oscilloscope in real time.
This is what makes the oscilloscope such a potent measuring instrument.
EMX 12. Suppose the front end of a cathode ray tube (CRT) is transparent
so you can see the deflection plates down inside of it:
Head-on
view of
CRT

y+
x-

Hor. Input

Defl.
Plates

x+

Vert. Input

y-

(a) If the x+ and y+ deflection plates are positive, and the electron
beam is originally directed toward you, which way will the
electron beam be deflected?
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(c) If the same time varying voltages are applied to both the
horizontal and the vertical inputs, what will the electron beam do?

An oscilloscope can work well as a glorified, ultra-fast stopwatch. To time an event, one
must know the period of the horizontal sweep. The period of the sweep must be greater
than the approximate anticipated time of the event. This graph shows a sweeping
voltage that repeatedly pulls the electron beam from one side of the CRT screen to the
other once every 10 microseconds. (1 microsecond = 1 µs = 10 -6 sec)

voltage to
horizontal
"x"
deflection
plates

+9
0

10 µ s
sweep

-9
10

20

30

40

50
-6

60

70

time in microseconds (1 µ s = 10 s)
Also, to time an event a short electric pulse must be sent to the vertical "y" deflection
plates at the beginning of the event. (It is often helpful if this pulse triggers the start of
the sweep.) Then a second pulse must be sent to the "y" deflection plates at the finish of
the event. These "y" electric pulses –shown below– produce "spikes" in the sweep that
mark the beginning and end of the event:
start

finish

15 cm

9 cm

dist between
spikes
scope width

=

time between
spikes
sweep time

To determine the time of the event x, use the ratios shown in the sketch above. In this
case, since the sweep time is 10 µs, the ratios are 9/15 = x/10 µs. Thus the time of the
event x = (9 x 10µs)/15 = 6 µs.
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EMX 13. Radar pulses travel at the same speed as light (9 x 108 m/sec).
We can use this knowledge to measure the distance from a radar antenna
to a target. Since the time from transmission to reception is so short, a
CRT is useful:
Screen of Radar's CRT
sweep time = 10 µs.
The first spike is
6 cm
when radar pulse is
transmitted. The
second is when the
echo is received by
11 cm
the antenna.

(a) How long does it take from the time the radar pulse is transmitted until the echo is received?
(b) What is the one-way time to the target for the radar pulse.
(c) What is the one-way distance to the target?
The Time of Flight Experiment
Everything in the universe is made of quarks and leptons. Protons and neutrons are
made from different combinations of quarks; and the most commonly known lepton is the
electron. To understand the universe, we must strive to learn as much as we can of these
fundamental building blocks, these elementary particles that make up everything. For example, the chemical behavior of every element, and the compounds made from these elements, is mainly a function of electron behavior. We have already determined the charge
of a single electron. To determine the mass of an electron, we will use the kinetic energy
relation ∆K = (1/2) mev2; where me is the mass of an electron. From Appendix A, we
know that work (energy) ∆K = Vq. Since we're talking about electrons, q = qe, the
charge of one electron, which we already know. Also, v = ∆d/∆t.

Thus,

2

( )

1 m ²d
Vq e =
e
2
²t

or

me =

2Vqe
2

( )
²d
²t

In order to determine me, we need to find the voltage V that gave the kinetic energy to the
electron, and we need to find the time ∆t that it took the electron to travel distance ∆d.
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We already know the electron's charge qe. To find these quantities we use a "time of
flight" chamber and an oscilloscope.269 Here's how it works:
1. When the pushbutton
on this pulse generator
is pushed, a negative
pulse is sent to the top
deflection plate, and to
the oscilloscope.

electron
gun

2. The negative pulse briefly
neutralizes the plates, and
allows a small portion of
the beam to travel straight
down the chamber.
3. When that
portion of
the beam
reaches the
detector, a
second pulse
is sent to the
oscilloscope.

electron beam normally
deflected upward
+++++
-----deflection
plates

evacuated "time
of flight" chamber

Here's how each of the quantities is measured:

²t is the time between
the spikes on the
oscilloscope.

²t
V is the
accelerating
voltage applied
to the anode of
the electron
gun.

+++++

²d is the distance between
the deflection plates and
the detector.

-----deflection
plates

When each of the values have been determined, we plug them into the formula that was
derived earlier, and find the mass of an electron.
me is the mass of an electron;
what we are trying to determine
²d is the distance between the
deflection plates and the detector.

269

me

=

V is the accelerating voltage applied
to the anode of the electron gun.

2Vqe
2

( )
²d
²t

qe = 1.6 x 10 -19 Coulombs
²t is the time between the
spikes on the oscilloscope.

U. Haber-Schaim, J. Cross, J. Dodge, J. Walter. PSSC Physics Fourth Edition. Heath. Lexington 1976.
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EMX 14. The distance between the deflection plates and the detector in a
"time of flight" chamber is 1.0 meters. The distance between the starting
and ending spikes is 1.5 cm on the 10 cm diameter CRT face. The sweep
time of the oscilloscope is 1.0 µ s. The accelerating voltage of the "time
of flight" chamber's electron gun is 125 V. What is the mass of an
electron? Show your work.
EMX 1. F is inversely proportional
to r2. The excess charges leak off
during the experiment.
EMX 2. 0.00675 N
EMX 3. (a) Horizontal
(b) Vertical
EMX 4. The commutator & brushes
EMX 5. The direction a positive
charge moves, if it is released. It
would move to the east.
EMX 6. No, because any real
charge will have momentum and
tend to move in a straight line. It
will “jump the track” because it
won’t change direction as quickly
as a line of force.
EMX 7. (a) 1.75 lbs because that is
the smallest difference between
boxes. (b) 0.45 or 2.2 lbs (c) Bear
23 or 25; Dog 29 or 32; Cat 29 or
32; District 6 or 7
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EMX 8. 1.6 x 10-19C
EMX 9. Some are negatively charged, and
therefore move opposite to the direction of
positive charges.
EMX 10. 3.2 x 10-19C
EMX 11. 1. Stop spheres 2. Calculate
charge on each 3. Arrange charges in order
4. The difference between the charges will
be 1.6 x 10-19C, or whole number multiples
of this charge.
EMX 12. (a) Up and to the right
(b) Move straight up and straight
down, across the CRT face.
(c) Move repeatedly from upper left
to lower right and back, diagonally
across the CRT face (d) Move in a
circle
EMX 13. (a) 5.45 µs (b) 2.73 µs
(c) 819 m
EMX 14. 9 x 10-31kg

Appendix C: Exponential/Scientific Notation
10-3 = 0.001
10-2 = 0.01
10-1 = 0.1
100 = 1
101 = 10
102 = 100
103 = 1000
104 = 10000
etc
The number 10 is called the base, the smaller raised numbers attached to the tens are
called exponents. The combination of the 10 with an exponent is called a power of 10.
Numbers in scientific notation are written as a number with one and only one numeral to
the left of the decimal, times a power of ten. Since 100 = 1, an “invisible” 100 can be
assumed to be already present to the right of any number.
To rewrite 0.003 in scientific notation, move its decimal three place to the right,
while decreasing its “invisible” power of ten from 0 to negative three: 3 x 10-3
To rewrite 8760 in scientific notation, assume that there is a decimal to the right of
the zero. Move the decimal three places to the left, while increasing the power of
its “invisible” ten from 0 to three: 8.760 x 103.
ESNX 1. Convert the following to scientific notation: 0.01; 0.00164; 2,000,000;
115,300; 8,700,000; 22.4; 0.891.
1.12 x 1017 Watt-hours means 112,000,000,000,000,000.0 Watt-hours.
To change 1.12 x 1017 into 112,000,000,000,000,000.0, find the decimal point in
1.12 x 1017. Each time you move the decimal one place to the right, the exponent
of 10 decreases by 1. If you move the decimal 17 places to the right, the exponent
decreases by 17. If the exponent of 1017 decreases from 17 to zero, then we have
100 for a power of 10, which is an “invisible” 1, and need not be shown.
To rewrite 1 x 10-2 as a conventional number, assume that there is a decimal to the
right of the one. Each time you move the decimal one place to the left, the exponent
of 10 increases by 1. If you move the decimal 2 places to the left, the exponent
increases by 2. At this point, the exponent is 0, and we are done: 1 x 10-2 = 0.01
ESNX 2. Convert to conventional numbers: 1 x 109; 1 x 1015; 5 x 10-5; 2.5 x 1022;
1.12 x 1017; 3.45 x 10-6.
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Some scientific calculators display scientific notation differently:
1.23 x10-3 = 1.23e-3
4.56 x10-1 = 4.56e-1
7.89 x104 = 7.89e+4
1.12 x 1017 = 1.12e+17
etc
You may not always have a scientific calculator handy, but a great many people carry cell
phones now. Use a simple (cell phone) calculator to divide the “decimal” part of the
numbers, then subtract the second (or bottom) exponent from the first (or top); then
correct your answer so one and only one number is to the left of the decimal.
To divide 1.12 x 1017 by 1.4 x 109, you can first use your cell phone to divide 1.12
by 1.4, obtaining 0.8; then subtract the exponent 9 from the exponent 17. The
result, 8 is the power of ten for your answer. So technically, your answer could be
0.8 x 108. However, it is more correct to put one and only one number to the left of
the decimal. If we do this by moving the decimal one place to the right, we must
also decrease the power of 10 by one, making the more correct answer 8 x 107.
To divide 0.001 by 6.02 x 1023, first convert 0.001 to 1 x 10-3. Now use your phone
to divide 1 by 6.02, obtaining 0.166. Subtract the exponent 23 from the exponent
-3, obtaining -26. The answer could be 0.166 x 10-26, but 1.66 x 10-27 is more
correct.
ESNX 3. Divide each of the following: 3.9 x 1021 ÷ 2.5 x 105; 1.12 x 1017 ÷ 3.59 x
1015; 1.12 x 1017 ÷ 7 x 10-11.
To multiply, use the phone to multiply the decimal part of the numbers. Add the
exponents to get the power of 10 for your answer, and correct it to proper scientific
notation, if necessary.
To multiply 5 x 108 watts x 0.80 x 8.760 x 103 hours/yr, first use your cell phone to
multiply 5 x 0.80 x 8.760, obtaining 35; then add the exponents. The result, 11 is
the power of 10 for your answer: 35 x 1011, but 3.5 x 1012 is more correct.
ESNX 4. Multiply each of the following: 10-2 x 1.66 x 10-27; 1 x 108 x 0.8 x 8.76 x
103; 1.5 x 1013 x 8760 x 8.6 x 10-1.
To add, subtract, or compare numbers written in scientific notation, the exponents of 10
must be the same. In this case, you do not need to worry about re-writing it so only one
numeral is to the left of the decimal. You do, however, need to move the decimal of at
least one of the numbers to the left or the right, until its exponent of ten matches the other
number.
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To subtract 15.75 x 1014 watt-hours from 1.12 x 1017 Watt-hours, they must be rewritten so both numbers are to the same power. Move the decimal in 1.12 x 1017
three places to the right, making it 1120 x 1014; then subtract, but leave the power
of 10 the same: 1120 x 1014 - 15.75 x 1014 = 1104 x 1014 Watt-hours. But then –
after you have subtracted- move the decimal back, giving a final answer of 1.104 x
1017 Watt-hours.
ESNX 5. Subtract 8.2 x 103 from 4.9 x 104. Subtract the product of 671 x 81.3
from the product of 1.23 x 106 x 54.9. Add 1.09 x 1015 and 2.5 x 1015.

Include the units while doing calculations such as these, to make sure the calculations are
done properly. The units of the numbers you are working with should combine
algebraically, according to the math operations you are doing, to give the proper units for
the answer. If they don’t, there is a pretty good chance that you are doing something
wrong.
Divide 9.03 kg by 1000 kg/ton. When you divide with fractions, the rule is find the
reciprocal of the second number, then multiply. So we re-write the problem as
9.03 kg x 1 ton/1000kg. The kgs cancel: 9.03 kg x 1 ton/1000 kg leaving behind
9.03 x 10-3 ton.
Multiply 115,300 hp by 745.7 watts/hp. Canceling: 115,300 hp x 745.7 watts/hp,
8.6 x 107 watts are left behind.
Multiply and dividing: 2 x 106 volts x 1 x 10-3 meters/1 x 103 volts.
Canceling: 2 x 106 volts x 1 x 10-3 meters/1 x 103 volts, 2 meters are left behind.
ESNX 6. Divide: 1.12 x 1017 watt-hr ÷ 2.1 x 109 watt-hr/turbine;
7.14 x 1019 atom/sec ÷ 6.02 x 1023 atom/11 grams; 1 x 108 J/sec ÷ 1.4 x 10-12 J/rxn;
ESNX 7. Multiply: 1.0 Joule/6.24 x 1018 charges x 6.24 x 1018 charges/sec;
6.02 x 1023 fissions x 1.5 x 10-12 Joules/fission; 102 Q/yr x 0.293 x 1015 watt-hr/Q;
If numbers with exponents are contained in parentheses with exponents: (3 x 108)2, this is
called the Power of a Power. In this situation, you must multiply the outside exponent
times each of the inside exponents, like this: 32 x 1016 (any number without an exponent
has an “invisible” exponent of 1, so 3 = 31).
To solve an equation for a particular unknown, do identical math operations to each side
of the equation until that particular unknown is all alone on one side of the equation.
For example, suppose that I = P/V, and you are to solve for V. First, multiply each
side by V, so the V’s will cancel on the right side: V x I = P/V x V. Second,
divide each side by I, so the I’s will cancel on the left side: V x I/I = P/I. Your
answer is V = P/I.
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For example, suppose that 1 x 108 = 1.7 x 10-19 x B4 x 15003, and you are to solve
for B. Divide each side by (1.7 x 10-19 x 15003) which cancels out the 1.7 x 10-19 x
15003 on the right side: 1 x 108 /(1.7 x 10-19 x 15003) = 1.7 x 10-19 x B4 x 15003/1.7
x 10-19 x 15003. Now put each side in parentheses, and raise it to the ¼ power:
(1 x 108 /(1.7 x 10-19 x 15003))¼ = (B4)¼. Finally, calculate the inside of the left
parentheses, and apply Power of a Power: (1.74 x 1017)¼ = B4x¼ or B = 2.04 x104
ESNX 8. Solve for P if I = P/V. Solve for k if 0.00164 = k x 13004 x 153.
When the base of an exponential expression is changed –for example, if the base is
multiplied by 3– the exponent can have a truly shocking effect on the results. For
example, 104 = 10,000; but look at what happens when we multiply the base by 3:
(3x10)4 = 304 = 810,000. Multiplying the base by 3, increased (multiplied) the result by a
factor of 81!
Now consider the statement that fusion power scales as the 7th power of size. The WB-6
polywell had a radius of 0.15m and produced 109 fusions/sec. If the radius for a larger
prototype is increased to 2m, how will that affect the fusions/sec? Well 2m divided by
0.15m is 13, meaning the size increased by 13 times. What is 137 x 109 fusions/sec?
(You’ll need a scientific calculator to determine 137; use the yx button.) Yikes! I get 6.3
x 1016 fusions per sec! Can that be right? That’s an increase in the fusion rate of almost
63,000,000 times! You try it.
ESNX 1. 10-2; 1.64 x 10-3; 2 x 106;
1.153 x 105; 8.7 x 106; 2.24 x 101;
8.91 x 10-1
ESNX 2. 1,000,000,000;
1,000,000,000,000,000; 0.00005;
25,000,000,000,000,000,000,000;
112,000,000,000,000,000;
0.00000345.
ESNX 3. 1.56 x 1016; 3.12 x 101;
1.6 x 1027
ESNX 4. 1.66 x 10-29; 7.008 x 1011;
1.13 x 1017
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ESNX 5. 4.08 x 104; 6.747 x 107;
3.59 x 1015
ESNX 6. 5.333 x 107 turbines;
1.3 x 10-3 grams/sec;
7.14 x 1019 rxns/sec
ESNX 7. 1.0 Joule/sec (1 Watt);
9.03 x 1011 Joules;
2.99 x 1016 watt-hr/yr
ESNX 8. P = IV;
k = 0.00164/(13004 x 153)
or 1.7 x 10-19

Appendix D: Atomic Terminology

Solids, liquids, and gases are all made out of atoms. Atoms are made out of organized
and coherent clusters of electrons, neutrons, and protons. The protons and neutrons are
concentrated in the center of each atom; collectively this single concentration is called a
nucleus. (The plural of nucleus is nuclei.) Both protons and neutrons are also called
nucleons. Nucleons are held together with the strongest and shortest-range force, which
is called (amazingly!) the nuclear force. The most common hydrogen atoms (1H) have
a nucleus of one proton and no (0) neutrons. However, a few hydrogen atoms can also
have one or two neutrons, in addition to the single proton. The uncommon hydrogen
with one proton and one neutron is also called deuterium (2H); the one with a proton and
two neutrons is also called tritium (3H). Atoms with an uncommon number of neutrons
are called isotopes. Atoms with 2 protons and 2 neutrons are called helium (4He); atoms
with 5 protons and 6 neutrons are called boron (11B) and so on. The number of protons
is called the atomic number, which determines the name of an atom. The number of
nucleons determines the mass number. (See periodic table on next page.)
Electrons are MUCH lighter than protons or neutrons, and they are usually found in
orbitals (probability clouds) throughout the entire atom. Electrons have a negative
electric charge, protons are positively charged, and neutrons are electrically neutral.
In an atom, the electrons are bound to the protons by electrostatic or electric force,
which is much weaker than the nuclear force. If there are equal numbers of electrons and
protons in an atom, the entire atom is also said to be electrically neutral. If a neutral
atom loses electrons, it becomes a positive ion; if it acquires extra electrons, it becomes a
negative ion. If a gas becomes hot enough, the violence of the collisions between the gas
atoms can strip all of the electrons from a nucleus, producing a hot cloud of disconnected
electrons and nuclei. Such a cloud is called plasma.
A chemical reaction involves only the electric forces, and rearrangements of whole
atoms, but the nucleus of each atom is unaffected and remains the same. However,
nuclear reactions involve the much more powerful nuclear forces, and the nuclei
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involved are changed. In a chemical reaction, the same atoms are present before and
after the reaction. In a nuclear reaction, the atoms present before the reaction are
different from the atoms after the reaction.

The above table lists all of the known stable isotopes, which do not break down
spontaneously. The unstable isotopes are not shown because there are too many of
them. When unstable isotopes break down into new isotopes, they usually emit alpha,
beta, or gamma radiation. It says “none” above Uranium (and many other elements)
because all of the isotopes of Uranium are unstable and radioactive. In print, isotopes are
often shown like this: 235U or 11B. The superscript that precedes the symbol for the
element is the mass number of the isotope. A nuclear reaction might be indicated in this
manner:
1
H + 11B  3 4He
A 1H isotope is the same as a proton; and a 4He isotope is the same as an alpha. The large
“3” coefficient in front of the 4He means there are 3 4He nuclei. Notice that the isotopes
present before the reaction are different from the isotopes after the reaction. The mass
number matters a lot: for example, the above reaction would not happen if we used 10B
instead of 11B. A chemical reaction might be indicated this way:
3H2 + 2B  2BH3
The large “2” coefficient in front of the BH3 means there are 2 BH3 molecules. A
molecule is made from limited number of atoms that bond in a specific way. The
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molecules do change in a chemical reaction, but notice that the atoms present before the
reaction are the same as the atoms present after the reaction. The atoms have only been
rearranged. In a chemical reaction, the mass numbers don’t matter. In chemical
reactions, different isotopes of the same element behave in the same manner.

Radioactivity: α, β, γ
In 1896 the French physicist Henri Becquerel was investigating x-ray phosphorescence.
He wanted to see if the sun would make potassium-uranyl sulfate crystals emit x-rays.
(He had already discovered that a CRT270 face would emit x-rays when the electron beam
was hitting it. And he knew that x-rays shining on the outside of a package wrapped
tightly in black paper would expose the film inside.) In anticipation of a sunny day, he
left a sheet of fresh, tightly wrapped film in his desk with a piece of the potassium-uranyl
sulfate crystal sitting on top of the package. But the sun didn't come out for several days.
And because he was afraid the film wasn't fresh any more, he developed it without letting
the sun shine on the crystals. He expected the images to be very feeble, but on the contrary, silhouettes of the crystals appeared with great intensity.271
Becquerel found that all compounds of uranium and pure uranium behaved the same way.
They all emitted what seemed to be x-rays, yet they did not need to be excited first with
light or an electron beam. The uranium and its compounds could ionize gases, which
permitted the gases to conduct an electric current. Yet this "x-ray" radiation seemed to
be constant over time, varying only in proportion to the amount of uranium present.
In 1898 physicists Marie Sklodowska-Curie of Poland and Pierre Curie of France conducted a systematic study to determine which other elements and compounds emitted this
mysterious "perpetual" radiation. They found that the element thorium behaved much
like uranium. But the radiation from pitchblende, a uranium ore, was far greater than it
should have been, considering the known percentage of its uranium content. They therefore suspected that the pitchblende contained some other previously undiscovered
element. Beginning with a large sample of pitchblende, they employed a series of
chemical separation techniques, always discarding the separated fraction, which did not
emit the disproportionately high radiation. Eventually, they isolated a new radioactive
element, which they called polonium in honor of Marie's home country.
Four years later, starting with 100 kg of pitchblende, and using similar techniques, they
were able to isolate 0.1 g of an even more intensely radioactive substance, which they
called radium. After Pierre's accidental traffic death in 1906, Marie was appointed in his
place as a professor of physics at the Sorbonne in Paris. She was awarded the Nobel
Prize in 1911 for her discovery of polonium and radium. She died in 1934 of leukemia,
which was probably caused by overexposure to the radiation involved in her research.
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Cathode Ray Tube: discussed in Appendix B
G. Holton, J. Rutherford, F. Watson. Project Physics. Holt. USA 1981. pp 629-645.
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Meanwhile, Ernest Rutherford was measuring the "penetrating power" of uranium's
mysterious radiation. He discovered that the radiation was made up of three different
types of "rays" with very different powers of penetration.
The intensity of what he called alpha α rays, could be reduced to one-half as
much by a very thin (0.005 mm) piece of aluminum foil. A similarly thin piece
would cut the intensity by half again as much, to a total intensity of one-fourth;
and a third piece would cut the total to one-eighth, etc.

Beta β ray intensity could be reduced to one-half as much by a 0.5 mm aluminum
sheet; and again each additional 0.5 mm sheet would cut the prevailing amount by
one-half. In general, the thickness of a specific material required to reduce a
certain type of radiation by one-half is called a half-thickness.
The half-thickness for gamma γ the third type of uranium radiation was found to
be 80 mm of aluminum.
Rutherford sealed a thin-walled glass tube of alpha-emitting radon gas inside a second
glass tube. All the air was pumped out of the second outer tube before sealing.
Rutherford attempted to ionize any possible remaining gas in the outer tube, and at first
he was unsuccessful. But as time passed, gas accumulated in the second outer tube.

When the gas was ionized and its spectral lines were examined, it was found to be
helium. Rutherford therefore proposed that alpha particles were helium nuclei.
A variety of people conducting experiments at about the same time found that the alphas
were deflected in one direction by a magnetic field, in the same way as positive charges;
but the beta rays were deflected in the opposite direction, in the same way as electrons.272
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Deflection of electrons by a magnetic field is discussed in Chapter 2.
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The gamma rays were not deflected by a magnetic field, possibly because they were not
charged.

By measuring the radius of deflection in the magnetic field, it was determined that the alphas were much more massive than the betas. The betas had about the same mass and
charge as electrons.
ATX 1. Make a table similar to the one below, and fill it in.
name

symbol

relative
penetrating
power

relative
mass

electrical
charge

alpha
beta
gamma

The emission of alpha and beta particles raised interesting questions about the
conservation of charge and mass in chemical reactions. But Pierre Curie had found that
a gram of radium produced about 100 calories of heat per hour, day in and day out, year
after year. This was far more heat than chemists had come to expect from normal
chemical reactions. So questions arose about the conservation of energy as well.
Perhaps something more than ordinary chemical change was involved. Rutherford and
Frederick Soddy proposed that atoms were not conserved in radioactive emissions. They
suggested that when an atomic nucleus emits a certain type of particle, it loses that
amount of mass and charge. For example, when a uranium nucleus emits an alpha
particle, it loses four atomic mass units (amus) of mass, and two units (elementary
charges) of charge. But nuclear charge is the same as atomic number (or proton
number), and that is what determines the name of an element. So when uranium loses
two units of charge, its atomic number decreases from 92 to 90, and its name changes
from uranium to thorium! Also, if we suppose that the original uranium nucleus had a
mass number of 238, then the new thorium produced by the alpha emission would have a
mass of 234. We show such a reaction this way:
Notice that mass number and nuclear
charge are conserved, even though
the atoms are not. We show a gamma
as part of the reaction, even though it
has no charge or mass.
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ATX 2. Write the reaction for an alpha emission from Ra226. Show the
mass number and atomic number of each particle involved. Use the
periodic table to find the correct chemical symbol for the new element
which is produced. Don't forget to include the gamma emission.
Since such reactions involve the disintegration of a parent element to form radiation and
a new daughter element; they came to be called nuclear decay reactions. Since total
mass and charge are conserved in a nuclear decay reaction, interesting things happen
during a beta (electron) decay, such as the decay of Th234.
Th234 

-1β

0

+ Pa234 + γ

Notice first that since the charge of the beta is -1, the atomic number of the daughter increases. Also notice that since the mass of an electron –a beta– is essentially zero when
compared to a proton or a neutron, we round it off to "0," and there is no change in the
mass number of the daughter. As before, mass number and charge are shown to be
conserved, even though the atoms are not.273 As before, a gamma is emitted also.
ATX 3. Write the reaction for the beta decay of Pa234. Show the atomic
mass and atomic number of each particle involved. Used the correct
chemical symbol for the new element, which is produced.
A gamma is a high-energy photon. Just as the energy state of an atom's electron decreases when a photon of visible light is emitted, so the energy state of a nucleus
decreases when a high-energy gamma is emitted. The change in energy state of an atom's
electron, and the change in energy state of an atom's nucleus are both probability
problems. We have difficulty predicting exactly where an electron's wave function is
going to collapse, and we have the same problem predicting when the energy state of a
nucleus is going to change. Although we can experimentally determine the time it takes
for half of a large population of radioactive nuclei to decay, it is impossible to say when
decay will happen to one particular nucleus in that population.
If it takes 24.1 days for half of the atoms in a 5.04 g sample of Th234 to decay, then we
say that the half-life of Th234 is 24.1 days. In another 24.1 days, half of the remaining
2.52 g will decay, leaving 1.26 g, and in yet another 24.1 days 0.63 g of Th234 will remain. So it takes a total of 72.3 days for 5.04 grams of Th234 to decay to 0.63 grams.
ATX 4. (a) How long will it take for the Th234 to disappear completely?
(b) How long will it take one atom of Th234 to decay? (c) If the half-life of
Ra226 is 1620 years, how long will it take a 1.00 mg sample to decrease to
0.25 mg of Ra226? (d) A 0.08 mg sample of Rn222 requires 11.5 days to
decay to 0.01 mg. What is the approximate half-life of Rn222?
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However, as suggested in Chapter 1, it turns out that mass is not quite conserved either!
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Within an atom's nucleus, the electrical repulsion of like-charged protons is evidently
overwhelmed by some type of highly attractive force. And since one atom's nucleus does
not seem to be attracted to another's, it was thought that nuclear forces must be very
strong and very limited in range. But if the nuclear force was so strong, how could atoms
decay? In 1928 while studying in Germany, the Soviet physicist George Gamow
developed an explanation for the escape of alpha particles from the nucleus.274 When he
attempted to write the wave-mechanical equation for an alpha particle he found that its
probability limits extended quite far beyond the short estimated range of the nuclear
force. Thus, whenever an alpha's wave function collapsed outside the limited range of
the nuclear force, the mutual repulsion of the positive alpha particle and the positive
nucleus accelerated them away from each other.
Alpha, beta, and gamma emission is produced by natural radioactive decay. But Rutherford found that if he bombarded non-radioactive elements with such radiation, some very
interesting synthetic emissions were produced. For example, he found that when
nitrogen gas was bombarded with alpha particles, proton (hydrogen) emissions
occasionally resulted. Upon further investigation it was established that oxygen atoms
were being produced at the same time:

α4 + N14  O17 + H1
Similarly, James Chadwick was able to show that neutron emissions could be produced
when beryllium was bombarded with alpha particles:

α4 + Be9  C12 + 0n1
Once Chadwick had established the existence of neutrons, it was easy to account for the
relation between atomic number and mass number. The atomic number was the proton
number, and the mass number was the nucleon number. Also, neutrons made it possible
to explain how the mass number of an element could vary. The number of protons
determined the atomic number, the chemical properties, and the name of an element.
But, because different atoms of the same element could have different numbers of
neutrons, it was possible for them to have different mass numbers. Thus, isotopes of the
same element all have the same proton number, but their neutron number can vary.
ATX 5. The symbol for a nucleus of lithium is Li7. What is this lithium's
(a) atomic number? (b) mass number? (c) proton number? (d) nucleon
number? (e) nuclear charge? (f) neutron number?
ATX 6. Rutherford could have determined the mass of a proton by
measuring the radius of its curvature in a magnetic field. But Chadwick
could not have determined the mass of a neutron in this way. Why?
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Later Gamow left the Soviet Union. He became a U.S. citizen in 1940.
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ATX 7. Neutrons can also be produced by alpha bombardment of other
elements. One of the products of such a bombardment is P30. Write a
complete balanced nuclear equation for such a reaction.
ATX 8. But the above P30 isotope is unstable. It immediately decays, and
its daughter particles exhibit behaviors that are quite shocking for two
very different reasons: (a) One of the daughter particles behaves just like
a beta, except that it is deflected in the "wrong" direction. What is it?
(b) Because another daughter particle is extremely reluctant to interact
with its particle siblings, it must be detected indirectly using the
subtraction of momentum vectors. What is it? (c) Write a balanced
nuclear equation for this reaction.275
With all the artificial transmutation of one element into another by alpha bombardment,
it was only a matter of time before someone tried to use other particles. And it was only
a matter of time before someone tried to fulfill the ancient dream of the alchemists. Gold
can be produced by slamming isotopes of hydrogen nuclei called deuterium into
platinum:
Η2 + Pt196  Au197 + 0n1
The catch is that gold produced in this manner is much more expensive than gold mined
from the earth. But the equation is still interesting because it's another example of a reaction that produces neutrons. Such reactions turn out to be significant because neutrons
are particularly useful as nuclear bullets. They are not deflected by electron orbitals or a
nuclear charge the way that charged particles are, so they are much more likely to find a
nuclear target.
ATX 9. Al28 is an example of an unstable isotope that can be produced by
neutron bombardment of ordinary stable aluminum. Write the nuclear
equation for this interaction.
The Al28 produced in the above exercise quickly decays into a normal beta, a neutrino v,
and silicon, which has an atomic number of one more than aluminum:
Al28  -1β0 + v 0 + Si28
Enrico Fermi, an Italian physicist was particularly interested in that reaction because it
implied to him the possibility of going beyond the 92 elements found in nature. (In 1934
it was generally believed that there were no elements in the periodic table beyond
uranium.) He believed that the bombardment of U238 with neutrons should likewise
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The symbol for neutrino is v. It is the same as the symbol for frequency. After this, you will have to
study the context in which v appears, remembering that a neutrino is a particle and frequency is a property,
in order to determine which one is meant.
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produce an unstable isotope of uranium that would quickly decay into a substance with
atomic number 93. It would be the first synthetic element.
But when he tried it, the results seemed at first to be quite confusing and they were definitely not what he had expected. Instead of a new element with atomic number 93, there
seemed to be small amounts of different isotopes with small atomic numbers such as 36,
38, 39, 54, 56, and 57. Because the quantities were so small and the results so hard to accept it was nearly five years before two Austrian physicists, Lise Meitner and Otto Frisch
were finally able to make the conceptual leap. They proposed that while trying to make
the first synthetic element, Fermi had instead split the atom. Additional research soon
established that neutrons were another product of this fission. One of the reactions
resulting from Fermi's fission was:
0n

1

+ U235  Ba141 + Kr92 + 3 0n1

Which of course is what made the chain reaction possible: this one reaction has changed
human civilization profoundly. (See Chapters 1 and 4.)
ATX 1:

ATX 5. (a) 3 (b) 7 (c) 3 (d) 7
(e) 3 (f) 4
ATX 6. Neutrons are not
charged, so they are not
affected by magnetic fields.
ATX 7. α4 + Al27  P30 + 0n1

ATX 2. Ra226  α4 + Po222 + γ
ATX 3. Pa234 

-1β

0

+ U234 + γ

ATX 4. (a) forever (b) can’t be
predicted (c) 3240 yr (d) 3.83 days

ATX 8. (a) a positron (positive
electron) (b) a neutrino
(c) P30  +1β0 + v 0 + Si30
ATX 9. 0n1 + Al27  Al28
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Appendix E: Metric Review and Useful Constants
All 195 nations of the world measure time and electricity in the same way; but there are
three nations that choose not to adopt the additional metric units for mass, length, energy,
volume, temperature, etc.: Myanmar, an isolationist nation, which chooses to starve its
people; Liberia, with an annual income of $500 per person; and the United States.
kilogram (mass)
1 kg ~ 2 lbs (plus 3 oz)
1000 mg = 1 gram
1000 grams = 1 kg
1000 kg = 1 metric ton

meter (length)
1 m ~ 1 yard (plus 3”)
100 cm = 1 m
1000 mm = 1 m
1000 m = 1 km

liter (volume)
1 liter ~ 1 qt (plus 2 oz)
1000 ml = 1 liter
1 ml = 1 cc = 1 cm3
1 liter water = 1 kilogram

Newton (force)
1 Ntn = 1 kg-m/sec2
1 Ntn = 0.22 lbs force

Joule (energy)
1 J = 1 Watt-sec
1 J = 1 Ntn-meter
1 J = 1 kg-m2/sec2
1 J = 0.00027778 Watt-hr
1 J = 0.7376 ft-lb
1 J = 0.239 cal (gram)
1 J = 9.48x10-4 BTU
1 J = 6.24x1012 MeV
1 MeV = 106 eV
1 eV= 1.602 x 10-19J

watt (power)
1 watt = 1 Joule/sec
1 watt = 1 volt-amp
1 watt = 0.00134 hp
1 kw = 103 watts
1Mw = 106 watts

Pascal (pressure)
1 Pascal = 1 Ntn/m2
1 atm = 101,325 Pascals
1 hPa = 1 mb
1 Torr = 1 mm Hg
760Torr = 1atm = 1013 mb
14.7psi = 1atm = 29.92” Hg

Celsius (temperature)
100ºC = 373ºK = 212ºF
0ºC = 273ºK = 32ºF
-273ºC = 0ºK = -459ºF

1 km2 = 100 hectare = 106 m2 = 247.1 A = 10,763,676 ft2 = 0.386 mi2
1 Tesla = 1 Ntn/Ampere-meter = 10,000 Gauss
1 year = 8760 hours = 31,556,926 sec
speed of light, c = 2.99793 x 108 m/s
k (Coulomb's law) = 8.988 x 109 N.m2/C2 = 2.307 x 10-28 N.m2/el.ch.
length
1 light-yr = 9.46 x 1015 m
1 AU = 1.49 x 1011 m
1 cm = 10-2 m
1 mm = 10-3 m
1µ
= 10-6 m
1 nm = 10-9 m
1 NM = 1.852 x 103 m
1 mi = 1.609 x 103 m
1 ft
= 0.3048 m
1 in = 2.54 cm

energy
1 cal = 4.18 J
1 Cal(kcal) = 4180 J
1 BTU = 1060 J
1 Q = 1015 BTU
1 Q = 2.93 x 1014 watt-hr
1 kilowatt-hr = 3.6 x 106 J
charge
1 C = 6.24 x 1018 e1 e- = 1.6 x 10-19 C
1 amp = 1 C/sec

mass
1g
= 10-3 kg
1 mg = 10-6 kg
1 mproton= 1.67 x 10-27 kg
1 amu = 1.66 x 10-27 kg
1 melectron= 9.11 x 10-31 kg
power
1 hp = 745.7 watts
area
1 hectare = 104 m2 = 2.47A
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A
A, 279
abstinence, 199
AC, 254
AC defined, 229
accelerating voltage, 264
acid rain, 185
acid rain, coal, 171
activation energy, 29
Adirondack lakes acidic, 172
Africa embassy bombings, 156
AFRS, 49
agricultural crisis, 197
Ahmadinejad, Mahmoud, 158
AIDS, 194
air density, wind turbine, 217
Al Qaeda, 153
Alberta's tar sands leave waste, 179
Alcohol is not needed, 210
al-Haramain Foundation, 155
alpha, 94
alpha bombardment, 276
alpha emission, 273
alpha emitting waste, 47
alpha eV energies, 94
alpha particle, 273
alpha particles, 275
alpha particles, 272, 275
Alpha spallation, 78
alpha α rays, 272
Alpha-Carbon Cross Section graph, 79
alternate faces, 23
alternate north, south, 24
alternating current, 91
alternating current, 242, 254
alternating current, 229
alternating currents, 244
alternating household current, 241
Alternative Energy, 205
aluminum, 276
aluminum foil, 244
Alvarez, 185
American Airlines Flight 11, 154
American Petroleum Institute, 143
ammeter, 230
ammeter, 230, 236
amount of fuel left, 143
amounts of fuel to replace, 205
Ampere, 246
amps, 89, 228, 230, 279
amu, 279
amu per nucleon, 11
amus, 273
analogy, 227
Andrei Sakharov, 30
aneutronic (polywell) fuel, 104
aneutronic fusion, 113

Annealing, 19
annihilation of Israel, 158
Anode, 84, 259
Antibiotic resistance, 193
Apophis, 184
Appalachia wrecked, 169
aquatic ecosystems, coal, 171
Arcing, 20
Arctic ocean spill disaster, 179
Arctic sea ice melting, 200
area, 279
area of sphere, 66
area of the loop, 252, 253
Arnaout, Enaam, 157
arsenic, 243
artificial contraception, 198
Asian Flu, 192
assassins kill us, 149
atm, 279
atomic number, 269, 273, 274, 275
Atomic Terminology, 269
atoms, 7, 269
atoms before different than after, 270
atoms before same as after, 271
attract, 13
attraction, 250
AU, 279
Auto Emissions, Carcinogenic, 181
average insolation per day, 223
avian influenza, 194
Aviation, 210

B
B10 blanket, 107
B10 neutron shield, 109
B4R3 scaling, 116
B5+ ions, 94
Back-Up needed, wind, 216
Baker river dam, 90
balance, 249
balloons, 22
base, 265
batholiths, 50
battery, 14, 245, 254
battery bank, 26
battery symbol, 93
Bay Horse - Climate Change, 199
Becquerel, 271
beginning of the event, 261
bentonite clay, 50
beryllium, 275
Beta, 83, 116, 129
beta decay, 274
beta emitting waste, 47
beta particles, 273
Beta β ray, 272
billions will die, 143
biodiesel, 210, 214
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biofuel alternatives, 214
biofuels cause food scarcity, 213
birds killed wind turbines, 218
birth control, 197
Black Death, 191
Black Horse – Pandemic, 190
black lung disease, 167, 175
Blade pitch wind turbine, 217
Blood money, 152
Boeing 777-200LR, 65
Boiling Water Reactors, 40
Bolivian hemorrhagic fever, 193
bonding orbitals, 95
Book or Blade, 151
boondoggle, tokamak, 58
borate mine, 103
Boraxo™, 103
boreal forest wrecked, oil, 179
Boron, 39, 76, 101, 269
boron ionization energy, 94
Boron isotopes, 104
boron magrid coating, 110
Boyle, Alan, 113
BP oil refinery most carcinogenic, 180
break down" voltage, 246
breakdown voltage, 21, 242
break-even, 115
breakeven points, 100
Bremsstrahlung, 82, 110
Bremstrahlung, 113, 114
bridge, 242
brushes, 254
BTU, 279
Bubble Detector, 56
bubonic plague, 191
budget cut, 61
buried streams, 170
Bussard ramscoop, 58
Bussard, Robert W, 36, 57

C
C, ºCelsius, 279
cal, 279
Cal(kcal), 279
calculate Cost per kw-hr, 218
calculate geothermal, 206
calculate Hubbert peak, 145
calculate pB Polywell, 209
calculate solar power collected, 223
calculate solar to replace fossil, 224
calculate tidal power, 208
calculate watt-hours, 205
calculate wind turbines needed, 219
calculation, Boron reqd, 101
calculation, coil size, 72
calculation, heat load, 75
calculation, Helium produced, 102
calculation, neutron count, 134
Canada's emissions rising, 182
Canadian Shield, 50
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cancer coal smog, 170
CADU reactors, 40
Cantor Fitzgerald, 154
capacitor, 244
capacitor bank, 26
Carbon Crisis, 141
carbon dioxide, 141
carbon fuel crisis, 3
carboran, 77
Carcinogenic Auto Emissions, 181
carcinogenic chemicals, coal, 169
Carcinogenic Oil Refinery Emissions, 180
Carlson, Art, 113
Cartel, 149
catalyzed DD fusion, 107
catastrophe is inevitable, 183
catastrophe, coal, 167
Cathode, 84, 259
cathode ray tube, 258, 260
Catholic Church, 198
cc, 279
Celsius (temperature), 279
centrifuges, 3000, Iran, 160
Chadwick, 275
chain reaction, 38, 277
chain reactions, 8
change base of exponential, 268
change in flux, 253
change in magnetic flux, 252
change in sun's position, 224
changing flux, 91
charge, 13, 246, 279
charges are conserved, 274
charge by induction, 249
charge deflection, 15
charge of an electron, 257
charge pairs, 244
charge per second, 228
Charlie Brown, 35
Charlie Bucket, 119
Charliem magrid, 70
chemical cleaning of coal, 169
chemical reaction, 7, 269
Chernobyl, 43
China Coal, 146
China water pollution, coal, 170
chip, 234
choice, 246
Cholera, 191
Christians are swine, 152
Christmas balls, 250
chutzpah, 128
circuit, 228, 230, 246
circular cross-sections, 26
circulating, 18
clean, 2
Clean Air Act not working, 181
clean coal increases toxic waste, 170
Clean Coal oxymoron, 169
Clean Nuclear Energy, 53
clean polywell, 107

Climate Change, 199
cloud of electrons, 15
cm, 279
CO2 from coal, 167
Coal #2 cause of adult death, 174
Coal Catastrophe, 167
coal costs $160 billion in medical, 174
coal pollutes China water, 170
coal sludge dumps, 170
coal sludge, toxic waste, 169
coal smog cancer, 170
coefficient, 270
Coil Cross-Section, 25
coil cross-sections rounded, 61
coil size calculation, 72
coils, 16
collapse of wave function, 242
collector cooling, 96
Collector shell (grid), 67, 92, 94, 251
Columbian drug cartel, 149
cometary halo, 186
cometary impact, 185
commercial viability, 32
commutator, 254
compass, 15
compass needle, 13
complete p-B reaction, 9
compression heating, 33
computer, 241, 234, 258
computer files, FARC, 164
concave, 23
condoms, 199
conduction band, 242
conductor, 229, 234, 240
configuration, magrid, 67
confinement time, 120
confinement. electron & ion, 115
conquest white horse, 183
consequences of coal, 167
conservation of energy, 91, 273
constant field, 255
constant k, 250
constant Voltage, 241
Constants, 279
containment, 42, 88
contraception, 196, 198
Control Rods, 39, 43
convergence, ion, 115
Conversion Factors, 279
convert DC to AC, 97
convert the Qs, 205
convex, 23
cooked out hydrogen, 60
cook-out, 85
Coolant, 39
cooling collector, 96
cooling strategies, 66
Cooling System, 74
cor pulmonale, 175
corn ethanol, 211
Corn ethanol dead zone, 214

Cosmic Log, MSNBC, 113
Cost WB-100, 88,
Cost DD v pB, 111
Cost of Energy Production, 147
cost of recovery, 147
cost of solar panels, 225
cost of world solar, 225
Cost per kwh, wind, 218
costs, construction, wind, 215
Coulomb, 227, 246, 250
Coulomb's Law, 249
Coulomb's constant, 250
Coulombs/second, 228
covalent bond, 243
Cozen O'Connor, 154
crater, 185, 186
Cretaceous extinction event, 185
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, 185
Criticisms of the ITER/tokamak, 34
Cross Section, alpha, 79
cross section, magrid pipe, 76
Cross-Section graph, 29
Cross-Section in Millibarns, 39
Cross-section magrid, 93
CRT, 258, 259, 260, 262, 264, 271
Curie, Pierre 273
Curie, Marie 271
current, 90, 91, 229, 231, 234, 235, 236, 240, 242, 246
current must be induced, 252
current reverse, 254
cusp axes, 60
cusp confinement, 119
cusp machine, 126
cusps, 17, 22, 93, 116, 121
cut-away view, magrid, 17, 93

D
D2O, 39
damper diode, 27
Danish configuration, 217
data re polywell, 131
daughter element, 274
DC, 242, 244, 254
DC Circuits, 227
DC defined, 229
D-D fusion, 10
D-D Magrid, neutrons, 109
D-D nuclear reaction, 107
D-D Polywell, 107
DD v pB Differences, 110
dead zone corn ethanol, 213
death of the dinosaurs, 186
death pale horse, 183
death toll, Chernobyl, 44
Death Valley, 103
debacle ethanol, 147
Debye length, 117
decay, 274
deep geological disposal, 50
deflection in a magnetic field, 272
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deflection plates, 259, 260, 264
Deparment of Energy, 58
depleted forest cover, coal, 168
Description wind turbine, 217
destructive, coal, 167
Deuterium, 8, 19, 110, 269, 276
Deuterium fr seawater, 110
deuterium ion, 14, 57
diamond coating, 78, 79, 110
diesel generator (DG), 86
Differences, DD v pB, 110
dinosaurs, 185
diode, 240, 241, 243, 246
diode, damper, 27
direct current, 92, 229, 241, 242, 244, 254
direction of a current, 229, 246
direction of an electric field, 255
discharge glow, 56
disintegration, 274
distance to the target, 262
divide by subtracting exponents, 266
dodecahedron, 67
Dodging the Five Horsemen, 203
donut, 32
Doomsday Clock, 187
doped, 243
doubling time, 146
D-T fusion, 8
D-T Reaction, 29

E
E = kQ/r2, 255
E = V/d, 255
E is constant, 255
Ebola virus, 193
echo, radar, 262
economic growth, 148
ecosystems not as rich, after coal strip, 168
edge localised modes, ELMs, tokamak 35
efficiency of collector, 222
EGS, 207
eight counts, 129
Einstein, Albert, 36
Einstein’s relativity, 11
El Baradei, Mohamed, 159
electric charge, 13, 250
electric current, 242
electric field, 243, 255, 257
electric field direction, 255
electric force, 269
electric lines of force, 255
electric pulse, 261
Electrical Output, DD v pB, 111
Electrical units, 227
electrically charged hair brush, 13
Electricity, 89, 249
electricity from wind, 215
electricity, Coal-generated, 167
Electricity, p-B11, 89
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electrochemical cell, 14
electron "push-back", 23
electron beam, 259
electron deflection, 15
Electron Guns, 17, 21, 84, 86, 93, 259, 264
electron loss and scaling, 136
electron losses, 61
electron pair bond, 242
electronic, 234, 241, 244
electrons, 7, 227, 242, 257, 262, 264, 269
electrons can be lost, 128
electrons spiral, 18, 26
electrostatic, 269
element, 7
Elmore-Tuck-Wilson, 57, 127
ELMs, 35
eluting, 104
Elwha river dams, 95
EMC2, 57, 58, 63, 107, 132
Empire State building, 217
end of the event spike, 261
enemy is us, 182
enemy (infidel) opposes God, 152
energies, alpha eV, 94
energy, 279
Energy balance, 214
energy conservation, 252
energy cost corn ethanol, 211
energy eighty-six percent, 141
energy level, electron, 242
energy loss to the grids, 114
energy per fusion, 95
Energy Produced, pB v DD 111
Energy Production Cost, 147
Energy (fossil) to be Replaced, 205
Energy v Power, 206
Enhanced Geothermal Systems, 207
enrich fuel with polywell, 108
enrich uranium, 40
enriched uranium, Iran, 158
enrichment, 45
environmental costs of fossil alternatives, 4
EPA ignores risk levels, 180
EPRI, 107
erosion corn ethanol, 211
escape pathways, electron, 17
escape route, electron, 93
ethanol debacle, 147
ethanol not viable alternative, 211
ETW Reactor, 57
European natural gas peak, 144
eV, 279
evidence supporting polywell concept, 131
eviscerate polywell, 119
excess deaths due to coal, 175
experimental data supporting polywell concept, 127
Exponential Growth, coal production, 146
Exponential Notation, 265
exponential growth, population, 196
exponential-growth culture, 148
exponents, 265

export list, world oil, 150
extinction spike, 186
Exxon Valdez oil spill, 177
eyeball, 253

F
F, ºFahrenheit, 279
Faraday cage, 94, 251
FARC kills Columbia soldiers, 163
FARC, Venezuela supports, 163
Fast Breeder Reactors, 47
fatal nature of line cusps, 128
feed-throughs, magrid, 86
Fermi, Enrico 277
fertilizer from natural gas, 148
FET, silicon carbide, 99
field, 255
Field-Reversed Configurations, FRC, 114
Filament, 84, 259
fill in a valley, coal, 168
filtered harmonics, 97
finance terrorism, Saudi, 157
financial disaster, TMI, 34
financial factors, fossil alternatives, 4
First Wall Problem, 77
fission, 1, 7, 8, 277
flag, Saudi, 151
floculants, carcinogenic, 169
flu may kill 1.9 million Americans, 195
fluorescent screen, 259
flux, 91
foil, capacitor, 244
force, units, 279
force, coulomb 250
force between charges, 250
force, electric, 269
force, nuclear, 269
forces of electrical attraction, 249
forests wiped out, coal, 169
forward biased, 241
fossil fuel peak predictions, 143
fossil fuels, 3, 141
frequency, 244
Frisch, 277
frustum-shaped magrid, 70
fuel control, polywell, 87
Fuel Injection Problems, 20
fuel (fossil) still under ground, amounts 143
full-wave rectifier, 242
funding (polywell) died, 61
funny cusps, 122
fuse, 1, 94
Fusion, 7, 14, 19
Fusion Quest Goes Forward, 113
fusion rate, 134
Fusion Reaction Cross-Section, 29
fusor, 14, 55

G
gain in energy, per electron 96
gallium, 243
gamma emitting waste, 47
gamma γ, rays 272, 273
Gamow, George 275
gas bulb, neon 234
gas, ionized, 234
gaseous diffusion, 45
gate, capacitive 244
Gauss, unit 279
Gauss’ Law, 251
GE 90-115B Turbofan, 65
Generating Electric Current, 252
generators, 254
Geological disposal, 50
geological eras, 185
Geothermal Power, 4, 206
germanium, 240
glaciers are melting, 200
glass rod, 13
global cooling (nuke winter) colder than ice age, 190
goal of confinement, 124
Gold, 276
good locations, wind, 215
Gorton, Slade, 155
Graham, Robert, 155
gram, 279
graphite, 58
grass seeds, 255
Gray, Dolly, 59, 63
Great Ocean Conveyor, 202
green, environmentally responsible, 2
Green Revolution, fertilizer, 197
Greenhouse Effect, 199
greenhouse gas from cars, 182
greenhouse gas from coal, 171
Greenland is melting, 200
grid, negative, fusor 14, 56
grid, positive, ETW, 57
Ground, electrical 93, 250
gyroradius, 26, 117, 118, 121, 125

H
Haddith, 151
Hadley Centre, 200
half-life, 274
half-thickness, 272
half-wave rectifier, 242
hand grenades, 35
hanelyp magrid, 71
harmonic filter, 97
hate infidels, 152
He3 production, 107
heart monitor, 258
heat, 273
heat load calculation, 75
heat load on magrid, 66, 74, 95
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heat removal, collector, 96
heat sinks, 240
Heat Transfer, 74
heavy metals, toxic, 169
heavy water, 39
hectare, 279
Heinlein, Robert A, 106
Helium, 8, 101, 269
Helium calculation, 102
helium nuclei, 272
Helium recycling, 104
helium shortage, 104
helium sources, 105
Helium, liquid, 76
helium, liquid cooling, 86
helix electron, 18
Hezbollah funded by cartel, 149
Hezbollah, Iran supports, 158
High level waste, 48
High Voltage Direct Current, 92
high voltage transmission, 91
higher food prices corn ethanol, 211
highest voltage, minimize line loss 90
High-level radioactive waste, 49
hijackers, 153
Hirsch, Robert, 36, 62
Hirsch-Farnsworth Fusor, 55
HIV infection, 194
hole, as positive charge 95, 242
Hong Kong Flu, 192
hopes for a future, ill-founded, 129
horizontal X deflection plates, 259
Hot Dry Rock system, 207
hot water discharge pollution, coal, 171
How Long will Fuels Last, 143
hp, 279
hPa, 279
Hubbert peak, 145
Hubbert predicts Peak Oil, 143
Hubbert, M. King, 143
Human burning of fossil fuels, 201
human civilization 86% fossil energy, 141
human-caused global warming, 201
HVDC to AC inverter, 96
HVDC Transmission Lines, 99
hybrid light vehicles, 210
hydrogen as auto fuel, 210
hydrogen atoms, 269
hydrogen nuclei, 276
hydrogen, cooked-out of metal, 60

I
I = V/R, 89
I2R, 90
IAEA inspectors, 159
ice age, 202
ice age from nuclear war, 190
IIRO, 156
immune, IIRO, 156
impact points, comet 185
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impacts, craters 186
increases in rate of magnetic field reversals, 186
individual current, parallel, 236
individual potential, series, 236
individual resistances, 237
induced current, magnetic 254
Inductance Problems, magrid coils, 27
induction, charge spheres by, 249
inductive reactance, coils 27
infidels, hate the, 152
Influenza, 192
Injection of fuel, 20
injury from wind turbines, 218
input power scaling problem, 115
input voltage, from pot, 240, 241
insanity definition, Einstein, 36
insolation, 222
integrated circuit, 234
Intermediate level waste, 48
International Astronautical Congress, 62
international cartel, 149
international HLW repository, 50
International Islamic Relief Organization, 156
intuition, 120
invention, polywell, Bussard, 57
inverse square, 255
inverter, 92, 96, 225
Inverter Basics, 97
Ion exchange, nuclear waste disposal 49
ion loss rate, polywell, 127
ion sources (guns), 84, 94
ionization energy, deuterium, 14
ionization energy, boron, 94
ions, definition 13
Iran sells oil to Israel, 161
Iran to destroy Israel, 158
Iran anti-Semitic, 150
Iraq war, 61
iridium, 186
iridium deposits at Cretaceous-Tertiary 185, 186
Islamic studies, 151
isotope, 8, 276
Israel buys from Iran, 160
Israel sells weapons to Iran, 161
Israel, cartel to eradicate, 149
Italian physicist Fermi, 277
ITER Tokamak, 29

J
Jews are apes, Saudi textbooks, 152
Jews hated by cartel, 149
Jihad is the path, 153
Joule (energy), 246, 279
Joules/Coulomb, 228
joules/sec, 101
Joules/second, 228

K
K, ºkelvin, 279
k, Coulomb's constant;, 250, 279
Keeling graph, 201
Khalifa, Mohammad Jamal, 156
kilogram (mass), 279
kilowatt-hr, 279
kinetic energy, 95, 262
Koran, 151
Krall, Nicholas, 30, 59, 120
kw, 279
Kyoto Protocol in jeopardy, 182

L
land lost to coal mining, 168
Langmuir probe, 132
Larmor radius, 121, 125, 126
laser, infrared, 104
lasers, 31
latex spheres, 257
Lawrence Livermore, 31
Lawson criterion, 124
LC POPS, M Simon, 81
length, 279
Lenz's law, 252
Levels of Waste, 48
Liberia, 279
Lidsky, Lawrence, 34
Light vehicles electric, 210
lightning strike, 13
light-yr, 279
Ligon, Tom, 59
Like charges, 13
limit of technology, heat load, 66
limitations, wind, 216
Limited Uranium Fuel, 41, 46
limiting resistors, protect transistors, 240
line cusp, 60, 121
line loss, transmission, 90
lines of force, 252, 255
lines of force form circles, 15
liter (volume), 279
lithium blanket, 29
lives, ruined, coal, 167
logic circuits, 241
long distance transmission lines, 89, 90
loop is rotating, generator, 253
loss channel, electron, 128
Low level waste, 48

M
m, meter, 279
M Simon LC POPS, 81
magnet, 13
magnet cooling limits, 26
magnet, SC, cooling plan, M Simon, 76
Magnetic coils, 17

magnetic compass, 13
magnetic confinement, 83, 125
magnetic deflection, 15
magnetic field, 253, 273
magnetic field is circling, 15
magnetic flux, 91
magnetic lines of force, 90, 252, 253
magnetic north, 13
magnetically insulate, 127
Magrid, 17
magrid coating, diamond or boron, 110
Magrid Coils, SC, 72
magrid cooling, MSimon, 76
magrid cut-away, 93
magrid SC coils, 93
Magrid Shape, 23, 67
Magrid Structure, stand-offs, 72
Magrid, DD neutron damage, 109
magrid, frustrum alternative, 70
magrid, WB-100, 65
major extinctions, 186
Malthus, Thomas, 196
Maritime shipping, 210
Mars, rockets to, 58
mass, 279
mass extinctions, 184
mass number, 7, 269, 273-275
mass of electron, 262, 263
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 186
mass-energy relationship, 11
mass-production cost of polywell, 88
Max Planck Institute, 114, 134
maximum 200 million, U.S. population, 197
Maxwell Distribution, 20, 30
mb, millibar 279
McMinn, Devon, 55
Measles, 193
measure distance, radar, oscilloscope, 262
megawatt, 101
Meitner, Lise, 277
Meltdowns, reactor, 41
melting Greenland, 200
mercury contamination, coal, 173
mercury hurts fetus, coal, 173
mercury in fish, coal, 173
mercury, coal, 171
metal bond, 95
metals as conductors, 242
meter (length), 279
methane (greenhouse) increases, 201
Metric System, 279
metric ton, 279
MeV, 279
MgB2 superconductor, 73, 109, 110
microsecond, 261
microwave oven, 33
Middle East solution, 158
Millibarns cross-section, 29
Millikan, Robert, 257
Millikan Experiment, 257
mining waste, coal, 170
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mishap, tokamak, 34
missiles can hit Israel, 159
Mitsubishi™ solar collector, 222
ml, milliliter, 279
mm, millimeter, 279
mm Hg, pressure, 279
Moderators, 39
Mohave, 103
mole, 101
molecules, 270
mountain lake, resistance analog, 237
mountain ecosystem, coal, 169
mountain lakes, dead, coal167
Mountain-top removal, coal, 168
mousetrap, Rutherford's, 272
MPG-1and MPG-2, 25, 119
MRI coils, 74
MRSA staph, 193
M Simon magnet cooling, 76
MSNBC Cosmic Log, 113
multiply by adding exponents, 266
Muslim World League, 155
Muslims will triumph, 152
mutual repulsion, nuclear protons, 275
Mw, megawatt, 279
Myanmar, 279


national wealth transfer to Saudi, 165
natural gas as auto fuel, 220
natural gas makes fertilizer, 148
natural radioactive decay, 275
Navy Energy Program, 61
near-Earth asteroid 1950 DA, 184
Nebel, Richard, 35, 62, 81, 82, 113
negative, 13
negative electric charge, 269
negative grid, 14
negative ion, 13, 269
emesis star, 186
neon, 234, 245
neon bulb, 245
NERVA program, 57
net gain in power, pB11 electrons, 96
net power from D-T fusion, 32
network solid, 240, 243
neutral, 269
Neutral-beam injection, tokamak, 33
neutrino, 276
neutron absorber, 104
neutron bombardment, 276
neutron count calculation, 134
neutron emissions, 110, 275
eutron Fission Power Reactors, 37
Neutron Shielding, 109
neutrons, 7, 269, 275, 276
neutrons burn nuke waste, 108
Neutrons from p-B11, 80
Newton (force), 279
NFPR, 37
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NFPR Types, 39
NIF, D-T fusion, 31
nightmare tipping point, climate change, 202
nitrogen compounds, coal, 171
nitrogen dioxide, 185-186
nitrogen, liquid, 76
nm, nanometer, 279
NM, nautical mile, 279
non-metric nations, 279
Ntn/m2, 279
n-type semiconductor, 243
nuclear charge, 273
uclear Cross-Section, 10, 39
nuclear decay reactions, 274
Nuclear Energy, 5, 7
Nuclear Energy, Clean, 53
nuclear force, 269, 275
Nuclear Power Reactor, 38
Nuclear Proliferation, 108
nuclear reaction, 8, 269
nuclear rocketry program, 58
nuclear war, Pakistan, India, 187
uclear Waste, 41, 47
Nuclear Waste Disposal, 49, 108
nuclear weapons, Iran, 159
uclear Weapons, 41, 45
nuclear weapons built by cartel, 150
nuclear winter, 188
nuclei, 269
nucleon number, 275
nucleons, 269
nucleosynthesis, oxygen, 78
nucleus, 7, 269, 275
number of polywell power plants needed, 209

O
octahedron, 69
Office of Naval Research, 61
ohmic heating, 32
ohms, 89, 246
Ohms Law, 89, 231, 233
oil drops, Millikan 257
oil import & export lists, world, 150
oil production Norway, 145
oil production peak, world, 144
Oil Refineries Carcinogenic, 180
oil spill in Arctic Ocean disaster, 179
oil spill killed 25 orcas, 179
Oil Spills, 177
oil, toxic emissions, cancer, 181
oil wars, 62
oil wrecks Canadian boreal forest, 179
one-way gates, diodes, 241
Oort cloud, comet source,186
oppositely charged plates, 255
oppositely charged spheres, 250
optimal tilting of solar panel, 224
optimum nuclear activation energy, 29
orange juice, 13
orbital, electron, 242, 269

Orca killer whales, 179
Osama bin Laden, 153
oscilloscope, 258, 260, 261, 263
output DC, rectifier, 242
output transistors, 240
output voltage, diode circuit, 240, 241
overheating of the coils, 61
Overpopulation, 196
oxygen, 275
oxymoron, Clean Coal, 169
ozone layer destruction, 188
ozone pollution caused by cars, 181

P
P = I R, line loss, 90
P = IV, 89, 90
Pale Horse - Overpopulation, 196
palm oil, 214
pandemic, 190
parallel circuits, 229, 230, 235, 237-239, 246
parallel plates, 244, 255, 256, 257
parent element, decay, 274
Park, Jaeyoung, 63, 81, 133
Parthenon damage, coal, 173
Pascal (pressure), 279
Paschen Arcing, 20, 27, 60, 128
Paschen discharge, 56
pathways, parallel circuits, 246
p-B nuclear reaction, 53
p-B Polywell Electricity, 89
pB v DD Differences, 110
p-B11 Side Reactions, 80
peak oil Norway, 145
Peak Oil, U.S., 143
peak output power for solar panel, 223
peak Texas oil, 144
peak UK coal, 144
peak world oil production, 144
peak, Texas natural gas, 144
Peloponnesian War, 191
penetrating power, radiation, 272
Peninsula College, Port Angeles, 55
Pentagon, 153
per-genus extinction rate, 186
periphery of the solar system, 186
Permian-Triassic extinction, 184
pH below 5.6, acid rain, 171
phosphorescence, discovery nuclear radiation 271
Photovoltaic collectors, 221
Pickens, T. Boone, 220
pigtail, capacitor 244
Pimentel, David, 148, 211
pitchblende, a uranium ore,, 271
plasma, 269
Plasma Blow-Out, 83
Plasma Current, 32
plasma donut, 32
plastic strip rub with paper, negative, 13
platinum into gold, 276
Plutonium, 45, 111
2

Pogo, 182
Point Charges, 255
point cusps, 122
poisoned communities, coal, 170
Poland, 271
polonium, 271
polyhedron, 3, 23, 67
Polywell, 2, 13
polywell electric current, 95
polywell evisceration, 119
Polywell p-B Electricity, 89
Polywell Viability, 113
polywell, clean nuclear, 53
Polywell, D-D, 107
pools oil waste Alberta, 179
Pope Paul VI, 198
popping in and out of existence, electrons, 242
POPS, 81
Port Angeles, 55, 65, 209
Port of New York and New Jersey, 154
positive, 13
positive charge holes, 95, 242
positive ion, 13, 269
positively charged, 269
potassium-uranyl sulfate, 271
potential, 90, 227, 231, 234, 236, 237, 244-246, 252
potential energy, 7, 244, 256
potential of geothermal, 207
Potential of Wind Power, 219
potential reverses in generator, 254
potential of tidal-power, 208
potential well, 3, 17, 115
potentiometer, 234
power, 90, 91, 228, 230, 279
power input at beta = one, 135
power of ten, 265
Power of a Power, 267
power output scaling, 115
power produced by a solar panel, 223
power supply limitations, WB-6; 61
Power v Energy, definitions, 206
powers of penetration, radiation, 272
prediction Norway oil, 145
prediction Texas oil, 144
prediction world oil, 144
predictions, fossil fuel peaks, 143
pressure, 279
primary, transformer, 90
probability of wave-function collapse, decay, 274
Problems with solar, 222
Proliferation Weapons Hazard DD v pB, 111
proliferation, weapons, tokamak, 34
proton emissions, 275
proton number, 275
proton re-circulation, 123
protons, 7, 269
psi, pounds per square inch, pressure, 279
p-type semiconductor, 243
published output v real world, solar, 223
puff-gas system, 19, 21
Pulse Mode of polywell, 26
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push-back of electrons, 23

Q
Q, Quadrillion BTU, 279

R
R = V/I, 89, 233
r7 proportion to power, 66
radar, 262
radar pulse, 262
radar screen, 258
radars, 234
radiation, 271
radio frequency, 244
radio frequency heating, 33
radioactive emissions, 273
radioactive nuclei to decay, 274
Radioactive waste, 47
Radioactivity, 271
radium, 271, 273
radius, magnetic deflection, alpha v beta, 273
radon gas, 272
Raiders of the Lost Ark, 129
Rail, transport fuel, 210
ramscoop space drive, 58
rate-payers don't see coal's harm, 167
ratio V/I constant, 232
RBMK, Russian reactor, 40, 43
reaction, 273, 274, 276, 277
Reaction, Nuclear Cross-Section, 29
Reagan, Ronald, 103
Real Estate destruction, coal, 168
re-circulating electrons, 22, 94
recirculation, 124, 125, 126
Recirculation won't work, 114
re-circulation, proton, 123
rectifier, 242
Recycling B & He, 104
Red Horse - Nuclear War, 187
refutation polywell, 138
relativity formula, 11
repel, like charges, 13
Replacement, coal-fired, 110
reprocessing used nuclear fuel, 48
repulsion of like-charged protons, 275
reserves of coal, 167
resistance, 89, 90, 231-246
resistor, 234, 237
resources geothermal, 206
retrofit, D-D polywell, 107
reverse biased, 241
rewrite as regular number, 265
rewrite in scientific notation, 265
Riggatron, 57
Right Hand Rule, 24
rivers damaged by coal, 172
Riyadh, 155
rockets to Mars, 58
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Roman Catholic Church, 198
roofs required to replace fossil, number of, 224
rotating loop, generator, 254
rotor disintegrates, wind turbine, 218
roughing pump, vacuum, 56
royal family, Saudi, 156
rubber balloons, forming Whiffle Ball, 22
rule of seventy, 146
Rutherford, 272, 273, 275
Rutherford's mousetrap;, 272

S
safe polywell, 1
Sakharov, Andrei, 30
sandwich, capacitor, 244
Sarajevo, 157
SARS, 194
Saudi Arabia, 151
Saudi Arabia wants us dead, 150
Saudi flag, 151
Saudi High Commission for Relief, 157
Saudi Prince Salman, 157
Saudi school books, 151
SC magnet start up procedure, 86
scales as the 7th power, polywell, 268
Scaling, power out and input power, 115
schematic, 229, 236
school books teach hate, Saudi, 149
schools, Wahhabi, 151
Scientific Notation, 265
SCR thyristors, 98
screen grid, fusor, 14
sea ice has melted, 200
sea of electrons, 95
Sea-based burial of nuclear waste, 50
seasoning or "cook-out" of magrid, 85
secondary, transformer, 90
semiconductors, 239-242
sequester technology not possible, and isn't there, 176
sequester, only works for new coal plants, 173
serendipity, Bussard, polywell, 57
series circuit, 229, 230, 235-239, 246
seventh power of radius, 66, 115
sexual intercourse, 198
Shanksville, Pennsylvania, 153
Shape of Magrid, 23, 67
Shielding of Coils, 25
Shoemaker-Levy 9, 185
Side Reactions, p-B11, 2, 80
silicon, 240, 242, 276
Simulations v experiments, 133
sine wave, AC, 97
single phase AC, 97
single point charge, 255, 256
sinkholes, coal mine, 168
sixty million wind turbines, 219
Size of WB-100, 66
skepticism re polywell, 130
Sklodowska-Curie, Marie, 271
slip rings, 254

slowed alphas, trap-collector field, 95
slows plant growth, acid rain from coal, 172
smallpox, 191, 193
SO2 from coal, 167
Solar Energy, 221
solar energy problems, 222
Solar panels, 4, 221
solar tracker, 225
solve an equation, 267
Sorbonne, 271
Space disposal, nuclear waste, 51
space shuttle, 12
spacing between wind turbines, 217
Spanish flu, 192
specific quantity of energy, consider, 3
spectral lines, 272
speed of light, 279
sphere is stopped, 257-258
sphere, area of, polywell, 66
spherical positive grid, 57
spherical screen grid, 14
spikes on oscilloscope screen, 261, 264
spin steam turbine, 37
spiral electron, 18
split the atom, 277
square cross-section, magrid coil, 25
square wave, AC, 97
squeezing magnetic field of magrid, 18
St Lawrence River, 203
stable arrangement, 7
stable core, 242
stable hot era, 202
stable isotopes, 270
Staphylococcus aureus, 193
start up procedure for SC magnets, 86
Start-up steps, Polywell, 85
starvation caused by biofuels, 214
starving people due to corn ethanol, 211
statue of liberty, 217
steam turbine, 30, 37, 91
Stellarator, 31
step-down Transformer, 32
stereo, 240
stopping voltage, Millikan, 258
Strait of Hormuz, Iran to close, 159
stream as current, analogy, 237
streams buried, coal, 169, 170
stress limit of polywell materials, 66
strip mining, coal, 168
stripped electrons, from p and B, 94
strontium isotope ratio in sea water, 185
subduction zone burial of nuclear waste, 51
Sugar Cane to produce biofuel, 214
sulfur compounds, coal, 171
sun's position changes, 224
super rubber balls, 22
Superconductor, magrid, 72
superiority, polywell, 122
superscript preceding is mass number, 270
supplies of fossil fuel, how long, 143
surface coating for magrid, 74

sustainable economy, population maximum, 148
sweep of oscilloscope, 261
sweep time, 261
sweep voltage, 259, 261
sweep circuit, 245
Synroc, 49
synthetic element, 277
synthetic emissions, 275

T
tailings ponds, oil sludge, 179
Taj Mahal damage, acid rain, coal, 173
television, 234, 258
temperature, 234, 240, 279
temperature of planet is increasing, 200
Temporary Storage, nuclear waste, 49
terrorism supporters, 156
Tertiary, Cretaceous boundary185
Tesla, units, 279
Tesla magnetic field calculation, 72
Test Charge, Faraday cage, 251
Test to Failure, polywell, 88
Texas natural gas peak, 144
Texas oil peak, 144
thermal runaway, transistor, 240
thermal stresses during start-up, 87
thorium, 271, 273
Three Mile Island, 34, 41
three phase AC, 98
three-phase inverter, 98
Throttling Polywell, 85
thyroid cancer, 45
Tidal Power, 4, 208
time an event with oscilloscope, 261
time of flight, 262, 264
tipping point, climate change, 202
tissue bits demonstrate electric force, 13
tokamak boondoggle, 58
tokamak criticisms, 34
tokamak, 29, 114, 116
Tombo's proposed magrid, 69
Torr, pressure unit, 279
torus, 32
total current I, 236-237
total potential V, 236-237
total resistance, 237, 246
toxic air pollution, oil, 181
toxic waste from clean coal, 170
toxic waste, coal, 169
Transformer, 32, 90
transistor, 97, 240
Transmission Lines HVDC, 99
Transmitting electricity, 89
Transmutation, 51, 276
transmutation. carbon, 78
Transportation Issues, 210
Transuranic waste, 49, 51
Trap grid, 94
trapping factor reduced by circulation, 117
treason to buy oil, 150
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trees damaged, acid rain, coal, 172
Tritium, 8, 29, 269
true cost of coal, 167
truncated cube, 23, 67
Tsunami, 185
tuberculosis, 193
tuned circuits, 244
Tunguska, 184
turbine brake fails, wind, 218
turbine spacing, wind, 217
turbine, steam, 30, 37, 91
turbines per km2, wind, 217
turbines, wind, 215
turn ratio, transformer, 90
Typhoid fever, 191
Typhus, 192

U
U.S. coal reserve, 146
U.S. coal to last 200 y, 147
UK coal peak, 144
underground cable, HV transmission, 100
uniform E field, parallel plates, 255
unit cancellation, 267
United States as metric hold-out, 279
University of Washington, 114
Unlike charges attract, 13
unshielded magrid surfaces, 25
unstable arrangement, 7
unstable isotopes, 270
untapped tidal power, 208
upper limit, polywell power, 66
upscattering electron loss, 127
upscattering is not significant, 136
uranium, 271, 272, 273, 277
uranium fission, 8
uranium hexafluoride, 45
Uranium mill tailings, 48
Useful Constants, 279

V
V = IR, 90
Vacuum Tank, 17
vacuum turbo pumps, 104
vacuum, establish, 85
vacuum, polywell, 104
variable electrical load management, polywell, 87
Venezirian Oil Company, 162
Venezuela, 162
Venezuela opposes Iran sanctions, 162
Venezuela rejects Iran referral, 162
Venezuela supports Columbian drugs, 150
Venezuela supports FARC, 163
vertex, magrid, 24, 67
vertical "y" deflection plates, 259, 261
Vertical coils, tokamak, 32
V-I graph, light bulbs, 232
V-I graph, Zener diode, 242
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Viability, Polywell, 113
vibrator, inverter, 97
Vitrification, nuclear waste disposal, 49
volt meter, 230
voltage, 240, 241
voltage drop, 231, 239, 240, 245
voltage ratio, transformer, 90
Volts, 228, 230, 246
volume, 279

W
Wahab, Muhammad Bin, 151
Wahabbism, 151
war red horse, 183
Washington state, 90
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, 49
waste, Radioactive, 47
Water Analogy, 227, 237
Water Pollution, coal, 169
water-cooled magrid magnets, 60
watt (power), 279
Watt-hr, 279
Watts, 228, 230, 246
wave function, 242, 274
wave function collapse, 275
wave-mechanical equation, 275
WB-1, 60
WB-100, 65
WB-100, Size, 66
WB-2, 60
WB-2 data, 132
WB-3, 60
WB-4, 60
WB-6, 61
WB-6 Test, 27
WB-7, 62, 130
WB-8, 68
weapons proliferation, nuclear fission, 45
Weapons proliferation, polywell, 108
well depth, potential well, 26, 111
Wendelstein 7-X, 31
when the coal will be gone, 146
where is the (polywell) data?, 127
White Horse - Asteroids and Comets, 184
whole number multiple, Millikan, 257
Wiffleball, 18, 22, 57, 83, 93, 116, 119
Wiffle ball picture, 118
Wiffleball data, 131
wind costs, 215
wind farm, 217
wind limitations, 216
wind locations, 215
wind needs back-up, 216
wind power potential, 219
wind turbine description, 217
wind turbines, 3, 215
wind turbines in Germany, 218
wind turbines and birds, 218
woman worth half to Islam, 152
work, done on charge, 246

work per charge, 228
work per second, 231
world energy production, 205
world population, 148
world solar cost, 225
World Trade Center, 153
Wray, Kevin, 63
Wray, Mike, 63

X
x-rays, 271

Y
yellowcake, 45
Younger Dryas, 203
Yucatan Chicxulub Crater, 185
Yucca Mountain, 50

Z
Zakat, Islam giving of alms, 155
Zener diode, 240, 241, 246
Zirul, Jeff, 55
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